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Preface 

This volume has emerged from a seminar on the ideologies of tradi
tional Asian and pre-Columbian American kingship held in August 
1976 at the 30th International Congress of the Human Sciences in 
Asia and North Africa, in Mexico. With the exception of the paper 
contributed by Dr. Santucci (which was read at another session of the 
Congress), and my own brief notes on the ideologies of kingship in 
pre-Muslim India, all the papers are substantially as presented at the 
Congress, but they have been revised where necessary by their respec
tive authors, in the light of the often vigorous discussions which took 
place at the seminar. 

It will be noted that in most cases the authors of each paper are 
members of the cultures concerned. I must admit that considerations 
of nationalism played a big pan in the decision to invite such scholars, 
for, though we were dealing not with contemporary ideas, but with 
ancient and traditional ones, the theme has some bearing on 
contemporary politics. Hence I feared that remarks made by foreign 
scholars in their papers might in some cases be taken as disparaging or 
politically loaded by others indigenous to the civilizations being 
discussed. There was probably no need to take this precaution, but as a 
result we have .a series of papers most of which are the work of spe
cialists who have been born and bred in the cultures concerned, and 
this, I think, has given several of them an inward character, which 
otherwise they might have lacked. The only exceptions to the rule are 
the papers of Drs. van Seters and Santucci, both of which deal with 
kingship in long vanished civilizations, which by no stretch of the 
imagination can have any significant direct influence on contemporary 
affairs; and my own. The latter must be looked on as an addendum 
to that of Professor Sharma, who somewhat misinterpreted his brief
ing, and presented a paper dealing rather with the structure of ancient 
Indian government than with its ideologies. This was understandable 
in view of the great pressure on his time, for he combines the headship 
of a large university department with a very responsible administrative 
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post as Chairman of the Indian Historical Research Grants Committee. 
It is with his permission that I have added a few pages on Ancient 
Indian ideas of kingship. 

In editing these papers I have not been able to obtain complete 
uniformity in matters of bibliography and footnoting. This could 
have been _done, but, in view of the geographical distribution of the 
authors of the papers, and of the pressure on their time and my own, 
to insist on uniformity might have resulted in great delay in the 
appearance of this volume. I have only attempted to achieve unifor
mity in respect of typographical convention and spelling. The O.E.D. 
has been chosen as the norm rather than Webster, simply because 
most of the contributors employed the British system in the first place. 

It remains for me to thank Professor de la Lama and the organizers of 
the 30th International Congress for making the symposium possible; 
those who contributed papers, and took pan in the discussion; and 
three members of the supponing staff of my depanment at the Aus
tralian National University, (in alphabetical order) Miss Mary Hut
chinson, Mrs. Ponia McCusker, and Mrs. Pat Z.eller, without whose 
help I could neither have organized the symposium nor have edited 
the papers. 

A.L.Basham 

Canberra, 1977 



Introduction 

To introduce this series of papers is, in one sense, easy: they are all 
very valuable for the information they contain, and the reader who 
carefully works through them all will have acquired most valuable 
background knowledge of theories of government of the major civili
zations of early Asia and America. To say this, however, is not enough. 
It was part of the purpose of the seminar to try to discover common 
ground between the ideas of one culture and those of another, and to 
find, if possible, some ideas held in common by all of them, including 
the cultures of the Aztecs and the Incas. At the seminar, however, the 
discussions tended to emphasize in particular the ideology then being 
considered rather than to compare two or more cultures, and the final 
meeting, when the theme was considered as a whole, did not result in 
any definite conclusions. This is partly the fault of the chairman, my
self, who perhaps did not exert sufficient authority over the course of 
the discussion; but it was also a measure of the intrinsic interest taken 
in the individual papers, each of which stands in its own right as an 
authoritative survey of its subject. 

The earliest ideas of kingship discussed in the seminar were those 
of the Ancient Middle East, succinctly outlined by Dr. van Seters. In 
Egypt the king was divine with a clear and explicit divinity, though he 
was simultaneously human, while in Mesopotamia his divinity was 
even more qualified. Exceptional among the peoples of the region 
were the Hebrews, who seem at first to have managed without king
ship ·at all; and later to have adopted that institution with much 
misgiving. This, at least, is the impression given by the Old Testament 
texts on the subject, which have come down to us after much later 
editing. Yet they did not exclude certain passages in the Psalms and 
elsewhere which show that, if the king was not divine, at least he was 
endowed with a divine charisma, obtained at his consecration, and 
that Yahweh, the only valid god, was believed to bestow magical 
powers upon the Messiah, "the Lord's Anointed"; it must be realized 
that every properly ordained Hebrew king was in this sense a Messiah. 

5 
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Some of the ancient Hebrew ideas were inherited by the Arabs, and 
indeed in a sense the early Muslims repeated on a larger and more 
durable scale the experiences of the Hebrews nearly two millennia 
earlier, after their conquest of Palestine. Nomads and semi-nomads, 
they gained control of lands and peoples much more developed than 
they were~ and, for all their efforts at maintaining the purity of their 
original faith, they could not fail to absorb some of the ideas of their 
new subjects, who were much more sophisticated than themselves. 
Just as a series of prophets inveighed against the kings of Israel for 
compromising with the gentiles in both thought and practice, and 
recalled the freer days of the desert, so a series of Muslim divines 
attempted to bring back the faithful to the ways of the Four Righteous 
Caliphs. They were not, on the whole, successful, for, though Islam 
could not permit a fully developed doctrine of royal divinity, the 
Iranian concept for fa"· the divine radiance bestowed upon the righ
teous and legitimate ruler, gave the caliph, the padshah and the 
sultan an almost superhuman status, despite the occasional protests 
of the stictly orthodox and of a few rationalists such as the great 
Ibn Khaldun. 

In India the Perso-Islamic doctrines of kingship were reinforced by 
indigenous ideas. The ideology of the protohistoric civilization of the 
Indus is unknown to us, but, as Dr. Santucci shows, the Aryan invaders 
of the second millennium B.C. seem to have been governed mainly by 
tribal chiefs who had already a certain divinity about them. Steadily 
they became more and more exalted until by the beginning of our 
era they were claiming to be gods on earth. Nevertheless there were 
strong ideological checks on the misuse of their power. In classical 
India government was not looked on as an end in itself, but as an 
unfortunate necessity in a steadily degenerating world. The High God 
had appointed the first king to preserve society, to . protect the righ
teous against the evil and the weak against the stron.8. Moreover, the 
king's theoretical responsibilities included "pleasing the people". 
Thus the divine king .had very important duties as well as rights, and 
there are traces of a doctrine comparable to the ''Mandate of Heaven'' 
theory of China. 

The Indian doctrine of divine kingship, it should be noted, was not 
without its critics. Neither of the two heterodox sects, Buddhism and 
Jainism, assented to it, and the former evolved, in the form of a myth 
or legend, what was probably the first doctrine of social contract in the 
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thought of the world. In India there was no single and uniform 
teaching on social and political questio&s at any time. 

Indian ideas, both Hindu and Buddhist, made their impact on 
Southeast Asia, but it seems that the kingdoms of that area, 
emerging into civilization, had a heritage of political ideas already, 
which centred on the association of a divine king with a mountain or 
hill. Thus the Hindu doctrine of royal divinity, qualified as it was, 
took on new forms in Southeast Asia. Probably nowhere in India did 
the king figure as such a thoroughgoing divinity as in early-Cambodia, 
and India can show no monument to a god-king as impressive as the 
famous. remains of Angkor. Yet the doctrine of royal divinity, in its 
most extreme Southeast Asian form, was to some extent modified by 
the realities of the objective situation, and by long-standing custom; 
and the arrival of Theravada Buddhism on the mainland, and of 
Islam in peninsular Southeast Asia and the islands, modified the 
doctrine still further. Nevenheless ideas of royal divinity were far from 
dead when the countries of the region were first opened to contact 
with the Western world, and their vestiges are still in evidence in 
Thailand, the last surviving kingdom of the region. 

The Chinese evolved the basic features of their civilization with 
little direct external influence, and when the first important cultural 
impact from outside was felt their political ideologies were already 
fully developed. They had evolved an imperial system unique in the 
world's history for its stability and, in general, its success in providing 
security for the subject. The ideology of government had already been 
provided by a number of sages, whose names are too familiar to need 
repetition. The doctrine of the Mandate of Heaven, as formulated 
finally by Mencius, meant that the Son of Heaven was a divinity, but 
only by vinue of his Mandate. While the emperor held the Mandate 
he was entitled to extreme respect and implicit obedience, but the 
Mandate was bestowed at the pleasure of Heaven. If he were the Son 
of Heaven, his rights as such were dependent on Heaven's pleasure, 
and he could be, so to speak, disinherited or disowned if he did not 
carry out the will of Heaven conscientiously. Thus, though the history 
of China provides many instances of tyrannical emperors, it also 
provides numerous examples of revolts, successful and otherwise, of a 
more or less popular kind. The saying of Mencius, to the effect that an 
unrighteous Son of Heaven was a contradiction in terms, and thus 
revolt against oppression was morally justified, militated against the 
extremes of imperial injustice, as also did the belief that the with-
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drawal of Heaven's Mandate was signalled by such natural calamities 
as flood, famine, pestilence and earthquake. The passive obedience 
of the subjects, and the loyalty of the unique civil service of Imperial 
China, were conditional upon the righteousness of the Son of Heaven. 
Nevertheless the subject in China had been disciplined over many 
generations to serve the state, and he seems often to have submitted 
without complaint to a degree of regimentation uncommon in other 
parts of Asia. It seems that Buddhism had little permanent effect on 

China's basic political ideologies. The Buddhist legend of the first 
king appointed by a social contract was never quite forgotten, but its 
influence grew weaker with time and distance, and Buddhists in China 
generally came to terms with the prevailing political theories. 

Japan and Korea came strongly under Chinese influence, both 
Confucian and Buddhist. The latter kingdom became a smaller imita
tion of China, but, in the case of the former, there was a previous 
tradition of some kind of royal divinity, based largely on descent from 
a divine ancestor and the possession of sacred objects believed to be of 
divine origin. The unification of Japan under the rulers of Yamato 
brought with it a flood of Chinese influence, but in politics this was 
considerably modified. The divinity of the Japanese tenno was not 
that of the Chinese Son of Heaven. Increasingly as time progressed the 

divine emperor became a deus otiosus, the real power being exercised 
by members of an aristocratic clan. The process of excluding the 
emperor from the affairs of state culminated in the Tokugawa 
shogunate, when the emperor had a negligible effect on politics, but 
was looked on as so sacred that he was rarely if ever seen except by his 
immediate entourage. He was in fact looked on as the very incarnation 

of Heaven, with a divinity more complete than in any of the other 
kingdoms considered, except perhaps ancient Egypt. His one political 

function was to ·bestow legitimacy upon the shogun, who himself 
generally made no claim to divine status. Confucius had, so to speak, 

become a naturalized Japanese, and his precepts encouraging loyalty 
both to the emperor and the temporal rulers were made good use of 

by the rulers of Tokugawa Japan. 
The Meiji ''Restoration'' brought about a strangely anomalous 

situation in which a monarch, denial of whose divinity was treason, 
became the constitutional head of a state successfully striving to 

modernize itself. The Emperor of Japan, who publicly abjured his 
divinity after the Second World War, was the last of the divine kings, 
the gods on earth whose pedigree can be traced back to Ancient 
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Egypt. Whatever the fate of the world, it seems very unlikely that the 
rac.e of divine kings will ever be revived. 

The theme of royal divinity recurs on the other side of the Pacific in 
pre-Columbian Mexico and Peru. Our knowledge of the ideologies of 
these highly developed civilizations is very deficient, since we have no 
reliable indigenous texts to use as sources, but must depend on the 
repons of the conquistadors, the clergy who followed them, and the 
indigenous converts of the latter. Much knowledge about the ancient 
rulers of America is irretrievably lost, and the ideological aspect has 
perhaps suffered worst of all. 

On comparing what can be gathered of the ideas of the Aztecs 
with those of the Incas, both similarities and differences are clear. The 
comparison is probably rather like that made by Professor van Seters 
between Mesopotamian kingship and that of ancient Egypt. The 
Aztecs, like the Babylonians and Assyrians, recognized a qualified 
divinity in their kings, who ritually represented the gods on earth, 
and acted as intermediaries and high priests of the nation. For the 
Incas, like the ancient Egyptians, the king was the incarnation of the 
Sun-god and his divinity was more strongly stressed. The Inka, 
moreover, differed from the Aztec ruler in his more rigid control of 
the economic life of his nation, and his greater responsibility for the 
social security and economic welfare of his subjects. 

None of the evidence presented by our two Latin-American 
scholars contains any real suggestion of trans-Pacific cortficts in 
historical times. Resemblances between kingship in Asia and early 
America certainly exist, but they are such as one would expect to have 
evolved independently, and no conclusion can be drawn form them 
except that similar human circumstances tend to produce similar 
results. In early societies, such as those of protohistoric Egypt, India, 
China, and Peru, the problem arose of uniting tribes into kingdoms. 
The doctrine of royal divinity was a useful aid to achieving this end, 
and, since it fulfilled the needs of the situation, it had great survival 
value and in some cultures it became an implicitly believed dogma. 

We do not suggest any conscious machinations of early rulers, or of 
their courtiers or priests, in the development of this doctrine, and 
those who do so lack insight into, the mental processes of ancient or 
primitive peoples. For such peoples, that which exens power above the 
ordinary is ipso facto divine. A man who exerts such power must either 
be descended from a god or be a god himself; and if he is descended 
from a god he has seeds of divinity in his oym person. Those brought 
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up in a background of Judaeo-Christian or Islamic monotheism, even 
when well educated, often find it difficult to project themselves into 
polytheistic systems, such as those of Hindu India or Shinto Japan. 
Here divinity is almost commonplace, and can even inhere in inani
mate objects. Hence it is not surprising that the powerful and influen
tial should be looked on as gods. 

The doctrine of royal divinity was so useful in the establishment 
and maintenance of power that it even affected those monotheist 
cultures whose ideologies were not at first sight favourable to it. The 
most rigid of monotheisms, those of the Jews and Muslims, were by no 
means impervious to its influence, as the papers of Drs. van Seters and 
Rizvi clearly demonstrate, though in these cases it was a divine 

·charisma, rather than actual divinity, which was believed to descend 
upon the ruler. The same doctrine of the divine charisma of royalty 
was far from unknown in the Christian world, from Tsarist Russia in 
the East to Stuart England in the West and Ethiopia in the South. In 
the English Civil War, ' 'the divine right of kings' ' became one of the 
main planks of the royalist party. Indeed the scope of the symposium 
might well have been profitably enlarged to include papers dealing 
with the Roman and Byzantine Empires, with medieval and early 
renaissance Europe and with tribal Africa, where similar phenomena 
have been attested; but such a course would have made the seminar 
too cumbersome, and would have been outside the purview of the 
Congress at which it was held. 

The doctrine of royal divinity, which maintained and gave stability 
to so many Empires in ancient and medieval Asia and America, is now 
vinually dead, but it perhaps survives in a strange and attenuated 
form in the political mysticism of theories deriving from Hegel, where 
the divine king is replaced by the divine state, the divine nation, the 
divine race, or even the divine class. In such ideologies, terms such as 
"divine'', "holy" etc. are not nowadays widely used, but a doctrine 
of divinity (in the polytheist sense of the term) is implicit in any 
theory that the state or the nation transcends in some way the totality 
of the individuals who compose it. The old doctrine of royal divinity 
may have been a means of bolstering up effete regimes, but at least it 
had the positive advantage of giving a sense of permanence and 
security. Moreover the divine king had certain moral obligations 
towards his subjects. As a god, he was expected to behave in a godlike 
manner. The divine state, having no personality except perhaps in the. 
minds of its inventors, has no moral obligations and no conscience. 
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But this is, perhaps, a digression. It should not be the purpose of the 
editor of a volume such as this to expatiate on questions of political 
morality. 

If the highest common factor in Asian kingship was the amibu
tion, as far as the local theology permitted, of divinity to the king, 
this does not imply any sameness in the many Asian political systems. 
Within any one system there was a wide range of opinion. In India, 
the region of Asia best known to me, the doctrine of royal divinity was 
variously interpreted, and by some it was rejected outright; differences 
of opinion on such questions as the moral right of the subject to 
withhold taxes or even to revolt are quite evident. The same is true 
of the world of Islam, and even in China, where the political system 
approached most closely to totalitarianism, there was a considerable 
variety of views, at least in earlier times. 

One funher point emerges from these papers. The concept of 
"oriental despotism" goes back to ancient times, for its germs can be 
found among the classical Greeks, and even perhaps in the Old 
Testament. It has been used by Europeans for many centuries, 
bolstered by religious ideas, in defence of their lands and faiths against 
attacks from Asia, and in more recent times, with the turning of the 
tables, it has been pan of the ideology of Western imperialism in 
Asia. The concept of oriental despotism, originally not very coherent, 
was, I believe, first given philosophical backing by Montesquieu and 
was taken up by several nineteenth century political thinkers, 
including Karl Marx. Since the Second World War it has been given 
a new lease of life by the sinologist Proffesor Karl Wittfogel, in a very 
ablt and controversial book, which perhaps aroused more irritation 
than its author expected or than the work merited, especially on the 
pan of critics who felt (wrqngly, we believe) that it was politically 
prejudiced, and who themselves may have been politically prejudiced 
in the opposite sense. The papers in this volume may throw some light 
on the problem of whether the kingdoms of early and medieval Asia 
were in fact as despotic as Wittfogel suggests. In the polytheist 
systems of Asia, if God, in the sense of the High God, the father God 
from whom all the lesser divinities had emanated, could do no wrong, 
this was not the case with the innumerable minor gods of the pan
theon, the divine or semi-divine king among them, who were fallible 
and capable of sin and error. The king's divinity was dependent on his 
maintaining the divine norms, and in so far as he oppressed his 
subjects he endangered his own divinity and his security on the 
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throne. The theme of "oriental despotism" is specially emphasized in 
Dr. Sharma 's paper, and he has shown that kingship in India did not 
normally fit the Wittfogel criteria. 

We cannot finally judge the accuracy of Wittfogel's interpretation 
of Asian history from the contributions to this symposium, for the 
purpose of the latter was to consider theory and ideology rather than 
practice, but we may conclude that, whatever the factual situation, the 
ideologies of early and medieval Asia gave no suppon to arbitrary 
despotism, any more than they did to democracy. If there was 
arbitrary despotism in Asia, it was in spite of, rather than because of, · 
the theoretical bases upon which her ancient empires were built. 



Sacral and not-so-Sacral Kingship 
in the Ancient Near East 

John van Seters 

Introduction 
In this paper I have tried to deal with the great diversity in the 

royal ideologies of the ancient Near East, not only between various 
regions but within a particular region or nation itself. To deal with the 
whole history of the Near East from its beginnings ca. 3000 B.C. to, 
ca. 500 B.C. in any comprehensive fashion is impossible in this short 
space, so I have presented below general treatments of the best known 
periods for Egypt, Mesopotamia and Israel, and in each case I have 
given attention where possible to the theoretical questions raised by 
the convener of the seminar. Kingship in ancient Israel and Judah has 
received the most extensive attention in the literature and it does so 
here because it is my own special field of study. Furthermore, the tex
tual evidence for it, the Bible, is the most familiar but not always the 
best understood and, in spite of the much shorter history of the mon
archy in Israel and Judah, its ideology of kingship had the greatest 
impact upon later ages. 

Egypt 

In Egypt the king is called a god and his kingship is regarded as the 
continuation of that divine rule which was first established by the 
gods through continous unbroken succession. 1 The king of Egypt, 
according to this mythological pattern, is the· incarnation of the god 
Horus who was the legitimate successor of his father, the dead king-god 
Osiris, and every succession and coronation is the re-enactment of this 
paradigmatic event. Thus the king is the son of God, living and ruling 

1 On the ·ideology of kingship iii Egypt.sec particularly H. Frankfon, Kingshi/J anri 
th~ Goris, Chicago, 1948. Sec also H. W. Fainnan,_'Thc Kingship Rituals of Egypt" 
inMytb._Rit11tJI tmri ](jngship ed. S.H. Hooke, Oxfurd, 1958, pp. 74-104 . 

..... __ 
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on eanh in the place of the gods and is associated in his various royal 
activities with the whole pantheon of deities. Throughout the history 
of the Egyptian monarchy this association is reflected in the titulary 
which he acquires. Thus by the Fifth Dynasty he becomes the son of 
Ra the sun god of Heliopolis, and later the son of Amon, the principal 
god of Thebes and the empire. In other periods, and in fixed ways and 
patterns, the king is related to many other gods and goddesses. 

This gives to the office of kingship in Egypt a profoundly sacral 
character, more so than anywhere else in the ancient Near East. It is 
constantly iterated in the ceremonies and rituals performed by the 
king, particularly those which have to do with the succession. But this 
side of Egyptian kingship h~ been overstressed by many scholars.~ It 
mwt also be pointed out that the king himself is human and must 
behave towards the gods in a manner befitting his humanity. He must 
maintain the cult places as an obedient son, and in strict reward for 
fulfilling such duties he receives divine benefits for himself and his 
subjects. He acts as the medium of divine order, blessings, and pros
perity, but he is not the creative agent in bringing these about. Only 
the gods are directly responsible for the natural order of life such as the 
regular inundation of the Nile which sustains the whole of the Egyptian 
agricultural economy, and only the gods are capable as well of mirac
ulous intervention in the affairs of men. The state of the land's pros
perity and well-being, however, is regarded as a direct reflection of the 
king's piety. While the king is spoken of as omniscient when it comes 
to his authority to administer law and government, he· can also be 
ignorant of particular matters on which he needs to consult with offi
cials or read books. 

This ambivalence in the divinity and humanity of kingship in Egypt 
has been very well summed up by G. Posener in the following statement: 

Si. au lieu d'envisager l'al"te.on consid~re lapeoonne du mi. elle aparait rnmme de
douhlee. D'une part. on voit un etre qui incarne un pouvoir sacre. qui personnifie 
une institution d 'origine divine ct qui participc du divin.. D 'auuc pan, on trou • 
·ve un l"hef d'etat qui exerce une fonction terrestre et qui releve de l'humain. l'un 
nah ct vit panni Jes dicux, scs "percs ". ct I' auuc n 'en a qu 'une connaissancc livrcs-

2 G. Poscnc:r, De '4 tlivi#ili tlu Ph1WOn, Paris, 1960. This work contains a good 
review of previous discussions of the subject and a necessary corrective to works such 
as Frankfort. 
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que ct n'cntrcticnt am: le cicl que des oontacts intcrmittcnts. n l'approche lllCCIJlcnt 

ct le fait par des voies indirectes qui different pcu de cclles qui s'offrcnt au oommun 
des mottcls. 3 

This two-fold character of the Egyptian monarchy naturally raises 
the question of its origin. The early dynasties of Egyptian rule seem to 
represent the period of the most absolute power and prestige of the 
Pharaoh up to the Fourth Dynasty;4 This exalted attitude towards the 
king is in evidence from the First Dynasty onwards and it is entirely 
likely that similar forms of kingship already existed in the various 
separate nomes (districts) of Egypt prior to the unification of the 
land. s The increasing recognition of the humanity of the king may 
have been due to the modification of the king's authority as a result 
of particular historical circumstances such as the First Intermediate 
Period, in which the nation experienced the disintegration of central
ized authority. At the same time the divinity of the king continued to 
be maintained in the courtly and ritualistic traditions of the succession 
and the symbols of office. 

There is no question, at any rate, that the divinity of kingship was 
the basis for political authority throughout the land. The king was the 
state. He was the only corporate and effective means ofuniting the 
two parts of the land, Upper Egypt (the Nile valley) and Lower Egypt 
(the delta region) and all his titulary was made to emphasize this unity. 
In fact for the Egyptians history begins when the first king Menes 
united the two regions, and each subsequent king symbolically re
enacts this unity when he becomes king. In times when such a unity 
breaks down the Egyptians regard themselves as threatened by chaos 
and always hold in special regard those kings who subsequently restore 
the unity of the land. The king was the law, the mediator of right order, 
so that there was no appeal to a higher authority against him. This 
did not prevent dynastic change, and even assassination on rare 
occasions, but the justification for a new line of kings was a revelation 
of the true Honis who again established the divine order in the land. 6 

3 Jbitl., p. 88. 
4 R. Anthes, ''Mythology in Ancient Egypt'', in Mythologies of the Ande#I WorlrJ 

ed. S. N. Kramer, Garden City, N. Y., 1961, pp. 33 ff. 
5 A.H. Gardiner, Egypt of the Phtm10hs, Oxford, 1961, pp. 400ff. 
6 Sec the "prophecy of Nerferti" in). ~-·Pritchard, ed. Ancient Ne11r IJtlslem 

TeKls Relating lo the Olt/Teslllmenl, 2nd ed., Princeton. 19~4. pp. 444-46. 
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Theoretically the king had complete control over all aspects of 
Egyptian life. Thus the king was responsible for the protection of his 
people, and on the monuments he is often represented as single
handedly smiting the enemy. In practice it meant leading the army, 
often in person. The king also maintained the law within the land and 
was the ultimate coun of appeal, although this function was delegated 
to royal officials. The king was responsible in very practical ways for 
the prosperity of the state because Egypt depends so entirely upon 
state control of irrigation and other agricultural operations for its life 
and this can only be done by highly centralized authority. Other 
aspects of the economy such as foreign trade expeditions and mining 
in the Sinai and Nubia were also state monopolies. This royal control 
of the whole state economy was a very strong tradition in Egypt and 
this tradition was not destroyed by periods of disunity precisely be
cause such periods of local autonomy were often characterized by 
economic hardship. Unity and prosperity went together. 

It would appear that as far as the day-to-day affairs of state were 
concerned the ideology of kingship was quite effective for most periods 
of Egyptian history, especially as the unity of the land in one head-of. 
state was maintained. The one area where there was some tension 
between theory and practice was in the transition from one dynasty to 
another and in the legitimation of a panicular reign or royal house. 
The problem of establishing the claim of only one royal family was 
panicularly acute during the so-called intermediate periods which 
could last for several centuries. But the issue could arise at other times 
as well. Amenemhet I, the founder of the Twelfth Dynasty, was for
merly a vizier not of royal blood, who rose to power from his strong 
position from within the administration. In theory the new Horus 
need not be the actual son of the previous ruler, although there was 
cenainly a propensity towards dynastic succession. But Amenemhet 
felt compelled to justify his rise to power b,y the fiction of a prophecy 
made many years previously, predicting his rise to power to put an end 
to troubled times. In fact, the Twelfth Dynasty in general was charac
terized by propagandist literature which urged loyalty to these kings. 7 

For a large part of this dynasty the Pharaohs reigned by the will and 
consent of the aristocratic families of the nomes in spite of royal 
dogma, and centralization of power was only fully achieved after more 

7 G. Posener, LittirtZture el politique titZns l'Egypte de kJ XII dyntZSlie, Paris, 19~6. 
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than a century, and perhaps not without a struggle. 8 The succmion 
was also regarded as so insecure that a coregency was established by 
Amenemhet I in which his son shared the throne. This created the 
anomaly of twO living Horuses on the throne -both legitimate rulers. 9 

Yet this situation did not decrease in the least the carrying out of the 
traditional rites of divine kingship. 10 This practice of coregency 
continued throughout this dynasty and reappeared at later times in 
Egyptian history as well. 

If space permitted, one could multiply examples in which the 
problem of legitimizing a particular ruler or dynasty arose. At times it 
was dealt with by an extension of the ideology of divine kingship in a 
new way; at other times it was frankly set aside by use of military 
might or administrative power. It was never regarded with such single
minded veneration that it could not be manipulated by the powerful 
and the ambitious. The dogma of kingship in Egypt has been pre
sented as a monolithic structure which dominated the Egyptian view 
of life for thowands of years, but the other side of the coin is the 
reality of the dynamic development and change of the institution 
through the centuries of Egyptian history. 

The ideology of kingship in Mesopotamia is much more complex 
than that of Egypt, reflecting no doubt the greater diversity of cultural 
groups which settled and influenced the ·river valley civilizations of 
ancient Iraq. 11 The earliest articulation of and ideology of kingship, in 
the Sumerian King List, comes dose to a thowand years after the 
beginning of historical texts which make reference to kings and city
states in the early third millennium B.C. In the King List and related 
documents kingship, i.e., the insignia of kingship, descended from 
heaven for the purpose of shepherding mankind. So the institution of 
kingship was of divine origin. The person of the king is spoken of as 

8 Gardiner, op. di., p. 140. 
9IbUI., p.129f. 
16Frankfort, op. cit., pp. 101 ff. 
11 /bit/., pp. 277-333. See also S.N. Kramer, The S•meritms, Chicago, 1963, 

pp. 33-72; ~· Op~eim, Ancient Mesopotamia, Chicago, 1964, pp. 95 ff. For a recent 
summary with b1bhography see H. W. F. Saggs, The Grelllness thtn w111 &by/on, 
London, 1962, pp. 359-389, 523 f. 
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chosen by the gods for his task, but the manner of this election, 
whether by sacred lot or otherwise, is not stated. The tlieme of divine 
election primarily expresses the affection of the gods, while the ruler 
actually becomes king by virtue of dynastic succession. While the 
Sumerian King List emphasizes the continuity of kingship from the 
time of the heroes onward and justifies the right to its possession by 
the political domination of one city-state over the whole region of 
Sumer and Akkad, the national states of Assyria and Babylonia in the 
subsequent period emphasize genealogical connections with the tribal 
founders of the state in the distant past. 12 The dynastic principle was 
firmly established as an imponant component throughout Mesopota
mian history and king lists became an imponant feature of the official 
scribal tradition. 

In contrast to these ideological understandings of kingship are the 
attempts at seeing the historical rise of the royal office from quite 
different social and institutional bases. The two terms for ruler, luglll 
and ensz: arc regarded as giving a clue to these. It is thought that luglll, 
"great man", was originally one chosen by a primitive democratic 
assembly of elders to deal with a political or military emergency. His 
extraordinary powers were for a limited period of time. Inevitably, 
however, such limited measures gave way to autocratic rule by the 
strong man. The ensi, on the other hand, seems to have evolved out of 
the office of administrator of the city temple which was the dominant 
economic and religious institution of the early Sumerian cities. From 
such a base of power he became the ruler of the whole. Yet the word 
ensiwas always limited in its reference to one city-state, whereas luglll 
was more appropriate to one who had control over more than one city. 

The problem with the theory that kingship arose out of primitive 
democracy is that it rests upon indirect evidence from texts of a. much 
later period and it does not account for the religious nature of kingship 
oontained in all the early texts.13 Funhermore it would appear to be 
seriously contradicted by the evidence of the so-called royal graves of 
Ur, which come from the Early Dynastic Period. These have suggested 
to many the burials of kings who were regarded as divine and who at 
~cir death were buried with many couniers who committed suicide 

12 J. J. Finkelstein, "The Genealogy of the •Hammurapi Dynasty", JCS 20 
(1966), 95-118. 

13 T.Jacobsen, "Primitive Democracy in Ancient Mesopotamia",]NES' 2 (1943), 
159-72 
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for the purpose of serving the divine king in the afterlife. 14 The 
latter part of the third millennium and the early second millenmum 
B.C. also give evidence that the king was regarded as divine. This 
divinity may be limited to certain religious and ritualistic functions in 
which the king plays the part of the god in annual fertility rites. 1 ~ But 
t~1is divinity does not provide the same broad ideological base in Meso
potamia as it does in Egypt and is not important for consideration 
here. 

It is really the theme of the divine election of the king which is 
the most significant ideological principle by which the actions of the 
king are justified. This election is first and foremost for the service of 
the gods, the building and maintenance of the shrines and the cult. A 
serious neglect in this regard could jeopardize one's right to rule. Di
vine election is also given as the basis for the establishment of law and 
order in the land, as set forth in the prologues to the ancient Mesopo
temian law codes. 16 This was more than maintaining the traditional 
laws and courts. It also included enacting new measures for ihe pro
tection of the weak. Besides this, in the early second millennium the 
Old Babylonian kings directly intervened in the economy, laying 
down general guidelines for trade and commerce, establishing fair 
wages and prices, and directly administering for the welfare of the 
state in such matters as dike control, etc. However, this kind of inter
vention and state regulation was much more necessary in Babylonia 
than it was in Assyria where farming was dependent upon the rain and 
not on the maintenance of dikes and irrigation canals. Another area 
where divine election expressed itself was that of military activity. In 
Assyria of the first millennium in particular, the state was a great war 
machine and the king was supremely the commander of the army. 
Since the gods were seen as taking an active part in the battles, the 
temples of the gods, particularly Asshur, benefited greatly from the 
booty and the tribute. 

The identity of the state in Mesopotamia was primarily seen in the 
rule of the gods over their land and their cities. In the city-states of 
ancient Sumer this meant that the primary city temple provided the 
focus for the state and the ensi was ruler by virtue of being the chief 

14 Saggs, op. cit., pp. 372-81. 

Uprankfon, op. cit., pp. 295 ff. 
16l>ritchard,ANET, pp. 159, 164-5, 177-80. 
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''servant'' of the god. With the rise of the national state of Sumer the 
chief god of the pantheon, Enlil, with his temple at Nippur, symbol
ized the focus of identity for the whole kingdom even though the 
political capital was always elsewhere. In the so-called Old Babylonian 
period the various kingdoms which had their centres in the major 
cities gave prestige to the god of that city. As Babylon grew to be the 
dominant city of the south, Marduk, the city god, replaced Enlil as 
the major deity of the region and the one primarily responsible for 
bestowing kingship over Babylonia. In the north, Asshur was identified 
as the Enlil of Assyria and the king was his high-priest and servant. As 
high-priest the king could exercise some control over the cult. In the 
south the king had no priestly functions and the priesthood of Marduk 
was more powerful and could come into open hostility with the mon
arch. 

In the day-to-day matters of state the citizens accepted their obliga
tion to obey the king. In the matter of succession, however, there 
could be some difficulty. The notion of divine choice did not clearly 
allow for the principle of succession and in Assyria the king had to give 
some recognition to the leading aristocratic families as pan of the base 
of his authority. So the Assyrian kings established coregencies, ascer
taining the choice of the gods among the royal sons before the death 
of the king, and then having all the officers, princes and vassals of 
the realms take a solemn oath of fealty to the designated successor. 
This did not always preclude a revolt or unrest at the ruler's death. 
Nevertheless the monarchy remained the only form of political rule 
through twenty-five hundred years of Mesopotamian history. 

Israel 
Kingship in ancientlsrael is perhaps the most difficult of all to deal 

with. The nature of the source material in the Bible lends itself to such 
a variety of critical evaluation and interpretation that there is now a 
great divergence of opinion on all aspects of the subject. Space does 
not allow a review of those issues here but only a brief outline of a new 
aproach to the subject. 17 

17 For recent treatments. with bibiio2raphy see: R. de Vaux .• Ancient I.rrael, its 
Life and Institutions, London, 1961, pp. 91-114, 525-527; K. H. Bernhardt, DllS 
Problem der altorienl/Jlischen K6nigsideologie im A/ten Testament, Leiden, 1961: 
]. Alben Soggin, DllS K6nigtum in lsme/, Berlin, 1967. 
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There can be little doubt that the Old Testament does nor give us a 
unified ideology of kingship. At some points the king is acclaimed in 
lofty terms, at others the whole institution as well as numerous indi
vidual kings are strongly condemned. At some· points the king is 
spoken of in language which is close to the veneration of a divine 
being; at others he is regarded as a mere mortal no different from his 
fellows. It is customary to ascribe these varying attitudes to different 
regions, groups and periods. But such solutions to the diversity are 
still a matter of .considerable debate. 

The liturgical tradition of the Psalter contains a number of royal 
psalms, some of which clearly reflect the king's coronation and there
fore his rights and duties. 18 The king is regarded as the •'son of God'' 
by adoption at his accession. 1'1 This theme of divine sonship may have 
come from Egypt, but if so it has been modified to make the king 
less than divine and to suggest at most a place of special privilege and 
divine protection. The king is also spoken of as chosen by the deity, 
and this is signified by the act of anointing by prophet or priest. As 
the "anointed one" - Messiah - his person has a specially sacred 
character. 20 This concept of royal election is especially Mesopotamian, 
as we have seen, so that Israel may be viewed as the recipient of influ
ences from both directions - Egypt and Mesopotamia. 

But this theme of election takes on a special form in Israel in the so 
called Davidic covenant.21 In this divine commitment, God chooses 
the dynastic line of David in perpetuity, giving an ideological sanction 
to the dynastic principle which was not present in the other nations. 
It is a remarkable fact that only one dynasty occupied the throne of 
Judah from David to the end of the monarchy. This did not prevent 
assassination of the king, but in spite of this a Davidite was always 
placed on the throne. This is in contrast of the north where there were 
several dynasties over a much shorter period. the changes always com
ing as the result of a violent overthrow of the reigning monarch. 

The anointing is associated with the gifts of the divine spirit by 
which the king receives powers both for military success and to rule the 

18 See Ps. 2; 45; 72; 89; 110. 
19Ps. 2:7; 89; 28 (ET 27); cf. 2 Sam. 7:14. 
20 1 Sam. 24:7, 11(ET6, 10); 26:9; 2 Sam.1: 14f. 

21 2 Sam. 7; 23: 1-7; Ps. 132. 
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land with justice and wisdom. 22 It is perhaps this aspect of ritual and 
ideology which gives to the monarchy the aura of divinity. This endow
ment was not easily separated from the person of the king himself. 
Similarly the paraphernalia of kingship, the throne, the crown, and 
the sceptre were also spoken of in lofty terms. 23 

The kingship of the earthly ruler is directly related to the kingship 
of Yahweh, the God oflsrael. The king in Jerusalem is the vice-regent 
of the deity and both are enthroned side by side in the capital. But 
this means that the king as vice-regent of the universal ruler has the 
right to rule over the nations and keep them in'subjection. 24 Here the 
ideology in no way corresponds to the political reality. It would appear 
that some of this ideology is borrowed from the greater imperial 
powers of the day. But it seems to go beyond the political' control 
even of these states. It is important to see that these qualities of 
kingship are spoken of in terms of hope and promise which were not 
realized in the actual experience of the present occupant of the 
throne. 25 

In portraying the rise of the monarchy, the biblical tradition tells us 
that preceding the time of the kings there were temporary non
dynastic rulers who came to the fore by divine impulse or the appeal of 
tribal leaders and who led the people in battle in deliverance from 
their enemies. Subsequent to their victories they also "judged" Israel 
for the rest of their lives while the land remained at peace. The 
tradition presents a succession of such judges from the time of Joshua 
to the rise of Saul, at which time the monarchy began. 

The need to deal critically with this tradition has long been 
recognized, and how to reconstruct the pre-monarchic society out _of it 
is a matter of some debate. A widely held notion is to see, as a 
background to this period, a sacred tribal league similar to the Greek 
and Italic amphictyonies with a representative primitive democracy 
based on strong religious sanctions and association with a central 
cult-place. 26 The two functions of temporary military leader and of 

22 1 Sam. 10; 6-7; 16: 1-13: cf. ISa.11: 1-5,61:1. 

23 Ps. 45: 7(6). 
24 Ps. 2; 72: 8-11. 
25Secalsolsa. 9: 5-6(ET6-7); 11: lff. 
26 M. Noth, D111 System der zwiJ/f SliJmme Israels. Stuttgart. 1930: idem. History 

oflmzel, 2nd ed., New York, 1958, pp. 85-109. 
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"Judge" would have been quite distinct from one another and the 
real power would have been in the assembly of the tribal representa
tives. 

Such a scheme has come in for considerable criticism of late, both 
of the way in which the historical analogies have been used and the very 
slim basis for the theory in the extant tradition itself..'- Apart from a 
collection of hero stories which may have originated in the pre
monarchy period but which only received their final form late in the 
monarchy or exilic period, there is little useful data on early 
institutional forms. This makes the discussion about Saul's monarchy 
as the transition from one period to another equally difficult to 
control. It seems plausible to interpret Saul's rise as that of a strong 
man whose temporary leadership in a military adventure was made 
more permanent because of the seriousness of the Philistine threat to 
Israelite sovereignty. But the association of Samuel with Saul (and 
David) as the means by which the transition was made from judges 
to kings is a late secondary development of the tradition and therefore 
little can be said about the ideological ibasis of Saul's monarchy. It 
would appear that his court was rather simple and rustic in nature, 
although there is no need to doubt that his monarchy was at least 
potentially dynastic in character. Consequently there is no adequate 
basis for constructing out of Saul's monarchy a "charismatic" or 
"conditional" non-dynastic ideology, as some have done, and seeing 
in this the type of kingship in the northern kingdom of Israel. 28 The 
nature of the northern monarchy remains mostly unknown. 

On the other hand, the book of Deuteronomy might suggest a 
modification of this statement. This work is regarded by many as 
based upon strong northern traditions and institutions, even though 
it was composed in its present form in the south. Yet Deuteronomy 
certainly did not represent the view of the court itself but a protest 
against what was regarded as foreign elements in it. The ideology of 

27 See most recently, R. de Vaux, Histoire ancienne d'Israel 2 La periode des 
juges, Paris, 1973, pp.19-36. 

28 Cf. A. Alt, Die StrJrJtenbildung der Israeliten in PaliJstina, 1930, translated as 
''The Formation of the Israelite Stat~in Palestine'', Essays on Old Testament History 
and Religion, Oxford, 1966, ·pp. 173-237. See also F. M. Cross, "The Ideologies of 
Kingship in the Era of the Empire: Conditional Covenant and eternal Decree'', in 
CanrJrJnite Myth and the Hebrew Epic, Cambridge, Mass., 1973, pp.219 ff. For a 
criticism of Alt see G. Buccellati, Cities and Nations of Ancient Syria, Rome, 1967, 
pp. 146ff. 
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kingship in Deut.17: 14-20 contrasts to a marked degree with the form 
of Jerusalemite kingship as outlined earlier. While the principle of 
divine election is affirmed, the active choice of the people is taken 
quite seriously. The king is spoken of as ''one from among your 
brothers" and he inay only have a very modest court and no great 
military or political pretensions. His knowledge of the divine will is 
not a special endowment but comes from the written law which he is 
to consult so that he will not view himself above his fellows. If he is 
obedient to this standard then he and his sons will have the right to 
continue on the throne of Israel in dynastic succession. 

This view certainly influenced the ideology of kingship as 
presented in the historical books of Samuel and Kings. The criticism of 
absolute monarchy comes out in the negative statements about 
kingship ''like the nations'' in the account of the rise of the monarchy 
although without rejecting the monarchy altogether. 29 The condition -
al character of the monarchy becomes interpreted in various ways. 
The spirit which comes with anointing could be withdrawn, as in 
Saul's case, and with it the ability to rule properly and the right to pass 
on the rule, if the king was disobedient to the divine law. In the case 
of the Davidic covenant this right to rule could not be revoked 
entirely, but the king could suffer humiliation. It is possible that some 
could see in Deuteronomy a higher law of God and therefore ori that 
basis remove the king from office. The revolt of Jehu, instigated by a 
prophet, is certainly interpreted in the history as a religious revolution 
against pagan worship as introduced by the court. 

The author of Samuel-Kings certainly believed in a higher law by 
which the actions of the kings of Israel and Judah were to be-judged. 
The prophets also provide a critique of the monarchy, but this'is often 
made against the standard of the ideal king. The present king is 
condemned for the lack of justice or adequate concern for the poor 
and the weak throughout the land. Lavish courts built at the expense 
of the poor are also condemned. But what direct effect the king had on 
the economy, apan from the levying of taxes for the court's expenses, 

· cannot_be known. 
The concept of the state, like that of kingship, also appears to be 

somewhat diverse in the biblical traditions. On the ene:.b.llnd the 

29 Sec R.E. Clements, ''The Dcuteronomistic Interpretation of the Founding of the 
Monarchy in 1 Sam. VUI, VT24 (1874), pp. 398-410. 
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Judaean royal ideology makes the king quite central to the corporate 
identity of the nation."' But there is a not her form of the state. 
probably north-Israelite, which is primarily tribal whose basic identity 
is expressed in terms of traditions about eponymous forefathers and 
their exodus from Egypt, their sojourn in the wilderness when they 
received their "constitution", and their forced entry into the land. 
In this view the king is a late secondary development. It is really the 
people who are chosen and sovereign. even the "son" of God. q It is 
possible to see these two· models of the state, the one in which the 
king is primary and the one in which the people are primary, as 
belonging to Judah and Israel respectively, and to suggest that in the 
work of the historian of Samuel-Kings there is an attempt to combine 
the two patterns. 

When the state of Judah came to an end in the destruction of 
Jerusalem by the Babylonians the monarchy also ended, but not the 
royal id.eology. For many of those who harboured hopes of a restora
tion, such a renewed state was unthinkable without a king, the son of 
David, the Messiah. These fond hopes, building on the idealized 
models of the old ideology of kingship, came to expect a more than 
human figure who would usher in a great new age of the Kingdom of 
God. This was the rise of Messianism whose ultimate outcome was the 
rise of Christianity. 32 

But it would be misleading to think that this was the only response 
to the end of the monarchy. For some, like Second Isaiah the prophet 
of the exile, the Davidic covenant was democratized so that now all 
God's people were to function at the vice-regents of God among the 
nations. ~3 In a similar fashion the traditions about Abraham were 
interpreted in such a way that the royal rights and duties were ex
tended through the covenant with Abraham to all his offspring and 
the people had their primary identity in him. 34 There were also those 
who separated the temple from the monarchy, since it had become a 

30 Against the notion that this ideology sh!'uld·bc llSSOCiatechvith)erusalem only, 
see Buccellati, op. cit., pp. 160 ff. · 

310n the application of this term to Israel see Hosea ll: l, Exod. 4: 22-23. 
3z Of the many works on the subject see particularly S. Mowinckd; He TIMI 

Cometh, New York, 1954. 
33 Isa. 55: 3-5. 
34 On this subject see ). Van Seters, Abrtlhtlm in His10,, tmtl Tf'llllilio•, New 

Haven, 1975, pp.263 ff. 
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focal institution of its own in the time of the restoration, and 
traced its origins to the wilderness period, at the same time providing 
the model for a non -monarchic theocratic state . .is 

Having sketched in outline the royal ideologies of Egypt, 
Mesopotamia and Israel and the problems and dangers of trying to 
reconstruct one orthodoxy for each of these regions, I want to consider 
one further, most remarkable, source on kingship which will 
illustrate vividly this lack of conformity to the ''accepted'' view of the 
monarchy in ancient Israel. I refer to the so-called Court History of 
David. 36 

The usual interpretation of this document is to date it lo the early 
days of Solomon and to regard it as written by a member of the 
court for the purpose of legitimizing Solomon's right to rule. But 
neither the early date nor this interpretation of its purpose can be 
riiaintained. On purely literary grounds it can be shown that the 
work was added to the completed history of Samuel-Kings some time 
in the Deuteronomic, exilic or post-exilic period. Its real purpose is 
that of a political satire on the ideology of kingship in the Deuteron
omic history and on the Davidic covenant in particular.,-

In the books of Samuel the Deuteronomist shows how God 
designated David as the future leader (nagid) and shepherd of his 
people to replace Saul as a more deserving ruler who would fight· the 
wars of the Lord and give the people of Israel peace and prosperity. 38 

David is then promised through Nathan the prophet (2 Sam. 7) that 
he will have a perpetual dynasty (a "sure house"), and all of this 
David accepts with the greatest humility. The Court History, however, 
takes up this theme of the Davidic covenant in a most satirical fashion. 
In the story of the palace intrigue of 1 Kings 1, Solomon's right to 
rule is based, not on divine promise, but upon a promise the king is 
said to have made to Bathsheba, Solomon's mother, but which was 

3SThis is the perspective of the so<alled Priestly Code in Exodus to Numvers. 
36 This is usually identified as consist~g of 2 Sam. 9-20, 1 Kings 1-2. L. Rost in his 

study, Die Uberlieferung 11on tier Thronna&hfolge D1111ids, BWANT 111/6, 1926, also 
includes 2 Sam. 6:16, 20-23, and an earlier version of 2 Sam 7. Another recent 
treatment is R.N. Whybray, The Succession N11"11ti11e, London, 1968. 

37 This presentation of the Coun History is based upon my fonhcoming study to 
appear in Histories 11nd Historians of the Ancient Ne11r &st, ed.). W. Wevers, I have 
also included in the Coun History 2 Sam. 2: 8-4, 12. 

38 1 Sam. 13: 13-14; 16; 25: 28-31; 2 Sam. 5:2. 
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actually invented by Nathan, the Prophet. Then, without further 
divine revelation, Zadok the priest and Nathan, as conspirators, 
anoint Solomon and have him sit on the royal throne to be king in his 
father's place while David is still alive, to insure his right to rule. 
David himself agrees to this arrangement and states: "I have 
designated him leader (nagiri) over Israel and Judah (v. 35)'', a 
statement which in Deuteronomic terms only God can make. In the 
Court History the military commander confirms the action with his 
' 'Amen' '. This is a mockery of the theme of divine election. 

The Davidic covenant is also placed in the mouth of Solomon 
(1 Kings 2:24) in the context of an oath that his elder brother should 
be put to death on mere suspicion of his intentions. When Joa!> and 
Shimei have also been murdered and Abiathar expelled, the Court 
History concludes: "So the kingdom was established in the hand of 
Solomon (2:24)", an ironic fulfilment of the divine promise. David 
also uses the fact of his being chosen by Yahweh as nagid in place of 
Saul as a taunt to Michal the daughter of Saul and excuses his rather 
dubious behaviour on the basis of it. (2 Sam 6:20-23). In similar 
fashion Abner uses the promise to David in a dispute with Ishbosheth, 
the son of Saul, and by it justifies his switch of loyalties and political 
manoeuvring with the elders of Israel ( 2 Sam. 3: 9, 17 -18), trying to 
get them to make a covenant with David through him. When Abner 
deals directly with David, however, he promises to deliver to David 
the northern tribes, which he describes as "all his (David's) ambitious 
craving". What the Court History is suggesting is that the Davidic 
covenant has been used as a guise and justification for quite 
dishonourable political action. 

If the Deuteronomist's history of David is the legitimation of the 
royal house of David in place of Saul, then the Court History has been 
added to it as an anti-legitimation story. This negative perspective is 
also brought out in the description of the inauguration of David's rule 
and of the various revolts through which he maintained his power. 
David gained control over his kingdom by direct military action, by 
political scheming and by assassinations. David's household was full of 
turmoil and intrigue, infidelity and murder, hate and suspicion. This 
is a bitter attack upon the royal ideology of a "sure house" for David. 
David himself is a moral and spiritual weakling who does not fight the 
battles of the Lord but takes the wife of his bravest warrior. One can 
scarcely conceive of a more striking contrast to the view of the 
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Deuteronomic historian that David is the ideal monarch against whom 
all the actions of the later kings are judged. 

If this view is correct, then the Court History represents an anti
messianic sentiment in cenain Jewish circles in Jerusalem in the 
post-exilic period. While one may admire the anistry and realistic 
ponrayal of this oriental monarchy, as effective satire it failed, for 
messianism continued on, as we have said, into the rise of Christianity. 
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Kingship in Islam: 
a Historical Analysis 

S.A.A. Rizvi 

In Islam God the Most High, Unique and One in Himself, enjoys 
unlimited sovereignty (rububyya) over His creations. Neither proph
ets nor "kings of kings" can claim pannership in His divinity. Two 
prophet-kings, Dawiid (David) and his successor, Sulayman 
(Solomon), although mighty and powerful, are described in the 
Qur'an as "excellent slaves of Allah". 1 In the Qur'an also David is 
specifically addressed as Khalifot ft al-Ard (Viceroy on Eanh). 2 The 
people of Noah 3 who rejected the truth and tried to destroy their 
prophet, perished, and the same was the lot of the disobedient 
members of the tribe of 'Ad 1 who followed after Noah, and those of 
another tribe, known as the Thumiid,) who flourished about two 
hundred years after 'Ad. , ,· 

Of limitless divine favours the Qur'an reminds the Israelites;, / 

. And (remember)when Moses said unto his people: / 
"O rny people! Remember All§h's favour unto you, how H~placed among 
you Prophets, and He made you kings, and gave you that (wlµCh) He gave not to 
any (other)of(His)creatures".6 , // 

/ 

A leadirg example of such favour is the story/ofFir'awn (Pharaoh), 
the inveterate enemy of Moses who was drowned while the Israelites 
were saved .7 / 

Such mighty kings as David and ~(.)lomon, as well as petty mon
archs like those of the pre-Moses ~raelites, feature in the Qur'an as 
objects of divine indulgence t~~ankind. Nations and kings who 

1Qur'an; XXXVIII, 31; English;rilnslation byM.M. Pickthall, The Meaning of the 
Glorious Koran, Mentor Books, Ne,W York, 14th printing, n.d. 

2 Qur'iin,XXXVIIl,27. // . 

3 Q"r'iin, XI, 36-49. ,/ 
4 Qur'iil, VII, 65· 7Z(XI 50- 60; XIV, 9; etc. 

, Qur'iin VII, 73,,•79; XI, 61-68;XIV, 9; XV, 80-84, etc. 
6 Qur'in, V ,.ZO. 
1Q· ·- x· . #ran, , 83-92. 
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disobey the divine message are unequivocally cond_emned. Allah's 
undisputed sovereign power ''to give kingdoms'' and ''to take away 
kingdoms'' 8 according to His will presupposes the existence of a state 
whose citizens, the Ummat al-Jsliim (Muslim community) are bound 
by the Shari'a (divinely revealed law) or in which there dominates (in 
the words of a modern author) "Allah's sovereign law revealed 
through His messenger". 9 Before Muhammad died on 12 Rabi'I 11/8 
June 632, a Qur~nic verse affirmed: 

This day have I perfected your religion for you and completed My favour unto 
you, and have chosen for you as religion AL-ISLAM ... 10 

The caliphate and kingship 

The divine command contained in this verse marked the end of the 
legislative function which the Prophet Muhammad had performed in 
his capacity as the messenger of God; his successors, known as khalifas 
(caliphs), inherited only his executive and judicial functions. Abu 
Bakr (11/632-13/634), the first successor to .the Prophet, who was 
elected by mutural consultation (shura), chose to call himself Khalifot 
Rasul Allah. This literally means ''he who follows Allah's messenger'', 
the successor to the messenger of God. Through the use of this term 
Abii Bakr was strongly rejecting the title, "Caliph of God". 'Umar 
{13/634-23/644), the second Caliph, introduced the alternative title, 
Amir al-Mu 'minin (Commander of the Faithful), in order to remind 
the umma (community) of the Qur'inic injunction, "Obey, Allah, 
and obey the messenger and those of you who are in authority''. 11 The 
Sunni jurists preferred to use the title Imam for the Khaltfo but Shi' is 
invariably used Imam for their religio-political leaders. 

The prophecy of Mutiammad, as noted by Ibn Khaldiin (732/ 
1332-808/ 1406), so remarkably consolidated the group feelings 
( 'a.rabiyya) 12 of the Arabs that they advanced against the Persians and 

8 Qur'iin, III, 25. 
9 EJJ. Rosenthal, Political Thought in Medieval Islam, (Cambridge, 1962, 

reprint), p.8; ''Some Aspects of Islamic Political Thought", Islamic Culture, Vol. XXII 
(1948), p.1. 

10 Qur'iin, V,3. 
11 Qur'iin, IV, 59. 
12 Ibn Khaldiin, The Muqaddimah, translated by Franz Rosenthal, (New York, 

1958), Vol. I. pp.419-21. 
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Byzantines, depriving them of their royal authority. At the same time 
they amassed enormous fortunes to the extent that one horseman, 
for his share in a single raid, received about 30,000 gold pieces. This· 
expansion of the Arabs was followed by the loss of their nomadic 
character and their acceptance of royal authority which, Ibn Khaldiin 
believed, was a necessary consequence of their new identity as a 
religious community. He underlined the fact that Muhammad had 
censured royal authority only if this form of superiority was achieved 
by reprehensible methods and if it were used to indulge in selfish 
purposes and desires; conversely he approved of royal authority which 
was based on rank gained through truth, and which served the 
purpose of inviting the great mass of people to accept the Muslim 
faith. 

'Umar associated the royal receftion given to him bX his SJrian 
governor, Mu ·~wiya, widi ''roya Persian manners''. 3 Mu 'awiya 
replied: 

Oh commander of the Faithful, I am in a border region facing. the enemy. It is 
necessary for us to vie with (the enemy) in military equipment. 14 

The need to introduce an efficient central administration had also 
prompted 'Umar to make serious departures from the traditional tribal 
organization of the Arabs and to assimilate such Iranian and Byzantine 
administrative practices into the Islamic framework as were compatible 
with the Sunn11 or the record of the Prophet's life in thought and 
action. At the end of the reign of the third Caliph, 'Uthman (23/644-
35/656), the Arab administrative machinery in Egypt and Iraq b.Oke 
down and in June 656 he was assassinated. The era of the fourtb 
C.aliph, 'Ali (35/656-40/661), was tom by civil war and it was Mu'iwiya 
( 411661-601680) whose diplomatic skill restored peace to these 
conquered regions. His accession to power marked the end of the 
reigns of the first four successors of Muhammad, collectively known as 
"the Rightly Guided Caliphs" (al-Riishiriiin). Their world-view of 
leadership synthesized the Arab tribal customs with those of the 
Meccan trading oligarchy, rejecting Iranian monarchical traditiOns. In 
subsequent centuries the image of their administrative system was to 
take on a utopian quality. Before his death Mu 'awiya succeeded in 

B KimnuiytJ, from Kisra, the title of the kings of Iran. 
14 The M11qfllirlimtJh, Vol. I, pp.416-17. 
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ha:"in~ his son, Yaz!d (@/680-64/683), recognized as his heir, and 
thIS la.J.d the foundations for the Umayyad dynasty. · 

By now Muslims throughout the Islamic world were divided into 
three religio-political groups. The followers of the Umayyads, claim
ing adherence to the true theory and practice of Mu9ammad and of 
the first four caliphs, came to be known as ah/ al Sunna or SunniS. 
Those supporters of 'Ali who remained steadfastly loyal to him and 
to his descendants, considering them the rightful successors of 
Muhammad, called themselves Shi7s. Another party of 'Ali's sup
porters, who finally deserted him and waged war against him, was 
known as the Khawarij. As we shall see, each party developed its own 
political doctrines, but the most remarkable feature of all three sects 
was the superimposition of Persian monarchical actions on the tribal 
and mercantile traditions of the Arabs. The Umayyad caliphs (41/661-
132/750) and the 'Abbasids (132/749-65611258) continued to claim 
to be the successors of Muhammad and used the ceremony of bay 'a 
(pledge of allegiance) to give the caliphate the fa~de of contractual 
agreement, thus enforcing assent to the hereditary appointment of 
their successors. 

The authoritative control of the Umayyads and the transfer of their 
~cat of government to Damascus shocked both the Arabs and the 
<>verwhelming majority of the large population of freed slaves who had 
been Islamicized and were required to become clients (mawali) of 
their masters' families. They came to believe that Allah's assurance, 
contained in the following Qur 'anic verse, had been violated: 

Alllh hath promised sueh of you as believe and do good works that He will 
surely make them to succeed (the present rulers) in the earth. even as He caused 
those who were before them to succeed (others); and that He will surely. establish 
for them their religion which He hath approved for them. and will give them in 
exchange safety after their fear. They serve Mc. They ascribe no things as partner 
unto Mc. Those who disbelieve hcnccfonh, they arc the miscreants. 1, 

The massacre of Busayn bin 'Ali, the grandson of the Prophet 
Mu9ammad, and a handful of his followers, on 10 Mu~arram 61/10 
October 680 by the forces of the Caliph at Karbala, horrified Ali's 
followers, who, as a result of this action, became obsessed with a desire 
for revenge. Various adventurers began to disseminate Messianic ideas, 

n Q#r'iln, XXIV, 55. 
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and promised the advent of a saviour from the family of the Prophet, 
the Mahdi. 16 

It was believed that the Mahdi would fill the world with jwtice and 
would rule in accordance with the puritanic ideals of Islam. He would 
remove all obstacles which prevented the glorification of Mwlims as 
the "best community that hath been raised for the benefit of man
kind'', 17 and restore the universal Islamic empire from one end of the 
earth to the other. 

Many efforts to ovenhrow the Umayyads failed. This was finally 
achieved by the 'Abbasids, whose caliphs ruled the Muslim world 
with great skill and foresight between 1321749 and 2471861, although 
the dynasty lasted until 65611258. The revolt brought about by the 
'Abbasids was not predominantly a Khurasani affair, although 
Khuwanian leadership played a significant role in it, as did prominent 
figures from the mixed Arab, Aramaean and Persian population of 
southern Iraq, and the mawiilii, or non-Arab converts to Islam. 
Arowing anti-Umayyad sentiments among discontented elements, 
the leaders of the revolt took care not to disclose the name of the 
caliph they wished to install, promising only that he would be some
one from Muhammad's family who would be ''agreed upan'' (111-rith 
min Iii Muhammad). 18 

Al-Mansiir {136/754-158/775), the second 'Abbasid Caliph, in a 
testament to his son and successor, al-Mahdi {158/775-169/785), 
informed him that he was bequeathing to him the key to a chamber 
containing books which covered the collective wisdom of his fore
fathers. 19 The claim to possess such mysteriow knowledge was a 
weapon which the 'Abbasids used to refute the claims of the Slii'i 

16Mahdiliterally means "the guided one" and Mahdi's did claim to be divinely guid
ed .• ~cording t1;> a tradition the first four caliphs were also kno\.vn.as divinely guided 
ones (kh"lafii' al-tW_hirJin al-mahriiyi,). Early in 66/685-86, Mukhtt? bin Abi 'Ubaid 
made Muhammad biiul-Hanafiya (a son of 'Ali, not by Fatima)a leader of~ 'Alids to 
; :venge Husain's assassination, giving him the tide, Milhtli, son of al-WlW (the 
legatee), one of 'Ali's tides. From that time until the present day political turmoil-9,nd 
religious gloom have led many adventurers to claim to be the Milhtli. The Mllq~ .. 
Vol. II, pp.156-214; S.A.A. Rizvi, M#Slim Rnittalist Mo11et11ents in Northern lllliill in·. 
the Sixteenth nil Snenteenth Cent#ries (Agra, 1965), pp.68-134. '· ', 

17 Qtlr'llh, m. 110. 
18Tabari, Tiiikh al-t111J w 'al "'"liik (Leiden, 1964), Tertia Series I, pp.29-33. 
19 lbitl., VolX, p.443. 
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imams, who were generally believed to have inherited through 'Ali 
the Prophet Mul}ammad's esoteric wisdom and therefore were 
exclusively entitled to the succession. A more detailed testament from 
al-Mansilr reminded his son of this Quranic saying: 

The only reward of those who make war upon Allah and His messenger and 
strive after corruption in the land will be that they will be killed or crucified, 
or have their hands and feet on alternate sides cut off, or will be expelled from 
the land. Such will be their degradation m the world, and in the hereafter theirs 
will be an awful doom. 20 

This testament also assened that authority (al-sultan)21 was God's 
strong rope (/;ab/ Allah al-matrn ), His firm handle (wa 'urwat -al 
-wuthqa) and His straight religion (wa di'nuh al-qayyam) and that it 
was incumbent upon al-Mahdi to annihilate God's enemies, and to 
force men to obey the commands contained in His Book. 22 

On his deathbed, al-Ma'miin (198/813-218/833), exhoning his 
brother and successor al-Mu 'tasim {218/833-2271842) to promote the 
welfare of the common Muslims, identified the caliphate with mulk 
(kingdom), 23 which in the Abbisid political vocabulary was a de
rogatory 'term reserved for the irreligious kingship of the Umayyads. 

Realizing the significance of support for their cause from ordinary 
Muslims, the 'AbMsids removed the disabilities under which the 
mawali's laboured; they also reaffirmed the importance of the Shari'a 
in their administrative system. Some Sunni rulers began to believe 
that their role as leaders of the firqa naji'yya (the sect bringing salva
tion) was charismatic and sovereign. The compilation of works on 
Haliith (the traditions of Muhammad's saying and deeds), on Fi'qh 
which regulated religious rituals ('i'bidat) and on laws relating to 
inheritance, propeny, contracts, obligations and other social affairs 
(mu 'ama/at), increased the interest of the community in the golden 
era of Muhammad and his Rightly Guided Caliphs. 

20 Qtlr'iin, V ;33. 
21 "The Arabic word su/flih is an abstract noun meaning authority or rule, and 

was used from early times to denote the government. In a society where state and ruler 
arc more or less synonymous terms, it came to be applied to the holder, as well as to the 
function, of political authority, and was used informally of ministers, governors, and 
other rulers - even, on occasion, of the Caliphs themselves, Fitimid as well as 
'Abbasid". Bernard Lewis, "Politics and War", in The LegtlCJ of Islam (Oxford, 
1974), p. ~69. . 

22 Ttirikh fll-rus11/ w 'Ill m11/ik, Vol. X, p.448. 
23 Jbiri., Vol. XI, p.1138. 
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The 'Abbasid caliphs attempted to calitalize on their descent from 
al-' Abbas bin 'Abd al-Muttalib (d. 32/653), an uncle of the Prophet. 
On ceremonial occasions such as the day they received bay'a, they 
religiously wore the sacred mantle of the Prophet, and offered distin
guiShed positions to scholars trained to interpret the Sh11n'11 and 
favourably disposed to the Caliphate. Nevertheless a growing discon
tent among the 'Alids and challenges to their authority from rival 
religious leaders forced the 'Abbasids to constantly seek a more solid 
doctrinal basis for their power. In their predicament both the caliphs 
and their jurists began to claim that the 'Abbasid dynasty received its 
authority from a divine mandate; indeed Abu Yusuf (113/731-
182/798), the famous disciple of Abu Hanifa {80/699-150/767), in 
his address to the Caliph Hamn al-Rashid (170/786-193/809), said: 

.... Yea, God in His grace and mercy has appointed the rulers to be His vice
gerents on eanh and has granted them the light of wisdom co illuminate the 
eyes of their subjects as to their confused affairs and to make clear to them the 
rights about which they are doubtful. The light of the rulers shines in fixing 
punishments and in restoring rights to the owners thereof · after they have been 
proved, and by dear orders. However, the revival of the study of precedents and 
traditions laid down by devout people is extremely important, for the revival of 
the study of law is one of the good deeds which endure and do not perish. The 
iniquity of the shepherd spells ruin for his flock, and his reliance other than on 
faithful and good persons spells disaster for the community. Complete the 
good which God has granted you, 0 Commander of the Faithful, by re
dressing wrongs, and endeavour to increase it by giving thanks. For thus said 
God, blessed and exalted be He, in His precious book: "Assuredly if ye are 
thankful. I shall inac.-ase you. hut if ye dishdievl·. My puni•hmmt j, '<"\'l"rl·" !• 

Some twenty-one books bearing the title, Kitiih 111-khariij or 
Risilll Ji 111-khtiriij, of which only three can still be traced, 21 were 
intended not merely to revive the principles of taxation used by the 
first four caliphs but also to sanctify the personality of the caliph, both 
as God's vicegerent on earth and as successor to Muhammad and the 
first four caliphs. The authors of these works were prominent jurists, 
and the image of the ruler they .presented aroused great enthusiasm 
among the orthodox. 

24 Abii Yiisuf, Kitiib al-Kh11iaj, excerpt from A. Ben Shemcsh, TflXlllion in lslllm 
(Leiden, 1965), Vol, I, p. 73. 

2, A. Ben Shemcsh, TllX/Jlion in lslllm, Vol. II (Leiden 1958), pp.3-6. 
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They also put forward the view that "the original rights of owner

ship in land are God's and His Prophet's and then yours the umma's 

afterwards. He who revives dead land has the best ciaim to it".!" They 

also defined the caliph's share in ghanima (booty),!" ;i:Zya (a poll tax 

on all adult males of the ahl al-dhimma who were able to fight) and 

khariij(tax on landed property as distinct from poll tax). 28 

What impressed the multi-racial society of the 'Abbasids and left 

an indelible mark on posterity, however, were the Arabic translations, 

of the Pahlaw'i "Mirrors for Princes", and their Islamicized versions. 

This literary genre unequivocally asserted that rulers were divinely 

appointed and were accountable only to God. The jurists also main

tained that God had made the caliphs trustees of their people and 

that the happiest ''shepherd'' before God on Judgment Day was he 

whose flock had been content during his reign. Nevertheless the 

Muslim religious elite (ah/ al-ra'y) while enforcing what was right and 

forbidding, what was evil (amr bi al-ma 'ruf w-al-nahy 'an al-munkar), 

could accuse a caliph of open violation of the Shari'a, and even have 

him forcibly removed. This was legitimized by a saying of the Prophet: 

26 lbirl, Vol. II, p.65 
27 IbirJ., Vol. II, p.43 
28 IbirJ., Vol. II, pp.28-44. Though it (k.har#j) is sometimes used to designate tax 

on landed propcny, as distinct from poll-tax levied on the heads of persons (jizya), all 

Muslim authors use it also in its original meaning as a general name for taxes. Yal;tya, 

who uses it mostly in the meaning of land-tax, uses it also as general tax. Abu Yiisuf, 

Abu 'Ubayd, Qudama, Khapb and Ya\iya also use lasq, 'ushr, jizya and k.har"3j as 
synonyms, (faxation in Islam, Vol. I, p. 6). Ibn Batta, a tenth century jurist, says, 

"The Prophet, may God bless and save him, said to Abii Dharr, 'Be patient, even ifhc 

be an Ethiopian slave'. All the 'u/ema'. whether jurists. scholars, devotees, pictists, or 

ascetics, from the beginnings of this community until our time, have agreed unan

~ou!!y that the Friday prayers, the two festivals, the ceremonies of Mina and of 
·~at, warfare against the infidels, the pilgrimage, and the sacrifices arc incumbent 

undcl.cvcry amir, whether he be upright or an evildoer; that it is lawful to pay them the 

land talc:, the legal alms, and the tithe ('ushr); to pray in the cathedral mosques which 

they build\and to walk on the bridges which they construct. Similarly. buying and 

selling and 01:hcr kinds of trade, agriculture·, and all crafts, in every period and under 

no matter wltat amlr, arc lawful in conformity with the Book and the Sunna. The 

oppression of the oppressor and the tyranny of the tyrant do not harm a man who 

preserves his religion and adheres to the Surma of his Prophet provided that he himself 
acts in contormitV\ with the Book and the Sunna. in the same wav that if a man, 
under a just imam, ~a.kcs a sale contrary to the Book and the Sunna, ·the justice of his 

imam will be of no a-vall to him". Kitiib al-Sharh wa 'l-Ibiina 'a/i usu/ al Sunna wa 'I 
riiy"ilna, pp.66-68, in BC.mard Lewis, Islam, Vol. I. (New York, 1974), p.171. 
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"Do not obey a creature against the Creator".!•• But according .to the 
authors of the "Mirrors" there was no circumstance legitimizing 
disobedience to a ruler. 

The earliest source for the "Mirror" writers were Khudiy-nima 
and Aym-nama, translated into Arabic by Ibo al-Muqaffa '"' 
(102/720-139/757) and Abad al-saghir" and Abad al-kabir. also bv 
the same author. A lawbook'! known as Kamamaka-i Artakh.rhtar:i 
Pipakan ("The Covenant of Ardashiri" the Great". a Sasanian 
monarch) is also said to have been translated by Ibn al-Muqaffa. The 
Adab al-saghlr and the Adab al-kabir highlight Ardashi'r's famous 
maxim that religion and kingship are twin brothers, religion being 
the basis of kingship and kingship the protector of religion.'' To Ibn 
al Muqaffa' the role of the Sasanian kings and the '.Abbasid caliphs 
encompassed both temporal and religious lordships. The only 
authority superior to that of a ruler was religion, and an ideal 

29 Abii'I 'Ala', Maudiidi, Abii Hanifah and Abii Yiisuf, in A HislofJ of M11slim 
Philosophy, edited by M. M. Sharif, (Pakistan Philosophical C:Ongrcss, 1963), Vol. I, 
pp.687-88. 

30 Besides other works, this Arabic author of Pcman origin is well known for his 
translation of KJ1lila UHi Dim1111, the collection of Indian fables from the P1111Cflltltlhrl and 
the T11nlrikhyiiyi/U. which he translated into Arabic from the PahlavT. Although 
accused of heresy by the orthodox he was executed at the order of the 'Abbisid Caliph 
Mansiir (1361754-158/775) because he had drafted a political document which 
offended the Caliph. 

31 The Atitlb literature in the 'Abbisid period was a special genre;, designed to teach 
the urbanity and elegant manners indispensable for refined living in towns •. Jr. drew 
heavily on Pahlavi, Sanskrit and Hellenistic literature. The ethical and didactic 
teachings of Ibn al-Muqaffa' formed a handbook of social and political ethics for the 
Muslim elite. 

32 The "C:Ovcnant of Ardashir" in Ibn Miskawayh's 'l'ij.iriblll-Utllllm (pp.99-127), 
the facsimile~ C:Onstantinople manuscript pripted for the trustees of the EJ. W. Gibb 
Memorial Scries,'+ondon, 1909. Sec also the ~~tiafllll, the alleged Pcman version of 
Buzurgmihr's Pah'i.vT 1111""1z, in Chrestoflllllhie Pmne, I, ed. Ch. Schcfcr (Paris, 
1883). 

33 Abu Mul}ammad 'Abd 'Allih bin Muslim al-Dihawari, known as lbn Qutayba, 
was a scion of an Arabiciztcl Iranian family of Khurisin. He was bom in Kiifa and 
lived in Baghdid, where he was a famous teacher. Besides Atitlb literature, he also 
compiled anthi>logies of Arabic poetry, a philological commentary on the Qtlr'iill, and 
a very important work on the interpretation of l/Jlllilh entjdcd the KiiJb T11'wil 
'1lt1kh1lllif 111-l;llliiih. The last named work and the J(jl4/J 'Uy/in 111-dhbir contain 
lbn Qutayba's political ideas. 

34 T11j.irib111-Ufllll,,,, Vol. I, p.102. 
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government was based on the latter, while the worst was founded on 
the pursuit of transient pleasure. A government based on naked 
power would be racked with conflict and rebellion." According to Ibn 
al-Muqaffa' the ideal ruler was an absolute monarch. sagacious, 
resourceful, strong, God-fearing, and eternally vigilant over his 
subjects. His servants should be loyal and dedicated, continually 
marvelling at his virtues in order that they become more firmly 
planted; in no circumstances should they disobey or rebel. In short, 
Ibn al-Muqaffa' declared that kings had· been chosen by God and, 
receiving their authority directly from Him, 36 replaced Him on earth 
as His agents for the execution of His justice. 

Besides the manv "Mirrors for Princes". translation of Greek 
works. particularly by l;lunayn bin Ishaq al-'Ibadi (192/ROR-260/873~ 
and his predecessors, also made an impact on the political ideology 
of the 'Abbasids. Basing his ideas on these translations. al-Kindi 
(800-66) wrote a number of treatises on aspects of government and 
politics. 

Under Platonic inspiration, Abii Nasr al-Firabi (258/870-339/940) 
wrote several political treatises; the most important were Kita""b 
Tahii/ .al-Sa'ada. Kitab al-Siyasat al-Madaniyya, Madina Fidila and 
Fusii/ al-Mariani. Al-Faribi defined politcs as "the royal political 
art'', 37 designed to make men happy. He identified Greek city 
states with "nations" and underlined the fact that "excellent (ideal) 
authority" promoted true happiness and "ignorant authority" 
resulted in only a superficial contentment. To him authority was 
represented by the ''royal office and dignity''. 38 

Neither the strong central administration of the 'Abbisids nor 
the theories legitimizing their power were unanimously accepted by 
all the empires they had seized from the Umayyad caliphate. After 
their accession to power, while they were engaged in hounding the 
Umayyad scions, 'Abd al-R.atunin, (b. 113/731), the son of Mu'iwiya 
b. Hishim, secretly slipped into Palestine, where he rallied a number 
of Umayyad supporters. Thence they went to Egypt, Tunisia and the 

35 Al-Muqaffa, Al-At/MJlll-StJghwwfl'l flliablll-uliir, (Beirut, 1961), pp.63-64. 

36 Jbill., pp. 71-72. 

37 E.IJ. Rosenthal, Polilietll Thought ;,, Metlinlll Islflm, (Cambridge, reprint, 
1962), p.119. 

38 D.M. Dunlop, Ftn#l lll-M4titmi, English translation of Arabic text (Cambridge, 
1960), p.18. 
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Moroccan shore of the Mediterranean seeking assistance from Islam
ized tribes and exploiting existing tribal rivalries. Finally. in 
138/736, they succeeded in foundinB an Umayyad emirate at Cor
dova, in inaccessible Spain. Before his death in 172/788 'Abd al
Rahman, known as al-Dikhil (the Immigrant), had firmly established 
a new Ummayyad dynasty, 39 although tribal revolts in Spain never 
waned. 'Abd al-Rahman III (300/912-350/961)was the greatest of the 
Hispano-Umayyad rulers and the first Umayyad caliph of al-Andalus. 
After consolidating his kingdom he measured swords with both 
Christian Spain and the Fitimids of North Africa. 'Abd al-Rahman III 
assumed the title of Commander of the Faithful, and the surname, 
IJl-N~irli-di'n-All4h (Defender of the Faith of Allah). 40 The Umayyad 
emirate was transformed into the Umayyad caliphate and the imperial 
traditions of Constantine the Great were Islamized. Jurists yielded to 
the fait accompli and the simultaneous existence of more than one 
caliphate came to be recognized as valid. 41 

The Spanish Umayyad caliphate was short-lived, and from the 
eleventh century onwards some twenty-three dynasties ruled in
dependently in Spain, all claiming supernatural qualities for their 
kings. The period of these fragmented powers was known as the 
muluk IJl-tawii' if or ' 'the reign of the party kings' '. One by one they 
fell into Christian hands; only the N~rids or Banii al-~mar held 
out in Granada between 62711230 and 89711492. 

A Khiriji dynasty ruled in western Algeria from 160/777 to 
2961909. Their main support came from the newly Islamized Berber 
tribes who believed that their Arab masters had not adequately 
rewarded them for their services to Islam. Gradually the majority of 
these tribes renounced the Sunni faith of the 'Abbisid caliphs in 
favour of the religio-political sect of the Khawirij. These were sup
porters of 'Ali b. Ab1Talib, who had become alienated from 'Ali the 
fourth caliph. In 37/657, in his war aga.inst Mu'awiya, 'All had 
yielded to his enemies' pressure to appoi'nt an arbitrator in order to 
avoid bloodshed. The Khawarij, crying "No decision save God's", 
had seceded from 'Ali and organized an independent sect. The 
Khariji belief that the community itself was charismatic and divinely-

39 Muqatlriim11h, Vol. II, p.115. 
40 Ibid., Vol. I, p.468. 
41 Ibid., Vol. I, p.393. 
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founded appealed to the sentiments of some Berber tribes. According 
to the Kharijites, only Abu Bakr and 'Umar were Rightly Guided 
Caliphs: they believed that towards the end of his reign. 'Uthmin had 
deviated from the path of justice, meriting either deposition or 
death. 'Ali and his supponers who agreed to arbitration were, accord
ing to them, sinners and therefore infidels. The Kharijites elected 
their Imam from among the outstanding members of their community 
and, like the Umayyads and 'Abbasids, did not insist that only 
Qurayshites were eligible for the imamate. The pledge of any two just 
KharijiS made the contract with an imam legally sound, but should the 
community find a better candidate the reigning imam was bound to 
surrender his post. In the event of a caliph deviating from the path of 
truth and justice the community was autorized to depose or execute him. 

The founder of KI!arijite rule in western Algeria was 'Abd al-Ratiman 
b. Rustam (160/777-168/784), a member of the 'Ibadiyya branch of 
the Kharijites . 

... The 'Jbadiyya, while agreeing with the general Kharidji doctrine, recognized 
different types of imams corresponding to the four states or "ways" (masa/i.t) in 
which the community of true believers could face its enemies: the state of 
manifestation (f11hiir); when the community was strong enough to overcome the 
enemv: the state of dt•fetKe (dtfil'\ when it rnuld merely resist a powerful enemy: 
the state of self-sacrifice (shira'), when a small group of believ°ers chose to rise 
against the enemy seekig martyrdom; and the state of concealment (kitman), 
when the believers were forced to live under the rule of the enemy and to practise 
dissimulation. Only the imam of the state of manifestation can cxcercise all the 
functions of the imamate, such as the execution of legal punishments, the 
collection of the tithe and the djizya of the non-Muslims, and the distribution 
ofbooty.42 

Both the Kharijites and several semi-independent dynasties who 
owed allegiance to the 'Aboosids were defeated by the Shi'is, who ruled 
Nonh Africa and Egypt until the middle of the twelfth century. The 
first 'Alid dynasty began in Morocco. Its founder was Idris I (al-Akbar) 
who had been born in Mecca, but, in order to escape 'Abbisid ven
geance against the 'Alid rebels, had migrated to Nonh Africa. With the 
help of other 'Alid leaders and some Berber chiefs he founded the 
IdriSid dynasty of Morocco in 172/788. Although IdrTs died in 175/791 
and the dynasty ruled until 314/926, in 297/910 a more prominent 

42 Encyclopaedia of Islam2, Vol. III, p. 1168. 
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brancha of Shi'iS, the Fitimids, seized Nonh Africa, and only in outly
ing pans of Morocco did the Idrisids survive a few more years. 

The Fatimids were descended from Ijusayn, the son of 'All by his 
wife Fatima. They traced their origin from Isma'il, the eldest son of 
the sixth Shi'! Imam, Ja'far al-~adiq, who died before his father's 
death in 148/765. According to a section of the Isma-ilis. Isma'il had 
never experienced an earthly death, and was to reappear as the Qa 'im 
or the Mahdi, while for some time others recognized Isma'il's son, 
Muhammad, as Imam. The movement was secretly propagated through 
di'is (missionaries). One of their most prominent leaders, I:Iamdan 
Qarmat, lived in Kiifa and propagated among the Bedouins the 
Messianic doctrine of the reappearance of Mahdi bin Isma 'ii, the 
seventh Imam, who was to restore justice and proclaim the hidden 
truth of Islam. About 286/899 l;lamdan mysteriously disappeared, 
but his followers ruled eastern and central Arabia until 366/997 with 
their centre at Bahrayn. The Isma'ill leader, Abii'Abd Allah al-Shi'i, 
was another spiritual head who in 289/893 established himself in 
western Algeria with the suppon of the Kutama Berber tribe. They 
acknowledged Mu};lammad b. Isma'il as their Imam. In 2971909 
Ubayd Allah al-Mahdi, an enterprising Isma 'iii leader, profiting from 
the spadework donde by 'Abd Allah, founded the Isma 'iii Fatimid dy
nasty in Nonh Africa. Five years later'Ubayd Allih seized Alexandria. 
In 308/920 he founded on the Tunisian coast his capital, al-Mahdiyya, 
and then attempted the capture of Egypt. Although he died in 322/934 
his sons and successors, following his expansionist policy, seized Egypt 
in 358/969. The Fatimids founded al-Qihira, the modern Cairo, 
where they built the great mosque, al-Azhar, and the famous al-Azhar 
academy. In the reign of the Caliph al-'Azi'z (365/975-386/996), the 
Fatimids reached the pinnacle of their glory and Shi"'i khutba was 
recited from the Atlantic to the Red Sea, as well as in al-Yaman, Mecca 
and Damascus. However most of their subjects remained Sunni's, 
though countless Isma'ili da'is, trained at al-Azhar, uncesingly 
pursued their proselytizing mission. 43 

In accordance with their belief that the imamate was a pillar of the 
Muslim faith, the Shi'! propagandists also argued that the choice for 
the office should not be left to the discretion of the umma, since the 

43 B. Lewis, "Egypt and Syria", in the Cambnfige History of Islam, (Cambridge, 
1970), Vol. I, p.186. , 
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Prophet himself had appointed 'Ari, his cousin and son-in law, as his 
successor. They maintained that the Imam was incapable of sin, either 
minor or grievous. All Shi'i sects believed that the Imam's office was 
the exclusive right of the descendants of 'Ali and not of the Qurayshites. 
The Farimid traced their line of descent from Mubammad the son 
of Isma'il. Before their accession to power the Isma'ills prom
ised their adherents a share in the secrets of the universe and the 
mystical cosmos which they had discovered through the interpretation 
of the inner and esoteric meaning (bii{in) of the Qur'an and they 
practised taqiyya (pious dissimulation) of their faith. They obeyed 
contemporary laws while awaiting the true Imam who was to restore 
piety and righteousness to the world. 

For over two hundred years the fitimids ruled Egypt and Syria, 
but in 567I1171 their power was extinguished by the Turkicised Kurds 
known as the Ayyiibids (564/ 1169-65011252). ·While the Fatimid 
Isma"ili's declined in Egypt, a different Isma'ili' branch called the 
NizarT established a formidable power in the heart of the Alburz 
mountain known as Alamiit. Commanding the shortest route between 
QazvTn and the Caspian coast, the territories of the Nizari were 
unevenly scattered from Syria to eastern Iran; they ruled these areas 
from 483/1090 to 654/1256. The first da'i (missionary) of the Niziri 
Isma'ills and the founder of their rule in Alamiit was Hasan-i Sabbah. 
In 48711094 he broke away from the Fatimid Egyptian Imam, al-Mus
ta 'ali (487/1094-485/1101), accepting the latter's brother, Nizar, 
whom the Fatimids had rejected. Hasan 's followers considered their 
leader to be a reformer and the hu1/11, or living proof of the vanished 
Imam after Nizar's death. Hasan organized a corps of assassins caJled 
fid.i'ii, desperate volunteers who dedicated themselves to the annihilaJ 
tion of Sunni power through a systematic programme of assassinations 
of the Sunni ruling elite, preferring to secretly execute their leaders 
rather than slaughter ordinary soldiers on the battlefield. 

The Nizari Isma'ilis came to be known as Batiniyyas (propagators 
of the batin or the allegorical and esoteric interpretation of the sacred 
texts), Malabida (heretics) and l;Iashlihiyya (eaters of hashish). The 
Crusaders called them ' 'Assassins' ' , and the essentially legendary 
stories surrounding the "Order of Assassins" and the "Old Man of 
the Mountain" (that is, l:lasan) added both a chilling and a romantic 
touch to the image of the Nizarikingdom. The political theories of the 
Nizaris, however, were not essentially in contrast to the Isma 'iii con -
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cepts of kingship, although undoubtedly their method of achieving 
power was unprecedented. 

Another Shi'il sect, the Zaydlyya, were followers of the Husaynid, 
Zayd, a great grandson of 'Afi', who in 122/740 fell fighting the 
Umayyad governor of Iraq. They refuted the concept of a hereditary 
line of imams, but believed that any member of the house of 'Ali, 
descended from his wife Fatima, could rise against a contemporary 
ruler and install a Zaydi' imam in his place. They considered the 
imamates of Abii Bakr, 'Umar and the first half of 'Uthmin 's reign as 
valid, but they repudiated all enemies of 'Ali'. Only a small section of 
the Zaydiyya rejected the rule of the first three caliphs. According 
to the majority, any descendant of 'Ali's sons Hasan and Husayn, was 
qualified to hold the office of Imam, but the imams, they assened, 
were not appointed by ikhtiy7ir (election) or 'adq (contract). Only 
successful Zaydi rebels against prevailing authority were entitled to 
the office of imim. 

One Zaydi Imimate flourished in the Yemen from around 246/860 
to as late as 1382I1962. Tabaristan, in the Sasanian province along the 
southern shore of the Caspian Sea, the mountain region of Daylam, at 
the south-western corner of the Caspian sea, and nonhern Iran, were 
breending grounds for anti-'Abbasid movements. The most prominent 
among these were the Zaydi' Ziyirids, who ruled Tabaristin and 
Gurgin between 315/926 and 483/ 1090. 

The establishment of the Buwayhids or Buyid rule in central and 
southern Iran, under the nominal suzerainty of the 'Abbisid caliphate, 
was essentially a Zaydi'yya achievement, and formed an imponant 
landmark in the evolution of the Perso-Islamic concept of kingship. 
The Biiyids were Zaydi' Daylamites, but the three brothers who carved 
out an empire in 322/934 were gifted statesmen and generals rather 
than petty-minded, sectarian zealots. in 334/945 a Biiyid called 
AJ.'imad seized Baghdad and was granted the title Amir al-Umar'1i' 
(Supreme Commander) by the Caliph al-Mustakfi' (333/944-334/946), 
in return for ensuring the overlordship and dignity of the caliphate. 
'Abbasid suzerainty paid high dividends to the Biiyids, and for more 
than a hundred years they ruled independently the 'Abbisid Sunni 
province of Iran and Iraq. The most outstanding of them was 'Adud al
Dawla Fana-Khusraw (338/949-372/983). So powerful was 'Adud al
Dawla that he forced Caliph al-iabi' (363/974-381 /991) to grant him 
several outstanding titles and privileges. In public, however, 'Adud al-
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Dawla strictly observed the prescribed ceremonies and etiquette of the 
'Abbasids. In 977 he received the title Amir al-Umarii' with due humil
ity; when he was kneeling before the Caliph one of his followers, 
somewhat scandalized at such a servile act, asked if he were facing 
God. The quick-witted Amir replied, "Not God, but God's shadow 
on earth''. To this the Caliph added the following words: 

It has pleased me to transfer to you the affairs and government of the subjects 
both in the "East and in the West of the earth, excepting my own private pos
sessions, my wealth and my palace. Ruic them, begging God to grant you 
succcss.44 

At his investiture and during later receptions, the Amir al-Umaiii' 

requested the Caliph to perform several ceremonies which, though 
meaningless to the Caliph himself, had a great impact on 'Adud al
Dawla s Irani supporters, as they were reminiscent of those of the 
Sisinid dynasty. 

In 980 'Adud al-Dawla issued coins4~ bearing the title Shiihanshah 
(King of Kings); thus in the Iranian provinces of the Caliphate the 
Sisanian monarchy was to all intents and purposes restored. 'A9ud al
Dawla 's support for the doctrines of the lmamiyya Shi'is was also of 
considerabie political significance. The latter believed that Imam Ja'far 
al-Sadiq had been succeeded by his son, Miisa al-Kizim (d. 183/799-
800 ). The Shi'i doctrine that the twelfth and last Imam, Muhammad 
al-Mahdi, had entered "major occultation" in 329/940, was most 
expediently exploited by 'A<jud al-Dawla, as no Ithnii 'Ashan Imam 
remained to challenge his self-assumed supremacy. 

The foundations of Biiyid power, however, were based on the he
gemony of military leaders, whose incessant scramble for lucrative 
iqta's (administrative assignments of fiscal units) ultimately weakened 
the central authority. In 420/1029 the famous Malimud of Ghazna 
(388/998-42111031) seized from the Biiyids the rich Ray provinces, 
and in 447I1055 the Saljiiqs finally shattered their power. Earlier in 
389/999. in recognition of the overlordship of the 'Abbasid Caliph al

Qadir (381/991-422/1031), Mahmud of Ghazna, after having ob

tained such titles as Walt Amiral-Mu'mini'n (Protege of the Command
er of the Faithful) and Yamin al-Daw/a wa Amin al-Milla (Right 

44 H. Busse, "Iran under the Buyids", The Cambridge History o/lrt1n (Cambridge, 
19n). Vol. IV, p.276. 

4, Ibid., p.2n. 
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Hand of the Kingdom and Trustee of the Nation), issued coins 
bearing the Caliph's name and offered him lucrative gifts from his 
Indian spoils. Maltmiid's brilliant success in India and the annihila
tion of the Qaramatis and Isma 'ilis within his territories greatly en -
hanced his prestige among the Sunnis. After his conquests Mahmud 
claimed: • 

God has swept away fiom this region the hand of the oppressors and has 
cleansed it of the activity of the infidel Batin'iyya and the evil-doing innova-
tors. 46 • 

A panegyrist of the Ghaznavids thus invited Sultan Mahmud's 
SU~ects: • 

Know that the Lord Most High has given one power to the prophets and 
another power to kings; and He has made it incumbent upon the people of the 
earth that they should submit themselves to the two powers and should 
acknowledge the true way laid down by God. 47 

The revival by the short-lived Ghaznavid kingdom of the glory of 
the 'Abbasid caliphs prompted many jurists to compile treatises pres
enting the orthodox Sunni view of the caliphate. The most prominent 
were Abii al-ijasan al-MiwardT (364/974-45011058) and his contem
porary, Abu Ya'la ibn al-Farra (380/990-458/1066). Both wrote works 
entitled al-Al/limn al-Sul(liniyya (fhe Ordinances of Government), al
Mawardi from the ljanafi and Abu Ya'la from the Hanbali points of 
view. The two authors showed an awareness of historical realities in 
their outlines of the duties and functions of the imim in relation to 
past tensions and conflicts, and they detailed the circumstances under 
which an imim could be deposed. Both works recommended that 
should any officer usurp the power of the Caliphate, the usurper could 
morally claim that power so long as he did not violate the Sunrii 
Shllii'a. 48 

The Perso-Islamic btJSis of kingship 

The completion of the Shiilmama by FirdawsT (329-30/940-41· 
411/1020) in 400/1010 gave a new impetus to both rulers and polit-

46c. E. Bosworth, The Gh1JZ111111itir (Edinburgh, 1963), p.H. 
47 Abii al-Fa41 BaihaqT, Athirtli-UltlZlmJ', quoted in The GhazfllWitls. p.63. 
48 Miwardi, A~um tll-S"'!'niy11, (Cairo, 1881), pp.32-38. 
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ical theorists and was to become the most significant watershed in the 
history of Islamic political thought. As well as recounting the epic 
glory of the ancient Iranian kings, the Shalmama eloquently reminded 
kings and nobles that monarchs were instruments of God's will and 
that their commands were therefore inviolate. The God of the Shihna· 
ma was Omnipotent and Omniscient, the Oeator of Zoroastrians, 
Jews, Christians and Muslims, who endowed K.ayumarth (the founder 
of the ceremonial of throne and crown) with /arr (effulgence) suggest
ing the mystique of true kingship. 49 Farr symbolised divine favour, 
which kings possessed as long as God did not deprive them of it. Thus 
Jamshid, one of the greatest legendary kings of ancient Iran, is said to 
have asserted that he himself was endowed with this divine farr 
ifarr-i 1zadi). He believed that he was simultaneously both king and 
priest (miibad), and would divert potential evil-doers from the wrong 
path and guide their souls towards the light. Jamshid also invented 
weapons for his followers, and by virtue of his kingly /arr he forged 
iron into helmets, chain-mail, missile-proof vests, swords and horse
armour, all products of his inspired intellect. w 

Farr,1 or farrah is the khvarenah of the Avesta, a concept which 
held a special significance for the people of Iran. The khvarenah was a 
mystical kingly glory or majesty, and the Shahanshah was not merely 
an emperor but also the custodian of this supernatural glory and 
charisma. 

The importance of /arr in relation to kingship was so significant 
that even the orthodox Abii Hamid Muhammad al-Ghizali (450/ 

49CIJii amad bi burj-i htl11llJI iifaib jahan gasht bi /arr" iiyin "ib. 
Muhanunad Dabi'r Sayaqi (cd). Shaherama-i HllR'im Abtt '/ Qisim Finillwii, Tehran, 1344/Z 
1965, p. 4 

,o "''""'"' g11ft bi jt11T11-ye i"zlltli 
hamam shahrylirf" ham miibatli 
bat/an ra zi ball tlast Riitah R11nam 
rawiin ra siy-i rawshanirah R11nam 
nt1Rht11t "ilat-i Jang ra tlast b11rd 
tlar-i n'iim-fastan bi g11rdiin sip11rd 
bi/arr-I Riiy 'i narm Nlrd iihanii 
chiRhuduirihUrt/11c/J#nftishanii. Ed. Sayiqi. Shihniima. loc. cit. 

HR. N. Frye, The Heritage of Persia, 2nd edition, (London, 1965), pp.42, 263; 
The Golden Age of Persia (London, 1975), p.8; H.W. Bailey, 'Zoroastrian Problems 
in Ninth-Cent11ry Booh (Oxford, 1943 ), p.2, and corrcttions by) Drlcheme Guillcmin, 
"Le Xvarenah", Annali tie/ Jnstit11to Orienta/e di Napoli, Vol. V (1963 ), pp.19-31. 
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1058-505/1111) could not ignore it. In his Na¥1Jat IJl-Muluk, on two 
separate occasions he drew attention to /arr. In the beginning of his 
chapter entitled "Qualities required for Kings" Ghazali says: 

To guide His slaves to Him, He sent prophets; and to preserve them from one 
another, He sent kings, to whom He bound the welfare of men's lives in His 
wisdom and on whom He conferred high rank. 
As you will hear in the Traditions (Akhbm), "The Sultan is God's shadow on 
earth", which means that he is high-ranking and the Lord's delegate over His 
creatures. It must therefore be recognized that this kingship and the divine 
effulgence (Farr-i 7zadi) have been granted to him by God. and that he must 
accordingly be obeyed, loved and followed. To dispute with kings is improper 
and to hatt· tht'm is wrong. for (ind on High has rnmm:111dt'd.'-' "Oht·,· (ind and 
obey the Prophet and those among yo~ who hold authority", which means 
(Persian) "Obey God and the prophets and your princes (ami"ran)". Everybody 
to whom God has given religion must therefore love and obey kings and recog
nize that their kingship is granted by God, and given by Him to whom He 
wills. God Almighty stated this, in the verse (Q.iii,25): "Say, 0 God, owner of 
the sovereignty! You give the sovereignty to whom You will, and You take it 
away from whom You will. You strengthen whom You will, and You humble 
whom You will. In Your hand is the choice of what is best. Verily You arc 
powerful ovct everything''. This means (in Persian) that God on High, who is 
the King of Kings, (Piidshiih-i Paashiihiin), gives the kingship to whom He wills, 
and that he sucngthcns one man through His favour and humbles another 
through His justice. 53 

In an anecdote given in the same chapter Ghaza.11 quotes a dialogue 
ascribed to Aristotle and continues: 

Great men owe their greatness to the divine effulgence ifarr-i 1zadi) and to 
their radiance of soul, pureness of body, and breadth of intellect and knowledge, 
as well as to the dominion which had long been in their family. (It is because of 
these things that)thcy are and have been kings. 54 

Ghazil.I then adds that divine effulgence is expressed in the fol
lowing characteristics: 

Intelligence, knowledge, sharpness of mind, ability to perceive things, perfect 
physique, literary taste, horsemanship, application to work, and courage; 
together with boldness, deliberation, good temper, impartiality towards the 
weak and the strong, friendliness, magnanimity, maintaining tolerance and 
moderation, judgement and foresight in business, frequent reading of the 

52 Qur'iin IV, 59. 
53 F.R.C. Bagley; Ghaz'ili's Book of Counsel for Kings (Nt1iiht11 ttl-mulik) 

(London, 1964), pp.45-46. 
54 IbirJ., pp. 73-74. 
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reports of the early Muslims (Siiia/), and constant attention to biographies of 
kings (Siyaral-11111/uk)" and inquirv mnrt"rning the anivities of th<· king' of old: 
because the present world is the continuation of the empire of the forerunners, 
who reigned and departed, each leaving a memory to his name and (acquiring) 
treasure in this lifr and th<· next."' 

The qualities listed by Ghazal.1 resemble those mentioned by 
Firabl in his Ari'Ahl rJl-Madfnat rJl-Fat/ila. ,7 Although Ghazaff took 
great pains to demonstrate the incompatibility of the Neoplatonism of 
Fira"l>I and Ibo Siha with orthodox Sunnisrn, '" his political woks show 
a strange wedlock between the ideas contained in the ''Mirrors for 
Princes" and those in the works of Muslim philosophers. What is 
indeed remarkable is that Ghazi.Ir also recommended the need to 
draw on the glorious past of Iran described in such works as the Siyar 
rJl-muluk or the Arabic translation of the Khudaynama. 

Ghazill also stated as universal truths a number of traditions 
(9adith)of doubtful authenticity such as: 

One day of just rule by an equitable Sultan is more meritorious than sixty years 
of continual worship ... By God in the hand of Whose power lies Muqammad's 
soul, all actions of the just Sul~in affecting his subjects are carried to heaven 
every day: and each prayed of his is worth St"venty thousand prayt·rs. '" 

Ghaziff endorsed Ardashlr's proposition that monarchy and reli
gion are like twin brothers, 611 and underlined the time-honoured 
saying of past sages (whom he failed to acknowledge by name): ''The 
character of subjects springs from the character of kings"."' He 
disputed the current belief among Muslims that they received the 
amlrs they deserved and affirmed that ''good men are good through 
the instrumentality of kings'' and the ''conduct of mankind varies 
with their (the kings') conduct''. Ghazal.I concluded: 

,, Bagley suggests that perhaps the reference here is to the Khutlijrmama, which 
was known in Arabic as Siy1Jr al-mu/Uk. 
Ibid., p. 74, note 7. 

, 6 Ibid., p. 74. 

H Ibid., p. 74, note 2. 

)S Tt1hlifu1 alfalasifo (The Inconsistency of the Philosophers), completed in 
488/1095. 

, 9 Counsel for Kings (Ntljo/fll al-muliik), p.14. 
60/bid.. pp. I.XIV. 59. 

61 /,bid.. p.60. 
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You should know that there is a saying of the Sages that "the people of an 
epoch resemble their kings more than they resemble their epoch", and that 
there is a saying in the Traditions that ''the people follow the religion of their 
kings". 62 . . 

Considering the ancient Iranian kings to be paragons of virtue, 
Ghazal! extolled Anushilwan,63 (531-579) for his justice. Only 'Umar 
and the Umayyad 'Umar bin 'Abd al-'AzTz (99/717-101/720)could be 
compared with Aniishilwin. Ghazaff frankly admitted that "Kingship 
remains with the unbeliever but not with injustice'', and cautioned 
rulers that "desenion and ruin of a territory result from two things: 
royal weakness and royal tyranny, each of which causes hardship 
among dihqans ". 64 

Ghazali lived in Tiis during the reign of the Great Saljiiqs. '.f ughril 
(429/1038-455/1063), the founder of this dynasty, gained control of 
Baghdad in 447I1055; later he obtained from the caliph confirmation 
of the title of sultan. assumed by him at Nishapiir in 42911038. His 
successors, Alp Arslan (455/1063-465/1072) and Malik Shih I (465/ 
1072-485/1092), were awesome rulers. Theit vast empire extended 
from Khwarazm and modern Afghanistan to the greater pan of Iran 
and Syria. A branch of the Saljuqs ruled Anatolia from 470/ 1077 to 
707I1307. Although onhodox Sunnis, their ambition to achieve 
independent rule prompted realists like Ghazili to admit that 

Muslims did not elevate the Hashimites and Umayyads in order to bow down to 
them and worship them, but, having appointed them to be the rulers, the 
Muslims obeyed and followed them, because obedience (to the ru,ler) is (a form 
of) worship of God. 65 

62 Jbitl., p.62. 
63 In his reign the mystique of the title "King of kings" was reinforced by the 

"Mirrors for Princes" and other writings. BurzuyT the physician of Khusluiw, visited 
India and brought back the game of chess, plus many books, such as the fables of 
Bidpiy, which were then translated into Pahlavi. Khuslu:iw sought religious support 
for the social stratification of hanian society into four classes and rcmirtcd the head 
tax (an earlier form ofjiyu) on Jews if they were converted to 7.oroastrianism. He was 
also responsible for the massacre of the Mazdakites, 7.oroastrian heretics who were 
fighting for a type of communist revolution. 

64 Co11nsel for Kings, p.62. In the S-asiilian period rlihqtms were village heads and 
derived their power from hereditary titles on the local level. Under the Arabs they 
embraced Islam and were the principal intermediaries between the village rcvcnue
paying classes and their Arab masters. 

65 I. Golclziher, Streilschrift ties GaZIJli gegen riie Blllinijfa-Sehe (Leiden, 1916), 
p. 81. quoted in Counsels for Kings. p. Liii. 
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Ghazall discussed the caliphate in a number of works, consistently 
demostrating that the Sharr'a made the appointment of an imam 
obligatory. To him the institution symbolized the collective unity and 
historical continuity of the Muslim community, and he argued that 
the current situation made a change in the prescribed conditions for 
the election of a caliph permissible. 66 He affirmed that the validity of 
sultans depended on their oaths of allegiance to the caliphs, as 
adhered to by the Saljiiqs. But GhazaIT also understood that necessity 
made lawful what was in fact prohibited. As noted by H.A.R.Gibb, 
''Ghazali with his usual frankness and robust common sense, breaks 
through the sham and defines the position as facts had made it''. 
Gibb quotes Ghazili: 

An evil-doing and barbarous sultan. so long as he is supponed by military force, 
so that he can only with difficulty be deposed and that the attempt to depose 
him would cause unendurable civil strife, must of necessity be left in possession 
and obedience must be rendered to him, exactly as obedience must be rendered 
to emirs ... We consider that the Caliphate is contractually assumed by that 
person of the 'Abbisid house who is charged with it, and that the function of 
government in the various lands is carried out by means of Sultans, who owe 
allegiance to the Caliph ... Government in these days is a consequence solely of 
military power, and whosoever he may be to whom the holder of military power 
gives his allegiance, that person is the Caliph. And whosoever exercises 
independent authority, so long as he shows allegiance to the Caliph in the 
matter of his prerogatives of the Khutba and the Sikk.a, the same Is a sultan, 
whose commands and judgements arc valid in the several parts of the earth. 67 

Nizirn al-Mulk Tiisi (408/1018-485/1092), who for the last thirty 
years of his life was the prime minister of the Saljiiq sultans, forcefully 
argued in his Siyasat-nama the absolute right of sultans to rule. Gener
ally he avoided using the word arni'r or sultan for the Saljiiq rulers 
and preferred the Persian term padsh'ih. For him the office of king was 
both hereditary and of divine origin. He argued: 

In every age and time God (be he exalted) chooses one member of the human 
race and, having adorned and endowed him with kingly vinues, cntrustS him 
with the interests of the world and the well-being of His servants; He charges 
that person to close the doors of corruption, confusion and discord, and He 
imparts to him such dignity and majesty in the eyes and hearts of men, that 

66 Leonard Binder, "Al-Ghazili", in a History of Muslim Philosophy, Vol. I, 
pp.781-82. 

67 Ghazili, lhyi' 'ulim 111-tlin, in H.A.R. Gibb, Islamic Society and the West 
(London, reprint 1960), p.31. 
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under his just rule they may live their Jives in constant security and ever wish 
for his reign to continue. 68 

Documents issued in the reign of the Saljuqs also used the terms 
jahiindar (monarch) and jahiindari (monarchy) and stressed the fact 
that the principal duty of kings was to restore prosperity in a kingdom 
by dispensing justice and equity. They also underlined the interde
pendence of kingship and religion and emphasized the point that 
subjects were entrusted to a sultan's care by God and that it was his 
duty to ensure their protection.<+> As the Saljiiq sultans strove for the 
annihilation of the Isma 'ilis and other non-Sunni sects, justice, 
impaniality, the protection of subjetcs and obedience to the laws of 
the Shan'a applied to Sunnis alone. 

An interesting "Mirror for Princes" was written by a vassal of the 
Saljuqs. This was the Qiibiis-nama by 'Unsur al-Ma 'ali Kay-ka'iis 
(441/ 1049-48311090), the Ziyarid prince of the Caspian coastlands of 
Gurgan and Tabaristan. It was intended as a guide to the author's son 
and successor and was based on his own experience. He advised his 
heir to impose strict authority over his realm. He should not become 
intoxicated with the wine of kingship and should spare no pains in 
developing the qualities of "awesomeness" justice, genero·sity, respect 
for the law, gravity and truthfulness''. 70 

A very comprehensive Arabic "Mirror for Princes" called the Siriij al
muliik was compiled in 516/1122 by Abu Bakr Muhammad bin al
Walid al Tuniish"i (d. 52011126-27). The author was born in Spain in 
45111059-60 and, leaving his homeland in 47611083-84, he visited 
Iran and Iraq. During his sojourn he met Nizam al-Mulk TiisTwhose 
scholarship and political acumen greatly impressed him. Although the 
earlier "Mirrors for Princes" drew upon the stories of Kalila wa Dimma, 
translated from the Pahlavi by Ibn al-Muqaffa ', they also contained 
Iranian anecdotes, some based on Indian sources. Tunushi's work 
shows a more definite debt to the Kalila wa Dimna. He also refers to 
a text called Muntakhab al/awtihir (Selected Gems) composed by 
Shinaq for the use of Indian kings. The Kitib Shanaq ft al-tadblr, 

68 H. Darke, The Book of Government, The Siyasat-nama (London, 1960), p.9. 
69 Muntajab al-Din Badi' Atabeg, JuwainT, Atabat tll-kfltaba, edited by 'Abbas 

Iqbil (I'ehran 132911950), pp.9,30,33, 74. 
70 Ghulim l;fusain Yasufi(ed.), Qib'iis-riima (I'ehran, 1967), pp.227-39. 
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mentioned by Ibn al-Nadiin, 71 was in fact the celebrated Ctinakya
Niti, a collection of Sansktit"aphorisrns on politics. Another w~rk by 
Caqakya, on poison, was translated' into Pahlavi by an Indian named 
Manka, and later AbT Hatim BalkhT rendered it into Arabic for Hiriin 
al-RashTd's Barmakid waiir, Yal}ya·bin Khilid (170/786-187/803). ·1 

Although Zachariae has shown that the maxims attributed to Cii.Qakya 
in the Siraj al-muluk cannot be found in any Indian texts associated 
with his name, 73 and that the political theories attributed to him were 
familiar in most pans of the Islamic world. 

Drawing on the vast material available in translation. Turtushi 
referred to kings by such titles as muliik, · umarii', salatin and wulat. 
He endorsed the view that a sultan's right to rule was of divine origin 
and that he was God's shadow on eanh, n second only in rank to 
prophets and angels. 76 But a ruler was also a shepherd, and in TunJi
shT" s world-view as the vicegerent of Matiammad his duty was to 
promote the interests of his subjects. An eternal covenant between 
God an kings enforced the latter's duty to rule with impartiality and 
justice. 77 Borrowing from the Arabic translation of Khudiy-nama, 
TuqiishT compared the benefits accruing froin sultans to such natural 
phenomena as rain, wind, the seasons, day and night, and described 
tyrants as worse than ravaging lions. But he preferred even the latter 
to anarchy, maintaining that good emerged even from a kingship 
bowed down with evil. In a maxim attributed to Ca9akya, Tuqiishi' 
encouraged rulers to act like the sun, moon, eanh, rain, wind, fire, 
water and death. 78 From some Hindu source, probably the Santi 
Parvan of the Mahabharata, he presented the analogy of the big fish 
eating the small ones and assened that this unhappy situation was 

71 Ibn al-Nadiin Mu~ammad b.lsliiq, Kitiib al-irhrist (Leipzig, 1878), pp.305, 
315-16. 

72 Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, 'Uyiin al-Anba' ft i;11b11q'iil al-Afibba (Cairo, 1882), Vol. II, 
pp.32-33. . 

73 Footnote from Ludwik Sternbach, Chi'"n11ky11-Nili (Hoshiarpur, 1970), 
pp.37, no. 40. 

74 Al-TuniishT, Muhammad bin al-Walld, Sirij al-mulik (Alexandria 1289/1872· 
74), p. 76.. • • . 

75 Ibid., p. 75. 
76 Ibid., p.67. 
77 Ibid., pp.88, 92. 
78 Ibid., p.332. l'he maxim in fact occurs in the lawbook of Manu (vii, 4-7). 
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avened only by monarchy. 79 Juriushl assened that the relations of a 
monarch with his people were identical with those of the body with 
the soul; if the king were virtuous his people would prosper, but if he 
were not, evil would prevail in his territory. 

Ibo Khaldiin fails to do full justice to Tuqiishl when he says: 

Al-'f urtlishT thought that the military (strength) of a dynasty as such is identical 
with (the size of its) army that receives a fixed pay every month. He mentioned 
this in his Sir'iij al-muliik. His statement does not take into consideration the 
(conditions obtaining at the) original foundation of large dynasties ... He did not 
realize how a dynasty originally comes to power, nor that only those who share 
in a group feeling are able to accomplish (the formation·of a dynasty). But this 
should be realized. It should be understood how God intended these things to 
be. "God gives His kingdom (royal authority) to whomever He wants to give it". HO 

In fact Tu11ushi had personal knowledge of a.U·a5pects"'of kingship, 
from the Spanish kingdom with its servile focumbent and the tot
tering caliphate of Baghdad, to the considerably stronger Fitimid 
caliphs and the mighty Saljiiq empire.' Writing from Egypt hc- consid
ered it advisable to ignore the Fatilnid caliphs and concentrate on the 

· sultans, by then the real custodians of power. 
An interesting "Mirror for Princes" was compiled by Mul}.ammad 

bin 'Ali al-Zahirl, al-Katib al-Samarqandi, in his Persian work, the 
Aghriitf al-Siyasat Ji I'riicf al-Rijlisat. It was written after the death of 
Sultan Mu'izz al-Din Sanjar, who died in 552/1157. By the time 
Sanjar asc~nded the throne in 51111118 the great Saljiiq power was 
only a shadow of the glory it had once been. Sultan Sanjar ruled 
against heavy odds. The Ghuzz Turks from Central Asia were then 
the dominant power. They defeated him twice in 115 3 and finally 
took him captive. Three years later he escaped, but died soon after
wards. Sanjar's desperate effons to save Khurasan from the onslaught 
of Turkic tribes were remembered in historical tales and his son, who 
did not enjoy power, was also the centre of the false hopes of a number 
of scholars, some of whom like Samarqandi wrote solely for financial 
gain. 

'Awfi's jawimi' al -ljikayat wa Lawami' al-Riwayat, as a work of 
instruction for rulers, using historical and literary anecdotes, was 
unsurpassed. Of over 2,000 of t~ese stories relating to Iranian and 

79 Ibid., p.12. 
80 Muqt1rldimt1h, Vol. I, pp.316-17. 
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Muslim ruling dynasties, most were intended to strengthen belief in 
the divine right of kings. The book, completed in 625I1228, was 
dedicated to Nizim al-Mulk Mul]ammad ibn Abi' Sa'd al-:JunaydT, 
the waii"r of Sultan Shams al-Din Iltutmish (607/1210-633/1235), 
the real founder of the Delhi Sultanate of northern India. By 
625/ 1228 the Sultan had vanquished all his enemies and in 626/ 1229, 
emissaries of the 'Abbisid Caliph, al-MustansTr (623/1226-
640/ 1242), invested him with the title of Sultan. What the Sultan 
had earned by his merit and military strength was legitimized by the 
caliphate, thus enhancing the recipient's religious prestige. 'Awfi, 
who had completed his work earlier, rightly believed Iltutmish to be 
the greatest ruler of the Islamic east. 

With the extinction of the 'Abbasid caliphate in 65611258 jurists 
were prompted to legitimize even Mongol powers. Thus RadI al-DTn 
'Ali" bin Ta~iis, the leading jurist of Baghdad, went to the extent of 
signing a fatwa (decree) that a just infidel emperor was preferable to a 
believing, unjust one. 81 Ibn al-Tiq\aqa, who was born shortly after the 
con~est of Baghdad and wrote al-Fakhn- in 70111302 for Fakhr 
al-Om 'Isa bin IbrihTm of Mosul, asserted that his book was not 
concerned with ''the origin of power, its essential ·nature and its division 
into religious and temporal leadership (as seen in) the caliphate, the 
sultanate, the amirate, the governorate and the like -whether sanc
tioned by the divine law or not'', but laboured to advise rulers that 
''the realm was guarded by the sword and administered with the 
pen''. 82. 

A unique synthesis of the political works of Muslim philosophers 
and the "Mirrors for Princes" was produced by Nasir al-Din TiisT 
(597/1201-672/1274). Until 645/1247 he served under the Isma'ili" 
governor of Qiihistan at Alamiit and then entered the service of the 
11-Khanid Mongol, Hiilagii (654/ 1256-663/ 1265 ), who later 
destroyed both the Isma'ili"s of Alamut and the Baghdad caliphate. 
Before relinquishing his post under the Isma 'iiis, he completed a 
work entitled the Akhliiq-i Niisifi drawing on the works of such 
philosophers as FarabT, Miskawayh · (c.320/932-421I1030), and Ibn 
Sina (370/980-428/1037), as welf as the "Mirrors for Princes". 
N~Tr al-DTn Tiis"i observed: 

81 C.E.J. Whitting (tr.), Al Fllkhn(I..ondon, 1947), p.14. 
82 Ibiti., p.47. 
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... the i:overnment of somt" clept'nclt"ns on enanmt·ms. as with romrans and 
transactions; while that of others· depends on intellectual judgments, as in 
the case of the management of a kingdom or the administration of a city. But 
no one would be able to undertake either of these two categories without a 
preponderance of discrimination and a superiority in knowledge, for such a 
man's precedence over others without the occasion of some particularity 
would call for strife and altercation. Thus, in determining the enactments there 
is a need for a person distinguished from others by divine inspiration, in order 
that they should follow him. H} 

He then added: 
Now, in determining judgments, there is need (also) for a person who is 
distinguished from others by divine support, so that he may be able to ac· 
complish their perfection. Such a person, in the terminology of the Ancients, 
was called an Absolute King, and his judgments the Craft of Kingship. The 
Moderns refer to him as the Imam, and to his function as the lmiimate. Plato 
calls him Regulator of the World, while Aristotle uses the term Civic Man, i.e. 
that man, and his like, by whose existence the ordering of civilized life is 
effected. 84 

To Nasir al-DTn Tus'i the kingly fa" was the source of a ruler's 
benevolence and justice. In N~Trian ethics the latter meant the proper 
adjustment of the interests of the four different social classes known to 
the Iranians from ancient times. 8, 

According to Nasir al-Din Tiisi', mutual co-operation guaranteed a 
true state and its preservation depended upon the "close accord of 
friends' ' and ' 'dissension among enemies''. 86 

The predominance of secular elements in N~Ir al-Din's theories of 
kingship was remarkably improved on by Ibn Khaldiin (732/1332-
808/1406), who drew his ideas from a sociological analysis of the 
significant events in the history of the Islamic world. His analysis of 
the complexities of al- 'umriin al-bashaii (human civilization) prompt
ed him to inextricably link kingship with 'asabiyya (the spirit of kin -
ship or a group feeling). 'Asabiyya stood for the solidarity inherent in 
groups of men which prompted them to found empires and dynasties. 
Ibn Khaldiin observed: 

Royal authority is an institution that is natural to mankind. We have explained 

83 G. M. Wickens (u.), The Nfliirim l!lhics (London, 1964), p.191. 

s(Ibitl., p.192. 
85 Ibitl., pp.233, 235. 
86 Ibili., p.229. 
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before that human beings cannot live and exist except through social organiza· 
tion and cooperation for the purpose of obtaining their food and (other) nccessi. 
tics of lifc. Whcn thcy havc organized. necessity requires that they deal with 
each other and (thus) satisfy (their) needs. Each one will stretch out his hand for 
whatever he needs and (try simply to) take it, since injustice and aggressiveness 
are in thC' animal nature. ThC' othC'rs. in turn. will try to prC'VC'nt him from taking 
it, motivated by wrathfulness and spite and the strong human reaction when 
(one's own propeny is menaced). This causes dissension. (Dissension) leads to 
hostilities, and hostilities lead to trouble and bloodshed and loss of life, which 
(in turn) lead to the destruction of the (human) species. Now, (the human spe
cies) is one of the things the Creator has especially (told us) to preserve. 87 

Continuing to underline the importance of 'asabiyya he remarked: 

Not every group feeling has royal authority. Royal authority, in reality, belongs 
only to those who dominate subjcctS, collect taxes, send out (military) expedi
tions, protect the frontier regions, and have no one over them who is stronger 
than they. This is generally accepted as the real meaning of royal authority. 88 

Ibo Khaldiin observed that all ancient kings framed laws which 
concentrated mainly on the worldly interests of their subjects! but that 
the quest of human beings for the path of God drove them to follow 
divine laws, in the case of Islam, the Shan'a. Thus the caliphate of 
Muhammad's first four successors enabled Muslims to act according to 
religious insight and was to all intents and purposes the substitute for 
government by the Lawgiver (Muhammad). 119 Although Sunni 
authorities offered innumerable religious explanations for the 
emergence of mu/k'Xl (kingship) after the end of the Rightly Guided 
Caliphs, Ibo Khaldiin unequivocally asserted that the Ummayyad 
struggle for power and the introduction of hereditary succession were 
prompted mainly by the necessity to safeguard the unity of the 
Urnayyad izsabiyya, which was unwilling to accept any other solution. 91 

The functions of mulk, as a secular institution, in Ibo Khaldiin's 

87 M11qfllltlif!Uh, Vol. I, pp.380-81. 
88 lbitl., Vol. I, p. 381. 

89 Jbitl., Vol. I, pp.387-88. 
90 Al-Balidhuri' and al-TabarT consider that the Khawiiij threat was mainly 

responsible for the secular and hereditary character of the Caliphate; lbn Qutayba 
al-DTnawar'i also endorses the same view in Ai-lmamt1 u111'/ Siyiis11 (Cairo, 1937), 
pp.113-115. Al-DTnawarT condemns the change as illegal. E.L. Petersen, 'Ali""" 
Mii '#wiy11 in &rly At'flbic TrtJtli#ons (Copenhagen, 1964). pp.145, 146, 157, 167, 173. 

91 M11qtJtltlimtlh, Vol. I, pp.430-436. 
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world-view. altered according to the political· situation, and it was 
incorrect to think that it was immutable. In mulk tabt'i Oiterally, 
unbridled kingship), the autocrat imposed his will on his subjects 
while ignoring their own interests; but in mulk siyiiii (kingship . 
based on rational laws) a king promulgated legislation for the welfare 
of his subjccts.92· He urged rulers to refrain from commercial activities, 
allowing merchants to profit from their investments. Ibo Khaldun 
was convinced that oppressive rule bred apathy and arbitrary govern -
ments were doomed to failure. 93 He observed: 

The existence of group feeling without the practice of praisewonhy qualities 
would be a dcfC<:t among people who possess a "house" and prestige. All the 
more so would it be a defect in men who arc invested with royal authoriey, the 
greatest possible kind of glory and prestige. Funhcrmore, political and royal 
authority arc (God's) guarantee to mankind and serve as a representation of 
God among men with respect to His laws. 94 

Ibo Khald'iin agreed with the jurists that sultins were those who 
either forcibly gained control of the sultanate or obtained power 
delegated by a caliph. He affirmed that: 

... usurpers were not interested in adopting the caliphal titles, and they 
disdained sharing the same title with the wazirs, because the wazirs were 
their servants. Therefore thcv used the names "am'ir" and "sultan". Those in 
rontrol of the dynasty were called amif tJ/-umailj' or sultih, in addition to the 
ornamental titles which the caliph used to give them, as can be seen in their 
sumamcs.91 

Like Ibn Qutayba 96 and TuniishT, Ibo Khaldii"n fully agreed with 
the proverb, ''The common people follow the reH&ion of their 
ruler". 97 He was convinced that governmental posts stemmed from 
the needs of men and the demands of civilization and that they were 
not ''under the aspect of particular religious laws''. 911 

Although the MuqlJlldima of Ibn Khaldiin was read by Arabic-
knowing intellectuals, his ideas made little impact on political 

92 lbitl., Vol. I, pp.385-87. 

93 Jbitl., Vol. I, p.258·,9; Vol. II, pp.103-104; Vol. III, p.30,. 

94 Jbitl., Vol. I, pp.291·92. 
91 Ibid., Vol. II, p.11. 
96Jbn Qutayba, 'Uyin tJ/-Akhb'i'r(Cairo, 1930), pp.1-2. 

97 Muq{l(/t/imtl/J, Vol. I, pp.58,300; Vol. II, pp.123, 306. 

98 lbitl., Vol. II, p.5. 
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theorists and rulers, who adhered to the teachings of the "Mirror" 
writers, particulary Ghazall. The influence of the ij:anbaii jurist, Ibo 
Taymiyya (661/1263-72811328) of Damascus, who was not always 
supponed by his rulers, was also very significant. His determined war 
against siifi innovation and Shi'is, in conjunction with his leadership 
in repelling the Mongol threat to Damascus in 699-700 / 1301-02, 
raising the cry of jihad. greatly enhanced his prestige. Between 
711/1311 and 714/1315 he wrote the Kitiib al-Siyiisat al-Shaniz, 
enthusiastically arguing for government based on the Shan'a, which 
bridged the gulf between the spiritual and temporal authorities. 
Naturally the ideal Islamic state was to ben run solely under the 'ulami's 
guidance. w In Egypt the Mamliik Sultan, al-Zihir Rukn al-Din 
Baybars I al-Bundaqdari (658/ 1260-67611277), however, had enabled 
a scion of the Abbasid dynasty (who managed to escape the holocaust 
produced by Hiilagii) to take refuge in Cairo. The new 'Abbasid 
Caliph in Egypt assumed the pretentious title al-Mustan~ir Bi 'llah Abu 
al-Qisim Ahmad, and his successors remained in Cairo from 65911261 
to 92311517. The 'Abbisids in Egypt lived like other religious heads 
on a state pension, yet, when a new sultan acceded to the Egyptian 
throne, his ceremonial investiture by the exiled Caliph was performed 
with great splendour. Some members of the 'Abbisid familiy received 
stipends from other Muslim kings, such as 'Ala' al-Din Tarmash"ir'in 
(726/ 1326-734/ 1334)ofTransoxiana. 100 

When his rule was torn bv internal rebellion and dubbed 
irreligious and tyrannical by the 'ulami' and the suns, Sultan 
Muhammad bin Tughluq (725/1325-752/1351) of Delhi discovered 
a unique method of silencing his opposition. He issued coins in the 
name of the 'Abbisid Caliph, al-Mustakfi Bi 'llah Abii al-Rabi 
Sulayman (701/ 1302-740/ 1340), by then deceased. But as travellers 
were the only connection between the Middle East and India, this 
fact was generally unknown. Awaiting authorization from the Caliph, 
however, the Sul\in stopped Friday and 'fd prayers, and coins in the 
name of the dead Caliph were issued between 742 and 744. Finally 
in 744/1344 ij:ajji Sa'id SarsarT, the envoy of the Egyptian Caliph al
ijakim bi-Amr Allah Abii al'Abbis A.Qmad (741/1341-753/1352), 
brought to Sultan Muhammad bin Tughluq an investiture of author-

99 Kilaba/-Siyihul-Shari'11(Cairo,1951), pp.2, 9. 10, 165, 167, 174. 
100H.A.R. Gibb, The Trt111elsoflbn &ttiila (Cambridge, 1971), Vol. III, p.679. 
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ity which was received with deep humility. The reception and gifts 
given by the Sultan to the emissary amazed Ibn Battiita (703I1304-
770I1368-69 or 779I13 77), who was present at the time. 101 The 
poets wrote panegyrics, but the Indian 'ulama' and siifis remained 
unimpressed. 

Muhammad bin Tughluq died fighting the rebels in distant 
Thatta. In 757I1356 his successor, Sultan Ffriiz (752I1351-790/ 1388), 
also received investiture and the title, Saiyid al-Sa/atm (Chief of the 
Sultans) from Caliph al-Mu'tadid Billah Abu al-Fath Abu Bakr 
(753/1352-763/1362). He also gave a warm welcome to the Caliph's 
envoy but the Sultan's patronage of the 'ulam'ii' and siifis had already 
endeared him to them and the investiture achieved little. 

No sultan in India prior to Muhammad bin Tughluq had applied 
for investiture from the 'Abbisid caliph in Egypt, although coins 
with the name of the last 'Abbisid caliph of Baghdad, al-Musta'sim 
(640/1242-656/1258), continued to be issued until 695/1296. Sultan 
Ghiyath al-Din Balban (664/ 1266-686/ 1287) had been closely in 
touch with Hlilagii, but he still believed that ideally a sultan should 
obtain investiture from the 'Abbisid caliphs. Like his predecessor 
and the later Delhi sultans, Balban also considered himself a vice
gerent of God and His shadow on earth. 102 Balban exhibited 
awareness of the /arr theory of the "Mirrors for Princes" when he 
remarked that ''the king's heart is the mirror of the Divine attributes. 
As long as God does not inspire the heart of kings with general 
decrees relating to His slaves, matters concerning them which are 
dependent on the heart and tongue of the rulers are not accom
plished" 103 Bal ban, like his predecessor Iltutmish, claimed to be the 
successor of Afrasiyab, the powerful Turanian monarch who, ac
cording to the Shahnama, was an arch enemy of the Irani Pi'shdadian 
and Kayanian dynasties and was defeated by the Iranian hero Rustam. 
Nevertheless Balban introduced Iranian court customs and strongly 
adhered to the class and racial prejudices of ancient Iran. 

Balban advocated strict justice104 only for Sunnis, with the 
exclusion of Hindus and discrimination against Isma 'ili"s and Muslim 

101 The Travels of Ibn Battii"ta, Vol. I, pp.223-226. 
102 Diya al-D"in Baran!, Tan"lh-i FirUz Shihi'(Calcutta, 1860-62), p.34. 
103 Ibid., p. 71. 

104 /bid., pp.146-47. 
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philosophers who followed Ghazall and Ni~am al-Mulk TiiSi. How
ever, he declared that only such rulers deserved to be called Kings 
in whose territory not a single person went hungry or naked. lO). 

Balban's grandson and successor, Mu'izal Din Kaiqubad 
(686/ 1287-689/ 1290) was a rake and a drunkard. AmTr Khusraw 
(65111253-725/1325), however, who wrote panegyrics for all the 
Delhi sultans from Balban to Ghiyath al-Din Tughluq (720/ 1320-
72511325), observed that Kaiqubad was endowed with the fan: of 
the Kayani dynasty. 106 Both Amir Khusraw and his friend, Amir 
I;Iasan called the great Khalji Sultan, 'Ali' al-Din Mul].ammad 
(695/1296-715/1316. a khalifa. In his Khaza'in al-Futiib. when 
describing 'Ala al-Din Khalfi's victories, Am1r Khusraw wrote: 
''Through instituting justice and the insignia of his own caliphate he 
once again raised the 'Abbasid standards, which grievous calamities 
had broken into fragments''. 107 

In 717/1317 'Ala'al-Din's son, Qutb al-Din Mubarak Shah 
(716/1316-718/1318), issued coins bearing the titles of the 'Abbasid 
caliphs. In fact from the time of Balban onwards, in Indian political 
terminology as elsewhere, the words "caliph" and "sultan" were 
interchangeable, but the assumption of the title, al-Wiithiq Bil/ah, 
("Dependent on God" directly, and not through the Caliph) by the 
Sul!in was a daring innovation. 

The reign of Sultan Fiiiiz Shah Tughluq, although mild and 
politically ineffective, marked the revival of SunnT orthodoxy in India. 
Early in the rule of Firiiz, Diya'. al-Din Barani (b.684/ 1285-86), whose 
grandfather, father and uncle had held high posts during the reigns 
of Delhi sul!ins from Balban to 'Ali' al-Din Khalji and who himself 
was a nadim (boon companion) of Sultan Mul:iammad ~in Tughluq, 
wrote two important works, the Tliiikh-i Ft'riiz Shahrand the fatiiwli-i 
jahindan-. The former is a history of the Delhi Sultans from Balban 
to the sixth year of Firiiz Shah's reign, but, like the latter, it was also 
intended to be an Indian ''Mirror for Princes'', and the same political 
theories are expressed in both works. In the Tafikh-i Flriiz Shahi 
political ideologies are discussed in monologues and dialogues of the 
sultans, and in the Fatiwa-i Jahandari the same concepts feature 

lOl Ibid., p.147. 

106 Qiran al-sa 'tlain (Aiigarh, 1918), p. 22. 

107 Khazii' in al-futiih (Calcutta, 1953 ), p.6. 
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through stories from the ''Mirrors for Princes''. Most of these sources 
have not survived and some may be apocryphal. 

The Taiikh-i Firiiz Shah'i rationalizes both the absolutism of kings 
and their use of state laws (t/awiibit). Barani unhesitatingly calls the 
first four successors of Mul}ammad, jahandars108 (world rulers), 
noting that each one strictly observed the practices of Mu};lammad. 

As human beings, according to Saram, they combined the grandeur 
of Jamshid with the dervishhood of mystics. After this period 
caliphs and Muslim kings found themselves in a dilemma. If they 
followed the practices of Mul)ammad, they were unable to govern. 
On the other hand if they ruled vigorously and ostentatiously like 
Khushraw, they were forced to violate religious law. While spiritual 
life was to be attained only through humility, poverty and self
abasement, to the king pride, arrogance and self-glorification were 
indispensable, thus rendering, the co-existence of spirituality and 
kingship impossible. A monarch could not survive without exhibiting 
lordship (rububiyya) and therefore kingship was the depuryship 
(niyiibat) and vicegerency (khiliifot) of God. Muslim khalifas and 
kings, in the interests of propagating the word of God, enforcing 
the faith of Mul:iammad, annihilating the enemies of the faith, and 
self-preservation, were compelled to adopt the manners and customs 
of the great Iranian emperors. Sarani compared this situation with 
the eating of carrion, which is normally prohibited by Islam but in 
extreme conditions is permitted; in the same way, Muslim kings in the 
interests of Islam were allowed to display arrogance and ruthlessness. 
Using this example Sarani added that even such non-Islamic customs 
as ceremonial prostration, the amassing of huge amounts of treasure, 
and the collection of large harems could be accepted. 109 

Sarani observed that the Rightly Guided Caliphs governed ac
cording to ijma '1111 and istikhlat;:i.1 1 but. from the time of the 
Umayyads, the policy of annihilating the'Alids ushered in a new era 

108 jahinrltir-i jahiniyin sh11tlanrl. F111iiiuii-i j11hiindiiri, edited by A.S. Khan 
(Lahore, 1972), p.140. 

l09 Ibid., pp.140-41. 

no According to Sunni juristic theories, ijmtl' is the most imponant basis offiqh. 
In theory ijmtl 'means the agreement of the """""to a regulation (~11/e.m) imposed by 
God. The election of Abu Bakr was based on ijm11'. 

m Appointing a successor, as was done by Abii Bakr, who designated 'Umar 
as Caliph. 
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of anarchy. 112 From then on the reigns of many Muslim kings had 
been short and dynastic change had been the order of the day. On 
the other hand the governments of the Iranis or the Byzantines were 
more stable and they were never forced to submit to rulers from 
different races. 113 Barani therefore affirmed that kings should be 
members of noble dynasties and should promote an elite from among 
those of good birth. 114 The Qur' an affirmed: ''Lo, the noblest of you, 
in the sight of Allah, is the best in conduct'', 115 but Barani 
interpreted the verse to mean that the lowly-born could never 
develop the degree of piety which was the prerogative of the nobly
born. 116 

Barani reaffirmed his belief in theories on monarchy outlined in 
the "Mirrors for Princes", such as "The sultan is God's shadow on 
earth", "Religion and kingdom are twin brothers" and "People 
follow the faith of their kings''. His exaggerated emphasis on nobility 
of birth was intended to discourage rulers from counteracting the 
dominance of the nobles by raising up a humbly-born governing 
class. 11 7 The Hindu class and caste system strengthened the social 
prejudices Barani had borrowed from the Persian "Mirrors". He 
endorsed the Iranian custom of promulgating state laws, and advised 
rulers strictly to refrain from associating with the lowly-born in their 
legislative councils. As far as possible state laws should not violate the 
Shari'a and the Sunna, but when expedient Baran! recommended 
that this should be no hindrance. Expiation could always be achieved 
through lavish gifts. 118 

The Badshiih-i Islam or Ideal Muslim Ruler could not justify his 
divine commission without excluding Hindus from higher posts and 
forcing the Brahmans (whom he compared to the Muslim 'u/ama') 
into bankruptcy and social misery. Those who departed from 
orthodox Sunnism, notably the lsmi'ilis and Muslim philosophers, 
were to be annihilated, so as to glorify Sunni Islam in India and to 

112 Fatawa-i}ahiindali, p. 306. 
113 Ibid., p .. :io.:i. 

114 Ibid., p.304. 

m Qur'iin, XLIX, 13. 
116 Fatawa-ijahandiifi. p. 298. 

117 Tartkh-i Firiiz Shahi, pp.503-505. 
118 Fatiwa-z]ahandin, pp 218-220. 
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make it the leading religion. According to Baran! this justified and 
gave religious sanction to the autocratic rule of the Delhi sultans. 

Although Barani received no encouragement either from Sultan 
Firiiz or from his nobles and died in misery, his hero Firuz in fact 
liberally rewarded the Muslim religious classes, imposed jizya upon 
Brahmans who had hitherto been exempted, and took pride in 
crushing the Shi'ls and unorthodox Sunnis. After his long and 
ineffective rule, however, the Tughluq dynasty disintegrated and 
Timur so ruthlessly sacked Delhi that the capital took a long time 
to recover its prosperity. 

Friendly relations between the Delhi sultans and the court of 
Samudra (Pasai) in Sumatra led to the introduction of Perso-Islamic 
court ceremonial and political ideology into that island kingdom, 
In 1292 Marco Polo found only a part of Sumatra converted to Islam, 
but later the Pasai kingdom was formed and converted. At the Delhi 
court of Mu}:iammad bin Tughluq, Ibo Battiita had met Amir 
Dawlasa, whom Sultan al-Malik al-zahir of Sumatra had sent as an 
envoy, and who, accompanied by the Sultan's deputy, was sent to 
give Ibo Battiita a royal reception when he reached Sumatran shores 
in 74611345-46. Other notables travelling with Amir Dawlasa bore 
such names as Qadi al-Sharif, Amir Saiyid al-Shirazi and Taj al-Din 
Ispahini". The predominance of Persian officials at Sultan al-Malik 
al-Zihir's court, and his interest in theological discussions, would 
indicate that the Sultanate followed the Perso-Islamic theories of 
kingship of Ghazili and that the ceremonials described by Ibo 
Battuta were the same as those of Indo-Persian courts, 119 the only 

ll9 C. Defremery and B.R. Sanguinetti (eds.), Voyage d'Ibn Batoutah, Vol. IV 
(Paris, 1858), pp.229-237. B. Schrieke suggests that "the tombstone of al-Malik 
as-Salih, the founder of the Moslem realm of Pasai in nonh-cast Sumatra who died in 
1297, also appears to have come from Cambay". (Indonesian Sociological Studies, 
Part II, The Hague, 1957, pp.233-34). The main problem with this hypothesis is that 
it was only in 69711298 that the Vaghela Rija of Gujarat was conquered by the 
Muslims. Although Muslim merchants did live in Gujariit, the region was not then a 
centre of Muslim culture. In the thineenth and founeenth centuries the descendants 
of Shaikh Abii Ishaq Kaziriini (d.42611035) had established khJnqiihs along the sea 
route from the Persian Gulf to China. It would be more likely that Malik al-Silih was a 
member of one such Kaziruni establishment. Another likely connection of the Pasai 
rulers was with the warrior saints of Shaikh ]ala.I of Sylhet. These, driven by the 
Mongols from their homeland in Turkistan in the middle of the thineenth century, 
moved on to Baghdad, where they arrived in 1258. At the end of the thineenth century 
they settled in Bengal. lbn Battiita mentioned many pons between Bengal and 
Sumatra inhabited by Bengalis and Sumatrans and states that Sultan Malik al-zahir 
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difference being that the Delhi court followed l:lanafi and Sultan 
?ahir Shafi'i practices. 

The rulers of the kingdom of Malacca, Islamized around 1400, 
had marital connections with the coun of Pasai, took Shah as a 
suffix to their names, and used the word Sultan as their title. The 
sixteenth century saw the establishment of M0uslim rule in Acheh, 
Minangkabau, Java, nonh-west Kalimantan (Borneo), the Sulu 
Archipelago and the southern Philippines. No details of the forms of· 
government in those regions survive, but their political ideologies 
were probably not very ,different from those of Pasai and Malacca.Pre
Islamic ideas of kingship in these regions were not in conflict with 
the mystical traditions of the merchants and ~iifis who introduced 
Islam into the islands. For example the Javanese belief in a "cosmos 
divided into a micro-cosmos -the world of man- and a macro
cosmos- the supra human world'' 120 was not difficult to reconcile 
with Ibn al-'Arabi's (560/1165-638/1240) concept of the Pefect 
Man as a microcosm in the universe, the Macrocosm. 

Religio-mystical and hereditary rights in the great monarchies 
form the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries. 

Altough a Muslim and a patron of the 'u/ama' and Muslim 
intellectuals, Timur or Tamerlane (77111370-807/1405) assened his 
rule on the basis of his descent from the heathen Chingiz Khin 
(b.1167, d.1277). In fact he even outdid Chingiz by ovenhrowing 
the rulers of Persia and MesolJ<>tamia and by sacking Moscow before 
turning to India. As a direct descendant of Chingiz he claimed 
hegemony over the Ottoman sultan, Bayazid I Yeldirim of Anatolia, 
who based his claim to rule on being heir of the Saljiiqs. In 79611394 
Bayazid had secured from the 'Abbisid Caliph in Cairo, the title 
Sulfan of Rum, but neither his military success in Europe (which had 
made him a ghazf) nor the recognition of the Caliph helped reverse 
runiir's decision. In 80411402 he defeated Bayazid, who died in 
captivity some months later. 

himself was constantly engaged in jihad and ghazw. It would seem that the jihad and 
ghazw traditions of the ghais under Shaikh Jalil blossomed more favourably in 
Sumatra than in Bengal. 

120 Soemarsaid Moertono, State and Statecraft in Old ]111111 (New York, 1963), 
p.26-27. 
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After Timur's death his vast empire was speedily resumed by the 
local dynasties, his successors reigning only in Transoxiana and parts of 
Iran. Not only did the Ottomans revive their past glory but, under 
Selim I Yavuz (918/1512-926/1520) and his successor Sulayman II 
Q.Iniini (known to Europe as the Magnificent (926/1520-974/1566), 
they became one of the most outstanding Muslim powers. Selim 
conquered Egypt and Syria. On 22 January 1517 the khatiba (reCiters 
of the khutba) in the mosques of Cairo prayed: 

0 God, give victory to the Sul~an. son of the Sul~an, the king of the two 
continents and the two seas, the destroyer of the two armies, the Sul!an of the 
two Iraqs, the servant of the two Holy Sanctuaries, the victorious King, Sul~an 
Salim Shih. 121 

' Modem researchers have declared the tradition that the 'Abbasid 
Caliph formally transferred the caliphate to Sul~an Selim to be 
mythical. This transfer would have been in any case invalid as jurists 
recognized only a Quraysh as caliph, while, like all sultans, Seliin and 
his successors considered themselves to be both caliph and sultan. 
Nevertheless Selim did obtain the sacred relics from the 'Abbasid 
family -the Prophet's robe, some hairs from his beard, and the sword 
of the Caliph 'Umar. With the conquest of Egypt Selim became the 
guardian of Mecca and Medina, a legitimate honour of which he was 
justly proud. The Indian kings Sher Shah Sur (946/1539-952/1545) 
entertained a pious wish to annihilate the Shi'i rulers of Iran, to 
resuscitate the bond of religious brotherhood with the Sultan of Riim, 
and to share with him the privilege of serving one of the two holy 
places. Mecca and Medina. 1'' 

The Shi'i rule which Sher Shih so earnestly desired to extinguish 
had been established in Iran by Shah Isma'il I (907/1501-930/1524), 
a descendant of a ~fi. known as Shaikh ~afi al-Q.ih (d. 735/1334), 
whose headquarters were in Ardabil in eastern Azerbayjan (Iran). 
Shih Ismail, who gave the dynasty the name Safawi after his ~fi 
ancestor, made lthna'Ashari Shi'ism the state religion, thereby giving 
Iran an independent, national identity in the body politic of Islam'. 
On the western front the Ottomans scrambled to devour the nascent 
iranikingdom, as along the eastern border did the Sunni Ozbegs, who 

121 T. W. Arnold, The Caliphate (London, revised edition 1965)pp. 140-41. 
122 Mulla 'Abd al-Qadir Bada'iini, Muntakhab al- Tawlr'ikh, Vol. 1 (Calcutta, 

1864-69). p.370. 
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had seized the region from the north bank of the Syr Darya on the 
Aral Sea to the Farghana valley. The correspondence exchanged 
between these three rival powers tends to indicate that only the might 
of the sword established the right to rule. Their three leaders all 
quoted the following Persian verse: 

He who would tightly clasp Royalty to his breast as his bride, 
Must (first) kiss the lips of sharp swords. 

Shih Isma'il ~afawi claimed to be the descendant of Ali's family 
and continually reminded his enemies that the fall of Ali's enemies 
was inevitable and predestined, ascribing his own victories to the 
assistance of the twelve Imams. 

Shah Isma'TI 1s inveterate enemy, Mu},iammad Shaybani (905 I 
1500-916/ 1510), who seized Transoxiana from the Tlmiirids and laid 
the foundation of the strictly orthodox (Sunni) Oz beg dynasty, 
asserted his right to rule eastern Iran as a descendant of Chingiz, at the 
same time reminding Shih Isma'il that he was descended from a ~iifi 
family and should continue his father's calling as a beggar. His final 
insult was to send Shah Isma'il a woman's veil and a beggar's bowl, 
and for his pains he received this somewhat severe reply: 

... if every man was bound to follow his father's trade, all being sons of Adam 
must adhere to that of prophets . . . if hereditary descent conferred the only 
right to sovereignty, he did not see how it had descended from the Pishdadi to 
the Kayini dynasties of Persia, or how it had come to Chingiz or to him whom 
he addre~d. "Boast not thyself, 0, vain youth, of thy father, who is dead; 
Pride not thyself on bones, as if thou wen a dog." 123 

Both the Ozbegs and the Ottomans called the ~afawids heretics 
who had strayed from the path of the Sunni firqa najiyya (the Sunni 
community, which brings .salvation). But to Shah Isma'TI and his fol
lowers, the Divine Light, passing from 'Ali to the other l;lusaynid Imams, 
was the basic factor in their claim to rule and their sole protector. The 
Ottomans dubbed the Turkoman nomad followers of the Shah Qizil
bash (''Red-heads'') because of their red headgear with twelve folds. 
The cap or turban which they wore symbolized the exclusive form of 
spiritual assistance given to the ~afawids by the twelve Shi'i Imams; 
thus to the ~afawids Qizilbiish became a term of honour. 

123 Ghulim Sarwar, History of Sh.ih Ismi'il $a/11Wi (Aligarh, 1939), pp.59-60; 
A.H. Nawa'i, Shah Isma'il :S"afawi(fehran, 1347 Iranian era), pp.69-89, 111-117. 
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The only ruler to remain aloof from this sectarian in-fighting was 
?ahir al-Dill Mu~ammad Babur. This enterprising descendant of Ti
miit, who succeeded to his father's principality of Farghana at the 
tender age of eleven, made a daring attempt to control Tashkent and 
Samarqand, but was repulsed by Shaybani Khan in 906/ 1501. After 
vainly seeking refuge in friendly territories, frustrated but not disheart
ened, he seized Kabul, the kingdom of an uncle, in 907 I 1501. 
Although devoted to the orthodox Sunni Naqshbandiyya teacher, 
Khwaja'Ubayd Allah AQrar (806/1404-895/1491), a great friend of 
the Tiiniirids, he quickly joined Shah lsma'il and defeated and killed 
Shaybani Khan at Marv in 916/ 1510. Appreciating the friendly 
support of the Shah, Ba bur promised to read his name in the khulba 
and stamp it on his coins, together with those of the twelve Imams. 
The Shi'i forces enabled Babur to seize Samarqand and Bukhara. 
During his short reign there, according to Fagl Allah Ruzbihan, Shi' 
ism was introduced for the first time in Transoxiana, that holy land of 
the Sunnis. 124 Smarting under many disappointments, Shaybani's 
successor, 'Ubayd Allah Khan (918/1512-946/1539), defeated Babur 
in 918/ 1512. Driven from Bukhara, Babur began concentrating on the 
conquest of India, which he as a Timiirid considered his to rule as of 
right. 

rrmiir's descendants had given themselves the title Miw, but 
early in 1508 Bibur had already taken the title Plidshah. 125 Thus he 
asserted his supremacy over all other Timii.rid princes and after 
defeating Rana Sanga of Mewar in March 1526, he assumed the title 
Ghazi. 121' In 937I15 30, four years after founding his great Indian 
empire, Babur died. His son, Humayiin, was, like his father, a scholar, 
but, unlike him, an ineffective leader. It was Humayun's son Akbar 
(936/ 1556-1014/ 1605) in whose reign not only most of northern India 
was conquered but also a new impetus was given to foreign relations, 
politics and the art of government. 

Between the reigns ofTimiir and Akbar two major trends in politi
cal ideology crystallized, one being primarily Ghazilian and the other, 
Nasirian. The most prominent contribution to the Ghazalian school 
was made by the Dhakhirat al-muliik of the sufl' missionary. Mir Saiyid 

124 Suluk al-multik (Tashkent Ms), ff. 3b-7b; Nawa'i, Shah lrmti'fl. pp .. '16 '\- 76 

m A.S. Beveridge (tr.)Babur Nama (Delhi reprint, 1970), p.344. 

1261bid., p.574. 
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'A Ii Hamadani (714/1'.\14-78611385 ). In his work the Saiyid observed 
that men were differently illuminated through the light of the divine 

attributes of Jamil (Beauty) and ]ala/ (Majesty) because of their in -
St:inctive differences; these in tum led to variations in the characteris
tics and beliefs of different communities. Some easily accepted guid
ance, while others were stubborn, exhibiting their innate vices. It was 

the need to overcome the conflicts and dissensions within human 
nature that had prompted God to appoint a just ruler, in order that 

he rnight guide human beings to follow the Shari'a and strike a bal
ance between elite and commoners. The main duty of rulers was to 
protect the weak from the tyranny of the strong. 127 

In Adam, continued the Mir, prophethood, the sultanate and 
government were united. As prophets were free from lust and self
will, only pious souls could be appointed to such an exalted office. 
They were few in number, and after Mul;iammad only the first four 
caliphs ruled righteously. Rulers in general were dominated by lust 
and greed, perpetrating oppression, believing brute force an inevita
ble element in their governments. Quoting anecdotes, the Mir advised 
Muslim kings to reconstitute their governments on the pattern of the 
Prophets and the Rightly Guided Caliphs. In such a regime kingly 
authority was united with the life of a dervish. He reminded them that 
the sultans were chosen by God Himself and .were His shadow. Being 
deputies of a Merciful God, their rule could be rationalized only 
through justice and benevolence. If they fell victims to lust and animal 

passions and violated the laws of the Shari's. they broke their trust as 
deputies and took the path of the devil. 128 

Mir ~aiyid 'Ali Hamadani enumerated the following essentials for 

a good Islamic ruler: 

1. While considering a petition, he should place himself in the position of 
his subject and make the decision according to what he would himself like 
if he were the petitioner. 

2. Satisfying the needs of Muslims should be the highest form of worship. 

3. In matters of food and dress he should follow the traditions of the Rightly 
Guided Caliphs. 

4. He should be polite, and should not be. vexed at lengthy petitions and 
discussions. 

127 Dhakhirat al-muluk (Tashkent Oriental Institute Ms. 2312/ l, copied in 
99111582), f. 53b. 

128 Ibid., ff. 54a-58b. 
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5. He should not hesitate to enforce the Shafi'a in order to please all sections 
of his subjects, for in every regime half of the subjects are dissatisfied with. 
the ruler. He should note that if God was satisfied with his orders and His 
words were honoured, the satisfaction of his subjects would follow automat · · 
ically. 

6. He should not ignore the fact that through government kings could acquire 
either fdi<·i11· or cfamnation. Th<· pridt· of worldh- pow<·r clrm·<· m"'' 
kings to destroy their faith, so through justice and righteousness kings 
should earn happiness for the world to come. 

7. He should attempt to discover those who were pious among the '11/ama' and 
dervishes, and seek to gain every advantage. 

8. He should not frighten his subjects by a show of vanity and ostentation, 
but should win their hearts by benevolence and justice. 

9. He should not allow tyrannical and dishonest officers to molest his subjects, 
and should redress the evils inflicted on them . 

10. He should penetrate the truth of disputes and deliver judgments in accord
ance with the smm-a: he should not be misled by witnesses or by what 
appeared Prima f acie to be rorrect. I 2'> 

According to Mir Saiyid 'Ali the rights of Muslim and non-Muslim 
subjects were distinct. The twenty-two rights of Muslims were covered 
by the duties of Muslim rulers. He believed the ahl-111 dhimma (con
tractually protected subjects or non-Muslims) were to be governed 
strictly in accordance with' the covenant of 'Umar, 130 which modem 
researchers have proved to be a later document embodying the intol
erant practices of ninth century jurists. 131 Mir Saiyid 'Ali Hamadin'i 
himself believed that monarchs should assist all their subjects with 
justice and equity and should not discriminate between their own 
kinsmen (ahl) 1 •!and others. As both Muslims and infidels shared the 
generosity of God, the king who was God's shadow should show the 
same generosity. His justice and benevolence should embrace both the 
good and the wicked. 111 The question fo whether justice should be 

129 J!Jili., ff. 59a-62a. 
130 Jbitl., f.66b. 

131 T. W. Arnold, The Preaching of Islam (Lahore, reprinted 1961), pp.57·59; see 
A.S.Tritton, The Caliphs anti their Non-Muslim 511/Jje~ts. A CriliClll St11riy of the 
Co11enantof'UmtJr, (Oxford, 1930). 

132 Ahl also means ''deserving'', but here •'kinsman'' seems the better translation. 

m DhakliirtJI ai-m11luk, f.63a. 
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exlcusive to Muslims or impanial, however, kept Muslim political 
theorists in a continual dilemma. 

Another imponant work on government was that Of Fadl Allah bin 
Ruzbjhan Isfahan! known as Khoja Mulla. Born in Shiraz in 860/ 
1456, he developed a strong faith in Sunnism. He completed the Ki
tib Ibfil Nahj al-Bifzl wa Jhma/ Kash/ al-'Atil in 909/1503, refuting 
Shi'i beliefs; buy by that time Shi'i rule was fumly established in the 
greater pan of his homeland. Accordingly he migrated to the coun of 
Shayb:ini Khan in Transoxiana and became the Khan's favourite advis
er, urging him to annihilate the Shl'is and eliminate all non-Sunni 
elements. Babur's dominance over Samarqand and Bukhara temporar
ily reduced him to a pitiable condition; but after 'Ubayd Allah 
mounted the throne, he invited Fad! Allah to court and made him his 
leading adviser. In 920/1514 he wr~te Sultik al-muluk and died seven 
years later. 

Fa<;:ll Allah bin Riizbihan Isfahani considered only the first four 
caliphs and 'Ali's son, l;iasan (3/624-49/699-70), as rightful caliphs, 
believing that their election had been unanimously confirmed by the 
companions of the Prophet and that it was during their tenure of of
fice that most of the laws of the Shari'a were codified. He endorsed 
the jurists' view of the appointment of caliphs and deemed legitimate 
the caliphate of the imams who forcibly seized power. He defined a 
sulfan thus: 

In acrordance with the Shaii'a, a sultan is one who rules Muslims either by his 
power or by the force of his anny. The 'ulama~ say that subjects are bound to 
obey his commands and prohibitions according to their capacity and compe
tence, so long as the sulran does not violate the Shaii 'a, and they are not 
entitled to quesuon either hJS 1ust1ce or tyranny. It JS lawtul to call the sul~an an 
imam, or a caliph, an amir al-mu 'minln or a caliph of the Prophet of Allah, but 
it is not permitted to call him the C.aliph of God. 134 

Fac;ll Allah added that the appointment of an imam was an impera
tive duty (fard kifa'i) on the pan of the community. If there were 
none suitable "to fill the office or there were no volunteers for it, the 
community as a whole became sinful; but if a qualified person agreed 
to hold the post, the sin of the community was remitted. If a man 
qualified to become imam was not invited, it was his duty to assen 

134 Suluk al-muluk (Tashkent Ms), f. l 7a. 
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himself and assume office. He whom the community appointed imam 
or who forcibly seized Muslim territories was known as sultan. 

According to Fadl Allah there were ten duties of a sultan. (1) To 
protect the faith according to the agreed principles of the ancestors 
(salaf) of the umma. (2) To settle disputes among hostile parties. 
(3) To drive out the enemies of the Muslims so that they may carry on 
their normal activities and to travel peacefully. (4) To enforce legal 
punishments. (5) To appoint competent soldiers to protect Muslim 
frontiers from infiltration by infidels. (6) To fight the enemies of 
Islam who do not accept an imam's invitation to surrender. (7) To col
lect fay' 135 fadaqaH<> and one-fifth of the war booty. (8) To grant 
adequate allowances from the bayt al-miil (treasury) to the needy. (9) 
To appoint honest and religious officers to discharge the functions of 
the Shari'a, in such capacities as vizier, amir, qadi, muh{asib, etc. u7 

(10) To personally investigate all sections of the community so that 
anyone violating the Shari'a would be rightly punished. In short, if a 
king failed to enforce the Shari'a he was personally responsible for 
the sins of his subjects. 138 

A great Naqshbandiyya sufi, who unequivocally supported the rule 
of 'Ubayd Allah, was Ahmad bin Jalil al-Din Khwajigi, who wrote 
several treatises in support of orthodox Sunnism. In his Tanbih al
sa/atm, 1"' modelled on Ghazali. Khwajigi wrote that sultans. also 
known as khalifas, were the manifestion of the caliphate and king
ship of God. Justice consisted in strengthening the Shari'a and the 
sufic path (Tafiqa) of Muhammad. and Sultans should promote the 

m Theoretically everything seized from unbelievers without fighting and also the 
lands in conquered territories constituted the fay'. After the first century of Islamiza
tion, conversions to Islam made the use of the term in the conquered territories 
redundant. However kings did not strictly adhere to the rulings of the jurists, and the 
land, the khariij; the jizya and all other tributes paid by unbelievers, including taxes 
on merchandise, came to be regarded as fay'. 

l36 Sadaqa means alms, but generally ZtZk.at (the obligatory poor tax) and sadaqa 
are synonymous. 

137 The mul;tasib was responsible for the enforcement of good behaviour and 
Islamic morals. He also supervised the conduct of non-Muslims and acted as inspector of 
the markets. According to J. Schacht his office was a legacy of the Byzantines. ''Law and 
Justice" in The Cambridge History of/slam (Cambridge, 1975), Vol. II, p.549. 

138 Suluk al-muliik, ff.19b-20a. 
139A collection of eighteen treatises by the Khwajigi dated 1040-4111630-31 is in the 

Oriental Institute Leningrad (82818). Copies of his work are also to be found in Tashkent. 
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interests of both. Khwajigi ~ned that he had been personally com
missioned by God to associate with kings and thus funher both 
Shari'a and T ariqa. 140 

Khwajigi invited Babur to believe that outstanding ~iifis who were 
responsible for the maintenance of the world had, from among the 
sul!ans, elected 'Ubayd Allih as khalifa. Forming an electoral college 
they sent word to him (Khwijigi) of their unanimous decision and 
sought his co-operation. Khwajigi advised Babur of his decision to 
obey and hoped that Babur would also concur. 141 This curious 
method of electing the caliph was ignored by Babur; perhaps it was 
never conveyed to the Sul!an in Turkey and merely indicated a devel
oping involvement of the ~iifis in politics. 

The lead given by N~ir al-Din Tusi stimulated Jaial al-Din 
Dawwani (~30/1427-908/1502-03) to compile his Akhliq-i ]a/iii 
along the lines of the Akhlaq-i N~iri. The author harmonized onho
doxy and §Ufism with the ideas of Plato, Avicenna and N~ir al-Din, 
stating explicitly that the sultans were shadows of God on eanh, 
bound by divine decree to be just judges and redress the wrong done 
to the oppressed. 142 

A new slant to the Ghazalian and N~irian theories of kingship 
and government was produced by Abii al-FaQI 'Allami (958/1551-
1011/1602), inspired by a need to rationalize the broadly-based policy 
of peace among the multi-religious and multi-racial population of 
India initiated by his patron, Akbar the Great. Besides Arabic and 
Persian works on kingship and government, Abu al-Fa<jl had access to 
the Persian translation of the Mahabharata and the RPmaya1Jll, to the 
Arabic translation of the C41}akya Niti and to other works of ancient 
Indian rijaniti (polity) in Sanskrit. 

Abu al-Fa91 refused to concern himself with theories legitimizing 
petty autocrats who forcibly seized power and were then automatically 
recognized as shadows of God. Lineage, wealth and military skill 
alone were insufficient bases for kingship, which was a gift from God 
to a chosen few who were paragons of such qualities as: 

... magnanimity, lofty benevolence, wide capacity, abundant endurance, 
exalted understanding, innate graciousness, natural courage, justice, rectitude, 

140 Ttmbihlll-Salifin in Khwajigi'sMaftnu'a. 

141 B3buriyy11 in the Maftnii '11. 
142 Akhl.iq-i]alilr(wcknow, 19~7), pp.221-29. 
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strenuous labour, proper conduct, profound thoughtfulness, laudable over
looking (of offences) and acceptance of excuses. 143 

For Abi.i al-Fa<}l, the institution of kingship, rather than the indi
vidual who held the office, was endowed with fa"-i [zadt~ Padshih, 
he osbserved, was a compound word, paa meaning stability and pos
session, and shih denoting origin and lordship. To Abu al-Fa<P the 
Padshah was neither the sultan nor the imam of Nasir al -Din Tusi· 
neither was he the Mahdi (~ai,iib al-Zaman or Lord of the Age), wh~~ 
expected appearance at the close of the first Islamic millennium 
(1000/ 1591-92) had produced instability in the minds of many Mus
lims. Abu al-Fa91's Padshih or Shahanshiih (King of Kings, another 
term borrowed from ancient Iranian royalty and one which he loved to 
use) was a unique personality; he was the "Perfect Man" who, 
according to the ~tis of Ibo al'Arabl's school, was the real vicege
rent144of God on earth. He wrote: 

Kingship is a refulgence <fam"'gh) from the Incompatable Distributor of Justice 
and a ray from the Sun, the illuminator of the universe, the index of the books 
of perfection and the receptacle of all virtues. The contemporary language calls 
it FiZTT-i hadt (the divine effulgence). and the tongue of antiquity calls it 
kiyi"n khiira (the sublime halo). It is communicated by God to the holy face 
(of the king) without the intermediate assistance of anyone; and men, in its 
presence, bend the forehead of praise towards the ground of submission. 
Again, many excellent qualities flow from the possession of this light. 14 l 

The spate of translations into Persian during Akbar's reign includ
ed one of the Siraj al-muliik of al-Tuqushi. This served to remind 
Indian intellectuals that Turp:ishi filled an important gap in the study 
of political theories, since he had had access to the works of the sages 
of Persia, Byzantium, China, Hind and Sind 146 which were not avail
able to the Arabs. Jurthiishi's assertion that an infidel king who go
verned his kingdom according to the right principles was preferable to a . 
Muslim ruler who was slipshod in fulfilling his responsibilities tended 

143 Akbar N.ima, English translation by H. Beveridge (Calcutta, 1897-1921), 
Vol. II, p.421. 

144 S.A.A. Rizvi, Religious and Intellectual History of the Muslims in Akbar's 
Reign (Delhi, 1975), pp.190,348,356. 

14 l A'in·i Akban (Lucknow, 1892), Vol. I, p.3, English translation by H. Bloch
mann, second revised edition by D.C.Phillott (Calcutta, 1939), Vol. I. p.3 

146 Sirajal-muluk (Tashkent Oriental Institute Ms), f.3a. 
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to strengthen the basis 011 which Akbar's government was founded. 1·1-

Having learnt thatJahangir (1014/ 1605-1037I1626) was interested 
in the traditions of the Prophet on kingship, Shaikh 'Abd al-l;:laqq 
Muhaddith Dihlawi (958/1551-1052/1642) wrote a treatise, the 
Niinyya-i Sul{anzyya, covering all the traditions on this subject. 
Although a trained scholar of l;ladith, he never questioned the 
authenticity of the traditions which had become popular since the time 
of Ghazali. and wrote: 

No rank is higher than that of a king, and all words of conventional praise are 
insufficient to return thanks to him ... The order and arrangement of worldly 
affairs depends upon the king. Were every king to go into retirement, the 
cosmic order would be shattered. Therefore kings should so regulate their 
activities that their existence is not a source of disorder. 148 

Shaikh · Abd al-l;:laqq extolled only the badshah-i dinda.r (the king 
who upholds the Faith), who in fulfilment of his duty strengthens the 
Shari'a. He continued: 

The religion and holy law which the Prophets received from God are made 
illustrious by kings through the strength of their arms and through the justice 
they dispense. The entire community should co-Operate with the king in the 
task of strengthening the faith and spreading it ... The king is their ruler and his 
justice preserves order among them. It is in this sense that the relationship 
between the king and the pillars of the world and mankind is equated with the 
relationship hetween hod\' and soul. If the soul is reformed. th<· hod\' is reform
ed; if the soul goes wrong, the body goes wrong. 149· 

Shaikh' Abd al-J:-laqq's theory legitimizing the existence of a king 
was narrowed, to the exclusive benefit of Islam, when he considered 
whether heretics and unbelievers had an equal right to justice. He 
thought that heresy was incompatible with justice and that a heretic 
could never be known as a just ruler. At the same time, however, when 
reminded of Nushirwan, a non-Muslim renowned for his justice, the 
Shaikh admitted that justice was not the monopoly of Islam, but he 
did not carry the argument further. Returning to his favourite subject, 
he demanded that kings act according to the laws of the Shari'a as 
interpreted by the ulama. 1"' 

147 Ibid., f.79a. 
148 Nuriyya-i Sulfiniya, India Office Library (Delhi Persian 659b ), ff.6-lla, 14a. 
149 Ibid., ff. lOb-lla. 
150 Ibid., f.166. 
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Designing his theory of kingship to justify his own accession to the 
throne and to gain the suppon of onhodox Sunnis for his rule, 
Aurangzib (1068/ 1658-1HS/1707) claimed that since "all actions are 
determined by the will of God' ' his victory over his brothers was . a 
divine gift. He said that that ruler was truly great who was assisted by 
God in accordance with the Qur'anic verse: "O Allah! Owner of 
Sovereignty (mulk)! Thou givest sovereignty to whom Thou wilt and 
Thou withdrawest sovereignty, from whom Thou wilt''. From his 
prison Shih-Jahan (1037I1628-1068/ 1658) accused Aurangzib of 
usurpation. to which he replied: 

Perhaps Your Majesty's 'ulama' have not advised Your Majesty of the correct 
position (about kingship) under the Shari'a... The treasury and property of 
kings and sultans are meant to satisfy the needs of the country and community; 
they are not private property and not an inheritance, and therefore zakat is not 
levied on them. God most High selects someone from among the esteemed ones 
of His Court for the management of matters relating to the livelihood and 
destiny of mankind, under whose control He places the duties of binding and 
loosing, so that all soru of people may lead their lives on the basis of equity. t l t 

Shaikh Ali.mad Sirhindi, known as Mujaddid (971/1564-1034/ 
1624), urged the Muslim nobles of Jahangir's coun to persuade the 
Emperor to enforce the Shari'a by state legislation, to revoke orders 
prohibiting the killing of cows, to reimpose jizya and to deprive 
Hindus and Shi 'is of all posts of responsibility and trust. Nowhere, 
however, does he advocate rebellion. 

Aurangzib directed the compilation of a_ compendium of fatwas 
according to the l;lanafilegal code, but the Ayin (secular institutions) 
introduced in Akbar's reign were not superseded. The Ottoman 
Turks, who had also assumed the starus of guardians of the Sunni" 
Shad'a, supplemented the latter with Qiinun (legal canons) or 
political and administrative ordinances. Writing in 1640. Khoja Beg 
stressed the hereditary right of the Ottomans to rule. He concluded 
with these words: 

The order and arrangement of affairs is dependent on the noble heart of the 

Padshah. The Ptidshahs are the heart of the world. While the heart is in good 
health the body is healthy too. ll2 

151 A.dab-i 'Alamgiri(British Museum, Or. 177), fIJOOa,b. 
ll2EJJ. Rosenthal, Politic.ii Thought in Media.ii l.rl.im. pp. 226-27. 
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The historian and philosopher l;lajji Khalifa, called Katib-Chelbi 
(1608-57), reiterated the ancient Iranian political theory that there 
was no authority (mulk) without an army (ri;at), no army without 
finance (mil). and no finance without subjects. He considered the 
Ottoman state to have been ''caused by the normal course of the world 
ordained by God, and brought about by the nature of civilization and 
human society''. l;lajji Khalifa further dbserved that: 

The real Padshah is he who rules the world and to whom treasury, army and 
people belong; the human ruler is only his vicegerent. Those who think so will 
serve in justice, being of one heart and mind, will administer the affairs of 
state for the love and honour of God, and will maintain the realm. !53 

Sixteenth and seventeenth century kings in Malaya, Sumatra and 
Java cannot be compared, in a material sense, to the Mughals and the 
Ottoman sulians. Nevertheless they were also influenced by the 
Ghazalian concept of kingship and the Persian ''Mirrors for Princes''. 
Ensuring stability in a kingdom was deemed to give the prime right 
to rule. 'Ali' al-Uin Ri'ayat Shah (1589-1604), the founder of a strong 
monarchy in Acheh, northern Sumatra, could assert: 

In the past they (the Orangkayas, the great men of the country) made and 
unmade so many kings at their whim, that they abolished the whole line .... 
As king, he did not wish to be only a shadow, nor the plaything of the fickle 

\humours of the Orangkayas, who, after having massacred him, would have 
relapsed into their former disputes, into which they would gradually have 
drawn the masses, who would have suffered the most .... Moreover his intention 
was to presc:.rve peace for all, impose severe justice on evildoers, and reign 
equitably. 154 

Iskandar Muda (1607-36), the most outstanding of the sultans of 
Acheh, originated the codification of a legaJ system. The surviving, 
more recent, versions of his code, known as 'Adat-Acheh, confirm the 
view that no sultan could successfully rule on the basis of Shari'a 
alone; state laws or 'tidat (r/awibif, iiyin or qiiniin in other Islamic 
governments) were indispensable to all Muslim rulers. Iskandar Muda 
defended his absolutism along the following lines: 

His Orangkayas were wicked and cruel, and failed to realise that it was their own 

153 Ibid., p.232. 
154 Augustin de Beaulieu, "Memoires du 110yage aux In des Orienta/es", p .111, 

in Anthony Reid, "Trade and the Problems of Royal Power in Aceh" in his (ed). 
Pre-Colonial State Systems in Southeast Asta (Kuala Lumpur, 1975 ), p.48. 
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wickedness which drew upon them the wrath of God, who made use of him to 

punish them .... They had no occasion to complain of him, since he had let 
them live with their wives, children, slaves, and sufficient wealth to nourish 
and sustain themselves, maintaining them in their religion, and preventing 
neighbouring kings from taking them as slaves from their homes, or foreigners 
from robbing them .... He had known Achch formerly as a haven for murderers 
and brigands, where the stronger trampled on the weak, and the great oppressed 
the small; where one had to defend oneself against armed robbcn in broad 
daylight, and to barricade one's house at night. The reason they hated him was 
that he prevented their wickedness, cxtonion, massacres, and theft; they 
would like to make kmgs at their own whim, and to have them killed when they 
grew tired of them. 155 

Direct contacts between Acheh and the Mughal court, and Mughal 
ideas regarding kingship learnt by Acheh intellectuals in Indian 
~minaries at Mecca and Medina, stimulated the panegyrists of the 
Acheh kings, who called Iskandar Muda (1607-1636) "the Perfect 
Man" (al-Insan al-Kami/). 'Ala' al-Din Ri'ayat Shah was given the 
title Sfliyid al-Mukammal (Perfect Master). In the IJiUy.it Acheh, the 
Ottoman sultan himself is said to have declared that divine decree had 
assigned to him the Kingdom of the West and to the King of Acheh, 
the East, while between them they shared the glory of Alexander .ind 
Solomon.m' 

In Java the rulers of Bantam, like kings in the rest of the Islamic 
world, called themselves sultan, but Sultan Agung (1613-4~) of 
Mataram at first assumed the title Susuhunan (Most Revered) reserved 
for a d~eased saint. Later, in 1641, in his bid to make his rule more 
widely accepted among the Muslims in Java, he obtained from 
SharifZaid (1631-1666)ofMecca the tide of sultan changing his name 
to Sultan 'Abd 'Allah Mul}ammad Mawlana Matarani (that is, of 
Mataram). A Dutch authority sarcastically writes, "the sherifs of 
Mecca, themselves under Turkish 'protection', were glad to take to 
themselves as their due that not unprofitable authority''. m; Actually 

155 /bid.,p.51. 
156 From lfiUyat Aceh written in the reign of Iskandar Muda (1607-1636). 

L.F. Brakcl, "State and Statecraft in 17th century Acch" in Pre-Colonitll St11te Systems 
in Sot11heas1 AM, p.59; S.M.N. Al-Atas, The Mysticism of Hlmuh Pansiii (Kuala 
Lwnpur, 1970),pp.12-13. 

m B. Schrieke says in his note on the mien of Java: ''That the title of St1St1hu111111, 
synonymous with the earlier probh# was higher than that of sultan appcan from the 
negotiations with Mangkubumi to be fuund in IDuw, St1ccessie ooriog, 94-105. The 
title of sultan received by Agung from Mecca should rather be regarded as a holy 
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the Sharifi exchanged embassies with the ruling Muslim powers and 
were offered gifts by them from the reign of Akbar to that of 
Aurangzib. The aura of religious sanctity surrounding the power of 
the 'Alid Sharifi controlling Mecca, in cojunction with the growing 
awareness ot the authority of the Pope in the Catholic world, was more 
significant for the prestige of Sulian Agung than was recognition by 
the Ottoman Turks, who enjoyed neither religious prestige nor legal 
authority. 

The most interesting development in the ideology of Muslim 
kingship in Indonesia was the assumption of the title of Khalifat Allah 
(Caliph of God) by a Javanese king, Amangkurat IV (1719-1777). He 
called himself Prabu Mangku-Rat Senapati Ingalaga Ngadbu. 's 
RJll;man Saiyidin Panatagama Kalipatullah (Illustrious Holder of the 
Universe, Commander in Battle, Servant of the Merciful, the Master 
and the Regulator of Religion). From 1755 onwards the Jogjakarta 
sultans invariably used the title, Kalipatul/4h (Khalifat Allih ). As 
ruler and Perfect Man, each sultan seems to have considered himself 
fully corqpetent to be called Vicegerent of God. 1, 8 

fhe sovereignty of the Umma 

In the eighteenth centuty the decline of Turkey, Iran and India, 
prompted theorists to diagnose the cause of their ills and to offer 
remedies. In Delhi, Shah Wali Allah (1114/1703-1166/1762), 
writing in both Arabic and Persian, attempted to determine the 
nature of the decay from its symptoms, and prescribed remedies on 
traditional lines. He believed that the first two caliphates came under 
the category of Khilafit-i Khau (Special Caliphate) and that during 
this period the victories over Iran and Syria had made the Muslim 
community as a whole God's vicegerent on earth. 

It is not surprising that Shih Wal~ Allah considered Sultan 

sanction of his position as a Moslem ruler on Java accorded him by a Moslem authority 
presumed to have the right to do so. (The sherifs of Mecca, themselves under Turkish 

'protection', were glad to take to themselves as their due that not-unprofitable 

authority ... ). The idea that a ruler might base a rightful claim to authorit\' solely 011 such a 
tide of sultan sent from Mecca was an invention sought out pour le besom tie la ct1use by 
Trunajaya in order to justify his refusal to recognize the authority of the rulers of 
Mawam ... For did not Trunajaya himself value hereditv, even if he gave himself the airs 
of a saint ... ?" (The Hague, 1957), pp.327-328, note 143. 

158 Soemarsaid Moenona, Stflle anti Stfllecrt1ft in Oki }t111t1 (New York; 1963), 

pp.28-29. Shih Wali Allih, 'lztllat 111-llhilfi' (Karachi n.d.), Vol. I, pp.37-194. 
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iMabmiid of Ghazna the greatest ruler of Islam after the Khilafat-i 
1KhiI[ since he had launched the first real conquest oflndia. Maluniid's 
horoscope, the Shih believed, was identical with the Prophet's, and 
this fact had enabled him to obtain his victories in wars to propagate 
Islam. m 

Ni~ini al-Mulk ~af Jih.~ad Shih Durrani and the Ruhilla 
chief, Najib al-Dawla, were in turn the great hopes of Shih Walt 
Allah, but he also tried to awaken the imbecile and licentious Mughal 
Emperor A.limad Shih (1161/1748-1167/1754) to the need to revi
talize the disintegrating empire. In a letter to the Emperor, Shah Wali 
Allah suggested a number of traditional schemes to streamline the 
Mughal administration, adding: 

Strict orders should be issued in all Islamic towns forbidding religious 
ceremonies publicly practised by infidels (such as Holi and ritual bathing in the 
Ganges). On the tenth of Mul;.tarram Shi'is should not be allowed to go 
beyond the bounds of moderation in the bazaars and Streets, neither should they 
be rude nor repeat stupid thin~ (that is, recite tabarra or condemn the first 
three successors ofMuliammad). 60 

The disintegration of the political influence of Indian Muslims did 
not in the least damp the Shah's faith in the inevitable reassertion of 
their power. He was convinced that, were Hindu strength to re-cmergs: 
in India, the Divine Mystery would guide its leaders into the bosom of 
Islam. 161 Shah Wali Allah was tc:mpted to make such an assertion 
because of the earlier conversions of Berke (1256-1266), grandson of 
Chingiz Khan and the Ilkhanid, Mal}miid Ghazan (694/1295-
703/ 1304). Like other orthodox Muslims, the Shih considered the 
Mongol conversions a great triumph for Islam, without concerning 
himself with the political factors behind them. Oearly the Shih was 
neither separatist nor exclusivist, as many modern Muslims claim; his 
}>Olitical mission was to bring about the restoration of Sunni 
dominance over the world, the starting point being India. 

Shih Wali Allah's call to return to the Arabic language, Arabic 
dress. and Arab styles of living 161 was a reaction against Irani and 

u 9 Shah Wali Allah, Quriat al-a 'ynain ft tilfr/il a/-shaykht1yn (Delhi, 1893 ), p.324. 
160 Maktibit Shah Wa/i Ailfln (Ricja Library Rimpur). Nqimi omiu this clause 

from the Shah's letter to Al].mad Shih (Shiih Wair Alliih Ke Siyiui" MaRti'bit, Aligarh, 
1950, p.43). without assigning any reason. It is Ralimfl-i hashtum (eighth advice). 

161 Tflfhimt1I IJahiyyt1 (Bijnor, 1936), Vol. I, p.103. 
162 Wfljiyfll-n4ffJfl (Lucknow, 1290/1873), p.7. 
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Hindu influence on the Mughal government. The downfall of Iranis 
and Hindus, the Shih believed, was destined to restore the charisma 
of the Sunni firqa-najiyya. 

By the nineteenth century European powers had extinguished all 
important Islamic monarchies, with the exception of Shi'i Iran and 
Sunni Twkcy, whose survival hung by a thread. Natwally the image 
of the Ottoman Twks as guardians of Sunnism endowed them with a 
fresh halo and, they came to be considered the true successors of the 
'Abbisids. 

In 1774 the Treaty of Kuchiik Kaynarja conceded to the Ottoman 
Sultan the right to exen religious authority over the Muslims in the 
Crimea. After the Crimean War (1853-1856), fought by the allied 
armies of England, France, Turkey and Sardinia against Russia, a new 
dimension was added to the image of Turkey in the British colonies. 
For example, after the Indian mutiny and rebellion of 1857-58 .some 
Sunni mosques began to recite the khutba in the name of the 
Ottoman caliphs. 

Whep Cyprus fell to Great Britain in 1878 and the British seized 
Egypt in 1882, the Muslims in the colonies of the Empire, paniculary 
in India, were so shocked that the loyalty of their pro-British leaders 
was severely strained. The enthusiastic response of Muslims all over the 
world to the movement for pan-Islamism launched by the Ottoman 
Sultan 'Abd al-ljamid II (1293/ 1876-132711909), and to his claims as 
khali{a, were largely a new response to the modem political situation. 

Messianic ideas predicting the global dominance of Islam even now 
stir the minds of Muslims, as they did in Sudan in 1298/1881, when 
Muhammad Ahmad b. 'Abd Allah (1258/1834-130211885), on the 
sclf"..asserted authority of his own mystical experiences, declared him
self the Mahdi al-muntt1J(lr (awaited Mahdi). The deeply religious 
Sudanese and their mystical organizations, hostile to the dominance 
of the 'ulama-. in the administration's programme of westernization, 
enthusiastically supponed their newly-found Mahdi, who cowa
geously fought against severe opposition and obtained remarkable 
mccess. In 1898 the British general, Kitchener, decisively exting1.1ished 
the movement. The Mahdi's revolt served to invigorate ideas of jihad, 
and abolished the differences between the various schools of fiqh; 
with a revival of mysticism. 

In the nineteenth century the Javanese Prince Diponegoro, who 
between 1825 and 1839 was constantly involved in a series of desperate 
wars in an attempt to stem the tide of western colonialism, was ac-
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cepted as the Ratu 'Adt1 (just King) or Mahdiby an overwhelming 
proponion of the Muslims of Java. Similar Hindu and Buddhist 
expectations stirred the whole country and belief in the appearance of 
saviours became the basis of Indonesian natignalism. The concept of 
the reappearance of the saviour or Ratu 'Adil was an imponant 
incentive in the struggle for Indonesian independence led by Sukarno 
in the fifties. Even now the people of Java and Sumatra patiently await 
the advent of another Ratu 'Adil. 163 

The' return (raj'a) of the Mahdi is the fundamental belief of 
Shi'ism and its followers patiently await the advent of the Hidden 
Imam. The Shihanshah of Iran is Shi 'i, but the object of his pride is 
his nation and its 2, 500 years of monarchy. His throne inherits the 
traditional fa"· It is not, however, absolutism but constitutional 
monarchy which he, and all other Islamic king!l who survive, claim to 
promote. This signifies a return to the sovereignty of the umma, but 
the enduring wish to return to the form of government of the Rightly 
Guided Caliphs remains as a utopian dream. 

The historical evidence relating to kingship in Islam suggests that 
the Muslim theorists and their rulers were unable to resolve the 
contradictions between the early practice of electing a caliph and the 
later development of hereditary kingship. The election of the first four 
caliphs was initially confirmed by the bay 'at al-khfJ!~a (private bay 'a) 
and was followed by the bay 'at al-amma (public bay 'a). Under the 
Umayyad and the 'Abbasid caliphs, however, bay 'a signified 
merely a confirmation and not an election. The institution of the 
bay 'a continued under independent sultans, but the word "sultan". 
as understood in Arabic, meant both government and ruler. After the 
downfall of the 'Abbasids, who based their authority on their descent 
from the Prophet, both theorists and rulers had to fall back upon the 
ancient Iranian belief that the divine aura that invested the king made 
obedience to authority obligatory on Muslims, and disobedience, nor 
to mention rebellion, an abominable sin. Both Qur'anic verses and 
traditions of the Prophet were quoted to reinforce obedience to the 
ruler who had managed to seize power. Muslim kings took a keen 
interest in the ancient theories of kingship of subject races but found 
their own Perso-Islamic theory of the vicegerency 9f God and posses~ 

163 J. M. Van dcr Krocf, ''.Javanese Messianic Expectations", in ComptJrrNiflf 
Studies in Sodety 1111tl History, Vol. I, no. 4 (1959), pp.305-11; Bernhard Dahin, 
Suktlmo 1111tl the Slrtlggle for lntlonesilln lntlepentlence (Cornell, 1949), pp.2-20. 
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sion of fan- equally acceptable to the local inhabitants. As vicegerents 
of God the rulers were not regarded as the owners of the land, which 
belonged to the cultivators. The dihqiins or zamindars were not 
landlords or landowners in the western sense, but local leaders and 
representatives of the government, collecting taxes on the govern· 
ments's behalf. 



Aspects of the Nature 
and Functions of Vedic Kingship 

James A. Santucci 

The institution of kingship in primitive Indo-European societies is 
wellnigh a universal phenomenon.' It is an institution that has been 
subjected to close scrutiny in a number of historical, political, legal., 
and religious documents. Evidence of its antiquity is found not only in 
the ancient literary and religious works of Greece and India but also in 
the survival of a proto-historic title of "king" that appears as rexi in 
Latin, n' in Old Irish, rhi in Welsh, ri in Old Breton, rui and ruy in 
Comish, -roe in Gaulish~ and raj (-an)- in Sanskrit.s The existence of 
this title in those Indo -European societies that are farthest from the 
Proto Indo-European [PIE] homeland -Ireland, Italy, and India- to
gether whit the absence of the title in those lands nearer the home
land -Iran, Greece, Anatolia, and the Balto-Slavic region- would 

1 See 0. Schrader, Reallexikon tier Intiogermanischen Altertumskuntie, edited by 
A. Nehring, Volume I (Berlin: Walter De Gruyter and Co., 1917-23), pp.613f. 

2 Alois Walder and J. B. Hofmann, Uzleinisches F.tymologisches Worterbuch. 
Third edition. Volume II (Heidelberg: Carl Winter's Universitatsbuchhandlung, 1938), 
p.432. For a discussion of the rix see Pt1ulys Realencydopitiie tier Klassiscben Alter
lumswissenschaft. Zweite Reihe, Erste Halbband [Ra-Ryton] (Stuttgart: J.B. Metzlersche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1914), pp. 703f. 

~ Alfred Holder, Alt-Celtische Sprachschatz. Volume II (Graz, Austria: Aka
demische Druck-u. Verlagsanstalt, 1962), p . .1197. For a discussion of the Celtic king 
see D.A. Binchy, Ce/ti& anti Anglo-S11XOn Kingship. (Oxford at the Oarendon Press, 
1970). 

4Holder, op.cit., II. 1197. 

, Also related to rix, ri; and ,.Jj(-an) are Old High German n1J, Anglo-Saxon nca, 
and Old-Icelandic (/anti-)reki. See Holder, II, 1197; Joseph Bosworth, An Anglo
S11XOn Dictionary, edited and enlarged by T. Northcote Toller (lDndon: Humphrey 
Milford, 1898), p. 794: Julius Pokorny, lntio-germanisches Etymologisches Worterbuch 
Volume I (Bonn and Munchen: Francke Verlag, 1959); p.856;.AlexanderJohannesson, 
Islintiisches F.tymologisches Worterbuch (Bern: Francke Verlag, 1956), p. 718. The 
Germanic forms are borrowed from Celtic. See J .Vendryes, "Les Correspondances de 
Vocabulaire entre l'Indo-Iranien et l'ltalo-Celtique", Memoires tie la Sociiti tie 
Linguistique, vol. XX (1918), p.269. 

83 
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seem to indicate not only the antiquity of the title but also the 
conservatism of the societies that have retained it. 6· 

It is significant that the reconstructed PIB* rig-sand its derivatives 
(rcSc, etc.) have been associated with the PIB root• reg. 7 This root in 
tum appears in Sanskrit as rjyate, ffijate, etc.; in Greek as\-.&_...,; in 
I.atin as regO, regere; in Old Irish as rig; in Gothic as ut-rakjan (as causa
tive); in Anglo Saxon as reccan,· in Old High German as recchen; in 
Lithuanian as reztis; and in Lettie as ruozities. 8 In all instances the 
basic meaning seems to be "to outstretch (oneself)" 9 and/or "move
ment in a straight line". 10 Upon examination of the derivatives of 
*reg we cannot help but be struck by the semantic developments 
exhibited within them. Among these developments we find the 

6 Emile Bcnvenistc, lntio-Ellropean Lllngwge anti Society. Translated from the 
French by Elizabeth Palmer (Coral Gables, Florida: University of Miami Press, 1973 
(Miami Linguistic Series No. 12]), p.308. Since most, if not all, ancient societies arc 
conservative in nature, we should qualify this passage by stating that the Italic, Celt~, 
and Indic societies arc "extremely" conservative with regard to the retention of institu
tions and vocabulary that have long disappeared elsewhere (Bcnvcnistc, p.308). The 
conservatism of archaic and primitive societies has been mentioned by Charles Roberts 
Aldrich, The Primilitle Mind anti MorJern Ci11ilizalion (London: Kcgan Paul, Trench, 
Trubner and Co.Ltd., 1931), pp.143f.; and by Rohen Redfield, "The Folk Society" 
(contained in Human Nature anti the Study of Society: The Papers of Robert RerifielrJ, 
edited by Margaret Park Redfield. Volume I [Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1962) pp.239 and 241). 

7 Pokorny, op.cit., pp.854f.; Alois Walde, Vergleichentles Worterbuch tier 
lntiogermanischen Sprachen. Edited and revised by Julius Pokorny. Volume II (Berlin 
and Leipzig: Walter de Gruytcr and Co., 1927), pp.362f.; A. Ernout and A. Mcillet, 
Dictionnaire bymologique tie la Lllngue Latin. Third edition, volume II (Paris: 
Llbrairc C. Klincksicck, 1951), p.1002. 

8 For the relation of ti and ·reg- sec Karl Brugmann and Bcnhold Dclbruck, 
Gf'llntlriss tier Vergleichentien Gramm11tik tier lntiogermanischen Sprachen. Second 
Edition, Vol~c II, pan 3 (Strassb1;1rg: Karl!- Triibner, 1916). ~.288 £.sect. 20?.,2J; 
Pokorny, op.ctt., pp.854f.; Bcnven1stc, op.ctt., pp.309-311; &tile Bo1sacq, Dicnon
naire Etymologique tie la Lllngue Grecque. Founh edition (Heidelberg: Carl Winter 
Univcrsititsvcrlag, 1950), p. 710: Emout-McilJet3, p.1002; Sigmund Feist. Ver
gleichendes Worterbuch tier Gotischen Spn1&he. Third edition (Leiden: EJ. Brill 
1939), p. 513; Boswonh, op. cit., p. 788. and Ernst Fraenkel. 1.ilauisches Elymologi· 

. sches W611erbuch. Volume 2 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Univcrsitiitsvcrlag, 1965), p. 726. 

9sccJ. Gonda, "Scmantisches zu idg. rel- "Koing" und zur Wurzel ref- (sich aus
strccken'', Zeilschrift fiir Vergleichentle Sprachforschung 1111f dem Gebiete tier Intioger
manischen Sprache, Volume 73 (1956), pp. 151-167. 

10 After Emout-Mcillet3, p. 1002. 
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following: (1) "to raise up, erect"; 11 "arrange, put in order"; 12 

(3) "upright, correct, honest (morally) straight"; 1~ (4) "law, order, 
rule (moral or general sense)"; 14 (5) "declare, expound, explain"; 15 

(6) "to care, aid, suppon, help; assistance"; "helper"; 16 (7) "wealth, 
prosperity"; 17 (8) "powerful, mighty". 18 This list by no means. 
exhausts all the various meanings that fall under this group. Never
thel~ they help to reveal the true nature of the PIB reg-. 

In recent tunes two authors have speculated on th,-:- nature of the 
reg-. On the one hand E. Benveniste19 has drawn attention to the 

11 Latin s11Drigo, arrigo, irigo (·Irish iirgim: Pokorny, p.855) [Ernout-Meillet 
(1959), p.568; Walde-Hofmann, op.cit., 11.619); Gothic nun [Feist, op.cit., p.397); 
Old Icelandic rltlr(adj.) U6hannesson, op.di., p.717)). 

12 Avestan rtJ%- rizayeili, mlll (past paniciple [Pokorny, p.855; Christian Bartho
lomae, AlliMnisches W(Jrter/Jllch (Berlin: Walter De Gruyter and Co., 1961), p.1514)); 
Latin corrigo {CflSseU's I.min Dicliollfll'Y, revised by J. R. V. Marchant and Joseph A. 
Charles (N.Y. and London: Funk and Wagnalls Co., n.d.), p.139); Gothic ga-trlihij.m 
[Feist, p.197): Old High German ga-rihllln [Feist, 197; Old Saxon rekiin [Pokorny, 
856). 

13 Avestan ;Jf;Jvav -( •Skt. rft'-) [Bartholomae, op.crt .. pp.351-352); Latin regere 
{used both in a physical and m~ral sense in the translation "diriger en droite ligne": 
Emout-Meillet3, p.1002) recte (adv.) "in a straight line, rightly", recllls "stiaight, 
upright" [CasseU's Lalin DicliollllfJ, pp. 471-472); Gothic raihts; Old Icelandic rltlr 
(adj.); Anglo-Saxon and Middle English riht (adj.), Old High German and Old Saxon 
reht, English right, and Modem High German rechl [Pokorny, p.856 and Ernest Klein, 
A Comprehensitle Elymologi&lll Dicliollfl1'Y of the 'English lmlg""ge, volume 2 (Amster
dam: Elsevier Publishing Co., 1967), p.1348). 

14 Avestan rt1Z1111, ram [Bartholomae, pp.1514 and 1526); Latin regllh [Emout
Meillet3, p.1004); Old Icelandic reilr U6hannes.90n, p.717); Old French reu/e, riule, 
Middle English reule, rillle 'rule' (from ri"gllh) [Klein, p.1364); Old Irish recht, Welsh 
rhailh, Breton reiz [Pokorny, p.856). 

IS Anglo-Saxon recctm [Bosworth, p. 788), ge-receni.m, Old High German recchen, 
Modem High German reken, English reckon, Old Saxon re~ Old Icelandic re!.jd 
[Pokomy,p.856). I " 

16 "'"»rw "help'','~,...,~ "helper", :CC.Sa->t» "aiding", '.o.O.s "helper, 
helping" [Gonda, "Sem.zu idg.re?'. p.m; Boisacq, p.76; Pokorny, p.857). 

17 Old High German rihhi, Middle High German nm(e), Modem High German 
reich, Anglo-Samn rke (adj.) "rich", Old Saxon RM, Old Frisian nu (IW). See Pokorny, 
p.856; Bosworth, p.1346; F.Holthauscn, Allsiichsisches W(Jrter/Jllch (KlSln and MUnster: 
.BlShlau Verlag, 1954), p.60; Karl Freihemi von Richthofen, A/tfrUsiscbes WlJrterbtlch 
(GOttingen: Scientia Aalen, 1961), p.994. . 

18 0HG nhhi, Modem HGrei&h, OS RM, OF rme (rii), AS nee, Olnh-[scc previous 
note for sources]. . 

l9 Intlo-l!tmJpet1111mlg1111ge.mtl Society, pp.311-312. 
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development of the literal meaning of *reg- as "tending in a straight 
line, outstretch" to the moral sense of "upright, correct, just, 
honest". Employing evidence taken from Latin, he has noted that 
both the literal and moral senses are present in the Latin expression 
regere fines ''trace out the limits by straight lines'', referring to a 
religious act performed prior to the building of a temple or town. 
This demarcation was intended to determine the sacred territory from 
the profane or the national territory from the foreign. The tracing of 
these lines, he asserts, was performed by the rix. To this he adds: 

Thus in rex we must see not so much the 'sovereign' as the one who traces out 

the line, the way which must be followed, which also represents what is right .... 
!11 this wa\' we ran give definition to the concept of the I11do-Europea11 kingship. 
The Indo-European rex was much more a religious than a political figure. His 
mission was not to command, to exercise power but to draw up rules, to 
determine what was in the proper sense "right" ("straight"). It follows that 
the rex, as thus defined, was more akin to a priest than a sovereign. It is this
type of kingship which was preserved by the Celts and the Italic peoples on the 
one hand and the Jndic on the other. 20 

The second author,]. Gonda, 21 has emphasized the sacral charac
ter of the PIE king as a mediator, protector, and the ideal representa
tive of the land and people. 22 Relying on Greek evidence t!c.(..')1~ "to 
help" k-t~'helper" ,.:..<i.w.f)'help, assist, protect", an~l""t2"assisting. 
protecting; helper (in war and action [law)'' 23 as well as Indic, et. al., 
he has sought to show that the title *reg referred to a ''(mediator) 
who outstretches himself· or his arms (protecting, helping, giving, 
blessing) and extends his power (majesty, riches) over land and 
people' '. 24 Since Gonda derives his views from a far wider range of 

20 Jbid., p.312. 
21 "Sem.--zu idg. reg", pp.15lf. See also by the same author Ancient Indian King-. 

ship from t.he Religious Point of View (Leiden: EJ.Brill, 1966), especially pp.6f., 106f., 
138£.; and "The Sacred Character of Ancient Indian Kingship", in The Sacral King
ship: Contributions to the Central Theme of the VII/th International Congress for the 
History of Religions (Rome, April, 1955). (Leiden: E.J.Brill, 1959), pp.172-180. 

22 "Sem. zu idg. reg", p.152. 
23 Ibid., p.155 and "The Sacred Character of Ancient Indian Kingship", p.180. 

See note 16. 
24 "Sem. zu idg. reg", p.156. Binchy (Celtic and Anglo Saxon Kingship, p.3) 

has summarized Gonda's view (perhaps to an excessively simplistic degree) by stating 
that the primary meaning of the reg is ''to stretch forth. extend'', later ''protect'', and 
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evidence it is my opinion that he comes closer to the true nature of 
the *reg I, although Benveniste's emphasis on the development of 
*reg/ to include the moral sense is far too imponant to ignore. 
Funher examination, in fact, demands this inclusion. There is an 
ancient verse panially recorded in the first Epistle of Horace 
(1.1.59-60) sung by boys in a game which Bovie 2' calls King of the 
Hill: ''You shall be king if you do right" (Rexeris ... sirectefacies). 26 

Six hundred years later Bishop Isidore of Seville (c.560-636 A.O.) 
quoted this proverb in his Etymologiae (9.3) in a discussion on kings 
(reges)and kingship (regnum): 

Kingship is called from Kings, Kings from ruling [Regnum t1 regilms dictum, 
reges· t1 regendoj ... Therefore by doing righteously the name of king is retained, 
by wrong-doing it is lost. Wherefore this was a proverb among the ancients: 
'You will be JtW_g if you do right; if you do not do right, you will not be king'. 
{Rex eri.r .ri recte faciar: .ri nonfacia.r. non en:r. ~-

Bowle remarks that this etymological definition deeply influenced 
subsequent theories on the subordinance of kingship to "the Law 
during Medieval times. 21t This is evident in the writings of John of 
Salisbury (c.lll?-1180) in his Policr11ticus, 29 Aegidius Romanus 
(c.1246-1316) in his De Regimine Principum, 30 Tholommeo of Lucca 

ultimately ''rule''. He then adds that che Irish form rigidhas boch che normal meaning 
"scretches, extends" as well as the "secondary meaning 'rules', doubdess by way of 
'protects' " [p. 4]. 

2, Smith Palmer Bovie, translator, The Satires and Epistles of Hora&e Chicago: 
Universiry of Chicago Press, 1959), p.167. 

26 Edward P. Morris, editor, Hora&e: The Epistles (Norman: Universiry of Oklahoma 
~. 1939), p.23. The editor mentions that the Scholiast (note to Ep.111.59-60) records 
the full verse (but converced to the third person and with the subscitution of qui for n): 
"rex eril qui ricte fadet, qui non fadet non eril''. The date of the Episde is put at 20 B.C. 
by Morris (p.15). 

27 John Bowle, Westem Political Thought (IDndon: Methuen and C.0., Ltd., 1947 
and 1961 under University Paperbacks), p.146 and note 3; Ewart Lewis, Medietlal Political 
ldetlS. Volume I (IDndon: Roudedge and Kegan Paul, 1954), p. 143. 

28 Bowle, op.cit., pp.146-147. 
29 Ibid., pp. 184£.; Lewis, op.cit., 1.146. 170-172. 

10 Lewis. I. 290-291: " .. .it should be known that a king or any ruler is a mean between 
natural and positive law; for no one rules rj\hdy unless he acts as righc reason dictates. 
For reason ought to be the rule of human actions. Therefore. if the name of rex is deriv
ed from regendo, and it befits a king co rule others and to be a ruler of others. a king 
muse necessarily in ruling others follow righc reason and consequendy follow natural 
law, since he rules righdy only in so far as he does not deviate from natural law ... '' 
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(c.1236-1326-7) in his continuation of Thomas Aquinas's unfinished 
DeRegiminePrincipum, 31 William of Occam (c.1290-1350) in his 
Dililogues, 32 and especially Henry Bracton (c.1214-1268) 33 who writes 
in his De Legibus et Consuetudinilms Anglia: 

Therefore. when he does justice he is the vicar of the Eremal King. but he is 
the Devil's minister when he falls into injustice. For a king (cex) is so called 
from niling (regenth) well and not from reigning,34 because when he rules well 
he is a king, but he is a tyrant when he oppresses with violent dominanon the 
people entrusted to him. Therefore, lee him temper his power by law, which is 
the bridle of power, that he may live according to the laws, since a human law 
has seated that laws bind the lawgiver himself, and elsewhere in the same 
source, 'It is a saying worthy of the majesty of rulers that the prince profess 
himself bound by the laws' [c.odcx 1, 14.4. [ J5 

II 
The semantic evidence presented heretofore on ·reg, reg- and the 

derivatives contained within the daughter Indo-European languages 
allows us to gain some insight into the relationship betweenJ"r.j and 
rij(-an)- as well as the nature of Vedic kingship. 

Whit regard to the relationship of,/jj and rJ.;(-an-)-, we have noted 
thatJf.i (.riyate) shares whit Gteek, •ehc.u Latin regere, etc. the meanings 
of "extend, outstretch (oneself); movement in a straight line". 36 

These meanings carry with them the connotations of ''speed, rushing 
(towards)";" "drive"; 38 "release"; w "allow to pass, direct 

31 Ibid., I. 293f. 
32 JbitJ.. I. 301f. . 
33 Bowle, pp.147, 212 (note 1), 213f; George Catlin, The Story of the Politicl1/ 

Philosophers(N.Y. andlDndon: Whittlesey House, 1939),p.lH. 

34 "DiciltJrenim rex11 bene regenth et non 11 regenth": cited in Bowle p.217. 
351.ewis, I. 283. 
36These senses are found, for example, in RV 1.141, 6; 2.1,8; 2.2,5; 4.8,1; and 

6.15,1.4. 
37 This connotation is employed to define the movement of arrows (RV 1.172. 2), 

Soma (6.37,2), Agni (1.58,3; 96,3; 140,2; 5.48,5), and horses (4.38,7,8. and 6.37,3). 
The relation of ,./lj to the speed of horses may be compared to the Greek 'Oc.o~ the 
perfect form of ' ae; /lw , which is described as the ''movement of horses which stretch 
themselves out at full length as they run" [Benvenisce, op.cit., p.311). On the 
occurrence of this form in the Uillti see Georg Autenrieth, A Homeric Di&tio'11J1Y, trans
lated by Robert P. Keep (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958), p.211. 

38§B 1.7.1,3 ( = 2.5.3,16); 14.2.1,9. 
39 SB 3.7.2,4.; 45.8,11; TS 7.5.3,2. ("launch": ntlirjeyur); KS 33.5: 30, 20 

(nwirjeyur ''launch''). 
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through", 40 "afflict, trouble"; 41 "obtain, gain"; 42 "depan, 
leave"; 4J "aid, protect"; 44 "subject, conquer"; 4, and "master". 46 

The last three connotations belong to n/Jrnj. a verbal compound that 
appears to serve as a direct link to fij(-an)-. Leaving aside the first 
two senses of ni-J"rnj (i.e., "aid, conquer"), the semantic development 
of "extending or stretching downwardi" >"mastery over" coincides 
almost perfectly with the titles *reg -and rl/(-an) /, both denoting 
essentially a ''powerful or influential person'' > ''one who extends his 
power and influence''. 

In addition to the semantic development contained within 
ngriij there is found in the ~eda the curious form iraf-'.y/J-47 "to 
extend over, to have power over". Among the passages in which it 
appears, 48 there is one that especially demonstrates the similarity, if 

40 AB 1.10; 3.42;]B 1.210. 

4l AU 1.2, 1 ["' AX 2.4,2). 
42KS10,3; 127 ,ll;}UB 1.4,8. 
4JAB2.8. 
44 RV 4.26,lc: tlh4m Ulsilf[I iiftmey4tfi ny _r11je "I aid Kutsa i\tjuneya". The trans

lation of ny rllje as "aid" is based upon the actions of Indra as recounted in 1.51.6; 
4.16, 12 ab; and 4.26,2. 

4, RV 1.143.5d: yodh6 n4 f4triin fa vaniiny .riiJate "he subjects [or "destroys" 
"hurls down"] forests as a warrior enemies"; 8.90(79), 4ab: lt14'f'···~ bhUri nyf"liise 
"you [Indra] defeat many enemies". 

46 RV1.54. 2cd: Y6 dhn~uni"f4t•11Jiirodasi11bhe1 "!!i"".'/fltt1i'"!labh6 "Yf11i4te: 
''(Sakra), the vigorous bull with bull/ (-like) power, who with bold power makes/ him 
self master (over) both world-halves''. 

47 Rcnou believes that iraj- may be a nominal stem from a secondary root imj-, 
with the stem -ya- being the denominative formation [Iouis Rcnou, Gf1Jmmllire de kl 
L#ng11e Vidiq11e (Paris: Edition I.A.C.Lyon, 1952), p.37; it.des Vldiq11es el 
Pil}inlennes, Volume 4 (p.127), 7(p.31), 14 (p.99) (Paris: E. De Boccard, 1958, 1960 
and 1965)). 

48 RV1.7,9. (•AV 20.70,15); 55,3; 151,6; 6.60,1 (=TS 4.2.11,1); MS4.10, 
5; 155.12; KS 4.15:39,18; TB 3.5.7,3); 7.23,2 (•AV 20.12,2); 8.39,10; 40,5 (pni ... 
imjylllll); 41,9; 46,16; 10.75,2; 140,4(-SV 1819; TS 4.2.7,2; MS 2.7,14; 95,16-17; 
KS 16.14; 237,15-16; KKS 25.5; 115,9-10; VS 12,109; SB 7.3.1,32). The hapax 
imjyi-. occurs in 10.93,3. The Nig"1/lll (2.21) connects imjyili to pilytlle, '14Jllli, 
and r'ljllli: all terms referring to supremacy (tJiitlary11-Uf'fflll'l3h). Sec Lakshman Sarup,' 
The Nighl!'lll and the Ninlklll (Delhi: Motilal Banansidass, 1967), p.15. 
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not identity, between this form and r'i.i (-an)-. The passage in question 
isRVl.7.9: 

(It is) Indra who alone extends his power over men [agriculturalists?]. over 
riches. over the five tribes [lands?]-1'• 

• 
The occurrence of the phrase ekal car1a!Jlnirp . ; . irajyiiti in this verse 
agrees perfectly with Indra being termed a ri_iti Cfl1"/fl!ltnlf'/Z in RV 
1.32. 15:5.39. 4.6. 30.5; 7.27,3; and 8.70 [59), 1. 

The forms ni/ffi.i and ira.i-yii-. therefore. represent the semantical 
development "extend".> "extend over (down)"> "extend (power, 
influence, or oneself) over (down)" [ = "master"[: thus agreeing with 
the sense of rl.i(-an)- as expressed above. 

The relationship of/j.i and ri.i(-an)-flil how'!Ver, is not limited 
only to this semantic progression. In some passages wherifr~'10 

appears as a verb, we find that it possesses the connotation of 
"speed" .~ 1 thus retaining one of the basic senses of/Ji For example, 
ra; in RV 6.12,5d is equivalent to .r.iYate in RV 1.140, 2a. 52 

III 

No discu5$ion of Vedic kingship can be complete without 
taking into account the Indo-European and Vedic evidence on *reg-, 
J'f.i and their derivatives. This evidence not only sheds light on the 
psychology of the people concerned, but also establishes a guide and 
paradigm for the interpretation of the explicit statements on Vedic 
kingship. But there is a note of caution. Because of the nature of the 

49 yi iw CfJT'/"!'""'1' 11isiiniim irajyali. 

~'',./raj originated from an old denominative of r.1; .. See William Dwight Whitney. 
The Roots, Verb-Forms, and Primary Deri1'tlti11es of the Snskrit Ltlng1111ge (New 
Haven: American Oriental Society, 1945), p.138. This view is shared by Pokorny, 
op. cit., p.855 and Gonda, "Scm. zu idg. reg-", pp.164-165. 

H RV2.43,l; 5.81.2; 6.12.5; 9.96,18. 

' 2 abhi dtlijinmii trW/ti inflllffJ 0rjyate "the twice-born one [Agni) directs himself 
(stret·hes out] toward the threefold food". Compare the use ofJrj in 1.95 . .,: 4.38.7: 
and6.37,3. 
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Vedic texts (essentially religious and sacrificial) it is impossible to. 
discuss this subject with any degree of particularity. As such we must 
concede the possibility, and indeed the probability, that ,Ycdic 
kingship may have differed in varying degrees amongst the Aryan 
tribes. n Be it as it may, enough evidence docs exist to elucidate the 
general nature of Vedic kingship. 

St. Thomas Aquinas wrote that ''a king is given for the sake 
of the kingdom, and not a kingdom for the king". 54 This maxim 
has its equivalent in those passages in Sanskrit literature which 
proclaim the king to be one who gratifies his subjects. '' The king is, 
therefore, first and foremost a benefactor to his people. S6 But this role 

53 The same holds true for Celtic kingship wherein exists a distinction between 
hish and Welsh kingship [Binchy, op.cit., pp.2lf. and 24). 

S4 Rex th1r1r propler regnum, el non regnum propler regem [Catlin, op.cit., 
p.264). The translation is taken from Bowle, op.cit., p.225. This maxim is later 
quoted in Sir John Fortcscuc's (c.1394-1484) De laulibus legum AnglilJe [Catlin, 
p.264 and Bowle, p.225). 

''This has been mentioned by Professor Gonda [Ancient lnriitm Kingship from the 
Religiaus Point of View, p.13 and notes 99 and 100; "The Etymologies in the Ancient 
Brihamallas", lingua V (1955-56), p.82). Three passages in the MlllJibhimtl may be 
cited in this regard: 12. 34, 32 ed. (f'fllljt1y1111 prtdrtil; s""'3h pllripfi/Ji 1HJSU'fltlhtlii'm); 
12.56, 36 cd (tf/Jtmllilmii Sfllytltl#k Cfli 'flfl r°iji rafljt1yflli jJnlji/J); and 13.152, 8 ab 
(f'flfljf1J11S1111 pf'llj.i; t.""'~ prdfhn pllris1111111t1yt1}. Sec Vishnu S. Sukthankar and S. K. 
Bclvalkar, The Mtihibh'iirtmJ. Volumes 13 and 17, part 2. (Poona: 1961 and 1966). 
An additional source may be found in one of I.Uigayasiirin's explanations on the 
title ~an- in his commentary (Amt1f'flpt1tltwifl[li) to the A""'1'do1" (2.8, l ): Prflj# 
f'flfljt1yllli' 'Ii f'flJfl""f 'f'flfljt1 tige' [A.A.Ramanathan, editor, A""'1'do1" (Madras: Adyar 
Library and Research Center, 1971), p.484). Although popular etymologies arc 
sometimes completely divorced from etymological and semantic reality, they sometimes 
a,s:curatcly reveal the nature of the word under discussion. The above explanation of 
iij1111- is not etymologically correct, but it docs reflect what was believed to be the true 
nature of the king's function. Compare this statement of iifan· with that of the Cri'lh 
Gdblach (pp.444£.), an eighth century hish tract on status, on the n- "king": "Ri, 
why is he so called? Because he rules (riges) over his peoples (tuatha) with coercive 
power?" [Binchy, op.cit., p.4). 

' 6 Brugmann [Gruntltirs, 11/3, pp.98 and 123) and Wilhelm Schulze [Kleine 
Schriften, edited by Wilhelm Wissmann. Second edition (Gottingen: Vapdcnh_gcck and 
Ruprecht, 1966), p.172, note 3) havs: noted the connection between iijflli (rt1.tli} with 
llfri/JC:."1 "help" [~rugmann] And r'ij1111- with ' <>r1J¥r:.> "helper" [Schulze], the latter 
bping it on the iiij1111 's duty of being a protector to his people. The relation of the 
r'iii(-an)- to the Greek form is strengthened by the use of nj/!ni as "aid" in RV 4.26, le 
(sec note 44), and especially by the hapax Mjiini in RV 10.49,4c (tlhiim bhufltlm yii 
jt1mt1ntZSyt1 r'ijiini). According to the context of the hymn, it would appear that r'ijtini 
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is contingent upon his ability to exercise an influence over the forces 
of nature, an ability which makes the king a sacral figure. 57 The belief 
that he possesses this quality should not be surprising since it is a 
phenomenon found throughout the world. 58 It has been stated, 
quite correctly, that· prescientific communities have viewed ''man 
always as part of society, and society as imbeddcd in nature and 
dependent upon cosmic forces". 59 Both nature and society are 

would best be translated as "helper" or "guide" (one who extends his influence). 
Thus the passage is translated as ''may I [Indra) be the helper [guide) of the sacrificer''. 
For a discussion of Mj4ni sec !Duis Ranou, ''Infinitifs ct Dcriv& Nominaux Dans 
Le Rgvcda", BtJ/elin tie Iii Sociiti tie Ling11istiq11e tie Pflris, vol. 38 (1937), p. 79; 
Gonda, "Scm. zu idg. re't-", p.166; and Walter Ncisscr, "Vcdica", BeilriJge nr 

KM•tle tier l•rlogm111mischen Spmchen, vol. 20 (1894) pp.39f. Derivatives appearing 
in other languages that appear to be similar in connotation arc Latin ponig'O ''offer to, 

reach to" [Ct1SSeH's /Mi• Diclio""'Y, p.426); Anglo-Saxon reCCll# "to hold out to, 

give'· [Bosworth, A• A•glo-St1XOn Diclio""'Y, p. 788); Old High German f'llOh, 
n1ohhfl "trouble, attention, assistance" [Pokorny, op.cit., p.857); Middle High 

German ruoch "care, concern" [Gonda, "Scm. zu idg. rel-!', p. 166); ruoch/Os, 
Anglo-Saxon receli"tJS • Modem High German roch/Oi, English reciless '"thoughtless, 
careless" [Pokorny, p.857); Old Icelandic ri/ejfl "carefulness"; and rikr "attentive" 
[Pokorny p.857). 

57 For a general discussion of the implications of the "sacred" sec Mircca Eliadc, 
The St1Cretl """the Profflfle. Translated from the French by William R. Trask (New 
York; Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1959); and Rudolf Otto, Th~ ltlefl of the Holy, 
translated from the German by John W. Harvey (Harmonds\rorth, Middlesex: 
Penguin Books, 1959). Eliadc (p.12) writes the following on the sacred: ''The man of 
the archaic societies tends to live as much as possible in the sacred or in close proximity 
to consecrated objcctS. The tendency is perfectly understandable, because, for primitives 

as for the man of all pre-modem societies, the st1Creli is equivalent to a power, and in the 
last analysis, to reality. The sacred is saturated with being. Sacred power means reality 
and at the same time enduringness and cfficacity". To this I might add the statement 

of Robert Redfield [H11mflfl Nm11re """the Study of Society: The Pflpers of Robert 
Redfield. I. 245): " ... the congruence of all parts of conventional behavior and social ins
titutions with each other contributes to the sense of rightness which the mcmcber of the 
fulk society feels to inhere in his traditional ways of action ... the ways of life arc folk

ways; funhcrmorc, the folkways tend to be also mores - ways of doing or thinking to 
which attach notions of moral worth. The value of every traditional act or object or ins
titution is, thus, something which the members of the society arc not disposed to call 
into question ... This characteristic of the folk society may be briefly referred to by saying 
that it is a sacred society'' . 

58 An account of the sacrality of kingship is to be found in The SflCrfl/ Kingship 
(sec note 21). 

59 Henri Frankfon, ct. al., Before Philosophy (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: 
Penguin Books, 1949), p.12. 
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considered to be governed by a force which might be best translated 
as "order", denoted by the terms .rta-«i and dhtirma-61 in the Vedic 
texts. As the mediator between the forces of nature and society it is the 
king's general responsibility to maintain and promote this Order. 
If he is successful then the blessings of peace, living space, material 
wealth, long life, descendants, and econc.nically imponant animals 
such as cattle and horses are enjoyed by the community. If he is not 
successful, Order revens to Chaos, and with it, privation and death. 62 

This failure often led to the expulsion (expressed by the verbal 
compounds t1pt1fodh63 and t111t1fodh) of the king by his subjects. 
This is confirmed by a number of passages which reveal either the 
wish of the subjects (vii-) to overpower their king,64 or the desire of 
an expelled king to regain his former position. 6' 

The maintenance and preservation of Order for the purpose of 
assuring those qualities conducive to a good life for the community is 
illustrated by]B 3.231: 

thus the rihtirmtl- is prosperity [majesty). rihtirma- is the ability to exercise 
the function of a king, and by means of rihtirma-thc king is (the same as) law. 
He becomes the rihtirma-among his kin. 66 

60 For a discussion of .rtti- sec Heinrich Liidcrs, Varu'JI', volume II (GOttingcn: 
Vandcnhocck and Ruprecht, 1959); P. V. Kane, History of Dh~tism, volume IV 
(Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1953), pp.2-5; Louis Rcnou, Eturies 
Vidiques et Paninienfles, volume I (Paris: 1955), pp.21-22; Herman Lommel, Die 
Religio" Umllhuslrfl.r (fiibingcn: Verlag vonJ .C.B. Mohr, 1930), pp.40, 262f., 267f. 

61 For a summary of the various views on dharma- sec Bhaskcr Anand Salctorc, 
Aflcient lflriian Political Thought and lflstitutions (Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 
1963), pp. 11f. Paul Younger [J,,troriuctiofl to lflriia" Religious Thought (Philadelphia: 
The Westminster Press, 1972), pp.34£.) offers a good presentation on this term. 

62 Sec G. van dcr Lccuw, Religio" in Essence t1flri Mllfli/eslllliofl, Volume II. 
Translated from German by). E. Turner (N.Y. and Evanston: Harper and Row, 
1963), pp.578-580. Frankfort, Before Philosophy, pp.18-19, 59-70, 182-199; Henri 
Frankfort, Aflcient Egyptian Religio" (N.Y. Harper and Row, 1948), 50-58, 131-135; 
Eliadc, TheS11&1'eriantltheProft1fle, pp.29-32, 116£. 

63 0n a discussionof t1pt1-rutlh sec Salctorc, op.cit., pp.131f. with note 273 (p.605). 
64 MS 2.1,8; 10,7-11; Jcr 10.11: 139,10-15; MSS U,6,44-46. 
6' MS 2.2.1: 14, 8-15; 2.2.9: 22.10-12; TS 2.3.1.; PB 2.10.4; 911.9; SB 12.9.3,1-4; 

JB 1.13 7. Sec Wilhelm Rau, Stflflt ufld GeseUscht1ft in Alie" lfldien (Wiesbaden: Otto 
Harrassowitz, 1957), p.129 and note 7. 

66 Ill& chnr WJi rihtmlW, r'ijyfl'!' 1lfli tlhmmo, riht1rm6!'fl tlfli raji" tlhmmo, riht1rmo 
s11"fmiim bht111flli. Compare VS 20. 9ef [ = KS 38.4: 105.14: TB 2.6.2,6: MS 3.11,8: 
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The association of the king, Order, and prosperity can best be 
described by recognition of the fact that the king is identified with 
those gods who possess the essential characteristics of kingship (i.e., 
victoriousness in battle and protection of the Order): 61 Indra and 
Varu9a. Despite the controversy surrounding RV 4.42 involving the 
intent and purpose of the hymn, it is most likely that Lommel 6~ and 
Brown 69 are correct in asserting that King Trasadasyu is the speaker in 
vs. 3a, 70 thus establishing the identification of this earthly king with 
the divine kings mentioned above. Lommel, following von Schroeder, 
argues that the author of this hymn is Vimadeva who composed it for 
his king to recite sometime during the Rajasiiya, or some other similar 
consecration ceremony such as the Mahabhi~eka. 71 

152,11; tlhlro is substituted for tlhirmo in MS];jinghabhyam p~tlbhy}'f!Z tlharmo 'smi, 
viffriji' pr!tti1fhita~. With [my) two legs, with [my) two feet, I am dhirma-. the r'iijan
established over the subjects'. See also Rau, op. cit., p. 95. 

67 Herman Lommel, "Vedischc: Skizzen", Beitrilge zur Indischen Philologie untl 
Altertumskunde [Walther Schubring Fc:stschrift] (Hamburg: Cram, De Gruyter and 
c.o .. 1951), p.33. 

68 "Vedische Skizzen", pp.25-38. 
69 W. Norman Brown, "King Trasadasyu as a Divine Incarnation: A Note on 

Rgveda 4.42", in Dr C. Kunhan /Vlja Presentation Volume (Madras: The Adyar Library, 
1946), pp.38-43. 

70 ahim intlro virunah ... 'l [am] Indra [I am] Varuna'. The view that Trasadasyu is 
the speaker is also conceded by Bcmfric:d Schlerath 0[Das Kllnigtum im Rig- und 
Atharvavc:da (Wiesbaden: Deutsche Morgenlandischc: Gcsellschaft, 1960), p.42] and 
Vishwanath Prasad Varma [Studies in Hindu Political Thought and its Metaphysical 
Foundations (Bararas: Motilal Banarsidass, 1956), p. 184). U.N. Ghoshal IA History of 
Indian Political Itlem (London: Oxford University Press, 1959), p.36, note 1) quotes a 
passage from N. C. Sengupta [Evolution of Ancient Indian l.lzw (Calcutta, 1953), 
pp.37·38) which asserts that Trasadasyu is indeed both Indra and Varuip- but only 
during the sacrifice [" ... while initiated for the sacrifice becomes imbued with divine 
attributes, not that he is always so"). Ghoshal disagrees with this qualification because 
it "reads into the Rigvc:dic text the developed dogmatic notion of the omnipotence of 
the sacrifice: in the late Vedic period". 
On Trasadasyu see A.A. Macdonell and A.B. Keith, Vedic Index of Names and 
Subjects, Volume I (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1958), pp.327-328. 

71 "Vc:dischc: Skizzen", pp.34 and 36. This view originates in von Schroeder's 
Mysterium und Mimus, p.224 according to Lommel. 
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The identification of Trasadasyu with Indra is due to the. latter's 
embodiment of an extremely important characteristic and quality of 
kingship: victoriousness in battle. This is quite obvious from verses 5 
and 7 and from the fact that Trasadasyu, as Indra, shares one of the 
more common epithets of the god - v{trahin- (vs. 9 ). 

The significance of this quality of kingship is brought to light by 
the well-known Indra-Vp:ra myth, the most complete statement of 
which appears in RVI.32.72 There can be no doubt that the conflict 
between these two is a form of creation myth. 73 Thus we find that 
subsequent to the slaying of Vp:ra ("Obstructor")-- the personifica
tion of Chaos 74 and those qualities associated with it (i.e., death, 
destruction, privation)- comes the engendering of the sun, heaven, 
dawn, 75 the establishment of the earth, 76 the expansion of the 
earth, 77 and the propping of heaven and the mid-region. 78 

These actions, as well as the releasing of the waters, 79 are all 
extremely beneficial to man. Since man (i.e., Indra's followers) shares 

72 This hymn has recently been translated and discussed at length b~ Peter Kwella, 
Flussiiberschreitung im Rigveda: RV III, 33 und Verwandtes (Wiesbaden: Otto Ha
rrassowitz, 1973), pp. 55-101. 

73 C.Ompare also Heinrich Liiders, Van1!1", volume I (G6ttingen, 1951), pp.183-198; 
and Kwella, op. cit., pp. 7of. The association or identity of creation with Order has been 
discussed by ·A.L.J.Wensinck [in Acta Orientalia, I (1932), p.174; quoted in Henri 
Frankfon, Kingship and the Gods (Chicago: University Press, 1948), p.150]. "Creation 
does not necessarily mean the bringing fonh of something out of nothing; to the 
eastern mind it contains the idea of regulation, of cosmos. To a large extent the material 
is there already and the act of creation consists in forming the chaotic material into 
a living organism ... '' Thus ''creation'' is actually a transformation of chaos into cosmos. 
See Mircea. Eliade. Cosmos and HiStory (N.Y. :H~rper Torchbooks. 1959), p. 11. 

74 See Eliade, Cosmosand HiStory, pp.19-20. 
75 RVI.32, 4c and 6.30, 5d; iifryamjan.iyan dfim usfsam. C.Ompare 6. 72, 2 ab. 

76 RV 1.103,2a; s.i dhi'rayat prthivfm papr.ithac :a; 2.17. 5c: .idhiirayat prthiv~ 
vifv.idhi'yasam. • • 

77 Rf/' 1.103, 2a; 6.17, 7a: paprttha ksfm m.ihi d.imso vy urvfm; 8.89 (78], 5c: 
tat P.rthivfm aprathayas, 6. 72,2d: .iprathata:n Prthiv'fm mit.iram vf. , 

78 2.17 ,5d: .istabhnan m'fiy.iya dyiim avasr.isah; 3. 30,9c: iistabhn7id dyam V[!abho 
ant.iriksam; 6.17,7b: upa dy'f'!' rjVO b[h.id indra stabh7iY,ay; 6.72,2c: upa dynn 
skambb.ithu sk.imbhanena; 8.89 (7°§], 5d: t.id astabhn"i' ut.i dytm. • 

79 The obstruction of the waters and their release by Indra is mentioned at 1.32, 
1 and 8; 52, 2 and 6; 121, 11; 2.11,2 and 9; 14,2; 19,2; 3.32,6 and 11; 4.17,1 and 7; 
6.17,12; 72,3; 7.21,3; and 10.111,9. 
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so completely in these events, it is not difficult to understand the 
panicipation of his worshippers in it. 80 Thus the quickening power of 
the soma juice 81 as well as the offering of praises, 82 both intended to 
increase and strengthen the god, are offered to him by them. But 
participation in the cosmic event is far more involved than this.Just as 
there is a coalescence of nature and society, so too is there believed to 
be a coalescence of time and space on the part of pre-scientific man. 83 

Both time and space are considered "qualitative and concrete, not 
quantitative and abstract' ' . 84 Thus the belief that a ritual or sacrificial 
event is equivalent to the cosmic event is established. Frankfon has 
written that this 

deliberate coordination of cosmic and social events shows most dearly that 
time to early man did not mean a neutral and abstract frame of reference but 
rather a succession of recurring phases, each charged with a particular value 
and significance. 85 

Although there can never exist a plain and simple answer as to why 
men go to war, 86 it is fairly cenain that they give meaning to any 
conflict by considering it to be a re-enactment of the cosmic event. 87 

In the case of the Indians it is the Indra-Vnra conflict that serves as the 
archetype for such warring activities. Consequently, Kwella is quite 
justified in stating that RV 1.32 "probably belonged to a ritual perform
ed prior to war". 88 If warfare is considered a sacred activity because 
of its being assimilated to a mythical, archetypal event, so too must all 
the panicipants. The association of "the event and the participants 
takes place primarily in sacrificial performance, for it is in the sacrificial 

80 0impare Frankfon, Before Philosophy, p.34. 

81 Those passages in which Indra is invited to the sacrifice in order to drink the soma 
juice appear in 3.36,2; 46,1-5; 17, l; 6.20, l-13; 37, l-2; 10.167, 1-2. 

82 See 1.5,8; 2.11,2; 13,5. 
83 Frankfon,BeforePhil-Osophy, pp.12f., 3of., 32f. 

84 Ibiri., p. 32. 
85 Ibid., p. 35. 
86 A discussion of the various motives that induce prescientific men to war arc 

discussed by Harry Holben Turney-High in his Primiti11e War: Its Practice anti Concepts 
(Oilumbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1949), pp.14lf. 

87 Oimpare Eliade's statements in his Cosmos anti History, pp.5, 21-22, 27-29, 
34-36, 76-78. 

88 Kwella,op.cit.,p.131. 
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site where the cosmos and society converge. 89 Thus in the Rajasiiya, 
for instance, the sacrificer is addressed by the Adhvaryu as Indra. This 
identification comes about precisely because the sacrificer 1s both a 
sacrificer and warrior. 90 In another sacrifice, the ASvamedha, the wish 
is expressed that the king, presumably equated with Indra, may 
vanquish Vp:ra following the offering of the sacrificial horse. 91 

The warriors or members of the second class (riijanyii-92) are often 
associated with the god. One text refers to the belief that since Indra 
killed Vnra in the summer season, the r'iijanyii~ should do likewise if 
he desiies to become successful or prosperous. 93 And in a myth 94 

explaining the origin of the Vajapeya it is said that because Indra first 
performed it, so too should the rlijanyii-, since he is Indra's eanhly 
counterpan. 9) We find funher that if a rijanyli- should offer the 
Vijapeya, then the sacrifice should be known as an Indrasava "the 
vivification of Indra'' . 96 

The enemies of the king also take parr in the sacred sphere. But 
unlike the king and his warriors, who represent Indra and his creative 

89 See Silvain Uvi, l.tJ Doctrine du sacrifice dans /es Bmhmanas, Second edition 

(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, ·1966), p.82. 

90 indro 1111i y11;11m'ino d1111yen11 11'i '111 indro bh1111tlli yac ca k[lllriyo yad u ca 

y11jamina.r [SB 5.3.5,27]. This statement is made after the Adhvaryu addresses the bow as 

Indra's Vrtra-killer [1ndrary1111t1r1r11ghnam im). 
91 TB 3.8.5,1: anlni1 'stlen11 m)dhyene /.11111, llY'"!' raj11-vrtm'!' vadhyi'd. We find also 

in the Ratnin offerings to Indra Sutriman and Indra Amhomuc this statement: "May 
this our king (anf) slayer of Vfttll, having become kifig, slay Vrtra" (11yirp no lij11~ 
tl[lrtlhi r}jJ bhii1111111[trim 1111dhjiil). 

92. Llligasiirin to Amirt1kof11 2.8, 1 (p. 484): r~9 kj11Jriy11sjii!/J~llfJ' pum'in iijany 
D.D. Kosambi [Ancient India (N. Y.: Pantheon Books, 1965) p. 88) adds that the 
''word riiJ11ny11, 'fit to rule' is used equally for prmce', 'king' or kshamya in general". 

93 MS 1.6,9: 100,5: gtijme 11ii'fndro 11rlrim ah11n. 11rlrim khilu 1111irij113nyo bubh#-
111n jighii'f!1Sllh. • • • 

94. KS 14.5: 2o4,6f.; MS 1.11.5; 166, 7f.; TB 1.3.2,1-2;!B 5.1.1,lf. 

9). KS 14.5: 2o4,10; MS 1.11,5; 166,11-12; TB 1.3.2,3; §B 5.1.1,11. The SB 
(5.1.1,11) adds that because Indra performed the V:ijapeya, it belongs to the raj11nylJ 
for Indra is equated with h11Jri-, i.e., 'the ability to exercise ruling power', as is also the 
13j11ny'a- (lllho ri'j11nywy11 y~d enette 'indro 'y11j11111 k111Jr11'!' hi"ndrtlf kslllr11m riij11ny11h). 
The association of h11Jriwith the riij11ny)-also occurs in SB 13.1.5,3; 4.4,1; 6.2,10:· TB 
3.9,14,2; AB 7.31; S.6. and 8. 

96. MS 3.4,3: 47, 11: yidi riiJ113nyo yijete, 'ndr11so116 hy e111. 
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activity, the enemy represents an element of chaos; and, since they 
are embodiments of Vrtra 97 they are therefore quite appropriately 
called Vrtras. 98 • 

War 0as a sacred activity is also revealed in passages expressing the 
belief that Indra himself participates in this activity on_behalf of his 
worshippers. Thus he.is often invoked to give aid to the Aryan warriors 
in battles against their enemies, 99 and indeed even intervenes directly 
to aid human kings in such examples as the famous battle of the ten 
kings, where he aids Sudis against his foes, 100 or thar of ~atra, the 
son of Pratardana. 101 

The outcome of any conflict is, of course, victory. But the methods 
of obtaining a victory are basically sacrificial, since war is, as stated 
above, a repetition and reenactment of the archetypal Indra-Vp:ra 
battle. Thus in order to ensure victory, the king offered the Caturhotf 
just prior to the commencement of battle, for it is said that by means 
of this performance the gods engendered Indra, and whatever side 
possesses him as their ally wins the battle. 102 Furthermore, in the A V 
there are a number of hymns devoted to the guaranteeing of a 
victory. 103 

The significance of victory must reflect the nature of warfare. Just 
as the latter is sacred so likewise is the victory. This is not to say that 
the material results of such an accomplishment are to be ignored; 
they are, rather, placed in the sacral context reflecting the king's role 
as mediator and source of prosperity for his people. This is especially 
evident in the chariot drive occurring in the Rajasiiya and the chariot 

97. A.M. Hocart [Kingship (London: Oxford University Press, 1927), p. 30] writes: 
'lust as the gods are impersonated by the king, so the demons have their human repre
sentatives ... An easy way of routing the demons is thus to destroy their human repre
sentatives, a sure and visible way, not left largely to conjecture like ceremonial success.'' 

98· SeeRVl.4,8; 8.2; 3.30,22; 4.17,19; 22,9; 41.2; TS 2.4.13,l; etc. 

99. 5.35.1.5; 6.19.13: 25.2.9; 33, 1-3; etc. See also A.A. Macdonell, The Vedic 
Mythology (Varanasi: Indological Book House, 1963), p. 62. 

100• RV 7.33.3and 5. See also Edward Washburn Hopkins, ''Problematic Passages 
in the Rig-Veda" ,]oumal of the American Oriental Society, vol. 15 (1891), pp. 259f. 

101]B 3.245-248and compareRVl.53, 9·10. 

w2 KS 9.14: 116, 6-8: calurhotr'fi yajayerl rfiJiilaf!J saf{Jgrame Sflf!JJfllte calurho
lri" tNJi mii inrlrrJm ajanayan. yalarei3m inrlro bht111ali le samgramam jayanti, 'nrlram, 
etld smai janayanti. ' ' 

103• AV3.1; 2; 6.97·99; 11.9; etc. 
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race in the Vajapeya. In the Rajasiiya the sacrificer mimics a raid on a 
herd of at least one hundred cows of a kinsman for booty. 104 During 
the giving of the sacrificial gifts (dakfitJ-is) the sacrificer gives one-third 
to the priests, one-third to those who take part in the Da5apeya, and 
one-third back to his kinsmen. 105 This raid reflects the actual win
ning of booty in battle which the king later distributed to the 
priests. 106 

In ·the Vajapeya, a race is conducted involving seventeen 
chariots, 107 the victor being the sacrificer, who is equated to or 
represents Indra, if he is a ra/anya-. 108 The purpose of the race is to 
win v~a~ a term that can be rendered as "wealth" and "booty'', but 
penains essentially to the generative power manifesting itself in 
vegetation, animals, and men. 110 This fact, together with the as
sociation of the sacrificer with Indra, as well as the mutual natures of 
both the race and battle, suggest a "ritual re-enactment" of Indra's 
exploits. 111 Indra, for instance, is asked to come to his worshigpers in 
the battle as charioteer of nourishment [if6 rathTh] to bestow vafa-on 
them. 112 But especially significant is the passage found in RV 8. 54 
(Val. 6) 6ab: , 

0 Lord of the race, 0 Lord of men, you indeed give us a share in 11aja-, you of 
excellent mental-power. 1 B 

104. , SB 5.4.3,1.8-11. 
10~ l.3ty'Oyana Srauta Siitrt1 9. 1.14-22 [edited by A. Vedantaviigis~ (Calcutta: Asiat. 

ic Society of Bengal, 1872] SB 5.4.3,12 instructs the sacrificer to return just as many 
cows to his kinsman. 

106 6.47, 22-25 and 7 .18,24. See also Johannes C. Heesterman, "Reflections on the 
Significance of the Dalqini'', Inrlo-Imnian journal, vol. 3 (1959), pp. 241, 249-50. 

107• See Albrecht Weber, "Uber den vijapeya'', Sitzungsberichte tier Koniglich 
Preussischen Akademie tier Wissenschaften zu Berlin, vol. XXXIX (1892), p. 767. 

' 108· SB 5.1.5,9: atha yatii r4janyo yajate: intim 11ijam jaye 'ntiiiya fli&am 11fJtiate 
'ntim'l' 11'ifa1!' jiipay111e 'ti kfal1'flf{I h'i 'ntirt4 R£a11't11f' iijanya~. See note 90. ' 

109· VS9.9; 11-12; 17-18 [dhana-J. 

no. See J. Gonda, Aspects of &rly Vif1!uism (Utrecht: M. V .A. Oosthoek 's Uitgevers 
Mij., 1954), p. 48; Johannes C. Heesterman, The Ancient Indian Royal ConseC1'fltion 
(S'Gravenhage: Mouton and Co., 1957), p. 133. 

111· RV 3.30, 11. Compare 5.36,5 and see Heesterman, "Reflections on the Signifi
cance of the Daksinis'', p. 250. . . , 

112· RV3.51,2c; 4.17,Sc: stinitii 11'ifa'l'; 9c: ayti'!' 11"ijam bh(Jf'(Jti ytip san6ti. 
113· 4jipate n.rpate /flam iti tihi no /11~ja a 11ak1i sukrato. The reading od bhak!i in the 
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AjT- 'race, contest, battle', which occurs in the co~pound }Japate in 
pida a, is the same term used to indicate the chariot race in the 
Vijapeya. 114 What is evident then, is a mergence of the concepts of 
the battle and the race as well as the re-enactment oflndra's conquest 
of vaJa- on the pan of the sacrificer. It is rtear that both the chariot 
drive and race are means of awakening vaja-, the significance of 
which is related elsewhere in the 'Vaj?-peya, when the king is made to 
sit on the throne (iisandt-)1 1' to be firm and supporting for ploughing 

fk.TJYaiJ, for security (kfemaya), for wealth (rayyai) and for prosperity 
(p61i1ya). i 11. 

There is, finally, one result of victory in battle that brings it into 
conjunction with the outcome in Indra's victory as a creative activity, 117 

and that is the extension of control over land by the king. Just as Indra 
extended the earth following Vftra's defeat, 118 so too does the king 
extend the earth that comes under his influence following the defeat 
of his enemies. 119 The economic significance of this action is clear 

Khila text [3.6,6a) would seem to make better sense. See Isidor Scheftelowitz, Die 
Apollrypben ties Fg11eda (Hildesheim: Georg Ohns Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1966), p. 93. 

114· TB 1.3.6.5:ytia]iip dha1111nt1. 

m SB 5.2.1,22. 
116· VS 9.22; SB 5.,2.1.25. It is significant, too, that the chariot is identified with the 

11.ijrfl- (TB 1.3.6,l; SB 5.1.4,3) or "thunderbolt", an "instrument used by Indra to 

generate the powers o~life and nourishment" [Gonda, Aspects of &rly Vif~uism, 
p. 52). Both 11.ijra and 11aja-, incidentally, are derived from the same rootJ.iaJ). 

117 · Henri Frankfon [f(jngship and the Gods, p. 9) has remarked thac victory "isnot 

merely assenion of power, it is the reduction o( chaos to order". dosely allied to this 
idea is the statement of Eliade [Cosmos and History, p. 10): "Settlement in a new, 
unknown, uncultivated country is equivalent to an act of Creation ... a territorial 

conquest does not become real until after - more precisely, through - the ritual of taking 
possession, which is only a copy of the primordial act of the Creation of the World.'' 

118 See note 77. In RV 1.36, Sab, it is said that the Fathers, upon slaying Vftta, 
crossed the two worlds and the waters and made for themselves a wide space for dwelling 

(ghninto vrtrJm 11t11r11n r6d11.ri 11pJ uni k1/y7lya cakrire). Compare 1.63, 7 an.d 4.21, lOab; 
the latter stating: "Indra is indeed a true samr~- [king of all; 'Cosmocrator') of wealth 

the slayer of Vftra; you should make a wide space for Piiru' [eva11tisva indral; satyti~ sam
,..;, ijhtinti 11[1rtim vtirivab piirtive kab ). 

ll9. RV 1.112,22; AV 8.8,24; TB 1. 7 ,3,8; 8.4, 1-2; Rau, S111111 und Gese/lschaft, 
pp. 15-16; Gonda, Ancient Indian Kingship, pp. 100-105; "Sem. zu idg. reg-", pp. 

154-155. 
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because the Aryans were primarily a pastoral people requiring rel
atively large tracts of land for grating. In addition to this they were 
agriculturalists who very likely tilled the soil in an inefficient man
ner. 120 The imponance of land for pasturage is very evident in RV 
6.47, 20ab: 

0 gods, we have como to a land without paftllrage. The earth, being wide, has 
become distressing. 121 

In conclusion the texts reveal that in warfare; one of the most im
ponant functions of the king, there is a close association between 
Indra's feat of destroying V{tra and the king's feat of conquering his 
enemies. Also significant is the mention of the imponance of kingship 
for these actions. In TB 1.5,9,1 there is a myth that tells of the gods' 
request to Prajipati to send to them his eldest son Indra to be their 
leader in their war with the Asuras. The reason for this request is 
stfed in the same passage: there can be no battle without a king 
l 1111 'riijtikasyt1 yurldhtim t1sti]. 122 Not only is a king required for battle, 
one is also needed for victory. In a myth resembling the one occumng 
in the TB, the gods, contending with the Asuras, arc made to sav: 
"Through lack of a king they conquer us; let us make a king." m 

The results of the victory are, of course, extremely beneficial to 
man. Indeed, just as Indra is the sowce of all terrestrial, atmospheric, 
and heavenly wealth, 124 so too is the human king the sowce of all 
material wealth for man. Thus in the Mvamedha the wish is expressed 
that the king will be beneficial to his subjects, so that they may have 

120 0.D. Kosambi, An lntroti11clion lo the St11tly oflnfiilm Histo" (Bombay: Popu· 
Jar Book Depot, 1956), pp. 106£.; Ancient lntli4, pp. 85f.; EJ. Rapson, editor, The 
Ctmlbritlge His1o,, of lntli4, Volume I (Delhi: S.Chand and Co., 1962), pp. 88f., 
12lf.;J. Gonda, ''The Vedic Concept of Atphtu", lntio-lrtmilln]o11m4', wl. I (1957), 
pp. 33f., especiallyp. 35: andLol.s: Wontltl#tlHur1en in the Veth(Amsterdam: N.V. 
Noord-Hollandsche Uitgevers Maatschappij, 1966), pp. 15-24. 

121• t1gt1111ilf ljllrllm Jgtl#flltl rk1id!11rv1J bhFmir t»#hirtlflll,,h'ill. Compare RV 
3.62,16; 7.62,5;65,4;77,4;8. 5,6:9. 78,5. 

122 Indraisalsochosen by the gods and I orbothworldstoslay V!trainRV4.19, l-2, 
and 8.12,22 ab. Compare 2.20,8; 6.20,2; 25,8. 

123• AB 1.14: llMjtlltly'ii fllli no }llJll#li; tij.iilllfp lmrw'iifntlh# iii. The passage adds 
that the gods made Soma their king and thereby conquered the Asuras in all directions 
(le SOmtl'f' iilj#flt»# llk11n1111!'s le.somefltl iii}€ stmiii tliio JflJ""" ). 

124• RV7 .32,.16. 
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many cows, horses, goats., sheep, rice, barley,, beans, sesamum, gold, 
elephants, slaves, men, riches, and prosperity, m a statement made 
following the hope that the king, as Indra, would slay Vrtra. 126 This 
would seem to conform with the statemet\t contained in ]B 3.231 
quoted above. 

The association of the king with the god Varu9a lies in the latter's 
chief function of being maintainer of Order. This is apparent from the 
god's -5ometimes conjoined with Mitra and Aryaman - close associa -
tion with rta-. 1 ~' Varuna, besides being a maintainer of rta- is also a 
guardian of the fixed rules of conduct or ordinances (v;ata}. 128 He is, 
in conjunction with the latter, described as observing the truths and 
falsehoqds of men, 129 seizing and punishing the miscreants 130 and 
protecting the righteous. 13 1 

It is in the sacrificial context that we find a definite relationship 
between Varu9a and Order on the one hand, and the human king on 

m. TB 3.8.5.2-3: a11in"ii 'fvena midhyene }/v7i!afii1[1r7iJif'syafvilJpbahulfj'ai,I 
bahvafv'iiyai, bahvajavikayai, bahuvnhi· /yav'iiyai, bahum'iifati/ayai, bahuhira'!yaya~{ 
b11huhastikiiyai, bahudasapuru1"1ai, rayimiityai, ;pJstimatyai. bahuliyaspoiayai raja 
'stv iii. 

126 TB 3.S.5.1. See note 91. 
127 Mitra and Varona are called protectors or shepherds of rtii- in 7.64,2a [r<ijana 

maha [lasyagolp71),as .;ell as the Adityas in 6.51,3. In 7.66, Bab Mitra, Varu9a, and 
Aryaman are called the "possessors of .rtii-, born from pii-, strengthened by pii-, fear
some, aiid haters of falsehood or disorder" [ttavana .rttiJM.rttrvrriho ghoiiiso an[kldvqaJ;J. 
See.also 1.23,5; 2.27, 12; 5.63, 7; 65.2; 7 .64,2; 65,3; 8.25.4, 7,8; and 7.40,4a; a,yiim hi 
netii viirurza .rtiisya. Gonda [The Vedic God Mitra (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1972) p. 2) adds: 
''Varuva as well as Mitra-Varui;ia are credited with omniscience in human affairs; he is 
and they are vested with the authority of universal kingship guarding the [Iii-. '' 

128 RV 7.83,9ab: "one [Indra) kills the Vrtras in conflicts (while)the other [VaruvaJ 
constantly guards the rules of conduct.'' (o/frltny anyiip samithi;u jighnate vratfny any6 
abhirak1ate sada). The term vratii- is discussed by Gonda [Vedic God Mitra, pp. 9-10). 
See also P.V. Kane, "The Word Vrata in the Rgveda",]oumal of the Bombay Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. 29. (1954) pp. 1-28; and Hanns-Peter Schmidt, Vedish 
vratii and awestisch urv'iita (Hamburg: Cram, De Gruyter and C.O., 1958). The epithet 
dh[fiivrala- is a popular epithet of Varu9a's. See 1.25,8 and 10;44,14; 141,9; 2.1,4; 
1.15,6 [Mitra and Varuval; etc. 

129 RV7.49,3; compare 10.124,5. 

130 RV2.28,9; 7.65,3; AV16.8,26. 
131 RV 2.28,10. Varu9a is often requested to free the worshipper(s) from distress. 

See RVI.24,12-14; 7.86,5; AV7.83(88), 2-3; 18.4, 70; and 19.44,8 and 9. 
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the other. During the Devasii offerings of the Rijasiiya, for instance, 
the king is made a lord of Order (dhtirmasya patifi) by Varu9a himself 
following the offering of a pap of barley to Varu9a Dharmapati. 132 

The identification of the king, Varu9a, and dharma- arises following 
the king's enthronement when the priest (touching him on the chest) 
recites the following verse [RV 1.25, 10: = VS 10.27): 

, 
Varui;ia, the one who has maintained the fixed rule of conduct, sat down in the 
waters to exercise his authority as a ruler of all, the one possessing excellent 
resourcefulness. IH 

In SB 5.4.4,5 the epithet dh[lavrata- (in pida a) is transferred to the 
king because he should speak and do only what is right. 134 It is in this 
context that we can conclude that the king is a dispenser of justice 
because he is an image of-or, to put it more appropriately, he is
Varu9a himself. As such the king wields the rod (da'!#) of punish
ment though he himself is exempt from punishment (ada1'jrjya ). m 
This judicial function of the Vedic king would seem to have com
monality with that of the Homeric king, who, in all probability, was 
a judge 136 as well. Thus the 'law' or Themis ( ,;,,,~),which has divine 
origin, is under the prerogative of the king ( 'ao • >. • ;,~ ) • 137 Sinclair 
writes that: 

either a god or king was capable ofu,,1or£iiu7laying down what is 11:~.S. pro
nuncing ,,.,, 0011s (i.e .. decrees or conventions]. Only while holding a staff or sceptre 
could a king so pronounce. for the ooiin (07conferred the divine authority. HR 

132· SB 5.3.3,9. See Rau, Stut "'"' Gesellsch11ft, p. 95. Compare !B 14.4.2,26 ( = 
Brh4"4hl11y11kll Up11nq11d 1. 4, 14 ). l. '> ) 

133n6 1111iit:la dhr[ti11T111o 11tinl110 p111ty11111 4 s"Zmr11jy7Jy11 1t1krtit11q. This verse is also 
recited in the Mah"ibhiscka of Indra (AB 8.13) and the king (8.18). Therein, Indra (in 
the former) and the ku;g (in the latter) arc called guardians of Order (dh11rm111y11 gopl3) 
by the gods and "king-makers" (riijak11rtiir11~)rcspectively. (8.12 and 17). In the Afva
mcdha ceremony the king is looked upon as an incarnation of Dharma (TB 3.9.16,2: 
dhtirmo 11ft tidhipllli/J). See Rau, p. 95 and Schlera~. op. cit., p. 106. 

134· SB 5.4.4.5: dhrt1111T11to 1111i rijQ. .. yad e1111s'liahu1111ded ylll sadh11 kury"iit ... See 
Ghoshal, History oflndilm Politiclll lrle111, p. 23. 

m 1B 5.4.4,7. See Macdonell, Verlie Index, II, p. 213; and Saletore, op. cit., p. 24. 
136· See Alan J.B. Wace and Frank H. Stubbings, editors, A Companion to Homer 

(N.Y.: Macmillan Co., 1963). p. 436; Thomas Day Seymour, Life in the Homeric Age 
(N.Y.: Biblo and Tannam, 1965), p. 88. See Odyssey ll.186,568f.: 1"9.111; lltild9.98f. 

137· Benveniste, op. cit., p. 382; Sinclair, op. cit., p. 17. 
138 History of Greek Political Thought, p. 17. Themis is defined as ''family law'' or 
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The maintenance of Order on the part of the king is considered to 
bring prosperity to the community, an opinion which rests upon the 
belief that the unimpaired functioning of the natural processes.brings 
about the blessings of nature. 139 There is no reason to doubt that the 
judicial function of the king was a means of keeping social order in 
conjunction with the cosmic order, for the two are in fact related 
processes. 140 Thus in the Odyssey (XIX.109-114) it is said that: 

when a blameless king fears the gods and upholds right judgment, then the 
dark earth yields wheat and barley, and the trees arc laden with fruit, the young 
of his flocks arc strong, and the sea gives abundance of fish, all from his good 
leading. 141 

N 

The above remarks detailing the king's military and judicial 
functions reveal that these activities are not so much secular or profane 
in nature as they arc sacred. The evidence presented gives credence to 
Eliade's opinion that "archaic societies tend to live as much as possible 
in the sacred'', 142 the reason being that it is efficacious, and, being 
efficacious, real. Since man and society are dependent upon the 
cosmic forces, it is not difficult to understand archaic man's belief 
that there was no substantial difference between the microcosmos and 

"justice as it is exercised within a family group" by Bcnvenistc (op. cit., pp. 832 and 
385 ). Thcmis is often personified as a £Oddcss whose nature and functions arc discussed 
by Jane Ellen Harrison in her Epilegomena to the Study of Greele Religion anrJ Themis 
(New Hyde Park, N.Y.: University Books, 1962), pp. 480f. On p. 483 she writes: 
"The Greek word Thcmis and the English word Doom arc ... one and the same; and it 
is curious to note that their development moves on exactly parallel lines. Doom is the 
thing set, fixed, settled; it begins in convention, the stress of public opinion; it ends in 
statutory judgment. Thcmis like Doom begins on earth and ends in heaven ... Out of 
many dooms, many public opinions, many judgments, arose the figure of the one god
dess. Out of many themistes arose Thcmis. These themistes, these fixed conventions, 
stood to the Greek for all he held civilized. They were the bases alike of his kingship and 
of his democracy. These themistes arc the ordinances of what must be done, what society 
compels; ... they arc also the dues, the rites, the prerogatives of a king, whatever custom 
assigns to him or any officials.'' 

l39 Frankfort, Kingship anrJ the Goris, pp. 50 and 5 7. 
146 Balandicr, Polilical Anthropology, pp. 106. The relationship between Dharma, 

water [rainj. and the kin~ is disrusst"d by Spellman. "f· cit .. pp. 216-218. 
141 William A. Chancy, The Cult of Kingship in Anglo-S11XOn England (Berkeley 

and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1970), p. 86; Harrison, Themis, p. 532. 
142 Sec note 5 7. 
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the macrocosmos. 143 To a large extent, therefore, he tends to homog
enize rather than companmentalize all objects and ideas into a 
larger framework. 144 It is in this context that we must understand the 
Vedic sacrifice, for it is this action that unites forces of nature with 
man's life processes. It is at the sacrificial site that man, society, and 
nature converge 14) to maintain, continue and fulfil the universal 
cyclical rhythms of binh and death, ascension and descent, concentra
tion and dispersion. 146 

If the sacrifice was uppermost in men's minds, then we must 
assume that panicipation on the pan of those qualified in such an 
action was also of utmost imponance. This is cenainly true of the king 
because it was in the sacrificial performance that his efficacy rested. 
Thus it was here that the military and judicial functions are assimilated 
and given meaning and reality; in shon, they were sacralized. The 
panicipation of the king in sacrifice, therefore, cannot be considered 
merely as a religious duty to be conducted by the king in addition to, 
and separate from, his other political functions. Political action 
preserves the order of society, but since society is imbedded in nature 
lt (political action) cannot be separated from that ritual action which 
preserves the order of nature, 141 and, by implication, the universe 
(i.e., man, society, nature). As a result, the foundation of the royal 
function lies in the ritual sphere, since the actions therein guarantee 
the maintenance and continuity of the universal Order. It comes as no 
surprise, therefore, that the Riimaya'!a contains within it the opinion 
that.the king's highest duty (dharma~) is to undergo consecration, to 
perform the great sacrifices, and to pr'Jtect the subjects of his realm. 148 

143· This is true in Hindu medicine. See Henry R. Zimmer, Hindu Medicine, edited 
by Ludwig Edelstein (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, 1948), pp. 109f;J. Gonda, Some 
Observations on the Rekltions Between "Gods" anti "Powers" in the Veda ('s-Graven
hage: Mouton and O>., 1957), pp. 23-24. 

144· O>mpare Lucien Levy-Bruhl, The "Soul" of the Primitive. Translated by Lilian 
A. Oare (Chicago: Henry Regnery O>mpany, 1966), pp. 15f. 

14). Uvi, Lfl Doctrine tiu sllCrifice dans /es Brahman111, p. 82. 
146· J.C. Heesterman, "Reflections on the Significance of the Daiqivi", Intlo

Imnillnjoumlll, Vol. 3 (1959), pp. 245-246; and Levi, pp. 77f. 
147 O>mpare Balandier, PolitiClll Anthropology, p. 106f. Chaney {The Cult of 

Kingship in Anglo-S11XOn England, p. llf.] has also remarked on the mdissolubility of 
the religious and political functions of Germanic kingship. 

148 Vilm1ki-1Wm11.1a1Ja, Volume II (Ayotihyaka'Jt/11), edited by P.L. Vaidya (Baroda: 
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Order, we have seen, is synonymous with fertility, fruitfulness, 
prosperity. 149 Of the many kinds of sacrifices mentioned in the texts, 
that rite which reflects the closest association of the king with Order
fruitfulness is the Unction (Abhi~eka or Abhi~ecanlya), 1 ~0 a ceremony 
wherein the king becomes the ''pivot and source of the forces of fer
tility" .1~1 For example, the "sun-wise [clock-wise] movement begin
ning in the east (or south) constituted by the order of succession in 
which the unction is administered by the officiants'', m clearly 
represents a ''rotation of the cosmic forces round the axis mundi' '. m 
The cosmic significance of such a rite is also reflective of the belief that 
the Unction rites in particular, and the royal sacrifices in general, 114 

influenced the fortune and prosperity of the entire community. In the 
Rajabh~eka, for instance, the royal candidate is addressed as follows: 

Disperse to the chief directions; let all the folk desire you; do not let the king-

Orientai Institute, 1962), p. 568, number 2231 [ = 2.113.23 of Gorresio Edition and 
2.118,23 of Lahore Ed.]: dharmo hy esa parah prokta~ ksatriyasyabhifecanam; yad 
yajeta mahiJyajnaih prajlil ca paripilayet. ' • 

• I 
149 In ]B 3.231 (passage quoted in note 66) dharma- is equated with !n- which 

signifies. the "exhibition or display of welfare, well-being or capacity" U. Gonda, 
Aspects of 13arly Visnuism (Utrecht: M.V.A.Oosthoek's Uitgevers Mij., 1954).. p, 1781. 
The rendering of dharma- as ''law'' in the translation of this passage is to be taken in a 
broad sense. E. Adamson Hoebel [The Law of Pn'mitive Man (Cambridge, Mass.: Har
vard University Press, 1961), p. 266] has written that the main concern oflaw is with 
man-to-man relations whereas religion IS primarily concerned with human-to-super
human relations. Dharma would encompass both concerns here. Hoebel further adds 
that both ''set norms for human behavior and both superhuman and legal sanctions 
can be applied to the same norms - and are likely to be if the norms express behavior 
related to highly valued basic postulates as to the nature of things.'' 

150· Rau,(p. 87) writes that Abhi~eka refers primarily to the Unction ceremony prop
er in a narrow sense whereas Abhi~ecaniya refers to all the ritual actions surrounding 
(and including) the Unction. It should be noted that the Unction was not unique to the 
king; it could be also administered to members of the three upper classes. See Rau, pp. 
87-88. Examples of such unctions are the !J.rhaspati-, vaifya- br'iihmava-, soma-, P.rthi-, 
go-, odana-, sava (TB 2.7.1-7 respectively). For the B£haspati-sava see PB V· 11 andJB 
II. 128-131 The Vasor Ohara [ = Agner Abhi~eka] is another example (SB 9.3.2, TB 
3.11,3). 

m Heesterman, The Ancient Indian Royal Consecration, p. 120. 

ll2 Jbid., See for instance AB 8.14 and 19 forthe Mahabhi§eka ceremony. 

153 /bid. 
1 ~4 Rau [Staat und Gesel/schaft, p. 92] remarks that the royal sacrifices (Vaiapeya, 

Rajasiiya, Puru~amedha, Asvamedha, Sarvamedha, SautCaina.QT, and Vasor Ohara) 
were state affairs designed to advance the fortune of die entire land. 
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dom fall' away from you. The heavenly waters mixed with milk, those.which are 
in the atmosphere, and those which are earthly, with all their radiance, with 
(their) vigour, I anoint you. Let me anoint you with the heavenly vigour, with 
milk; that you will be an increaser of the kingdom, so shall Saviq make you. m 

The last sentence of this passage is similar to a statement expressed in 
another Unction rite (the Punarabhiseka: AB 8. 7), except for the.fact. 
that it is the unction waters, called kingdom-bearing' [r"!(rabh(la/1] 
and ambrosial [amrtJ'l1], that increase or prosper the kingdom [ri'1fras
ya 11ardhanifl]. 

Another example comes again from the Rijibh~eka {TB] 2. 7 .16, 
4-5 

Let yonder sun rise; up this my speech, rise, God Siirya, with [this] cry of mine. 
I [attain] authority of speech; let speech be a suppon in me. Let the rivers swell, 
the clouds shower rain. let the plants (crops] bear good berries [fruit]. May I be 
a king of these [people] abundant in food. boiled rice, and curds. U6 

The final passage is taken from the Vasor Dhiri ceremony of the 
Agnicayana (SB 9.3.3, 10-11): 

This is your [Agni's] kingdom [rij-]; a bestow~r and supponer are you for the 
friend; for nourishment, for rain, for the overlordship of creatures [do I anoint] 
you.' Nourishment [is] food, rain fis] food, (so] by food does this please him. (10) 
"And when he says: "This [is] your kingdom ... [he means]: ''This is your king
dom [iijyam], you are anointed, you are the bestower, a supponer of your friend; 
for nourishment you are ours; you are ours for rain, you are ours for the over, 
lordship of creatures.' They address this to him: 'For all this you are ours, for all 
this did we anoint you.' And therefore do they (the folk] address a human king 
who has been anointed. m 

m. TB 2. 7 £1S,4-j-At1i!ay11S11t1~f1lflbih;11t'Jm 1t1J. sinJtii#chf111lu; mi lfllit/-risr!!" 
irihibhf'flifll; Jfl ti"Yfl iipf!6 pay111ii' Sll1lJbflbhiitJJ~; Jfl t1nlirikjr1 uti piirthiW f/h; liisiim 
111'4 sjnlis"ifl """'i flbf;;/;11cdmi flirCfls7i; flbf_f 111'i 11ircllS'ii si""" tliflyi11t1, piy1117i Sllh7; 
yilh1 "ii ri/Jrfl-flirrihf111fl/J, lilh'i wi Slltlilr1 kmrlt. See Gonda, Ancient lntlitm King
ship, p. 88 and compare AV 4.8,4-6. M. ~loomfield [Vemc Conrorriflnce (Delhi: Moti
lal Banarsidass, ~6), p. 748] reads foth'lso iiffrt111irrihr111t19 and Sayaqa (to TB) reads 
yfllhii .. ,iij-fl, yiilh1110 should be construed as yiilh'ii 4.r111. 

1, 6 tiri llS~ elu J,.,r.; tiri irJifp ~'!' """'~; tiri fhi rie1N1 siiryr1; sflhi 1N1gntin'i 
mimfl; flhM[I t1"ij6 t1i1NICfl11t1m; miyi 11tg llSIU rih111'{11nih; yin '" 11t1ri_iyo t1tirsf111IU pllfjf_ 
nyi/J; supippfll# 6!flrihayo bhr111r1nlu. in11t11Nlllim oriflniflfll'iim lim{Aj~ efiim rtlJd 
bhiiy"iisr1m. · 

m iyt1'f' le lifJ, mililiyfl yf1111@, '"""'""· iirje 111"i, tl[Jlyfli lfl'ii, prt117niifp IM/hipfll/4-
y-. 'ti. """""' "3'iirj, fln""'JI mlir, f111nenfli '1Nli '1111m eltll p;J;jZh. JlOJ yllri,, ffZhr1: 
iJ"'!' le i3n milfi/yfl ... 'li'rifl1JI le liijyflf1I, r1bh~lo 'st 'ty elimmilf'flsJfl lfl"'1I Jf11117si 
""""'""• ifrje "' no 'si, "J11Yfli"' no 'si, prt1j'Zn°Mp "'"" 7irihip11lii17iir'1y u~tltlltl e1llli 
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These passages not only reveal the importance of the Unction' 
ceremonies as prosperity-inducing rites, us they also reveal the impor
tance of the sacrificer-king as mediator and central figure as well. 

Conclusion 

The evidence presented in this paper, both semantic and textual, 
bears out St. Thomas Aquinas's statement and the Indian etymology 
that the king is called so because he gratifies his subjects. He holds 
office, in the words of Dio of Prusa (A.O. 40-112). not so much for his 
own benefit as for the sake of the entire community. 1w The seman-
tic evidence that is gleaned from the Indo-European word group based 
on *reg- suggests a proximity between the Indo-European *reg- and 
the ideas of wealth and power, a fact made very pbvious in the Vedic 
texts. In AV 4.22,3ab there is the wish that the riijan-may become a 
lord of riches as well as of the sibs or clans. 160 Wealth comes about 
through booty obtained in successful battles 161 as well as support from 
his own subjects through tribute. i62 

Even more explicit 15 the opinion that the king's wealth and power 
ought to overflow. 163 Liberality was the hallmark of a true king. as is 
evident from the Dinastutis or praises of the donor's liberality. 164 A 
good example of the Dinastuti isRVB.21, 17-18: 

'nam et11d: etll.fmlli nap s11n111S11U asy, etasy11i t117i s11roasm'i' 11bhyll[icamahi' 'Ii. t11sm7id 
II he 'rimp man11111m iii/'4nflm 11bhipkt11m 11p11bru1111te, 

m Rau (p. 88) is of the opinion that the essence of the Abh~ka was originally a 
charm for fruitfulness and abundance. 

U9. Barker, From Alexander to Constantine, p. 304. 
160· ayim 11S111 dhtina/Jlllir rihtin'iniim /11ytif{' 11ifam tlifptitir asli fl.t"i'. See Gon<k, 

4nmnt Indian Kingship, p. 13. 
161. O>mpare RV 4.50,9; MS 1.10,16; 156,4-5; 4.3,1:40, 15-16; KS 28.3:156, 1,4-5; 

Rau Slllllt und Gesellsch11ft, p. 56; Macdonell, Vedic Index, I. 86. .. . -
162 RV1.65,7:AV 4.22,7;SB 13.2.9,8; AB 8.17: San""kh A 4.9. Tril:iµte [ba/f-) is 

also mentioned in the texts. See, for instance, RV 10.173,6; AV 3.4,3 and SB 11.2.6,14, 
and see Heinrich Zimmer, Ailindisches Leben (Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 
1879), pp. 166-167; Saletore, Ancient Indian Political Thought, pp. 44lf. 

163· Van der Leeuw, Religion in Ersenceand Manifest111ion, I, p. 117. 
164· For a discussion of the Dittastutis see Manila! Patel. The D'iinastutis of the 

lg-Veda. Translated from German by B.H. Kapadia (Vallabh Vidyanagar: B.H. Kapa
dia, Sardar Vallabhai Vidyapeeth, 1961 ). 
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Only Indra gives so much bounty or Sarasvatl. possessing good foununc. 
(gives so much] wealth, or you Citra. to the worshipper [i.e., the sacrificial 
priest]. Only Ciua isking 14"1111-] the others only seem like kings [tijakl-]IM 
who (dwell J along the Sarasvati [River). Just as Parjanya shall give fonh rain, he 
(Citra)shall gram a thousand, ten thousand. 166 

This passage bears out in pan a statement found in the Ar11bian 
Nights: 

Forsooth, the king deserves the name of a king onlv if he riistributes gifts, rules 
justly. is mcn:iful and leads a noble life before his subjects. 167 

It is obvious that the exercise of power and influence on the pan of 
th~ king is practically synonymous with the possession and distribution 
of wealth. Bronislaw Malinowski 168 has written that wealth is con
ceived as an outward sign and substance of power as well as a means of 
exercising it. This is evidently the reason why some derivatives of *reg
in the Germanic languages have both meanings~ "wealth(y), 
power(ful)" .169 Furthermore the association of the king's power and 
wealth is often explained in the Vedic texts through~ role as military 
leader. This association may be explained by means of the following 

l65. The suff"ix -u connotes "only similar to" or "not equal to". Sec Franklin 
Edgcnon, "The K-Suffixcs of Indo-lranian" ,]ourfllll of the Ameri&tm Orie111"' Society, 
Vol. XXXI (1911), p. 97. 

l66. infiro id Ifill iyllll '1111gh.L s.irt1S1111h-,,mbhtigiiri1Jtlirf14sul. hl4tp i3 dtra 
"'1S#[e. citra iii rtJ/11 Mj.S UI 1111y"'4i lydi s.irllst!lllim .inu I pllrj.iny11 ifld tlll.inllti tihi 
~1Jil1 Silhlsmm f1Ytltt "4dlll. Other Danastu tis arc located in RV 1.100, 16-17; 122, 7 
n; 125, 4.15, 7-10; 32, 19-24: etc. Sec Patel, pp. 13-30. 

167· Van dcr Lccuw, I, p. 117. The italics arc van dcr Lccuw's. The imponancc of 
gifts is discussed by Gonda, " 'Gifts' and 'Giving' in the~", Vishmh1HJ1'11111111rJ 
lntlologiclll jourfllll, Vol. II, Part 1 (1964), pp. 9-30, csPcaauY pp. 10, 18-19. The 
DaqllJr or sacrificial gift is discussed by Hccstcrman, "Reflections on the Significance 
of the Dikt~ ',pp. 241-258. 

168· Argon1111ts of the Westem PllCific (N.Y.: E.P. Dutton and C.O., Inc., 1961), 
p.64. 

169· Sec notes 17 and 18. Gcmanic kingship is infused with the idea of ''luck''. & 
the embodiment of the "luck" of the people, the Germanic king assured that the 
actions of the gods were favourable toward the tribe. The outward sign of the king's 
"luck" is his wealth and, as Chancy has noted, "the Anglo~n terms ellfiig and 
stU/ig arc used to mean both 'lucky' and 'rich', and wealth is taken as a token of the 
quality on which the gods shower their blessings". [The Cult of Kingship in Anglo
SllxOn England, p. 13. Sec also p. 12]. 
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sequence: military leader 170-+battle-wictory~oty4distribution of 
booty.111 

The king exercised a judicial role as well. He maintained the fixed 
rules of conduct (dh_rta1!1'tita-), protected the Dharma, and was himself 
Dharma incarnate. As the protector of Dharma and as bearer of the 
da'}(ii- 172 he.punished those who transgressed it. It is also stated that 
he was exempt from punishment, although references to the expulsion 
of the king m and the story of King Tryaru9a and his Purohita, Vf~a, 
would seem to suggesnhat the king was accountable for his actions. 174 
Although textual references are not numerous in the Vedas roncerning 
the king's judicial function, the semantic evidence m and develop
ments in the post-Vedic Age 176 leave no doubt as to its imponance. 

It is, however, in the sacrifice that the military and judicial func
tions become subsumed in the sacral sphere when the king assumes 
affinicy and identification with the gods Indra and VaruQa. Victory 
and maintenance of Order, the two functions of kingship that these 
gods personify, assure the blessings of nature, as is evident in the 
Abh~ecanTya ceremonies. It is also interesting and significant that 
during the R.ajabhi~eka these blessings are closely associated with the 
activity of the sun, as is evident in the two passages presented above. 
Sayan~'s comment on the last line of the first passage (TB 2.7.15,4-5), 
reads: "just as Savig himself is an increaser of the kingdom in the 

170· Sec Zimmer, Ailinliisches 14ben, p. 165; U.N. Ghoshal, "Kingship in the Rig
vcda", Indian Histori&al Qt111rterly, Vol. XX (1944), p. 41; "Kingship and Kingly Ad
ministration in the Atharvaveda". Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. XX (1944). p. 109; 
Rau, op. cit., p. 100. 

171· RV6.47, 22-25; AB 2.25. 
172· The ""1;#- is explained by Gonda, Ancient Intlitm Kingship, p. 22; Salctore, 

op. cit., pp. 15f; and Spellman, Poliliea/Theory of Ancient lntlia, pp. 107-108. 

173· Sec Rau, pp. 128-129. 
174· JB 3.94-96. Sec Hanns Oertel, "Contributions from the Jaimini'ya Brihma.!Ja 

to the history of the BrihmaQa Literature'', journal of the American Oriental Society, 
Vol. 18 (1897), pp. 20-25; W. Caland, D111jflimin'ijt1-Bi3hman11;,, Auswahl (Wiesba
den: D. Martin SandigoHG, 1970 (1919] pp. 239-243. 

m. Derivatives from./Jj include words which possess a moral connotation. Examples 
arc 0rjt1- "straight, upright" (RV 4.1,17; 6.51,2; 7.60,2; 9.97,18 and 43; TB 3.3.7,10); 
gij'yt1- "upright" (RV 1.20,4); riftl/ht1- "straightest, most 1:1pright" (RV 7.51,1). Sec 
1;1otc 14 and the remarks made by Bcnvcnistc above. 

176· Ghoshal, History of Indian Politiial Irle111, pp. 5of., 115, 127, 167£., passim; 
Salctorc, op. cit., pp. 15f., 332£., 46of., 489f.,; Spellman, op. cit., pp. 98-131. 
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world, so may he make you also an increaser of the kingdom". 177 In 
the second passage quoted from the same ceremony (TB 2.7.16,4-5) 
Saya\}a states that the king is similar or equal to the sun ( asau raja 
siirya-samo bhutva). This associatiOn between the king and sun is 
evident in the type of unction fluids employed in the Rijasuya 
ceremony (SB 5.3.4,1-2). Among the seventeen types of unction 
fluids we find rain-water collected during a sun-shower (5.3.4,13) 
and water collected from a river where the waters are stagnant and 
where the sun is shining on them (SB 5,3.4.12). The anointing of the 
sacrificer with these fluids infuses him with rad_rnce (varcasi) because 
the former is possessed of the sun's radiance fsuryavarcasa-] and the 
latter is 'sun-skinned' (sli:ryatvacas-). In the MS (4.3,10: 49,10-12) 
the king is called brilliant (citra-) because he is anointed with the 
unction fluids. the ornaments of the waters. 178 

It is a well-known fact that the sun and sunlight are synonymous 
with well-being. ha.Ppiness, and good fortune. 179 As a result it would 
not be difficult to imagine the king -a source of well-being and 
prosperity for his subjects, who as sacrificer is regarded as the centre 
of the universe during his unction, who after the RijaSiiya unction 
undenakes a chariot drive, a drive which corresponds to the course of 
the sun and is intended to renew or re_generate the productive forces of 
the universe 180-as the light, sun, or beacon of his people. 181 

177 · yt11h1 loke savitii waya'!' iif frtlv'Jrdhana 1.ra tath'li tvam api rif fravardhanaf{l
karotu. 

178 .1..11... --~- bh "' ·-. apam va etan1 cztrany. apam 1111 etac 5ftril1JI safQ. flrllnty. ap(#rp, enaf{I- CltrtW 
abhlntklmti citrim asmin eladhati. tism7id 1111 e3so 'bh'/pk.taf citrim ra~e 'ti mijt11e, 
'p"iirp hz ma'Z' citrairabhij_i'flcanti, citr.im asmin elarihati. Compare RV 10,78 lc: rajano 
fi.i citri~ s111a'lzrifi'4 '1the Maruts possess] brilliance as kings of excellent [or beauti
ful] appearance". 

179. Gonda, Loka, p. 78; RV 1.115,l; 10.37,4. On the interrelationship ofvictory, 
light, lordship, and the sun see van derl.ceuw, op. cit., I, p. 67. 

180· Heesterman, The Ancient Indian Royal Consecration, pp. 67-68, 87-89, 119-
121, 133-135. 

181. This too may at least partially explain whyffej assumes the meaning "to shine". 
Examples are found in the Nirukta (2.3): rajiir)!ate¥; Dh"iitupa/ha 1.874: riiif riiptau; 
Sa.cup, The Nighap/11 and the Nirukta; and Otto B<>htlingk, Plipini's Grammatik 
(Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlag, 1971). 
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Ideas of Kingship in Hinduism 
and Buddhism 

A.L. Basham 

The classical Indian doctrines of kingship evolved from those of the 
Vedic period, discussed in the previous paper. As Vedic society slowly 
merged into the classical civilization of India, new ideas appeared 
concerning the status and function of the ruler, consistent with a more 
developed system of government. These ideas were mainly centred 
on the nature and person of the king, whose status rose with time, 
until he became divinity on earth, at least according to the learned 
brahmans and couniers who surround him. 

What elements of divinity the king possessed in Vedic times were 
chiefly connected with his functions as a sacrificer, and were bestowed 
on him by the sacrificial rituals performed by the priests. How far 
his divinity was effective in the day-to-day activities of kingship is 
uncenain, to say the least. A legend referred to in more than one 
source tells how the gods, discomfited in battle by the demons, met 
together and elected one of their number, Indra (Tai.Sam: ii.4.2.1) or 
Soma (Ait.Brh. 1.14), almost cenainly originally the former, as their 
king, after which they got the better of their enemies. This tradition 
suggests a society where the king is looked on chiefly as a war leader, 
and as primus inter pares, ultimately owing his status to the suffrage 
of his subjects. But, even according to this essentially rational and 
secular legend, kingship began among the gods, and was a divinely 
ordained institution. It might be suggested that the legend evolved in 
circles where tribal democracies (for the existence of which there is 
considerable evidence in this early time) were developing into chief
tainships or kingdoms. 

A significant elaboration of the legend of Indra's election as king 
of the gods occurs elsewhere in the Vedic canon (Tai. Brh. ii.2. 7 .2.; 
ii.2.104). Here the gods, worsted in battle by the demons, meet 
together and decide that they need a king, but in this version, instead 
of electing their leader, they apply to their common progenitor 
Prajapati, the Father God of later Vedic tradition, to provide them 
with one. He sends them his youngest son, Indra, whom he creates 
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'"'hoc; but the gods refuse to accept Indra as their leader, since he is 
younger than they. The crestfallen Indra returns to his father, who 
invests him with a shining jewel (rukmt1) filled with splendour (h(lf'(JS). 
Indra then returns to the other gods, who, when they see the divine 
charisma, accept him without question as their leader, and gain the 
day over the demons. 

This story implies a great development of the royal dignity, as 
compared with the earlier one. The king is not appointed by his peers, 
but by the High God at the request of the lesser gods. He is accepted 
by virtue of a cenain supernatural splendour with which he is 
endowed. He is appointed to lead lesser beings, and he overrides the 
principle of seniority so widespread in the ancient world, particulary 
in India. This phase is that reflected in the later Vedic literature 
discussed by Dr Santucci in the previous paper, and a great deal of 
evidence from that literature shows that at the time (c. 900-600 B.C.) 
the king was rapidly gaining in power and prestige, evolving from a 
tribal chieftain to become a powerful ruler of a regional kingdom, 
often with sub-kings in a quasi-feudal relationship to him. 

The succeeding period saw the birth and growth of Buddhism and 
Jainism, and also of Hinduism, as distinct from Vedic Brahmanism. 
The development of the latter is obscure, but it emerges quite clearly 
in the epics Mahihhat'llla and Rtifll&yt11Ja, which probably took their 
present form between the end of the Mauryan Empire (c. 18S B.C.) 
and the beginning of the second great Indian empire, that of the 
Guptas (A.O. 320). This development is also reflected in the famous 
Arthalislrtl ascribed to Kaufilya (c. 3S0·300 B.C.) but in fact comfiled 
in its present form much later, probably in the first century A.D. 

The period from c. SOO to 200 B.C., culminating in the Mauryan 
Empire, seems to have been one in which imperialist ideas developed 
and flourished, but, as far as can be gathered from early Buddhist 
literature and the inscriptions of Moka, the ritual status of the ruler 
was not as high as it later became. The culmination of the expansion of 

1 Arguments for the authenticity of the ArllHlilirml IS the genuine work of 
Kautilya, or at least IS a genuine Mauryan document, have been fmally inwlidated by 
the research of T.R. Trautmann, who has shown that the work is a conflation of 
probably three original sources. Nevertheless, at least one of these sources may have 
been a Mauryan document. The second book of the. teltt, dealing with the activities of 
heads of departments, may not exactly correspond to what we know from other sources 
of Mauryan administration, but at least it fits the Mauryan evidence better than that of 
any other period. 
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Magadha was ccnainly the reign of ASoka (c. 270-230 B.C.), but the 
great emperor is merely referred to by the title De11int11'flpiy11 ' 'Dear to 
the gods'', and not as a god himself. In the Pili texts, however, kings 
are regularly addressed by their couniers as de1111, "god". The word 
has no very exalted ovenones, however, since even nowadays an old
fashioncd Hindu wife may address her husband as p111ide1111, and a 
student his teacher as gurude1111. The author or compiler of the 
Arthaitiitra evidently has no illusions about the king's real status. In a 
model of an address to be given by the king to his troops on the eve of 
battle, he is advised to tell them that he is a salaried servant just as 
they arc (Arth. x.3). 

The propaganda value of the association of the king with the gods 
is very clear, however. In the Arthaltistra the king while on campaign 
is advised to have his trusted agents disguised as gods, wearing 
splendid attire, and to allow these pseudo-divinities to be seen talking 
to him on equal terms, thus boosting his own troops' morale and 
demoralizing the enemy (Arth. xiii. I). Moreover his propaganda 
agents were to be instructed to spread among the people news of his 
divinity, and to repeat the story of how the gods established the first 
king to save the world from the evils of anarchy (Arth. i.13). These 
passages arouse uneasy suspicions· that the Emperor ASoka, whose 
good faith is generally taken for granted, may have resoned to such 
methods of strengthening his influence over his people; for in one of 
his rock edicts (M .R.E. Brahmagiri etc.) he speaks of the gods, who for 
many generations had not been seen on eanh, now mixing with men 
as a result of his new policy of righteousness, while in another (R.E.4) 
he mentions the miraculous appearance of "heavenly chariots, 
elephants, balls of fire and other divine forms" as evidence of the 
approval of heaven for his regime. 

The decline and fall of the Mauryas, followed by a series of invasions 
from the Nonhwest, seems to have stimulated the revival in a new 
form of ideologies going back tQ the Vedic period and perhaps even 
beyond it, to remote traditions inherited on the one hand from the 
undivided Inda-Europeans and on the other from the proto-Mediter
ranean immigrants who proceeded them. By now a doctrine by cyclic 
time was universally accepted by Hindu, Buddhist and Jain. The world 
passed through innumerable cycles of immense length and at the 
present time it was declining towards a cataclysm which would initiate 
a new cycle. The ultimate cataclysm was inevitable, but the effects of 
cosmic decay could be mitigated by human action, with the help of 
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the gods. The Hindu legends concerning the origin of kingship must 
be studied with this in mind. ~ 

Two very imponant traditions are recorded in the Santi Paroan of 
the great epic, the Mahiibhiirata. This book was added to the main 
narrative at various periods, but chiefly during the confused five 
hundred years between the end of the Mauryan Empire and the rise of 
that of the Guptas. It contains an immense body of brahmanical 
tradition on ethics, religious practice and statecraft, and the two 
stories, self<ontradictory in many paniculars, occur a few pages apan 
in a lengthy section devoted to the duties of kings, near the beginning 
of the book. 

The tradition which appears to be the older of the two (Mbh. xii.67) 
runs as follows: At the beginning of this cosmic cycle men were prot~t
ed bv their righteousness (Dharma). They were naturally vinuous and 
therefore needed no government, no justice and no laws; but grad
ually they degenerated. Crime became rampant, ritual norms were 
not maintained, classes and castes lost their purity, and the bonds of 
matrimony were forgotten. The condition of anarchy led to intense 
insecurity. Propeny, and even life itself, were no longer respected, and 
civilized existence became impossible. Then the people gathered 
together and besought the god Brahma (Pit'iim11h11) to help them by 
appointing a ruler who would enforce adherence to the law by coer
cion. Brahma appointed Manu as the first king. Manu is a rather 
ambivalent figure in Hindu mythology, figuring sometimes as the first 
man, and sometimes as the first king; he is not himself a god, but is 
very dose to the gods, and enjoys divine favour as no ordinary monal 
does. At first Manu refused, since as king he would have to share re
sponsibility for the sins of the people, and would become involved in 
acts of violence, which would result in unhappy rebirths for him. But 
the people insisted, and promised that their sins would remain on 
their own heads, while Manu might claim one founh of the spiritual 
merit which they earned from their good deeds to offset the acts of 
cruelty which he would be compelled to reson to as king. Moreover, 
they promised him a share of their produce and their most beautiful 
daughters as his concubines. So Manu accepted the divine appoint
ment and organized his kingdom, after which conditions improved 
and civilized life once more became possible. 

The implications of this story are manifold. In the first place the 
king may not be himself a god, lilut he enjoys the divine blessing and 
receives his authority from the High God himself. He is divinely 
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appointed, but his appointment is at the request of men, in order to 
fulfil human needs. His office is established for the welfare of society 
and of the individuals who compose it, and it is an unfonunate neces
sity in an age of decline when, in a state of nature, the life of man was, 
in the words of Hobbes (Le11iathan, i.13 ), "solitary, poor, nasty, 
brutish, and shon". Government is thus, in theory, the servant of 
society, a theme developed elsewhere in Hindu literature on statecraft. 

The second legend (Mbh. xii.59) is significantly different. Once 
more we have the theme of cosmic decline, but the state of anarchy 
among men is differently evaluated. Men sin not so much against one 
another as against the gods, by neglecting their religious duties. Sacri
fices are no longer performed, and brahmans no longer recite the 
Vedas, which are in danger of being forgotten and lost completely. In 
these circumstances it is the gods, not men, who take the initiative, 
since they are filled with fear at man's neglect of Dharma. So they go 
in a deputation to Brahma, the High God, and urge him to take 
action. He produces an immense t}'eatise of 100,000 chapters on 
statecraft, and sends the gods on to Siva, who abridges the treatise to 
.one tenth of its original size. (It was later funher abridged by Indra 
and the sage Brhaspati). The gods then approach V~QU, who produces 
out of his own being, ad hoc, the first king, Virajas, who is sent down 
to eanh to restore the vinue of men. 

The sequel is equally imponant, but meanwhile the first pan of this 
legend demands comment. It must obviously have arisen in circles 
different from those of the other Mahabharata legend. The two sto
ries, which appear to us mutually exclusive, were obviously considered 
compatible enough to be insened close together in the text, and there 
is no evidence that their incompatibility ever worried any Indian of 
earlier times. They represent originally two schools of thought, one of 
which granted a greater degree of divinity to the king than did the 
other, but for those who accepted both stories, as no doubt most 
Indians educated in the faith did, the king was simultaneously a man, 
endowed with a divine command to maintain law and order, and a 
divinity, the mind-born son of the Most High, produced in order to 
ensure the piety of men, without the consent of the latter. In the 
second story the king's only responsibilities are towards the gods. He 
is the divine servant of the divine order, and his first duty is to ensure 
that the sacred norms are not transgressed. 

The miraculous birth of Virajas does not end the legend, however. 
Even the divine is capable of error and sin, and the king of the sixth 
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generation from Virajas, VeQa, had so degenerated from the former's 
original perfection that he took to very evil courses and became 
oppressive. This enraged the .f'fis, the sages of legendary times, who 
had through their sanctity and their extreme asceticism achieved su
pernatural powers. They appeared before VeQa in a body, and sol
emnly urged him to abandon his evil ways. But VeQa was incorrigible, 
and took no notice of their warnings. The [!is held in their hands 
bundles of sacred kula grass, which they used in their Vedic rituals. 
Infuriated, employing their supernatural powers, they turned the blades 
of grass into spears, and there and then they slew the.impious king. 

From the thigh of the deceased VeQa the r1is produced another 
being, Pp:hu, and Vi~Qu, Indra and other deities descended from 
heaven to be present at the coronation of the new king. V~QU himself 
entered Prchu's body, and this new ruler restored Dharma and ruled 
the world righteously. All Aryan kings of later times were believed to 
be descended from Prchu. The word means literally "broad" or 
"abundant" and its feminine form, P.rthvi, came to mean "the 
earth''. One of the many synonyms for ''king'' in Sanskrit was 
ptirthiva, which might mean both ''Descendant of Prchu'' and ''Lord 
(or Husband) of the earth". This links up with the mystical doctrine, 
which we discuss below, of the king as the husband of his land. 

The legend of the slaying of Vepa and the miraculous birth of Pfthu 
seems to have been added to the story of Virajas and may have had a 
different origin. It evidently arose at a time when the Sacred Law was 
neglected by some of the rulers of India, perhaps under the influence 
of heterodox teachings such as Buddhism, and it was probably intend
ed as a solemn warning to such princes. For all his divine descent, 
VeQa committed the most reprehensible of sins and crimes, which 
shows that even gods on earth are not infallible. For his sins, he was 
put to death by the sages, which fact concedes, at least to the brah
mans (all of whom claimed descent from the rsis }, the moral right of 
regicide if the king is irreligious. The story als0 implies that in such a 
case the brahmans have likewise the moral right to act as kingmakers, 
replacing the ruler whom they have destroyed by another of their own 
choice. And the new king is not merely the divinely appointed 
representative of god on earth, as was Manu in the first story, but the 
very quintessence of the greatest gods, and himself divine. 

The divinity of the king is stressed in many later sources. Manu, the 
primeval king according to the first of the epic stories, is the reputed 
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author of one of the oldest and most imponant texts on Hindu law 
and custom (dharmaftistra). Here (vii. 8)we are told that: 

Even an infanr2 king is not to be despised (thinking he is a mere)mortal: for he 
is a great divinity in human form. 

The doctrine of royal divinity was not without its critics, even 
among Hindus. For instance the author BiQa, early in the seventh cen
tury A.D., wrote the following in one of his stories (!Gidamban~ i.107; 
tr. Ridding p. 82). The speaker is a minister of state instructing a 
prince on the evils of s_ycophants: 

Though subject to mortality, they consider themselves a piece of godhead come 
down (from heaven). endowed with divinity, and superhuman. They perform 
activities and assume a dignity appropriate only to the gods. and thus they get 
themselves laughed at by everybody ... The delusion of diviniry is so entrenched 
in their minds and they are so overcome by false ideas that they fancy they have 
another pair of arms as well as the normal couple and imagine that there is a 
third eye under the skin of their foreheads. They consider it a favour to allow 
themselves to be seen, and they think they can confer benefit even by a glance. 
Their very words, they think, are a gift, and (when they give) a command they 
look on (it) as (conferring) a favour. They deem even their very touch to be 

purifying. 

This purely rationalist opposition to the divinity of kings was rein
forced by Buddhism, which put forward a legend which seems a delib
erate counterblast to the stories of Hinduism (D.N.3.80 ff.). The 
account is attributed to the Buddha himself, but there is little doubt 
that it is of later origin. Like the first of the two Mahabharata stories 
it presupposes a state of nature in which the life of men becomes pro
gressively more difficult as a result of the growth of human greed, and 
the institution of private propeny and the family. As in the Hindu 
story, there takes place a great gathering of mankind. and they enter 
into a solemn agreement to respect the propeny and rights of others. 
The agreement is not kept, and therefore they hold another great 
meeting at which they decide to appoint one of their number to enforce 
their rights to life and pro petty, and to maintain the family system. 
Their choice falls on the handsomest of their number, who is given the 
title Mahasammata ("The Great Approved One") because he is 
approved by a great assembly, and is called rtij.i because he pleases 

2 BiJ/a. The word is ambiguous, having the secondary meaning of ''foolish''. 
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(rafijeti) the people. In return for his services the people promise to 
give him a share of their crops and herds, and their most beautiful 
maidens for his harem. He organizes the world's first government, 
and recruits the class of k;atriyas, which, like the other three classes, 
has a purely human origin and is not the result of a division divinely 
made at the creation of the world, as the Hindus taught. 

It has more than once been noted that this story clearly prefigures 
the theory of social contract later developed by such Western thinkers 
as Locke and Rousseau. This is a reasonable conclusion, for it is implic
it in the story that the taices paid by the subjects are given in return 
for the king's .services, in protecting them and their possessions from 
violence and theft, Kingship is a purely human institution and no 
divine intervention or divine charisma is involved in it. The king is 
primus 'inter pares, depending for his status on the suffrage of his sub
jects. Thus we have here a return to the oldest doctrine of all, reflected 
in the earliest Vedic account of the election of Indra to kingship. Here, 
however, the king's functions are predominantly social rather than 
military. 

How far the Buddhist doctrine of kingship was effective on royal 
conduct and policy is unclear. Afoka gave no evidence in his edicts of 
having known it, and it may not even have been formulated in his 

· day, but his solicitude for his subjects is consistent with it. In later 
times many of the Buddhist kings of Sri Lanka proudly claimed 
descent from Mahasammata. But the story docs not appear to have 
had much effect in opposing the growth of the Hindu doctrine of rGy
al divinity. Indeed the Mahayana Buddhist were forced to compromise 
with the prevailing doctrine. 

The Su11a,,,abhasottama Siitra (xii) contains a remarkable passage 
explaining the royal title de11aputra (' 'Son of the gods' ') taken by the 
K~aQa kings, some of whom were very favourable to Buddhism, as 
being due to the fact that from his birth the king enjoyed special 
blessings bestowed on him by the great gods. This was evidently an 
attempt at compromise with the prevailing doctrine of the times. 

The question of the moral right of revolt was also one on which 
there were several varying answers. Among the Buddhist Jtitaka stories 
arc two or three which describe the revolt of subjects against wicked 
rulers, and thus seem to give implicit approval to such drastic action, 
especially as in at least two cases the leader or inspirer of the revolt is 
the Bodhisatta, the Buddha himself in a previous birth (jtiiaka nos. 
73, 432). With the Hindus, the story of Ver::ia, mentioned above, also 
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implies the justification of revolt against an irreligious king, at least 
when it has the backing of the brahmans. The most impressive 
passage of this type is found in the Mahahhiir11111 (xiii, 60, 19-20):3 

The subjects should gather togheter and slay that ruthks,, royal monster (~) 
who does not protect (them). who confiscates (the" property). who plunders and 
does not give (them anything). The king who says 'I will protect you' and does 
not do so should be struck down and killed like a rabid dog. 

The opposing view was encouraged by the fear of anarchy, which is 
much in evidence in many sources. The usual term for this in Sanskrit 
is flZtllsy11-ny'iiy11, • 'the analogy of the fish'', implying the ruthless 
manner in which large and strong fish eat smaller and weaker ones. 
This condition is, from the point of view of religious orthodqxy, par
tirularly undesirable, not only because of its obvious results in loss 
of life and propeny, but also because it leads to confusion of castes, 
break-up of families, and failure in the performance of sacrifices and 
other religious practices such as the recitation of the Vedas. It was in 
order to free mankind from anarchy that the first king was appointed, 
and the king's main function is its prevention. The period between 
the Mauryan and Gupta empires, when from time to time, with the 
various waves of invaders, flZlllsy11-ny'iy11 did in fact occur, seems to 
have strengthened the fear of anarchy among the orthodox. Hence 
voices were heard advocating passive obedience. The passage from 
Manu which we have quoted above is an example in point. Quite 
explicit are the words of the lawbook ascribed to the sage Nirada 
(xviii, 20-22); 4 

Intelligence is the splendour of kings. and it is manifiest in their speeches. 
Whatever they say, whether wrong or right, is Law (Dharma) where litigants are 
concerned. This Law (personified in) the king visibly, roams all over the land, 
thousand-eyed. His subjects cannot survive anywhere (in the kingdom) if they 
transgress his command. Through his majesty, arising from his protective autho
rity, and his mien of benevolence towards beings, whatever the king does is right 
-that is the established rule. As a husband, though feeble, must always be 
worshipped by his wives. so even a worthless king must be worshipped by his 
subjects. 

3 This reference is to the Poona critical edition of the tcxt. In the Bombay edition 
it is xiii, 61.31-32. 

4 This is a reference to Jolly's uanslation (not followed ciractly) inS.B.E. mill. 
In some editions of the text, including that which we have used, the chapters arc 
arranged differently and the passage occws as xvii, 20-22. 
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The royal divinity was expected to fulfil his functions in an exempla
ry manner, and if he did not do so it was not the fault of the many 
strict injunctions in the textbooks, both religious and secular. His main 
function was ''protection'' (.piltlna, ra/q{j). He was cenainly expected 
to protect his individual subjects from violence and oppression, and to 
protect the frontiers of his kingdom from foreign attack, but in theory 
his protective function was chiefly exercised on society as a whole. The 
main object of this protective care was Vt1rt1iifrt1madht1rmt1, ''The 
Rules of Class and Stage of Life''. These were in fact the many customs 
of class (11t1rpt1) and caste and of the four iiframas, or stages of life; the 
latter concept was an idealization of facts, dividing the life of man 
into four stages - the student (briihmaciirin ), the householder (gfhas
tha), the forest hermit (11tinaprt1Stht1) and the homeless ascetic (sanny
tiiin) - and had little practical imponance in daily life. The concept of 
tltlf'!ltl, on the other hand, was much more influential, and the rules 
of class as laid down in the legal texts had vinually the force .of law in 
many Hindu kingdoms. The king was expected to prevent miscegena
tion and to ensure that men of lower classes and castes did not follow 
the professions and arrogate to themselves the privileges of those of 
higher ones. He was recommended, ~or example, to mete out very se
vere punishment to members of the Siidra order who seduced women 
of higher classes, (Mtlnu, viii, 374), who insulted brahmans (Manu, 
viii, 270-72), or who recited the Vedas, from the hearing and learning 
of which they were rigidly excluded. 

"Protection" was, however, generally interpreted in a wider sense. 
For the protection of society, the family and the individual also had 
to be protected. The king is advised that he should strive to ensure 
that no one in his kingdom suffers hunger, oppression, or deprivation 
of the standards of life normally expected by his class. After the family 
and the caste -council the king was the last line of defence for the wid
ow, the orphan, the invalid, or the person stricken by misfonune of 
any kind. There is evidence to indicate that some kings at any rate 
tried to fulfil this function by providing rudimentary social services, 
and promoting agriculture and trade. 

Second only to the king's duty of protection was that of ''Pleasing 
the People". He had a positive responsibility not merely to preserve 
the lives and social status of his subjects; but also to do what lay in his 
power to make them happy. This function is brought out in the false 
etymology of the word riija, which in more than one sources is connect
ed with the verb rt1ljt1yt1ti (Pili, ranjeti) "he pleases". This function 
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was panJy fulfilled by frequent festivals, accompanied by the bestowal 
of considerable quantities of largesse in cash or kind. It also involved 
the promotion of the people's practical welfare and the speedy admin
istration of justice, together with the imposition of taxes considered 
moderate according to the standards of the times. In order to ensure 
that his people were satisfied the king was recommended to make full 
use of secret agents, not only to bring him information on the state of 
public opinion but also, as we have seen, to conduct positive propa
ganda on his behalf by spreading news of his supernatural powers and 
his exceptional benevolence. 

The functions of the king are closely linked in some texts with the 
doctrine of the "Threefold Human Aims" (Tn'vargapurupirtha). 
These three are Dharma (righteousness, duty, religious observance), 
Artha (material gain, profit) and Kiima (the satisfaction of personal 
drives and desires, not necessarily sexual). If followed in a balanced 
manner, giving the first priority over the second and the second over 
the third, they were believed to promote the achievement after many 
lives of the founh and ultimate aim, Mok/a (release from transmigra
tion, salvation). The frequent reference to the doctrine of the Three 
Aims in literature and inscriptions leads us to believe that it was more 
influential in earlier days than it became later, when popular devotion
alism tended to encourage ascetic virtues among the layfolk. 

By "protecting" his people the king promotes their Dharma and 
his own; by "pleasing" them he also promotes their Artha and indi
rectly, his own, for his people will only yield him abundant taxes if 
they are prosperous. Also by pleasing them he promotes their Kama, 
their pleasure, and indirectly his own. He is entitled to enjoy life to 
the full, in what time he can spare from his duties. For his is the 
"eater", the "enjoyer" (bhoktr)ofhis land and people. 

The king's right to enjoy his land is expressed in his demand for 
taxes and the obsequious service of all his subjects when necessity 
demands. It is symbolized in the concept of the king as the husband of 
his land, expressed in the phrase commonly found in inscriptions: 
"Having won the sea-girt earth as a bride in a svaya1·1u1ara "5 The 
textbooks on statecraft hardly mention this concept, but since it occurs 
frequently in inscriptions and literature it must have been influential. 

5 The free choice by a girl of a husband from among assembled suitors. This custom 
was an early one, and was rarely if ever followed in the period which we cover, but it was 
remembered in numerous legends and stories. 
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It is not always clear whether the king was thought of as the hus
band of the whole land and the living beings on it, or of the land 
alone, his subjects being his children by his wife, the Earth -mother. 
In some citations the former interpretation seems implied, but in gen
eral one would expect the latter. The common Sanskrit word for 
"subjects" is pr11j4, the first meaning of which iS "progeny". Thus 
the whole kingdom, land, people, animals (who were also the king's 
subjects) and ruler, formed a great family of which the king was head. 6 

The concept of the kingdom as a family involved fairly obvious 
corollaries. The father is entitled to the respect and obedience of his 
children, who should assist and support him in every way. On the 
other hand he has very definite responsibilities towards them. He must 
ensure that they are fed, clothed, and trained in the family profession. 
He must care for their religious life and spiritual welfare, and must 
marry his daughters at puberty to suitable bridegrooms with the 
payment of dowries. Thus in ancient India we find the king fulfilling 
all these functions, even to providing dowries for the daughters of 
indigent parents. All children capable of earning their livings should 
contribute part of their earnings to the upkeep of the family. as a 
whole, and taxation might be justified on this analogy. The paterfa
milias has not, according to most systems of Indian law, complete rights 
over the family property. He should not sell it or transfer it to another 
owner arbitrarily, for it is not his property outright. He is rather the 
steward or manager on behalf of the family, which is a corporate entity 
includiOR not only the living, but also the dead, who from heaven 
still participate in its religious feasts ('sraddha). Thus the king, while 
he was in a sense the owner of the whole land, has by custom only 
limited rights over it. In respect of recalcitrant family members the 
paterfamilias, in consultation with elder members of the family, had 
various sanctions at his disposal, the most drastic of which was the 
complete exclusion of the offending member, so that he lost all rights 
to the family property and all claims on the family for support. From 
the point of view of the family he was, at least in theory, a dead man. 
This may be parallelled by the king, after consulting with his officials, 
sentencing a criminal to death. 

6For funhcr development of this theme see a paper by Dr Ronald Inden (Oiicago ), 
"Ritual, authority and cyclic time in Hindu Kingship". This lengthy and very original 
paper reached me in draft form in 1976, and at the time of going to press I have no 
news of its publication. 
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It is hard, however, to find a political analogy to the practice of 
partition in the Hindu joint family. When the paterfamilias dies or 
retires from managership of the family propeny the headship normally 
passes to his eldest son, but it is possible for all the sons to ask for the 
·equal division of the propeny, when they set up new families. This 
may be parallelled by the break up oflarger empires (e.g. the Gurjara
Pratihiiras, the Cilukyas of Kalyai,i), and the establishment of power
ful subordinate kings as completely independent sovereigns. We must 
emphasize that the analogy of kingdom and family was never worked 
out fully and explicitly, but the above paragraph may well reflect cer
tain implicit assumptions in ancient and medieval India, which were 
more influential than is at first obvious. 

The ideal king's relations with his wife, the Earth, show some anal
ogies with the normal Hindu marital relationship. On the one hand 
the husband was entitled to the devoted service of his wife, but on the 
other he was expected to provide her with comforts, fine clothes and 
jewellery as far as his means permitted: thus the ideal king promoted 
agriculture, adorned his land with temples, and otherwise beautified 
it. While the husband had very wide rights over his wife, they were 
limited to some extent, for he could not lawfully kill her, sell her, or 
give her away;. similarly the king was generally thought to be the 
owner of the land, but his rights of ownership were limited by conven
tion, for he should not evict a peasant who paid his taxes and culti
vated his land adequately. Far less had he the right to transfer the 
ownership of part or all of his territory to outsiders, unless, of course, 
compelled to do so by force majeure; he might give his officers the 
right to collect taxes, and cenain other. rights, in respect of a given 
area, but he was still the ultimate owner. As is shown in the next 
chapter, the doctrine of the royal ownership of the land became more 
influential with the passage of time. 

It should be emphasized that all the rights and duties of king and 
subjects mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs were moral rights 
and duties only. There was no constitutional means whereby disgrun· 
tled subjetcs might enforce their rights against oppressive and negli
gent kings. If they did not rise in open revolt the only alternatives 
open to them were either to suffer silently or to pack up their p0sses
sions. and move to another kingc;lom where conditions were better. In 
fact the latter practice seems to have been quite common in both 
ancient and medieval India and, strangely enough, we have no record 
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of a king forcibly preventing the emigration of groups of peasants 
from his-territory or their immigration into it. 

The king, as the husband of his land and the father of his people, 
was mystically linked with them by a supernatural bond, as husband 
and wife were, through the magic of the wedding ceremony, joined 
together in a superhuman union, which could not be broken in life 
and might even survive after death. The moral conduct of the king 
had effects on his land and people far deeper than the obvious ones. 
He was a kind of microcosm of the whole land, and his behaviour 
might therefore affect the health and fenility of the herds and crops, 
as well as of his human subjects. Irreligious conduct on the pan of the 
king might even affect the weather. 7 As in imperial China, drought, 
flood, plague, storm and earthquake might be blamed on the king, 
and lead to unrest among the populace. 

The intimate connection of king, land and people seems to have 
had other corollaries, which are implicit in many of the royal pane
gyrics in numerous inscriptions found all over India. The king is prais
ed, not only as a paragon of morality and piety and as a hero in battle, 
but also as a great lover, ''the very incarnation of the God of Love". 
Passages of this type are so numerous that they cannot have been more 
than mere formalities, but at least they represent another aspect of the 
ideal of Hindu kingship. Such values can only be descended from the 
widespread conception among ancient peoples that the fenility of the 
crops and herds, and indeed of the human inhabitants of the land, 
was mystically linked with the virility and vitality of the chief or king. 
We know of no explicit statement to this effect in any text of this 
period, but the ancient Vedic Viijizpeya sacrifice, which kings were 
strongly recommended to perform, was in essence a rejuvenation cer
emony. Moreover it was quite common for aging or sick kings to 
resign their offices in favour of their sons. The practice of killing the 
king, when he was considered incapable of procreation, made so much 
of by Frazer, is not clearly attested in any Sanskrit or Pali source known 
to us, though there are hints that it may occasionally have taken place 
in very early times. In his Golden Bough 8 Frazer cites a few Indian 
examples, but these mainly refer to Dravidian-speaking chiefs of Kera
la, and have little relevance to our subject. 

7 Kalhana 's RAjt1lt»'t1tigipi, the chronicie of Kashmir, attributes several floods, 
droughts and severe periods of cold to such causes (e.g. i, 246-66; ii, 50 ff). 

8 The Golden Bough iii, 46-56. A few even less convincing legendary instances of 
ritually killing a king iJ North India are recorded in Ibid., iii, 122-25, 154. 
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The king's relations with his neighbours were largely conditioned by 
the tradition of the great royal sacrifices, inherited from Vedic times, 
especially the horse· sacrifice (af11amedha), which involved the release 
of a horse to roam at will for a year. If it wandered into the territory of 
a neighbouring monarch he was compelled to do homage. Traditions 
such as this encouraged aggression, but discouraged annexation and 
the building of solid centralized empires. In post-Mauryan times the 
ideal of the great empire reaching from sea to sea was thoroughly 
established in the minds of Indian kings and their advisors. It 
crystallized in the concept of the Ca'4ra11artin, the ''Wheel-turner' ' , 
lord of all the land from the Himalayas to the Ocean, who conquered 
the whole of India in fair fight and became its overlord. In this ideal 
there was no conception of a strong centralized empire like that of 
China, but rather of producing a federation of kingdoms loosely 
subordinate to an emperor who was strong enough to be able to 
demand periodic tribute from them. The subordinate kings gave 
military assistance to the overlord in time of war, and the latter acted 
as arbiter in their disputes, but there was no question of direct 
annexation. For a king to make war on his neighbour, even with no 
other motive than aggrandisement, was looked on as right and proper; 
but his battles were to be waged according to a very chivalrous code of 
warfare calculated to mitigate unnecessary carnage and the sufferings 
of noncombatants, and he was instructed to replace conquered kings 
on their thrones as his subordinates. Breaches of this code were, 
according to the texts, utterly reprehensible, and resulted in severe 
suffering for many lives to come for the king who infringed it. Thus 
the Hindu ideology of kingship, though it encouraged royal. ambi
tions, did not favour the building of an all-India empire. The 
unorthodox Mauryas had cared nathing for these precepts, and cases 
of direct annexation of conquered kingdoms are attested, notably 
under the early Guptas; but the Mauryas and Guptas were excep
tional, and, though he may have had ambitions of becoming an all
India ruler, the Indian king in fact had in general to content himself 
with one region of the Sub<ontinent, beyond the borders of which 
other kings, often just as strong and ambitious as himself, were 
awaiting the opportunity to reduce him to vassalage. 

In concluding this summary of the norms of pre-Muslim Indian 
kingship we must stress once more that they were norms only, and 
there is good evidence that they were frequently infringed. The 
aggrieved subject had no constitutional means of enforcing a claim 
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against the king, and the defeated monarch had no international 
coun to which he could complain against the enemy who had broken 
the rules of Aryan warfare by burning his standing crops or looting his 
cities. Nevertheless, the benevolent and chivalrous precepts of ancient 
Indian statecraft have been wholly without effect. Our evidence 
for the day-to-day life of the Indian coun is defective in many 
paniculars, but from what we can gather it would seem that there 
were few Caligulas or Ncros among the rulers or pre-Muslim India. On 
the othct hand there is reason to believe that the Indian ideology of 
kingship was to some extent instrumental in producing a system of 
government which, at its best, was one of the most benevolent and 
wbanc of antiquity. 
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The Socio-Economic Bases of 
''Oriental Despotism'' in Early India 

R. S. Sharma 

The pedigree of the idea of oriental despotism in Europe can be 
traced back to Plato and Aristotle. But it was only when the mercan
tilist and first-generation industrial powers had acquired colonies in 
India and other parts of Asia that the idea was popularized. Amongst 
others it is found in the writings of Adam Smith, Montesquieu, 
Richard Jones and Hegel, and was propagated by James Mill. They 
talked not only of oriental despotism but also of the unchanging East. 
Montesquieu postulates the immutability of laws, customs, manners 
and religion in the eastern countries, 1 and Hegel speaks of unchanging 
Hindus, 2 their one unbroken superstition, 3 and stationary China and 
India. 4 Evidently the idea of oriental despotism coupled with that of 
the unchanging character of the East infected not only the western 
orientalists of the second half of the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries but also Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. What Marx and 
Engels really did was to discuss the different features of oriental des
potism in their scattered writings and to link them up with the Asiatic 
mode of production, which was put fonh as a reasoned explanation 
for oriental despotism. It would however, be wrong to attribute to the 
two thinkers any systematic and well-thought- out formulation of the 
Asiatic mode, for they kept on shifting their views, not only on its 
components, such as irrigation, absence of private propeny in land, 
autarchic villages, lack of towns, etc. but also on their relative impor
tance. The problem of oriental despotism can only be studied by 
isolating and analysing these ingredients and by examining their 
applicability to ancient India. 

We may begin whit an ecological explanation of oriental des
potism given by Montesquieu. As he puts it: "In Asia they have 

1 The Spirit of the Lflws, tr. Thomas Nugent (Hafner, New York, 1949), i, p.225. 
2 Philosophy o/History, tr.). Sibrcc (New York, 1944), p.154. 
3IbirJ., p.167 
4Ibiri., p.173 
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always had great empires; in Europe these could never subsist. Asia 
has larger plains; it is cut out into much more extensive divisions by 
mountains and seas .... Power in Asia ought, then, to be always 
despotic; for if their slavery was not severe they would make a division 
inconsistent with the nature of the country''. , This geographical 
factor leading to despotism cannot be applied to India. India, unlike 
Egypt, is not the gift of one river. Geographically several viable 
territorial units could be formed in pre-industrial India, and its 
history attests this process. If there are many units one would act as a 
check on the other. Montesquieu buttresses his theory of oriental 
despotism by emphasizing the unchanging character of the laws, 
customs, manners and religion of India. He states that the Indians 
easily succumb to all kinds of impressions, 6 and once an impression 
is formed it cannot be easily wiped out. There is no change in laws, 
customs and manners because the Indians are indolent in both body 
and mind, and hence prone to inaction. 7 This again is attributed to 
the exc~sive heat of the climate, which deprives the body of all 
vigow and strength. 8 Montesquieu's ecological explanations of the 
inaction and submissiveness of the Indians should not detain us long. 

But another explanation which is both ecoloJtical and socioloiical 
deserves more attention. The need for irrigation in arid zones is 
sometimes put forward as the main cause of oriental despotism. 9 It is 
stated that irrigation facilities could not be organized by individual 
families or local authorities, but only by a strong central authority. 
The point has been developed in the theory of hydraulic despotism. 
Irrigation maintenance required a large number of officers so that 
bureaucracy became an imponant element in the Asiatic mode of 
production or in oriental despotism. The applicability of the irrigation 
theory to medieval India has been rightly questioned. 10 Even theoreti
cally, irrigation is not considered to be a monocausal explanation for 
centralization and despotism by anthropologists who have examined 

, The Spirit of the Ltlws, i. 269 
6 Ibid., ii, 224-25 
7 Ibid., 225 
8Ibill., 224 
9 Karl Marx, Historit:J Writings, i. (Bombay, 1944), 593 

10Irfan Habib, "An Examination of Wittfogel's Theory of Oriental Despotism", 
S111tlies ill Anim History, Proceedings of the Asian History C.Onfcrcnce held in Delhi, 
1961 (Asia, 1969), pp.378-92. 
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its relevance in non-Indian contexts. 11 This has led some recent 
exponents of this theory to revise their stand, 12 and c-0nsider irrigation 
as one of the several factors leading to centralization. 

Only the north-western part of the Indian sub-continent is arid, 
otherwise its major part has plenty of rain, which certainly must have 
been greater in ancient times when there was not so much deforest
ation. Irrigation would be needed still, but it could be a communal, a 
provincial or a central responsibility, as was the case under the 
Mauryas. There is nothing to show that a large bureaucracy developed 
in Maurya times in response to the needs of irrigation. Kauiilya 
mentions about thirty departmental heads and eighteen high officers, 
all of whom are needed for looking after various economic and ad
ministrative activities, but none is provided for irrigation. The 
governors of Saurashtra took steps to repair the embankment of 
the SudarS'ana lake under the Mauryas. The inscriptions of Rudradi
man and the Guptas also show that irrigation was a provincial 
responsibility. Evidence of family and communal construction of 
irrigation works is not lacking. 13 

Basing his argument on Colebrooke's Digest of Hindu Law, which 
emphasizes the sovereign's proprietary right to the land on the 
strength of conquest, Richard Jones (1830-31) made the point that 
from brahmanical times onwards the sovereign had the right to the 
ownership of all the land 14 and that all subordinate peasant (ryot) 
rights were either rendered precarious on account of constant war or 
else were completely nullified by the king, who was the strongest 
person in the realm. n Since everybody depended for his livelihood on 
the sovereign, who was the sole proprietor of land, this perpetuated 
As1at1c despotism, which did not have any intermediate and inde
pendent classes. 16 The thread was resumed by Karl Marx, who at the 

11William P. Mitchell, "The Hydraulic Hypothesis: A Reappraisal'', C11m11t 
A.11thropology, xiv (Dec.1'973 ), 532-34. 

12 Steward, who advanced the irrigation hypothesis in 1949 (Wittfogel fust did it in 
1955), revised it later. IbUI. 532, fn. 2. For a summary as well as a theoretical critique 
ofWittfogel's hydraulic despotism, see Barry Hindess and Paul Q. Hirst; Pre-C11pi14/ist 
Mot/es of Protl11clio11 (London, 1975 ), pp.207-20. 

BR. S. Sharma, light 011 &rly 111tlilm Society 1111tl 'Economy (Bombay, 1966), Ch. 
VIII. 

14Rev. Richard Jones, A.11 Ess11:y 011 the Dislribtllio11 of We4/th 1111tl 011 the So11rces 
ofTllXIJlio11 (Reprint, New York, 1956), p.114. 

15 Jbiti., pp.114-15 
16 Ibiti., p.113 
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initial stage accepted Bernier's theory regarding royal proprietorship 
of all land in India. Marx looked upon the absence of private propeny 
in land as the key to the understanding of the Asian system. 17 Later he 
came to stress the communal ownership of land, and eventually he 
seems to have realized that the question was not so simple. It has been 
ably shown that Marx recognised three forms of land tenure in India: 
(i) communal propeny, the "original form" of tenure which had 
survived in cenain Indian villages; (ii) "private propeny" in the 
region south of the Krishna which had not come under British rule; 
and (iii) feudal property in areas such as Oudh, where tax-collectors 
had developed into feudal landholders on account of weakness in the 
central government. 18 Of these the first two relate to ancient India, 
and there is some evidence for them in both texts and inscriptions. 19 

However in early medieval times there is strong evidence for the royal 
ownership of land, 20 as well as for some king of feudal propeny in land. 

Evidence for royal ownership of land in ancient times is weak. 
Unde• the all-powerful Kautilyan state royal ownership seems to have 
been enforced only in the waste lands, in which new rural settlements 
were founded and peasants allotted arable laQ.ds for life. However, 
the situation began to change in Maharashtra from the second century 
A.O. and over a considerable pan of the country from the Gupta 
period. The royal right to grant land was extended to cultivable areas 
situated in the personal domain of the king. The term rajakaf{t khetam 
(cultivable land under the king's possession) occurs as early as the 
second century in a Sitavahana grant. 21 Eventually the grants were 
extended to revenue-paying lands held by the peasants, so that the 
superior rights of the king covered all the three categories of land
waste, royal domain and revenue-paying (the last two belonging to 
the cultivable category). 

The first imponant indication of the process by which the king 
claimed ownership of the soil is found in Manu, who calls the king 
mahipati or lord of the soil; 22 later Katyayana calls him bht:tsvami'n 

17 Capital, iii (Moscow, 1962), 771·72. 
18R.A.L.H. Gunawardana, "The Analysis of Pre-C.Olonial Social Formations in Asia 

in the Writings of Karl Marx", The Indian HistoriClll Re11iew, ii (1976), 3 77. 
19R.S. Sharma, Indian Feurialism: c.300-1200 (University of Calcutta, 1965), 

Ch.IV. 
20lbiri. 
210. C. Sircar, Select Inscriptions i (Calcutta, 1965), no. 84, line 4. 
22VIII, 39. 
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or owner of the eanh. 23 The synonyms for the term king found in 
Sanskrit andJaina Sanskrit u11yas arc significant. The terms lqitindra, 
k[itifa, kfitipati, uniipati, Prth11ipati, 11asudhef11ara, mt.1hibhuk, 
mt.1hi'pati, etc. represent him rather as the lord of the land than the 
protector or lord of the people. The use of such terms becomes 
common in early medieval law-books, which emphasize royal lordship 
over the land. The literary texts of early medieval times make the 
point that eanh is like a wife to the king, meant for enjoyment. Hence 
the principle of possession and enjoyment rather than that of royal 
service, sovereignty and protection becomes the basis of the king's 
claiming taxes, both proper and improper, in this period. 

Royal ownership of arable and revenue-paying lands in early 
medieval times is supponed by the fact that the king claimed bhoga, 
bhogakara or riijak'iya bhoga. 24 Initially bhoga stood for periodical 
supplies of fuel, flowers, fruits and similar things given by the 
peasants to the king; then gradually it came to include eight or 
eleven types of bhoga embracing the enjoyment of all possible 
agrarian resources. 25 The absence of bhoga in Kautilya's enumeration 
of taxes to be collected from the rural areas is as striking as that of 
Kau~ilya's siti (income from crown lands directly cultivated by the 
king's agents) in the land grants. Bhoga is invariably used in the sense 
of possession or enjoyment, and is repeatedly mentioned in the sm(tis 
(legal texts) in that sense, either singly or in combination with other 
terms. It is therefore most likely that the king demanded bhoga from 
the peasant on the plea that the land lay within his overall possession 
(bhoga!bhuktt). 

But in addition to royal rights over land there developed in 
early medieval times feudal property in land. The king's dominion 
over the soil was limited by the intermediate landlords he created. In 
the earliest grants only the royal right to revenues was transferred, but 
in later grants the royal right to the enjoyment of all agrarian 
resources was transferred. What is more significant, the beneficiaries 
were given the right of evicting the existing cultivators and getting 
the lands enjoyed and cultivated by others. Naturally royal chances, 
called ftisanas, were bound to lead to land disputes between the 

23Vcrsc 16. 
24For references sec U.N. Ghoshal, Contributions to the History of the Hindu Revenue 

System (Calcutta, 1972), p.394. 
25Jbitl. 
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beneficiaries and peasants, and in such cases the king respected his 
charters. Medieval legal texts enjoin that, in trying a suit, if there are 
differences between dht1Nn11 (law), 11y111111htir11 (agreement), et1rilr11 
(custom) and fas11n11 (royal ordinance), the last should override all 
the three other sources of authority. 26 Most probably this rule applied 
to land disputes which arose out of peasant claims to granted lands. 
Such disputes would be decided mainly on the strength of royal 
charters or ftist1nt1S, and not so much on the basis of the other types 
of titles to the land. All the religious and secular beneficiaries who 
were granted lands by the king developed their own rights in these 
lands, as distinct from those of the king and peasants. So the fact that 
the king becomes the greatest landowner in the early medieval phase 
does not lead to royal despotism, for his power is restricted by the 
lesser landlords he creates and by the revenue officials who turn into 
hereditary landlords. The king could possibly intervene in an effective 
manner in the conflict between the peasants and beneficiaries, but 
of that we have no evidence. And then there were remnants of 
communal rights. Conflicts between these different types of land 
rights would pose problems for the stability of government. It is held 
that the combination of sovereignty and ownership of land in the 
person of the king led to oriental despotism. But there is nothing to 
show that this happened either in ancient or medieval India, for 
royal ownership had to contend with feudal property and peasant 
property. 

An important ingredient of, and explanation for, ''oriental des
potism' ' is the self-sufficiency of villages, which led to the ' 'unchang
ing" character of Indian society presided over by a despot. The idea 
was first advanced by Hegel. Hegel speaks of a fixed and immutable 
arrangement, subject to no one's will, existing in the villages, with 
the result that all political resolutions become matters of indifference 
to the common Hindu, ''for his lot is unchanged''. The arrangement 
may be described in his words: 

The whole income belonging to every village is, as already stated, divided 
Ulto two pans, ot which one belongs to the Rajah, the other to the cultivators; 
but proponionate shares are also received by the Provost of the place, the Judge, 
the Water-Surveyor, the Brahmin who superintends religious worship, the 
Astrologer (who is also a Brahmin, and announces the days of good and ill 

26Kityiyana, quoted in Laxman ShastriJoshi, DhllmlllM>ia, vol. i, Pt. I (Wai, 1937), 
103; Harita, quoted ibid. 106; Brhaspati quoted ibid. 99. To me it appears that a 
similar verse in 11.rlhaiiislrtl, III. I is a later insenion. 
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omen), tbe Smith, the Carpenter, the Potter, the Wasbcnnan, the Barber, the 
Physician, the Dancing Girls, the Musician, the Poet. 21 

As is well known, on this basis as well as on the basis of the early 
nineteenth century rcpons of some British officials, Karl Marx devel
oped the theory of the self-sufficiency and autarchy of villages based 
on a happy combination of crafts and agriculture, which freed them 
from economic dependence on the outside world. Anisans did not 
have any "market" outside their village. These microcosms led a 
passive and vegetative life, and were incapable of combining horizon
tally, with the result that the oriental despot reigned supreme over 
them. 28 Recently the theory has been taken over by anthropologists 
and refined into the jtljm4n'i system. But it would be wrong to 
postulate that the Indian social structure was based on this system 
ftom ancient times. Only in the Maurya period some kind of oriental 
despotism with a sizeable bweaucracy can be noticed, but the system 
was not exclusively based on the taxes collected from peasants living 
in self-sufficient villages. The contribution of state production, 
carried on with the help of slaves and wage labow in farms and 
elsewhere, seems to have been significant. Although the surplus 
was collected from the countryside, which also included state farms 
(siti), wban settlements (tlurgt1) inhabited by anisans and traders 
formed a good source of income. In fact far more sources of taxes arc 
mentioned under the wban head than under the rural one. These 
were supplemented by income from mining activities (kht1111). 29 The 
detailed laws of Kaufilya against the undesirable activities of artisans 
(Uf'uu-rt1k/11f!11m)3° and traders (11tlitleh11u-rdft1'Jtlmp1 underline 
the imponancc of artisanal production. Obviously the commodities 
produced by state artisans and by guilds of artisans were used not only 
by people living in towns but also in the countryside. 

Generally speaking, till Gupta times artisans and traders were 
mostly associated with towns, as would appear from Kaufilya's plan 
regarding the foundation of cities. In :he settled, developed areas, 
clusters of villages seem to have existed around towns which satisfied 
their artisanal and other needs, such as cloth, oil, salt and agricultural 

27Hegcl, Philosoph, o/Histo,,, p. U4 
28Ka.rl Marx, Historiul Wrilitlgs, i, S94-96; Ctlpilttl, i (Moscow, 196S), 3S7-SS 
29 A.rt""1islrtl, II.6 
JO Ibitl., J.V .1 
31Ibitl., J.V.2 
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implements, in return for raw material, foodgrains, and cash pay
ment. Kautilya provides for the establishment of various types of 
urban centres in the midst of villages. The theory that in India 
towns were princely camps superimposed upon a predominantly 
agricul.ural population without having any organic relation with it 
may not apply to ancient times. The continued existence of a good 
number of towns in nonh India from the fifth century B.C. to the 
third century A.O. and even later cannot be doubted. Archaeology, 
inscriptions and classical texts refer to several towns in western India, 
all connected with crafts and commerce, in the two centuries before 
and after Christ. Merchants from the Deccan evince a sense of pride 
in their cities, inasmuch as they mention them along with their names. 
The decline of trade and towns seems to have starred in Gupta times 
and become marked in the post-Gupta phase.32 It is in this period 
rh:n we notice many princely military camps called skandhavaras, 
nine of ~he Pala:' :rnd twenty-one of the Candellas, from which land 
charters -were bsueJ. 

With the declille of trade and towns in early medieval times 
artisans dispersed to the countrysicie and contributed to the formation 
of autarchic villages. A good deal of peasant nerds were supplied Ly 
village anisans, who were remunerated at each harvest in fixeci 
quantities of foodgrains. Big temples and landed magnates, living on 
rents collected from the· peasant tenants, obtained the services of 
artisans in return for grants of land, with the result that artisans lost 
mobility and became more dependent on agriculture. Thus in early 
medie-•c'.d times villag~rs obtained what they needed through the 
;a1mani , 1•stem. However, all economic activities were not covered 
by th;• _ -em, and occasional market fairs (hat(a) run by pedlars were 
held to meet the needs of the countryside. The jajmini system 
therefore has neither been typical of India in all ages and all periods, 
nor all -pervasive even in the middle ages. Self-sufficient units seem 
to have origjnated and proliferated in medieval times, but they do not 
seem to have been so passive as they are depicted. 

The concept of Asiatic despotism presupposes the absence of an 
exploiting class apan from the king and his bureaucracy. B Even those 

32 R. S. Sharma, "Decay of Gangetic Towns in Gupta and post-Gupta Times", 
journal of Indian History Golden Jubilee Volume, Trivandrum, 1973, pp.135-50. 

33For a theoretical critique sec Hindcss and Hirst, Pre-Capitalist Modes of Production, 
pp.197-99. 
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who argue for the limiting role of dharma ignore its class character. 
In the ancient Indian system the king was a member of the warrior
noble order. To us it seems that the exploiting orders were symbolized 
by brahma (priests) and lqatra (warrior~nobles). The two upper 
orders may not have been in effective possession of land, the chief 
means of production, but the 11an;a system was devised in such a way 
that taxes and tribute collected from the peasants, artisans and traders 
could be used to maintain them. The fact that the two upper orders 
did not have to pay taxes in the age of the Buddha is significant. 
Naturally the two orders were allied to the king for the protection of 
the rights and privileges conferred on them by the 11tZ1'1}tZ system as 
against the 11aifyas and fiidras. The two upper orders were opposed to 
the king when their rights and privileges were threatened from above. 
But by and large the texts stress the collaboration between these two 
classes. Constitutionally there may not have been any check on royal 
authority except the body of the brihmaQas which was called on to 
interpret dharma, but socially the king dare not ignore the power 
behind the throne. The Asiatic stereotype suggests the helplesmess 
of the rural population in the face of royal despotism, but the Bud
dhist and brihma9ical texts mention several popular revolts led by the 
brihm~as against the king. In the early Christian centuries there 
slowly emerges a class of landed magnates, mostly brihm~. as a 
result of land grants. In post-Gupta times they were supplemented by 
secular grantees. Although the landed beneficiaries do not seem to 
have formed a well-articulated class, they did constitute an imponant 
segment of the ruling order and cenainly were a check on the power of 
the king. 

The reason why the theory of oriental despotism was propounded 
by inost western scholars is evident to students of the colonial history 
of India. It was wan to serve as a garb for colonial aggression. A 
disappointed French patriot and orientalist called Anquetil-Duperron 
writes: ''Despotism is the government in these countries, where the 
sovereign declares himself the proprietor of all the goods of his 
subjects: let us become that sovereign, and we will be the master of all 
the lands of Hindustan. Such is the reasoning of avid greed, concealed 
behind a fai;de of pretexts which must be demolished''. ·14 Obviously 
in adopting the theory of oriental despotism Karl Marx was deeply 

?ALegislalion Orimtllle (1778), p.178 quoted in Perry Anderson, Lineages of the 
Abso/11tist SttJte (London 19n ), pp. 46~-66, fn. 9. 
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influenced by Hegel and by colonialist writers in India. But significant. 
ly enough he tried to explain oriental despotism in terms of the mode 
of production and not in terms of psychological make-up of the 
Hindus, as was done by Montesquieu and Hegel. 

Ours is a preliminary examination of the socio-economic assump
tions underlying the theory of "oriental despotism" in the light of 
the existing historical evidence from early India. We have touched 
upon such features as irrigation, royal ownership of land, self
sufficient villages, lack of towns, absence of intermediate classes, etc. 
It appears that generalizations regarding despotism in ancient India 
not only over-reached the existing evidence but were often even 
subjectively motivated. Of course it is easy to criticise theories of 
oriental despotism propounded in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries on account of the subsequent advance in historical research. 
But the theory of oriental despotism is not yet a dead horse, and is now 
being resuscitated by injecting a dose of religion into it. However our 
understanding can advance if we examine the social and economic 
formations in early India. In this respect credit must be given to 
Karl Mari for posing the problem of Asiatic despotism in quite a 
different manner, and thus making us think about the socio-economic 
bases of the state in India and other parts of Asia in ancient times. 
If orientalists, who have the advantage of keeping very close to the 
sowces, get mterested in the larger aspects of "despotism", they can 
make an effective conuibution to the subject. 



Ancient Kingship 
in Mainland Southeast Asia 

M.C. Subhadradis Diskul 

Mainland Southeast Asia has a fenile tropical climate subjected to 
the monsoon seasons which arc favourable for wet rice cultivation. The 
seasonal changing of the winds after the monsoons also influenced 
navigation in the old days, the southwest wind from June to Scptcm· 
ber and the nonhcast from November to April. From Yunnan in 
southern China fow large rivers flow down into mainland Southeast 
.Asia: the Mekong in the cast, the Mcnam and its four tributaries in 
the centre, the Salween and the Irrawadi in the west. Topographically, 
in the cast there is a coastal plain which used to be the site of the 
ancient kingdom of Champa, and which is now the country of Viet· 
nam. To the west of that narrow plain rises a mountain range and 
then a plateau which is now the country of Laos. Near the mouth of 
the Mekong river lies the large and productive Tonic sap (the Grcat
lakc) and a vast plain which was originally the site of the kingdom of 
Fou Nan or Fu-nan and later on of the powerful Khmer empire. The 
basin of the Menam river, also a fenile area, became the site of the 
Dvaravat1 kingdom and is at present the site of Thailand.• Another 
lOng mountain range runs down from nonh to south into the Malay 
Peninsula. On the west of this mountain chain is another vast terrain 
which used to be the site of the Pyu kingdom in the nonh and that of 
the Mon in the south. It is now the country of Burma. All these 
ancient kingdoms except Fu-nan, which had existed from about the 
beginning of the Christian era, first appear in Chinese chronicles abouc 
the sixth or seventh centwy A.O. In ancient times the Mcnam, 
Salween and Irrawadi rivers, but not the Mekong, were much used for 
communication, as were the eastern and western coasts, bordered by 
the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean respectively. 

For ancient kingship on mainland Southeast Asia we must first 
mention the most imponant. influence, that of India. The contact 
between India and Southeast Asia may have begun much earlier, but 
it became more intense about the beginning of the Christian era. 
Archaeological evidence of this contact does not, however, antedate 
the second century A.O. Indian merchants probably came to seek 
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spices and gold and with them came also Buddhist monks and the 
brahmans of Hinduism. Intermarriage between the Indians and the 
local people, especially if the daughter of a chief of a local tribe was 
involved, would have helped tremendously to propagate Indian civi
lization. The natives of Southeast Asia presumably did not find Indian 
culture very different from their own, since they may have had some 
contact with India even in the pre-Aryan period, and their cultures 
derived from the same common monsoon source. Southeast Asian 
natives, after their return from a sojourn or study in India, would 
also have been among the best propagators of Indian civilization. It is 
probably through this process that kingship arose in mainland South
east Asia after the Indian pattern, except in Vietnam, which will be 
mentioned in the last part of this paper. There were probably two 
ways in which kingship was formed in mainland Southeast Asia. The 
first was when an Indian married the daughter of a local chief and then 
set himself up as king, as happened in the establishment of the 
kingdom of Fu-nan. The second was when a local chief called in 
Indian brahmans to perform rites for him according to Indian custom, 
a proccsi illustrated by many cases in Indonesia. The Indian influence 
mostly came from the southern part of the country, but other pans 
of the sub-continent also contributed. It appears that it was largely 
relayed via the Malay Peninsula, as is indicated in Chinese chronicles. 

In prehistoric times, before the arrival of Indian influence, the 
people of Southeast Asia were presumably animists and used to 
worship their gods on a high place such as a mountain top. When 
states came to be set up after the Indian pattern, the gods from many 
sites came to be united under a supreme god, who was usually iden
tified with the great god Siva of Hinduism. This transformation can 
be seen clearly in the kingdom of Fu-nan. This change of cult, how
ever, seems to have occurred only as far as high class people were con
cerned. The lower still remained animist, though later they adopted 
Buddhism as their national religion. In more general terms, Indian 
civilization only affected the high class people, while the lower ones 
still remained what they used to be. With this introduction, we discuss 
ancient kingship in mainland Southeast Asia kingdom by kingdom, 
according to geographical position and chronology. 

Fu-n11n 11ntl the Khmer empire 

It is now disputed whet~er the original cradle of the kingdom of 
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Fu-nan was in the central pan of Thailand or in the southern pan of 
Cambodia. The kingdom existed from about the first century to· the 
sixth century .A.O. in the lower valley of the Mekong and most of our 
knowledge of it comes from Chinese chronicles . .According to Professor 
Georges Coedes, the eminent epigraphist and historian of Southeast 
.Asia, the name Fu-nan probably means "mountain" and has some 
connection with the cult of worshipping the supreme god on a 
mountain top as mentioned. The kingdom originated from the 
marriage of an Indian brahman to the daughter of a local chief . 
.According to the Chinese sources, a king of Fu-nan in the second 
century attacked and conquered the neighbouring kingdom; all gave 
allegiance to him. He took the title of Great King of Fu:nan. Then he 
had great ships built, and, after crossing the wide seas, he attacked 
more than ten kingdoms. Professor Coedes took this passage to mean 
that from the beginning Fu-nan was organized after the manner of an 
Indian kingdom, governed by a ml!lhiiriij11 with surrounding vassal 
states. 

The Chinese chronicles mention that the people of Fu-nan were 
all ugly, black, and frizzy-haired, and went about naked and bard"oot. 
They practised agriculture (a network of canals can still be seen from 
the air on the land that once formed the Fu-nan empire), and were 
fond of engraving ornaments and of carving. Taxes were paid in gold, 

' silver, pearls and perfumes. They had books and depositories of 
archives, their writing being like that of the Hu (Indian script). 
Slavery was practised and raids carried out against neighbours to keep 
up the supply of slaves. There was trade in gold, silver, and silk, and 
gold rings, bracelets, and silver vessels were made. The king lived in a 
multi-storcyed palace and the common people in dwellings built on 
piles and roofed with the leaves of a large bamboo growing by the 
seashores. There were long boats, the bows and sterns of which were 
like the heads and tails of fish. The king rode about on an elephant. 
The pastimes of the people were cock-fighting and pig-fighting. There 
was trial by ordeal. They did not dig wells by their dwellings, but 
shared a pool, from which they drew water, between several tens of 
families (a practice later also followed by the Khmer). They had a 
custom of worshipping die deities of the sky. When the king sat down, 
he squatted with the right knee raised and the left on the ground (the 
Indian ml!lhiiriij~ attitude). .A piece of cotton cloth was spread 
before him, on which were placed gold vases and incense-burners. 
For mourning it was customary to shave the hair and beard. There 
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were four ways of disposing of the dead: by throwing the corpse into 
the river, by burning it to ashes, by burning it in a trench, and by 
exposing it to the birds. It was the custom to worship the god Mahd
vara (Siva), who ceaselessly descended upon Mount Mo-tan. 

From the above descriptions one notes that the king of Fu-nan 
lived and ruled after the Indian pattern, and Indian religions were 
practised. Both Hinduism and Buddhism arc attested by Sanskrit 
inscriptions. The people,· however, though influenced by Indian 
customs and religious activities, still maintained their primitive way 
of life and remained more or less animist. 

The kingdom of Fu-nan presumably reached its zenith in the late 
fifth century, and from the second half of the sixth it began to be 
attacked by 'its former vassal state, Chen-la, the precursor of the 
Khmer empire. 

Herc we may mention two kingdoms on the Malay Peninsula where 
the Chinese chronicles also point to a form of ancient kingship after 
the Indian pattern during the fifth and sixth centuries J\..D. One of 
them, Lang-ya-hstu or Langkasuka, is described in the History of the 
Lillng, where it is stated that the inhabitants, men and women, let 
their hair hang loose and ware sleeveless garments of a material they 
called Un-mtJn, whose fibre was ki-pei cotton. The king and the dig
nitaries of the kingdom added over this a piece of dawn-red material 
which covered the upper part of the back between the shoulders. They 
girded their loins with a cord of gold and suspended gold rings from 
their cars. The women adorned themselves with beautiful scarves 
enriched with precious stones. The walls in this country were built of 
brick. The houses had double doors and terraces with pavilions 
surmounting them. The king left his palace seated on an elephant, 
sheltered under a white canopy, preceded by drums and banners, and 
surrounded by ferocious-looking soldiers. 

Another state named P'an-p'an, to the north ofLangkasuka, was 
recorded by the Chinese chronicler Ma Tuan-lin, who stated that 
most of the people lived on the shores of the sea. These barbarians did 
not know how to build defensive walls; they were content to set up 
palisades. The king half reclined on a golden couch shaped like a 
dragon. The imponant persons of his entourage went on their knees 
before him, bodies straight and arms crossed in such a way that the 
hands rested on the shoulders. At his coun one saw many brahmans, 
who had come from India to profit from his munificence and were 
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very much in favour with him. In P'an-p'an there were also ten 
monasteries for monks and nuns who studied the sacred books of 
Buddhism, and who ate meat but did not drink wine. There was also 
a Taoist monastery. The rules of the latter were very strict; these monks 
abstained from both meat and wine. 

As for the early Khmer empire, or Chen-la as it was called by the 
Chinese, according to the inscriptions of the tenth century, its kings 
claimed to be descended from mythical ancestors, the hermit Kambu 
and the celestial nymph Mera. The original cradle of Chen-la may 
have been near the present town of Bassac or Champasak in Laos, 
where there is on the summit of a hill nearby a huge natural linga in 
the form of a monolith, called in Sanskrit Bhadresvara. This kingdom 
later on supplanted Fu-nan. A Chinese text describes the kingdom of 
Chen-la in the first half of the seventh century. The king resided in the 
capital city which contained over 20,000 families. In the centre of the 
city there was a great hall where the king gave audience and held his 
coun. The kingdom contained thiny other cities, each with a popu
lation of several thousand families, and each administered by a 
governor; the titles of the state officials were the same as those of Lin-i 
(Champa). Those who appeared before the king touched the ground 
three times with their foreheads at the foot of the steps to the throne. 
If the king called them to him and commanded them to mount the 
steps, they then knelt down with their arms crossed and their hands 
resting on their shoulders. Then they sat in a cirde round the king and 
deliberated on the affairs of the kingdom. When the discussion was 
over, they knelt again, prostrated themselves once more, and with
drew. Only the sons of the queen who was the legitimate wife of the 
king were eligible as heirs to the throne. The people regarded the. 
right hand as pure and the left as impure. They performed ablutions 
each morning, cleaned their teeth with small pieces of wood, and nev
er forgot to read or recite their prayers. They performed ablutions 
again before each meal, used their wooden toothpicks after it, and 
again said a prayer. When a death occurred, the offspring of the 
deceased went seven days without eating, shaved the head as a sign 
of mourning, and made loud cries of lament. The corpse was burnt 
on a pyre made up of all kinds of aromatic woods; the ashes.were 
placed in a gold or silver urn which was thrown into deep water. The 
poor made do with an urn of terracotta painted in many colours. 
Some simply left the corpse in the open to be devoured by wild 
beasts. 
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Here again one can detect Indian influence, both on the royal coun 
and on the population in general. 

In the eighth century Chen-la was divided into two states and there 
was trouble in the country. King Jayavarman II (802-805) came back 
from Java and united the country .. He is generally regarded as the 
builder of the Khmer empire. He performed the rite of becoming a 
universal monarch by receiving from a brahman, on the hill of the 
great Indra (Mahendraparvata or the hill of Phnom Kulen), the 
linga symbolizing his royal power, and was thus liberated from all 
dependence upon Java. With this act he initiated the Devaraja or the 
god-king cult, which continued to be observed by all the succeeding 
Khmer monarchs, though from the eleventh to the thineenth centu
ries the linga representing Siva might be changed to a statue of 
V~tiu, or of the Buddha in Mahayana Buddhism prevailed. From 
this time onwards one can learn from stone inscriptions, both in San
skrit and in the Khmer language, that after his accession on the throne 
the Khmer king would perform three duties: having a large reservoir 
dug for irrigation purposes, building a small sanctuary containing 
images in dedication to his ancestors, and constructing a temple
mountain for the enshrinement of his personal linga in order to affirm 
his power. This temple might become his mausoleum after his death. 
At the end of the ninth century the capital city of the Khmers was 
moved to the town of Angkor near the Great Lake. The country 
became prosperous because of irrigated agriculture, but unfonunately 
the stone inscriptions mostly inform us only about the religious 
activities of the kings and dignitaries. Systematic research on inscrip
tions in the Khmer language and on objects discovered from archaeo-

. logical excavations may one day shed more light on the local popula
tion. From the Sanskrit stone inscriptions one learns that the whole 
political organization of the country was centred on the king, who 
established order and was the final judge of disputes between his 
subjects. He was the protector of religions (Hinduism and Buddhism) 
and of religious foundations. He defended the country against its 
enemies without, and ensured peace within by imposing on everyone 
the obligation to respect the social order, which consisted in the 
division of the entire population into various classes and corporations 
according to hereditary occupation. The king, following the Indian 
pattern of kingship, was a god on eanh, the representative of Indra, 
king of the gods. Whenever there was a usurpation, the usurper would 
try his best to have his genealogy connected with the old dynasty. 
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The capital of the kingdom was a representation in miniature of 
the universe with its encircling mountain chain and ocean. Its centre 
was marked by the temple-mountain in the form of a terraced pyra
mid, a replica of Mount Meru, the cosmic mountain. The imponant 
offices were held by members of the royal family, while the posts of 
chaplain to the king and tutor to the young princes were reserved for 
the members of several great brahman families and were inherited 
through the female line, usually by a sister's son or a younger brother. 
The brahman families could intermarry with the royal ·family, and 
brahmans and princes formed a class apan, above the mass of the 
people, and were the educated sector of society through which Indian 
culture was perpetuated. From _the inscriptions it appears that there 
was a whole hierarchy of officials, indicative of a strongly centralized 
and fully staffed administrative system. They reveal little about the 
life of the co.Qlmon people such as the peasants and the villagers, 
except that many of them were brought into service to look after the 
shrines and hermitages which were constantly being founded all over 
the country through the piety of the ruling classes. This construction 
of religious foundations, however, was used as one means to develop 
the desened land, as, after the completion of the construction, villages 
had to be created in order to maintain these religious establishments. 

King Jayavarman VII, the last great monarch of the Khmer empire. 
who ruled at the end of the twelfth and early in the thineenth centu -
ry A.O., apan from constructing the new capital qf Angkor Thom 
and building many foundations for Mahayana Buddhism, his favour
ed religion, built and maintained 102 hospitals scattered throughout 
the kingdom, set up 101 rest-houses for pilgrims placed at regular 
intervals along the roads, and constructed roads linking the capital 
with the main provincial centres. We have, however, to wait until 
1296-97 to learn about the customs and daily life of the Khmer popu
lation, from the Chinese envoy Chou Ta-Kuan. His description more 
or less confirms what we have learned from the stone inscriptions. 

The Khmer kingdom began to lose its power from the late thineenth 
century onwards. One factor in the decline was probably the large 
schemes of construction executed by the Khmer monarchs. This wast -
ed manpower and weakend the economy of the country. The king
dom began to be attacked by the newly founded Thai state of Sukho
thai in the late thineenth century, and Angkor Thom was captured by 
the army of the new Thai kingdom of Ayudhya in 1431. This event 
brought about the end of the already declining Khmer empire and the 
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beginning of the present-day Cambodia, which in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries received strong influence from the Thai both in 
its politics and in its way of life. 

Siikfetra and Burma 

In the territory between the lrrawadi and the Salween in western 
mainland Southeast Asia, from about the second century A.O. there 
existed the kingdom of the Mon in the south and that of the Pyu in 
the middle, near the present town of Prome. The kingdom of the 
Pyu was called by the Chinese pilgrims of the seventh century Sr1lqet
ra. They also attested that two ~uddhist sects coexiged _!here: the 
Theravada, whose language was Pali, and the Miilasarvastivida, whose 
language was Sanskrit. The names of the kings written on their 
funerary urns follow the Indian tradition by ending in -11ikrama or 
-11arman. The Chinese chronicles say of the Pyu kingdom in the early 
ninth century that the walls embracing the area of the capital were 
built of brick with a coping of green enamel, and that they were 
pierced by a dozen gates, fonified with towers at the corners, and 
surrounded by a moat lined with bricks. The population numbered 
several tens of thousands of families, and the houses were decorated 
with plaques of lead or of tin. There were over a hundred Buddhist 
monasteries. where children of both sexes were given religious instruc
tion until their twentieth year. The people were forbidden by the 
tenets of their Buddhist faith to wear silk, which can only be obtained 
at the cost of the lives of silkworms. No shackles, manacles, or instru
ments of° tonure were ever used, and accused persons were merely 
bound. Those found guilty received no greater punishment than some 
strokes of a bamboo on the back. Only homicide was punished with 
the death penalty. They traded with neighbouring countries, to whom 
they sold white cloth and earthenware jars. They had native forms of 
music and dance. 

From architectural remains one can perceive that the Indian 
influence in the Pyu country came from nonheastern India, where the 
influence of Buddhism was stronger than that of Hinduism. About 
the Mon country in the south not very much is known, except that 
the people also professed Buddhism of the Theravada sect and had 
connections with nonheastern India. 

In the early ninth century the Pyu kingdom of Srik~etra began to 
decline and the Burmese of Pagan in the nonh increased in power. 
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In the eleventh century they absorbed the Pyu and conquered the Mon 
in the south. Here one event should be related. The Burmese chroni
cles place the beginning of Pagan in the second century. At first it 
was a group of nineteen villages, each with its nat or local god. When 
the villages were combined to form a single city, the king, with the 
consent of his subjects, inaugurated the cult of a nal to be worshipped 
by all in common, whose status was above that of the local gods, in 
order to unite the various tribes into a national entity by means of 
the common cult. Mount Poppa, an extinct volcano not far from the 
city, which was already regarded as sacred by the Burmese, Was the site 
chosen for the worship of twin gods, Min Mahagiri, "Lord of the 
Great Mountain", and his sister Taung-gyi Shin, a Burmese name 
with the same meaning. This information is interesting, as it again 
repeats the theme of the union of many local gods into a single great 
one on a mountain when a kingdom was formed. In this respect the 
Khmer advanced on~ step further than the Burmese by identifying 
this great god with Siva, probably because of the influence of Hin
duism. 

Pagan was captured by a Chinese army under Mongv! 5.:nerals ir. 
1287, and from that time onwards there were many Burmese dynasties 
ruling from various capitals. Though they ruled as absolute monarchs 
after the original Indian pattern, they were probably more or less 
bound by the ten kingly virtues in the Dhammt1Satlhf!, which will 
be described later in detail in the part concerning Thailand. 

Of the Dviravat1 kingdom, which conuolled the cenual part of the 
present-day Thailand from about the seventh to the eleventh century 
A.O., we hardly know anything except that the majority of the popu
lation were probably Mon and they professed Buddhism of the Thera
vada sect. Chinese chronicles mention the name only, and say nothing 
about the population or the administration. Dviravatl cultural 
influence, based on Theravada Buddhism, however, spread far and 
wide. 

The Thai had originally lived in south-eastern China and they may 
have migrated down to the present-day Thailand much earlier, but 
only in minority groups. They were strong enough to declare their 
independence in the thirteenth century. They had been animists, but 
after they had moved down to mainland Southeast Asia and had been 
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in contact with the Mon, they turned to Buddhism of the Theravada 
sect, which thev still profess at the present time. Patriarchal adminis
tration has always been favoured by the Thai, as we can gather from 
passages in the first Thai stone inscription of the Sukhothai kingdom 
in 1292: "The ruler does not levy a tax on the people who travel 
along the road together, leading their oxen on the way to trade and 
riding their horses on the way to sell. Whoever wants to trade in 
elephants, so trades. Whoever wants to trade in horses, so trades. 
Whosoever wants to trade in silver and gold, so trades. When a 
commoner, noble or prince is dead and deceased, let his ancestral 
home, his clothes, his elephants, his family, his rice granaries, his 
servants and his ancestral groves of areca-nut and betel all devolve on 
his children. If commoners, nobles or princes have a difference and 
dispute, (the King) makes a true investigation and then only does he 
decide the matter for his subjects uprightly, without siding with him 
who steals or showing preference for him who conceals. On seeing the 
rice of others, he has no covetous desire. On seeing the wealth of 
others, he has no self-seeking desire. To anyone who comes on an 
elephant to see him, bringing his city to him (i.e. submits as a vassal) 
he affords aid and assistance. If he (the vassal) lacks elephants and 
horses, men and women, silver and gold, he (the King) gives them to 
him, helping him to count as a country. If he captures a fighting foe, 
he does not kill or beat him. At the gateway there is a bell hung up. 
If anyone of the public has a complaint or grievance of body or of 
mind to place before the King, it is not difficult. He goes to sound the 
bell that is hung up. King Ram Khamhaeng hears him call and, on 
questioning him, makes an upright investigation for him ... The 
people in this Miiang Sukhothai are charitable, pious and devoted to 
almsgiving, King Ram Khamhaeng, the ruler of this Miiang Sukho
thai, as well as the princes and princesses, gentlemen and ladies of the 
nobility and men and women, one and all, have faith in the Buddhist 
religion, everyone observing the precepts during Buddhist Lent 
(rainy season), at the end of which kathin offerings take place for a 
whole month.'' 

Though it is evident from this that the Sukhothai people were 
zealous Buddhists, animism still overshadowed them, as can be no
ticed from another passage in the same stone inscription: "On the 
South of this Miiang Sukhothai, there are temple-cells for venerable 
teachers to live in, a dam, coconut and jackfruit groves, mango and 
tamarind groves, upland waters, and Phra Khaphung, the spirit-god 
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of that hill, greater than any spirit in this city. If any ruler of this 
Miiang Sukhothai reverences him well and makes proper offerings, 
this city will be stable, this city will be good. If he does not reverence 
him well and does not make proper offerings, the spirit in that hill 
will not protect or respect him and this city will be lost.'' This passage 
gives further support to the theory that whenever a nation was formed 
in mainland Southeast Asia, there would be a chief or national spirit 
set up on top of a mountain to be worshipped by the king and his sub
jects. 

The patriarchal system of the Thai monarch might have been 
partly inspired by the ten kingly virtues in the Constitution of the 
Thammasat (Dhammasattha in Pali), which derived from the Mon. Its 
origin may have been very old and it may have come from a Buddhist 
source. The ten kingly virtues are also mentioned in the Sukhothai 
stone inscription of the middle of the fourteenth century. They are: 
almsgiving, morality, liberality, rectitude, gentleness, self-restraint, 
non-anger, non-violence, forbearance and non-obstruction. According 
to the Thammasat, the ideal monarch abides steadfast in the ten 
kingly virtues, constantly upholding the five common precepts, and 
on holy days the set of eight precepts, living in kindness and goodwill 
to all beings. He takes pains to study the Thammasat and to keep the 
four principles of justice, namely: to assess the right or wrong of all 
service or disservice rendered to him, to uphold the righteous and 
truthful, to acquire riches through none but just means, and to 
maintain the prosperity of his state through none but just means. 
There are also four other requisites for the proper conduct of an ideal 
monarch: sassamedha, knowledge of food organization, purisamedha, 
knowledge of men, sam1'1itipiisa, the means of winning the people's 
hearts, and vficiipeyya, gentle words. This according to H. H. Prince 
Dhani Nivat appears to have been a Pili adaptation of brahmanical 
sacrifices of old as laid down for Vedic monarchs in the Satapatha 
Branmana and elsewhere. 

According to one of the epithets of the Thai king, he is theoretical
ly elected by the people, and in the coronation ceremony of the 
present day the king is still asked by eight representatives of the cardi
nal and sub-cardinal points to accept the throne before he is crowned. 

The Thai kingdom of Avudhya was set up in 1350, and after it 
had captured Angkor Thom; the last capital of the Khmer empire, in 
1431, Khmer influence in both court life and administration poured 
into Ayudhya. The palace law was written after the Khmer system. 
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People were divid'ed into classes according to their functions, and 
their status was indicated by the number of rice fields they might 
own. This, however, had unexpected results in matters of justice: 
the higher one was in the social scale, the greater the penalty one 
would receive if condemned. According to one of his epithets, the 
Thai monarch became a god on earth like the Khmer king, but as the 
Thai have always been Buddhist he would be referred to as a son of 
living Buddha ("Our Master the Holy Buddha"), probably a remi
niscence of Mahayana Buddhist influence during the latter part of the 
Khmer empire. The crown prince was also regarded as Buadhankura 
("Descendant of the Buddha"). Like the king of Angkor, the king of 
Ayudhya was referred to by the epithet ''Dust on the Holy Feet'' and 
the whole Khmer vocabulary reserved for the person and actions of the 
king was taken over en bloc as the protocol of the C.Oun of Ayudhya. 

As to propeny, the old Law on Miscellanies promulgated in 1360 
by the founder of Ayudhya laid down that all land belonged to the 
king, who was graciously pleased to allow his subjects to settle on it. 
They had every right to till it or otherwise earn their livelihood on it, 
but not that of proprietorship. Each social grade had its scale with a 
maximum allotment of land to which its members were entitled. King 
Chulalongkom (1868-1910), however, initiated the system of issuing 
title deeds acknowledging the practical right of his subjects to land
ownership, although the old theory was not exactly abrogated. In any 
case the monarch continues to be called the ''Lord of the Land'' in 
conversation. 

A feature wonhy of notice is the legislative power of the monarch 
of old. The ThammaslZI divided law into two main categories: princi
ples (miilag11d1) for the judicature, <;onsisting of 10 titles, and princi
ples for the people's litigation, consisting of 29 titles. Laws promul
gated in those days were invariably based upon one or other of these 
titles. Beyond them the monarch seemed to have been curiously limit
ed in his legislative power. 

One must remember that the Thai have always professed Bud
dhism of the Theravada sect, so the notion of the god-king is not as 
strong as in Cambodia. Moreov.er, the Thai monarch has also been 
governed by the ten kingly virtues, which arc also derived from 
Buddhism. This has rendered the patnarchal system permanent in 
Thailand, even after the change in 1932 from an absolute monarchy to 
a constitutional one. 
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The Chinese chronicle gives A.O. 192 as the year when, in the· 
region around the present city of 1-fuc in the central part of present
day Vietnam, a kingdom was founded to which they gave the name of 
Lin-i, and which later Sanskrit sources call Champa. The Cham people 
belong to the Indonesian race as their language denotes, but they may 
have originally lived in southern China like the Thai. The narrow 
coastal plain along the cast coast of mainland Southeast Asia which 
was the site of Champa was not favourable for a united country. In -
dian influence appeared in the second half of the fourth century, 
when a Cham king appeared bearing the Sanskrit name of Bhavavar
man. He had many Sanskrit inscriptions made, and he erected a lingt1 
named Siva Bhadre§vara which was the name of the god linked with 
that of himself, the founder of the cult. It is the earliest royal litigt1 
on record in mainland Southeast Asia. 

The Chinese chronicles again give some information on Champa 
during the fourth century A.O. The people built the walls of their 
houses with baked bricks covered with a layer of lime, and the houses 
were surmounted by a platform terrace known as un-llln (in Cham, 
/vJ/t1n). The people had deep-set eyes, straight prominent noses, and 
black frizzy hair. The women wore their hair in a knot on top of the 
head. Both men and women wore nothing but a length of chi-pei 
(cotton?) cloth wrapped round their bodies. They pierced their can 
so that they could hang small rings in them. The upper classes wore 
leather shoes, while the common people went barefoot. The headgear 
worn by the king was a tall cap with flower embroidery in gold, deco
rated with a silk tassel. When he went about he rode on an elephant. 
The burial of a king took place seven days after his death, great 
mandarins were buried three days after their decease, and ordinary 
people the day following it. Whatever the social status of the deceased 
might have been, the body was carefully shrouded, carried to the sea
shore or the banks of a river to the sound of drums and the accompani
ment of dances, and then delivered to the flames on a pyre prepared 
by the mourners. The bones which survived the flames were enclosed 
in a gold vase and thrown into the sea when it was the body of a king 
that had been burned. The remains of a mandarin were enclosed in a 
silver vase and thrown into the waves at the mouth of a river. For the 
dead who had enjoyed no special diStinction an earthenware vase was 
considered good enough and it was consigned to the waters of a river. 
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The parents of the dead of both sexes followed the procession and cut 
their hair before leaving the river-bank, this being the only sign of 
mourning for a period which was brief. 

Here again one notices the influence of Indian customs on the 
Cham. In Champa Hinduism was at all times preponderant, though 
there was a shon period of Mahayana Buddhist expansion at the end 
of the ninth century. One can therefore suppose that the Cham 
monarch was probably the god-king on eanh like the Khmer mon
arch. The history of the country is full of fighting with the Chinese 
at the beginning, with the Khmer in the middle period, and with the 
Vietnamese at the end, until the whole country, which had been grad
ually shrinking to the south, was totally absorbed by the Vietnamese 
about the early seventeenth century. 

In Vietnam, China, during the time of the Ch'in dynasty (about 
221 B.C.), spread its power southwards against the country of the 
Yueh (Viet), the principalities of which lay along the coasts of Che
kiang, Fukien and Kwangtung. During the Han dynasty Chinese 
power spread down to the Red River delta. The Nan-y\ieh or the 
Yueh were ancestors of the present-day Vietnamese and they were 
probably composed of Mon-Khmer and Indonesian tribes and Thai, 
who speak respectively non-tonal and tonal languages. At the begin
ning of the first century A.O. the Chinese began to change their 
policy towards the Nan-y\ieh and tried to sinicize them as much as 
possible. According to the Chinese chronicle the Nan-y\ieh, or the 
early inhabitants of the Red River delta, wore no clothes, blackened 
their teeth, chewed betel, tilled the fields with hoes of polished stone, 
and used poisoned arrows. The country around the delta then became 
a province of the Chinese empire during the later Han dynasty and the 
Chinese occupation lasted for nearly ten centuries. After the fall of the 
T'ang dynasty in 907 Vietnam became independent under the name I 
of Nam Viet and was ruled by a native chief. Its name was changed 
into Dai Co Viet in 968, and it was accepted as a vassal state by the 
Sung emperor. A Chinese envoy who visited the capital of Dai Co Viet 
in 990 wrote that the palace was quite small and that the wooden 
towers raised for the defence of the city were as simple in construc
tion as they were ugly in form. The country then changed hands, and 
came under the former Le dynasty in 980 and the Ly dynasty in 1010. 
The latter ruled the country more than two hundred years and is 
regarded as the first of the great dynasties of Vietnam. The name of 
the country was changed into Dai Viet in the second half of the elev-
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enth century and a peace pact was made with China on a footing of 
equality. 

Owing the rule of the Ly dynasty there were new regulations con-· 
cerning taxation and rights of entry for imponed goods. This period 
also saw the promulgation in 1042 of a new penal code, the granting 
of exemptions from taxation after a war, the di:;tribution of rice in times 
of famine, the creation of a relay postal system, the construction 
of numerous pagodas of Mahayana BuddhJSm, and the quest for 
religious texts in China. The Lys reorganized the administrative system 
of the country, establishing a more rigid hierarchy of officials, replan -
ning the armed forces, and creating social roles in the villages as a 
basis for tax assessment and for recruitment to the army. The dynasty 
also initiated a programme of public works to protect the rice-fields 
against floods, an imponant feature of which was the building of the 
first embankment of the Red River. They also encouraged Chinese 
studies as well as the cult of C.Onfucius. A national university was 
created in 1076, a year after the first literary examinations were held. 
Thus it can be seen that the Chinese pattern was closely followed. 

The Tran dynasty came into power in 1225 and was replaced by 
another dynasty in 1398. During this period China, now under the 
Ming dynasty, occupied Dai Viet again from 1~07 to 1418, when Le 
Loi, the head of a peasant family in the Than-hoa province in the 
nonhem pan of the country and the great hero of Vietnamese history, 
liberated the country and founded a new dynasty in 1428. 

The period of the Le dynasty extended from 1418-1786. During 
this time Vietnam tried her best to free the country from Chinese cul
tural domination. Though many cultural traits that had been bor
rowed from China were still preserved, such as the language used by the 
educated, literature, an. religion. and the system of administration by 
officials, the C.Ode of Hong-due, compiled in 1483, attempted on the 
contrary to codify all the laws and regulations promulgated by emper
ors of previous dynasties within one traditional framework. This task 
m the field of national jurisprudence had been preceded by the car
rying out of a similar task in the religious field in 1472, consisting of a 
revision of all the legends concerning the local gods which played the 
role of patrons of every village. The Le period is also the golden age of 
Sino-Vietnamese literature. 

From the above description one can see how Vietnam received 
cultural influence through Chinese military expansion and total occu
pation over a long period. The Chinese culture was imposed on the 
people, w!tereas the propagation of Indian culture was peaceful and 
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operated through the normal channels of commercial contact. The 
Vietnamese, however, when opportunity arose, tried to free them
selves from Chinese cultural domination though they could not dissolve 
it entirely. The Vietnamese kingship no doubt had to follow, at least 
at first, the Chinese pattern of the Son of Heaven. 

Conclusion 

Apan from Vietnam, which we have seen was influenced by Chi
nese culture imposed by force, the other countries of mainland Southeast 
Asia all received the influence of Indian civilization through peaceful 
means, and their. style of kingship was also regulated by the Indian 
pattern. In the east of the mainland Hinduism predominated, so the 
king was more or less the Dcvarija or the god-king identified with 
Siva, one of the greatest gods in Hinduism. Examples of this existed in 
Fu-nan, the Khmer empire and Champa. In the centre and west, 
Buddhism of the Theravada sect prevailed from the founeenth century 
onwards, especially that brought from Sri Lanka (Ceylon). For coun
tries like the Mon country, Thailand and Burma, though they may 
have received some influences from eastern countries such as the 
Khmer empire, the Hindu pattern was overshadowed by that of 
Buddhism. The monarch in Thailand for instance, though some 
epithets might indicate his status as a god-king, has always been 
controlled by the ten kingly vinues which also derived from Bud
dhism. This has brought about a patriarchal rule which prevails until 
the present time. It ts also to be noted that the king in mainland 
Southeast Asia, especially on the western side, did not simultaneously 
perform the duty of high-priest. He was only the worshipper or the 
protector of the faiths of his country, because in Southeast Asia 
Hinduism and Buddhism have always co-existed. Orie should also not 
forget about the ''local genius'' of the peoples on mainland Southeast 
Asia, who have adapted every tradition to suit their own characteris
tics, whether the original source was India or China. 
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Some Aspects of Kingship 
in Ancient Java 

S.Supomo 

For more than tetl centuries, from at least the fifth to the fifteenth 
century, Indianized states were a predominant feature in the political 
scene in the regions which now comprise the Republic of Indonesia. 
The first of these states emerged in the eastern part of Kalimantan 
(Borneo), southern Sumatra and West Java, but, since source material 
for the history of these areas is extremely sparse, for the present study 
I have to confine myself to the kingdoms of central and. eastern 
Java - the homeland of the Javanese speaking people -which lasted 
from the eighth to the early sixteenth century. Those eight centuries of 
the history of the Indo:Javanese kingdoms may, if only for conve
nience, be divided into three periods: ( 1) the Central Javanese period 
(the eighth to the early tenth century); (2) the early East Javanese 
period, which covers the period from the reign of king S~4ok 
(ca. A.D. 930) to the fall of Ka4iri (1222); and (3) the Singhasari
Majapahit period, from the thirteenth to the first quarter cif the six
teenth century. 

The earliest dated record from Java is a Sanskrit· inscription - known 
as the Canggal inscription - which was issued by a certain king Sanjaya 
to commemorate the foundation of a ~iwa lingg11 in A.D. 732. It is 
perhaps appropriate, therefore, to begin our discussion with a 
quotadon from this inscription: 

(8) In that excellent island called Java, which is the great mark of footprints of 
Puru~. there was a king of very noble lineage and of great fame called Sanna 
who, by means of conciliation and gift, ruled the subjects in a proper way, 
out of attachment, just like a l"ather (raking care of) his child from his very birth, 
and who, having subdued his enemies, protected the world for a long time with 
justice like Manu. (9) After the king called Sanna, the (very) Moon of the farni· 
ly ... went to enjoy in heaven the happiness which is the accumulated reward of 
ltis deeds, the world wandered about in grief, from having no protector.:: (11) 
The illustrious king called Sanjaya, who is eminent and respected by the assem
bly of the learned as an adept in the subtle meaning of the Sacred books; who, 
excelling in bravery and other virtues has, like Raghu, ovenhrown many circles of 
neighbouring rulers ... is (now) ruling the kingdom justly (12) While he is 
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ruling the eanh, with the waves as her girdle and the mountains as her breasts, 
people can sleep on the roadside without being frightened by thieves or by other 
dangers. I 

For students of Indian polity and culture in general, the phrases 
used by the author of this inscription as well as its underlying concep
tions arc all familiar. Comparing a ruler to Manu, the mythical first 
king of ancient India, or to a hero such as Raghu, the ancestor of 
Rima, is common in Sanskrit literature; the notion that a king is 
protector of the world, and that the world is lost in grief when he is no 
longer there to protect her, is one of the most fundamental princi
ples of Indian kingship - for the king is created by the Lord for this very 
purpose, as clearly stated, for instance, in the LtJwbook of MtJnu 7, 3. 
The phrase ''just like a father (taking care of) his child'' is likewise 
reminiscent of MtJnu 7, 80; and the ideas behind the phrases ''by 
means of conciliation and gift'' and ''who ... has ... overthrown many 
circles of ncighbowing rulers'' can be perhaps traced back to the wcll
known doctrine of mtl'!t/lllT. thoroughly analysed by Kautilya in the 
Ar1htliiis1rt1, Books 6-9. 

The unmistakably Indian character of this inscription, and indeed 
of most of the Javanese inscriptions of the earliest period, under
standably could easily lead to the mistaken assumption that the 
Javanese kingdoms of the past were established by Indians, either by 
conquest or by mass migration from Ind!a. It is now generally accepted, 
however, that these kingdoms were Indonesian kingdoms, ruled by 
Indonesian rulers, who, for reasons about which we can only speculate, 
adopted Indian religions and, with them, the principles of Indian 
kingship. 2 How this process of Indianization - which was aptly 
compared to the process of fecundation by Professor Bosch - took 
place is still not very clear to us, and much of it will undoubtedly 
remain obscure, but the result of this process is clearly identifiable 
it was ''a new life that was predestined to develop into an independent 
organism in which foreign and native elements were merged into an 
indissoluble unity".' 

1 See Poerbatjaraka, Riwtlfal l11rlo11esitl (Jakarta, 1952), Vol. I, pp.49-60; H. B. 
Sarkar, Corp11.1 of the lmmplio11sof}t111t1 (up to 928 A.D.), (Calcutta, 1971-72), no. 3 
(Sarbr's two-volume book will henceforth be referred to as CU). 

2 See e.g. J.C. van Leur, l11rlo11esi/Jfl Trt1tle nti Society: EsstJYS;,, AsilJfl SocitJI nri 
'&o11omic Histo" (The Hague, 1967), Chapter III; ~D.K. Bosch, Selected Studies;,, 
l11rlo11esi/Jfl Archt1eology (The Hague, 1961), pp.3-22. 

3F.D.K. Bosch, op.cit., p.20 
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As we have no records from the pre-Indian period, the Javanese 
elements in this ''new life'' are most difficult to determine. While the 
foreign elements can be identified with the help of Indian sources 
-often without much difficulty. as is obvious from the above exam-
1ples - the Javanese elements can only be inferred negatively: if certain 
elements are unknown in the Indian sources, they are perhaps indig
enous ones; and if these elements are also the properties of other 
tribes of Indonesia which had less contact with India or completely 
lacked it, then we may safely assume that they are indigenous. ; 

Nevertheless, it is often difficult to be certain whether some ele
ments which cannot be traced back to the Indian sources were ''men
deled" out from the indigenous properties or whether they were the 
result of the merging of the Indian and Javanese elements. On the 
other hand, even if certain elements can be traced back to Indian 
sources, one may still be justifiably doubtful whether they were not, in 
fact, Javanese elements garbed in new, imported attire. Thus, for 
instance, the paternalistic government implied in the phrase "just like 
a father (taking care of) his child'' occurring in the above quotation of 
the Canggal inscription may be found in Indian sources, but it does 
not follow that the idea of paternalistic government was unknown to 
the Javanese communities of the pre-Indian period. In fact, from the 
scanty data available to us, we have reason to believe that paternalism 
had been part of the Javanese concept of government since.long before 
the establishment of Indianized states. In other words, this particular 
phrase, which can be traced back to the Lawbook of Manu or other 
Smrfi literature, was deliberately chosen for its suitability to character
ize the ideal relationship between Javanese rulers and their subjects 
from time immemorial. 

The smallest territorial community of ancient Java, comparable to 
the presen't-day desa (village), is called wanua in the Central Javanese 
inscriptions. At the time when Java was only sparsely populated, the 
establishment of a new wanua by a group of people who, for various 
reasons, had left their ancestral homes would not be uncommon. 

The founders of such a new settlement, as a matter of course, 
would become the leaders of the new village community, as the village 
population would be either their children, their disciples - in the case 
of a religious community - or outsiders who were allowed to settle 
there. It is instructive in this respect, that the nuclear village popula
tion, the descendants of the village founders, are called anak wanua, 
that is "children of the village", and the village leaders are called 
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rama, "father(s)". The terms clearly suggest a father-son relationship 
between the village authorities and the village population as a whole. 
There were several ramas in the village, most of whom were in charge 
of cenain functions, e.g. supervising the irrigation (hulair), supervis
ing the bridges in the village (hulu wuatan), or acting as councillors 
(tuha wan11a. literally "the old ones in the village") 1 As a group they 
seemed to form .some kind of a board of elders, which supervised and 
conducted the affairs of the village. It was through them that the vil
lage made a complaint to the state authorities when they were overtax
ed.' and it was likewise through them that a ruler purchased the land 
of a village to be granted to a religious establishment for its upkeep." 

A newly established village might have been an independent, self
supporting community, but when the population grew and the arable 
lands available for their subsistence became less and less, then the 
need for some kind of arrangement with the neighbouring villages 
would arise. This is especially true in a country where wet-rice agricul
ture is practised - as Java has been since the neolithic period - because 
its success depends, to a very large extent, on the availability of good 
irrigation networks, which in most cases have to be built beyond the 
boundaries of one particular village. 

As the whole population of the village involved in such an arrange
ment would directly benefit from it, it seems most likely that this 
could be achieved, at least in its inception, through voluntary coopera
tion among the villages concerned. If a new settlement happened to 
be not too far from the parent-village or its sister-villages, closer ties 
with them would be most lik~ly. Another possibility was an arrange
ment based on the Javanese concept of cosmic order involving four 
villages -or a multiplication of four- plus a central village. The leader 

4 In many inscriptions 1"llf1llZ is often spelled with a long vowel in the first syllable, which, 
de Casparis suggests, "could be compared with our usc of capitals in similar cases. Thw 
we usc the spelling 'father' to denote the family relation, but we write 'Father' as a 
religiow title.'' See J.G. de Casparis, Selecleti Inscriptions from the 7th lo the 9th 
Century (Bandung, 19,6), Vol.II, p.216; p.230, note n. 

5 See the copper-plate of Pal11!pangan (CI} 68). 
6 See the copper-plates of Panggumulan (CI} 64); see also P.H. van Naerssen, 

"Inscriptions van bet Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde te Leiden'', Bijtimgen 101 tie 
Tflfli-, LtJnti- en Volkenk11ntie, 97 (1938), pp.,03-504. 

7 See }. G. de Casparis, lnscriplies 11it tie (:ailendr11-Tf1d (Bandung, 19,0), 
pp.151-160. 
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of this new, larger territorial unit was probably originally chosen from 
among the ramas of the member-villages, and he assumed the title 
of raka, that is "elder brother". As van Naerssen remarks, this title 
suggests that ''the wanua grouping was still a community very much 
dominated by kinship, and united only through voluntary submission 
to a paternalistic and benevolent ovelord''.' 

It-was from among these rakas that the kings of Java originated. 
Exactly when one of the rakas rose above their equals and assumed the 
title of king probably can never be known to us, but the occurrence 
of non-Indian words for king -ha;i and ratu"- as well as words for a 
great number of titles of state and village officials in the Old Javanese 
inscriptions points to the existence of monarchical states with highly 
organised bureaucracies long before the adoption of principles of 
Indian kingship and coun administration. Their continued use in the 
Indianized states is a clear indication that these states were merely a 
continuation of the older form of political organization. 

Whereas the formation of a raka-dom was most likely based on the 
mutual need for co-operation, its expansion into a kingdom would not 
have been possible without the use of force. It is not surprising, there
fore, to read in the Canggal inscription that it was only after subduing 
his enemies that King Sanna was able to protect the world with jus
tice, and that his successor, Sanjaya, also had to ovenhrow "many 
circles of neighbouring rulers" -no doubt a reference to the rakas of 
adjoining territories - before he was able to rule the country. Territo -
rial expansion and the accumulation of power, however, did not stop 
with the establishment of a kingdom. Indeed, as happened in all 
countries throughout the history of mankind, the foundation of a 
kingdom was merely the beginning of more serious and systematic 
effons to bring the whole region, or regions, under one supreme ruler. 
Thus, while Sanna and Sanjaya seemed to be content with the simple 
title of raja, the latter's successor, the raka of Panangkaran, assumed 
the more dignified title of mahariija, ''great king''. Nevenheless, it is 
interesting to note that all the mahiiriijas of the Central Javanese 

8 F. H. van Naerssen, "The Search for Central Power" in T. K, Tan (ed.), 
Sukarno's Guided Indonesia (Brisbane, 1967), p.5 .. 

9 For a discussion ofratu and haji, see L.C.Damais, "Epigrafische aantekeningen' , 
in Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 83 (1949), pp.18-25. For the 
use of datu - the word is etymologically identical - in Malay inscriptions, see]. Gonda, 
Sanskrit in Indonesia (New Delhi, 1973), p.621. 
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period retained the tide of rt1ka. A ruler of this period is usually 
recorded in the inscription as, for instance, Sn mahari.ia raka i 
W atukura dyah Balitung in Dharmodaya mahiisambhu, that is ''The 
Illustrious Great King, the rakaofWatukura, dyah Balitung, etc." 

It is possible that raka, as a title, eventually lost its original mean
ing, but the idea of a ruler as "father" or "elder brother" of the 
whole population had not, and has not, completely disappeared from 
Javanese politics. Tantular, a fourteenth century Javanese poet, said in 
his poem, the Atjunawi/aya, that "a king is truly the parent of the 
three worlds, the life of all people" . 111 In the royal edicts of the 
Muslim Mataram rulers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the 
subjects arc often referred to as momongan, that is "children to be 
taken care of with love" .11 The Javanese civil servants are called 
pamong Prt1.it11 "those who look after the country and the people", 
and the term is now used in the Indonesian administration. That the 
late President Sukarno and the present President Suharto arc better 
known among the people as Bung (i.e. elder brother) Karno and Pak 
(i.e. father) Hano respectively is a clear indication that the idea of pa
tcmali$tic government is still very much alive in present-day Indonesia. 

Oosely related to the idea of the ''paternalistic and benevolent 
overlord'' is the concept of a ruler as protector of his subjects and of 
the world in general. Thus in the above quotation of the Canggal 
inscription, for instance, we read that after subduing his enemies, 
King Sanna ''protected the world for a long time with justice like 
Manu'', and that when he passed away ''the earth wandered about in 
grief from having no protector". Although, as has been noted, the con
cept of the ruler as protector·is one of the basic principles of Indian king
ship, and such phrases might have been derived from Indian 5911rccs, 
there seems to be little doubt that the same idea must have been pan 
of the principle of the indigenous raka-ship as well. It is reasonable to 
suppose that, in the first place, a raka was chosen from among the rama.r 
for his ability to provide protection to the whole population, to render 
help to those in need, and to maintain order in the region. Whatever 
the case may be, it was the idea of a king as protector that eventually 

10 Arjtl11Mfayt1 71, 6c. For this poem, see S. Su po mo, Arj#"4lllijf1Yt1: A KiWlwin 
of mP., Tnt""'1-(The Hague, 1976). 

11 See Soemarsaid Moenono, Sklte nfi St11tecrt1ft in Olfi ]fl1lfl: A Stt1riy of the 
Lrner Miltflrflm Periofi, 16th to 19th Cmtt1ry (Ithaca, New York, 1963), pp.25-26. 
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became the most prominent one in the conception of Javanese king
ship. Many Sanskrit words for "king" found their way into de Old 
Javanese as well as New Javanese vocabularies, and niilhtl, whose origi
nal meaning is "protector", was one of the most often used by the 
Javanese poets in their poems. 1 ~ Perhaps the fart that folk-c·t\'mologi
cally it can be construed as being derived from the root-word kfla, 
"order", had something to do with its popularity, for being tata-tln
tre'm, that is being "in orderly a.rwigemcnt and tranquil state" is, 
according to the popular Javanese view, the ultimate goal that a ruler 
has to strive for his kingdom. Sang _nata thus can be interpreted as 
"one who puts things in order", implying that a world without a king 
is a world out of order. 

In nearly every kakawi'n (Old Javanese poem), almost all of them 
products of the East-Javanese period, we read passages in which lengthy 
advice Oil rajadharma (the king's duty) is given. and the emphasis 
is always on his duty as the protector of the people and the world in 
general. Providing protection to the people and the world, however, 
implies that there are evil elements who will try to disturb the ''orderly 
arrangement and the tranquil state" of the kingdom. To these ele
ments, the king should show no mercy; he should perform the Yama
brata, "Yama's practice", namely "to punish evildoers, to slay 
thieves' .13 The i ' world is. as the Canr-:gal insrription says of king 
Sanjaya's kingdom, one where "people can sleep on the roadSide 
without being frightened by thieves or by other dangers''. 

In order that this ideal state of tranquility and order should prevail 
throughout the country, it is necessary for the raka, and later the king, 
to have means at his disposal to carry out his functions. Thus taxation 
was invented. From this point of view, then, taxation was not, at least 
at its inception, some kind of payment in return for protection render
ed, but rather a provision which would enable the king to discharge 
his duties effectively. Wealth was not the end of his endeayours, but 
was merely the necessary means (sadhana) by which h_e would be able 
to protect the world. As most of the wealth in agricultural societies 
would come from the land, it is not surprising to read in many kaka
win that the kings were urged to do their utmost to increase the 
welfare of the villagers and the prosperity of the countryside. The 

12 CT.J. Gonda,/oc.cil. 
13 0ldJavancscRim.ijl"'4 24, 14. For this poem, sec H. Kem, Rim4Jllf!ll~n. 

011tljat1t11mSch Helrienriicht, ('s. Gravcnhagc, 1900). 
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prosperity of the rural districts in turn would bring about, as Prapan
ca, the author of the Niigarakrtiigama, puts it, "the increase of the 
king's due. as a means for him to protect the world'' '' 

Two kinds of taxation were common in Java throughout most of its 
histoty. The first was in the form of part of the produce of the land or 
its equivalents, which was called d_rwya haji (king's due), and the sec
ond was in the form of pan of the labour of the peasants, which was 
called gawai haji or bwat haji (works done for the king). For the wel
fare of the people and the prosperity of the country, kings were advised 
not to put heavy taxation on the people. Thus the Old Javanese 
Ramiiya1Jll says that the king should perform the fiiiryabrata {the prac
tice of the Sun-god), namely that in drawing taxes from his subjects 
he should act gently and gradually, like the sun drawing water with its 
rays. 1' The practice that can be gleaned from the inscriptions. how
ever, seems to be a far cry from the theory expounded in the literary 
works. The land-tax itself was not too harsh. 11• but this basic tax was 
just one of the myriad taxes that the Javanese peasantry were liable to 
pay. 1 Jn addition to these taxes. which were payable in kind or in 
cash (silver or Chinese currency), people still had to spend part of their 
time and labour for the gawai haji", to provide the necessary facilities 
for agricultural and economic activities and to build royal residences 
and religious monuments. Judging from the most conspicuous re
mains of the Javanese past-ruins of temples that are scattered in and 
around the centres of the ancient kingdoms - a very great number of 
corvee labourers must have been employed by the Javanese rulers to 
build such monuments throughout the,eight centuries of the Indo:Jav
anese period. 1' 

14 Ntigarak[tligama 88, 4d. For this poem, see Th.Pigeaud,]ava in the 14th Cen
tury: A Study in Cultural History,"5 vols. (The Hague, 1960-1963). 

u Old Javanese R3mayapa 24, 15; cf. Nagarakrtagama 7, 1 
16 A Chinese source says that the peasants of Ancient Java paid one tenth of the 

produce as taxes (see W.P.Groeneveld, Historical Notes on Indonesia and Malaya, 
Compiled from Chinese Sources, Jakarta, 1960, p.16). This amount compared favoura
bly with the sixth or even third of the produce which the Indian peasantry were liable 
to pay (see A.I.. Basham. The frontier th(lf u•(l.r Indi(l. New York. Evergreen ed. 9th 
printing, p.107). 

17 For a discussion of various taxes in fourteenth century Java, see Th. Pigeaud, 
op.cit., vol.IV, pp.303-304,382-384,422-428. 

18 For an attempt to calculate the amount of labour involved in the building of 
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On top of this, the villagers often had to put up with unscrupulous 
state officials who were supposed to _protect them. Thus we read in one 
inscription .1" for instance. that a village was unable to pay land-tax. 
because it was set too high. The tax-official asked the village to pay 
taxes for four lamwits of rice fields, while in fact it had only less than 
two lamwits. In this particular case, the ramas of the village concerned 
approached the higher authority for an appeal, won thetr case, and 
had their taxes lowered, but such a case was perhaps an exception 
rather than the rule. In so far as can be seen from historical sources 
- admittedly not many - peasant revolts against the kings because of 
the heavy burder of taxation, or indeed for whatever reason, never 
took place in ancient Java.~" Rebellion. like warfare itself. was appar
ently the prerogative of members of the royal families, the aristocracy 
and couniers in general. The most extreme step that common villagers 
could take as an expression of discontent against the government's 
oppressive measures was simply fleeing the countty and establishing 
new settlements in remote places where the arm of the tax-collectors 
would not be able to reach them - at least for the time being. Many 
villages mentioned or described briefly in many kakawins - mostly in 
parts where the heroes of the poems were wandering through the for -
ests and the mountains - give the impression of being newly estab
lished. They were usually small villages (t/ukuh), nestling in the 
green of tropical forests at some distance from the areas where wet-rice 
agriculture was practised. Such a village might have been an idyllic 
scene which was a delightful sight to behold and a constant source of 
inspiration for the Javanese poets - no kakawin in the true sense of the 
term is without at least a few stanzas ponraying such a village - but for 
the state authorities its sudden appearance amidst the newly cleared 
forest must have been a cause for deep concern. To the former it was a 
symbol of spiritual tranquility, for the latter it was a sign of failure to 
keep the population happy in their old surroundings. For the king it 

.Barabu9ur, the best known monument of ancient Java, see B. Schrieke, Indonesian 
Sociological Studies (The Hague, 1957), Pan II, pp.298-299. 

19See the copper plate of Palepangan (CJ] 68). 
20 See, however, note 39 below. For a thorough study of peasant uprisings in more 

recent times, see Sanono Kartodirdjo, The PetJSants' Rerolt of Banten in 1888: Its 
Conditions, Course and Sequel: A Case Study of Social Mo11ements in Indonesia (The: 
Hague, 1966); and "Agrarian Radicalism in Java: Its Setting and Development'', in 
Oaire Hold, Culture and Politics in Indonesia (Ithaca, 1972), pp. 71-125. 
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meant more than merely the loss of state revenue and statute labour 
- the necessary sadhana (means) to protect the world; it undermined 
the very basis of his claim to be a natha, a protector, a provider of 
order and tranquility. It is in this light that we should view the 
emphasis given in the speech of the ruler of WCngker in front of the 
assembly in Majapahit, as recorded in Nligarakrtagama 88,3, that 
''every effon should be made for the welfare of the rural districts ... so 
that the farmers will not leave for other regions to clear new land and 
to settle there' ' . 

At a time when animism was the basic belief of the population and 
magic and ancestor worship were widely practised - in Java and other 
parts of Indonesia, before as well as after the adoption of Hinduism 
and Buddhism - the concept of the ruler as protector would inevitably 
lead to the idea of royal divinity. In the animistic tradition there was 
no sharp distinction between the world of the monals and that of the 
spirits, between the living and the dead. Thus we find that not only 
both the kings who were already dead and those who were still alive 
were often referred to as "divine heings" or "gods" .21 but those who 
had already been dead for decades were also often invoked to render 
protenion. · · 

The introduction of the Indian deities into the Javanese religious 
scene did not fundamentally alter the picture. Instead of being iden -
tified with an indigenous god (hyang ), the king would now be identi
fied with a dewa from the Hindu pantheon. The comparison of king 
Sanna to Manu occurring in the Canggal inscription, like that of 
A5wawarman to Ansuman (the Sun-God) in the Kutei inscription and 
that of Piir~awarman to Wi~~u in the Ciaruteun inscription.~' was a 
timid, tentative step in this direction. The adoption of the names of 
cenain deities, such as Wi~r:iu, Indra, Bhanu and Mahasambhu by the 
Javanese rulers might be another means of identifying them with these 
deites.2'1 However, in so far as can be seen from the epigraphical sour-

21 Thus in the Mantyasih I inscription of907 A.D. (Cl]70), for instance, the past 
rulers of Mataram arc referred to collectively as rahyangla rumuhun, ''the deities of the 
earlier times", while in the Talang Tuwo inscription of 684 the ruling king is referred 
to aspunlfl hiyam, "His Majesty the Lord" (See Poerbatjaraka, op.cit., pp.35-38). 

22 As for instance, for the protection of a newly founded sima, "freehold", 
established by the grace of the king (sec, e.g., the Mantayasih I inscription). 

23 See Poerbatjaraka, op.cit., pp. 9 and 12 respectively. 
24 See J. G. de Casparis, Inscriptions uil de Cflilendra-Tijd, pp.198-199. This 
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ces -the main historical sources from the Central Javanese period
the Central Javanese rulers did not seem too eager to identify them
selves with the Indian deities. 

It was in literary works, almost all of them written after the shift 
of power from Central to East Java, that the Indian concept of divine 
kingship, and with it the identification of rulers with the Indian dei
ties, began to appear most clearly. It appears for the first time in the 
old Javanese Riimiiyarµ kakawin and, as a matter of course, in the 
prose adaptions of the Sanskrit epics - the Mahi'bhiirata and the Riima
yaria - which are the oldest products of Old Javanese literary activity 
that have come down to us." Thus, in one of the two passages on 
rajadharma occurring in the Old Javanese Ramayana,21, the anony
mous author - through the mouth of Rama, the hero of the story -
emphasises that people should revere the king because ''in his body 
assemble eight deities", the eight lokapiilas of the Hindu pantheon, 
namely Indra, Yama, the Sun, the Moon, the Wind, the Lord of 
Wealth (Kubera). Waruna and Agni, the Fire-god.'- Then, elaborat
ing the concept of the king as an embodiment of eight deities as 
solemnly declared in the Lawbook of Manu, 211 the poet says that be
cause of this the king should perform the "!tabrata, that is the eight 
modes of life or conduct, each emulating the nature and the conduct 
of each of the eight deities who were in him. Thus like Indra shower -
ing the earth with rain, the king should shower the world with gifts; 
like Yama he should punish thieves and evil-doers; like the Sun 
drawing water gradually with his rays, the king should take (taxes) 
from the people gently and gradually; like the Moon he should make 
the whole world happy with pis appearance and amrta-like laughter; 
like the Wind he should be aware of what is in the mind of all his 

argument, however, is not as strong as it appears to be, as names of deities were also 
used by people who obviously were not in high positions, and even by common people, 
e.g. W~i;iu in Cl] 65 A, 8; Brahma in Cl} 68, 15; Siwa in 87, 20; and Manu in Cl} 
16, 7. 

n For these works see P. ]. Z.Octmulder, KJJlangwan: A Sun1ey of Olti j1111anese 
Literature (The Hague, 1974), pp.68-100; 217-233. 

26Thesc passages occur in cantos 3, 53-85 and 24, 43-86. 

27 Old Javanese Iuimiyapa 24, 11-20. 
28 The enumeration of the deities is in accordance with Manu 7, 4-7, but many of 

the details are similar to Manu 9, 30 3-311, with the exception that instead of the F.arth, 
the Old Javanese Rlim.ijat111 has, as in Manu 7, 4, the Lord of Wealth. 
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subjects; like the Lord of Wealth he should enjoy all kirlds of material 
wealth; fike Waruna he should capture all the wicked; and like the 
Fire-god he should annihilate his enemies. 

It is clear from the kakawin literature, however, that by then the 
reverse process, the Javanization of the foreign elements, had begun 
gaining momentum. The main themes of the kakawins were almost 
without exception taken from the Indian sources, the protagonists 
were.known from the epics and the pura1Jas, the geographical 11ames 
were Indian, but the stories were all placed in a Javanese setting. As 
Z.Oetmulder remarks: "Under the guise of Sanskrit personaf and place 
names the poet is presenting a picture of his own country and his own 
society. These men and women with their Indian names are essentially 
Javanese, acting like Javanese, thinking like Javanese and living in a 
Javanese environment''.·"' 

In such a cultural climate, the full identification of the Javanese 
ruler with an "Indian" deity was a thing which wuld he taken for 
granted. He was now not just like Wisi;m. He was Wi~vu. As the 
introductory part of the Old Javanese Bht/maparwa_ says: "He can be 
called Hari because he is W~QU, being a bearer of Sn; because he is a 
protector of the world; because he is a lion, fully showing in every
thing his leonine character''.·" 

Thus we read in various inscriptions from the East Javanese period 
that many rulers bore names that mean "W~o.u 's incarnation". as 
for instance Wigmmiirti (for Erlangga in Q/O 62) . Madhusiidana
watira (for Jayabhaya in O]O 68), Triwikramawatira (for Kamdwara 
in O]O 72) and Narasinghamiirti (for K{tanagara in O]O 79). Howev
er, his being an incarnation of W~Qu - or, rather, his being called an 
incarnation of W~Qu in one or two inscriptions - obviously did not 
prevent other people from identifying him with other deities. Dhar
mawangf.t T~guh, for instance, who is called W~Qu in the manggala 
of the Bhifmaparwa, is called Siwa in the Adiparwa; Kiimefwara is 
also an incarnation of Kama in the Smaradahana kakawin, which was 
written under his patronage; and Krtanagara was buried in Siwabud-

29 P.J. Z.Oetmulder, op.cit., pp.187-188. 
30 Quoted from P.J. Z.Oetmulder, op.cit., p.100. 
31 0]0 stands for "Oud Javaansch Oorkonden. Nagelaten Transcripties door 

Wijlen Dr J. L. A. Brandes", published by N.]. Krom, Verhanelelingen """llet 
Konin/,/ij/, Brmwitltuch Genootschap, vol. 60 (1913). 
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dhalaya, which implies that he was an incarnation of both Siwa and 
Buddha as well. 

In this way, the king could not be identified with just one particu
lar religious group. He was the king and the god for the whole popula
tion, regardless of their religious persuasion. He was Siwa for the Si
waites, Buddha for the Buddhists, W~~u for the W~Q.uites, Kama for 
the admirers of Beauty, Kuwera for the seekers of Wealth. 

During the reign of Rijasanagara (1350-1389), the position of the 
highest god in the state pantheon of Majapahit was apparently occu
pied by a deity known by various designations which mean ''Lord of 
the Mountains''. The worship of the Lord of the Mountains, as I have 
argued elsewhere.·~ had its origin in the indigenous practice of wor
shipping ancestral spirits residing in the high places mixed with the 
Javanized Indian concept of Mount Meru as the cenue of the universe. 
It is not surprising, therefore, to read in the Niigarakrtigama that 
Rijasanagara is the incarnation of this Lord of the Mountains. His su -
perhuman nature and his close relationship with this Deity were evi
dent from various natural phenomena that, according to Nagarakrfii
gama 1, 4, accompanied his birth: an earthquake, a rain of ashes, 
thunder and lightning and the eruption of a volcano, Mount Kam
pud, the present-day Mount Kelud. A new element, however, was 
now added to the concept of the king as an incarnation of god. 
Ranggah Rijasa, the founder of the Singhasari-Majapahit dynasty, 
was according to Nagarakrtiigama 40. 1. an ayonijatana_ya (i.e. a son 
who was not born of the womb) of the Lord of the Mountains, and 
is known throughout the poem as ''Son of the Lord of the Moun
tains' ' . Rajasanagara, therefore, was an incarnation as well as a descen -
dant of the Lord of the Mountains. To maintain his mystical rela
tionship with this Deity, Rajasanagara made visits to the state sanctu -
ary of Palah -which was the abode of the Lord of the Mountains- every 
year to pay devoted homage to the feet of the god. The visit and the 
devotions that the king, who was himself Lord of the Mountains, 
made at the feet of this Deity, thus constituted an act of yoga, leading 
to a mystical union between the microcosmic and macrocosmic Lord of 
the Mountains." 

32 Sec S. Supomo, "Lord of the Mountains in the Fourteenth Century KAUwin" 
in &]tlragen tot tie Tlllll-, Lllntl-en Volkenkuntle, 128 (1972), pp.281-297. 

H For a discussion of the belief in the parallelism between microcosmos and 
macrocosmos in Southeast Asia in general, sec R. Hcinc-Gcldcm, "Conceptions of State 
and Kingship in Southeast Asia", The Far &lstern Qt11Jrterly, 2 (1942-1943), pp.15-30. 
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It 1S obvious, then, that the doctrine of royal divinity imbued the 
Javanese conception of kingship throughout the Indo:Javanese period, 
and indeed throughout Javanese history. For even after the adoption 
of Islam by the Javanese rulers of Mataram, many of the aspects of 
divine kingship discussed here were still clearly visible. In the state 
chronicle, the kings of Mataram arc still described as descendants of 
gods -Indian as well as indigenous- and heroes from the remote past 
-mythical as well as historical; the prevalence of the idea of the Lord of 
the Mountains as the highest god is evident from the names they 
assumed- such as Amangku Rat and Hamengku Buwana --QDd from 
the dynastic burial ground which is situated on a hill ~ignificantly 
called Imagiri- not far from the original kraton:'' and th<" idea of 
tJitabrata and other teachings occurring in the kakawin literature con
tinued to be regarded with high esteem by the Javanese rulers and the 
Javanese people in general.,., 

As a descendant as well as an incarnation of the highest god, the 
king's power over his subjects and the whole k~gdom would be abso
lute. There was no constitution to limit his sovereignty, nor a people's 
assembly to restrict his-authority. He was an autocrat, often acted like 
one, and was normally accepted as such by his subjects. Yet there are 
instances from the historical sources and literature in general which 
indicate that there were other forces in the community that subjected 
the king's sovereignty to some limitation, that he could lose the awe 
and the respect that people had for him if he did something contrary 
to their expectations and that, like any other mortal, he was vulnerable. 

One of the forces that acted as a check on the king's sovereignty 
was, paradoxically, also the force from which he derived his main 
suppon, namely his own family. Members of a royal family were 
often rulers in their own right of ccnain parts of the kingdom, which 
they apparently inherited from one of the king's predecessors or which 
they acquired through marriage. In the Majapahit period they assum -

34 Amangku Rat and Hamengku Buwana arc perhaps Javanese renderings of 
Sanskrit bhr111h11r11 or bhllbhrt, "carth-supponing" or "carth-supponcr", that is, 
mountain. lmagiri may be derived from himagiri, which is, more or less, a synonym of 
himi/11y11. It is also possible that it is a contraction of i Mtlhigiri, the Great Mountain 
i.e. Mount Mcru. 

n Sec Socmarsaid Mocnono, op.cil., pp.42-44. For snidy of the traditional (that 
is, later Mataram)Javancsc concept of statecraft in the context of present-day Indonesian 
politics, sec B.R.O'G. Anderson, "The Idea of Power in Javanese Culture", in Oair 
Holt, op,cil.,pp.1-68. 
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ed the title of bhra, perhaps an abbreviation of bhafiira, ''Lord''. 
They seemed to act independently in their respective areas, and some 
of them apparently also had considerable influence in the running of 
the affairs of the central government. Filial obedience and respect to 
the elder members of the family in general seem to have been always a 
strong element in the relationship among the members of the Java
nese royal family. The king and the elder members of the royal family 
often had to have discussions before imponani decisions were taken. 
Even in appointing his ministers, the king apparent1y did not have a 
free hand. The best known example of this was the appointment of 
the successors of Gajah Mada, the great first minister of Majapahit 
for more than 30 years. Rajasanagara, who was on one of his many 
tours of the country, quickly returned to the capital city when he 
learnt of Gajah Mada's illness. After the first minister's death, nine 
members of the royal family met in private to decide who would be 
the successor of Gajah Mada. These nine, who apparently constituted 
a kind of dynastic council, were the king, his parents, his maternal 
aunt and her husband, and his two cousins and their husbands. After 
long deliberation, they came to the conclusion that Gajah Mada was 
irreplaceable. No one would be able to carry out the tasks which used to 
be the responsibility of Gajah Mada. Accordingly, six dignitaries 
were appointed to succeed him."' and according to the Pararaton 
(p. 29), Rajasanagara had no first minister for the next three years. 

It may be true that there was no constitution in the Javanese 
kingdoms, but to say that there was no restriction on the king's sover
eignty is definitely not correct. In highly traditional societies, as Java 
was -and still is- the king, as any member of the community, was 
required to observe customs and traditions that were rigidly handed 
down from generation to generation. The king in fact not only had to 
observe them, but also-as the protector of the world order-had to 
protect them with all his might. All these customs, traditions, laws 
and knowledge of the past were preserved in the sacred texts and the 
literature in general. Princes were required to study them in their 
youth- and in the process many of them indeed became consummate 
kawir. ,- Being well-versed in .fa.rtra was one of the virtues which the 
king was supposed to possess. Passages such as that which occurs in the 

36Scc Nag11TYJkrt.ig11m1170, 3·72, 6. 
37 Scc P.J. Zoctmuldcr, op.cit., pp.151-154. 
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Canggal inscription, namely that ''the illustrious king Sanjaya ... is 
respected by the assembly of the learned as an adept in the subtle 
meanings of the sacred books'', are found in almost every kakawin 
when a poet is describing a vinuous king. 

Now, if a king took action which was contrary to the accepted cus
toms and traditions, the community seems to have considered itself 
justified in disobeying him. The case of Krtajaya, the last king of 
Kacj.iri, is instructive in this respect. Krtajaya, so the Pararaton (pp.13-
14) tells us, demanded that the clergy (bhujanggas), be they Siwaite 
or Buddhist, had to make obeisance (sembah) to him. The priests, 
however, refused to comply with the command, because, as they 
argued, since time immemorial the clergy had never made an obei
sance to the king. Adamantly the king insisted that they make 
sembah to him' even if it had not been the practice before' for he was' 
he declared, in truth bha/lira Guru, the highest god. Then he showed 
his divine appearence -three eyes, four arms and all- and demon -
strated hIS supernatural power by sitting on the top of an upturned 
spear. The priests were not impressed, and they all left the country, 
seeking refuge with Ken Angrok, who was patiently biding his time to 
attack Kagiri. It was not long after this event that Ken Angrok 
defeated Krtajaya and his army in the battle near Ganter in A.D. 1222. 

Migration from the established villages to remote places, as we 
have noted above, was also a rather common way of expressing 
dissatisfaction with oppressive rule and high taxation -in the form of 
shares of both produce and labour. Schrieke has even suggested, 
perhaps rather exaggeratedly, that such migration was panly respon
sible for the shift of power from Central Java to East Java in the tenth 
century and from the East back to Central Java in the sixteenth 
century.'"· 

Peasant uprisings, as has been noted, are not mentioned in any 
Old Javanese record so far found."' Rebellion against the ruling king. 
however, occurred fairly often, and indeed almost regularly through -
out Javanese history. Usually it was led by one of the members of 

38 B. Schrieke, op.cit., pp.287-301. 
39 The story of Ken Angrok (see J. Brandes, P11r11r11ton, Batavia, 1896), may be 

interpreted as an example of a peasant revolt in ancient Java (see e.g. dametmuljana, 
A Story of M11j11p11hit, Singapore, 1976, pp.1-19), but, in my opinion, it was simply a 
variant of a palace coup-planned and executed, admittedly, by one who was born and 
spent most of his childhood in the countryside. 
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the royal family, a powerful vassal or governor, or one of the high 
dignitaries who felt that some injustice had been perpetrated against 
him by the king. It is obvious, however, that many such rebellions 
were caused by simple lust for power on the part of the rebels. 

The belief in royal divinity notwithstanding, regicide was not 
uncommon in ancient Java. Thus of the eight rulers of Kadiri and 
Tumapel-Singhasari mentioned in the Pararaton (pp. 12-24), who 
between them reigned for less than one century (from about 1200 to 
1293), only one, Wi~Quwardhana, died peacefully. Tunggulametung 
was assassinated in his bed, Ken Angrok was assassinated at table, 
Anusapati while watching cock-fighting, and Tohjaya while trying to 
escape from being captured by rebels led by his nephews. Kft;ajaya 
died in battle, Kftanagara was killed during a sudden attack on his 
capital city, andJayakatwang died in prison. This, however, is still far 
from the extraordinary situation which existed in Pasai, North 
Sumatra, where, if we are to believe Tome Pires, a sixteenth century 
Portuguese traveller: ''The grandees ... have from time to time agreed 
that whoever kills the king becomes king; and they say that on one day 
there were seven kin_gs in Pase, because one killed the other and 
another the other.""' But what took place in the early years of 
Singhasari, as recounted in the Pararaton, clearly illustrates that belief 
in royal divinity did not make a king free from mortal danger. 

40 The Suma Orienl/JI of Tome Pires, trans. Armando C.Oncsso (London, 1944). 
Vol. I, 143. 





Ideologies and Traditions of Monarchy 
and Government in Imperial China* 

Hok-lam Chan 

Introduction 

It is a platitude to scholars familiar with East Asian history that 
China ~ the unique tradition of a monarquical system of bureau
cratic government unsurpassed in scope an duration in the records 
of civilization. The ingenious Chinese rulers, inheriting a rich culture 
going back to the Neolithic Age, had developed a sophisticated and 
highly functional system of government many centuries before 
Christ, and one which, with some modifications, lasted for two 
thousand years until the dissolution of the monarchy by the revolution 
and the founding of the Republic in the early twentieth century. 1 To 
summarize this unique human achievement is easy as well as difficult 
- easy because the Chinese had a distinctive style of governmental 
organization, and difficult because there is an enormous amount of 
information to be sifted and digested. The greatest task, however, has 
been that of interpretation, which still remains controversial, as his
torians or various schools have tried to impose their own views, 
based on a partial understanding of the Chinese historical expe
rience. The native historians, traditionalists and Marxists alike, 

• The citations in the footnotes are confined to essential works bearing on the subject, and 
most of them are in English. It is not justifiable, given the limited scope and synthetic 
nature of this essay, to burden the reader with a full listing of the Chinese primary 
sources and other specialized studies in Oriental languages. Readers wishing to pursue 
funher investigation into the subject may refer to the relevant titles cited for a more 
comprehensive bibliography of the primary and secondary literature. 

1 For a succinct account of the development of the Chinese monarchy and the 
bureaucratic system of government, see the relevant sections in Raymond Dawson, ed., 
The Legacy of Chint1 (Oxford, 1964); Etienne Balazs, Chinese Civilization and Bu
reaucracy, u. H.M. Wright (New Haven, 1964); Michael Loewe, lmperitll Chinfl: The 
Histori~ &ckground of the Modem Age (London, 1966); John K. Fairbank, The 
United Stt1tes nd Chint1, 3rd. ed. (Cambridge, Mass., 1971); John Meskill, ed., 
An lntrorJuclion to Chinese Ci11ilizfltion (New York, 1973); and Charles 0. Hucker, 
Chinfl 's lmperitll Pt1St: An Introduction to Chinese History nd Culture (Stanford, 1975 ). 
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have introduced such cliches as "feudal" or "despotic" to cover the 
whole sweep of their institutional heritage, whereas Western scholars 
of diverse backgrounds have likewise applied comparable generalizing 
labels to theorize about the Chinese phenomenon in the light of their 
respective intellectual traditions. Karl Marx, for instance, classified 
China as having a static and underdeveloped ''Asiatic mode of 
production" in his categorization of pre-modern societies, while Karl 
A. Wittfogel, elaborating his thesis of "Oriental despotism", label
ed China a "hydraulic state" notorious for the application of terror 
as an instrument of government. Max Weber, on the other hand, 
characterized China as a "bureaucratic state" dominated by the liter
ary elite, and Etienne Balazs and other historians followed suit with 
various qualifications of such generalization.' It is not possible, given 
the scope of the present paper, to document the Chinese institutional 
development at length, or to grapple with the complicated theoretical 
issues thus raised. What is modestly presented here is a highly impres
sionistic synopsis of the salient features of Chinese kingship and gov
ernment from the sixteenth century B.C. down to the abolition of 
the monarchical system of government by the revolution in 1912. It is 
hoped that, even in this limited form, it will serve as a groundwork 
for reflection on the Chinese achievement and for comparative studies 
on political .lilC: institutional development in world history. 

The genesis of kingship and government 

It has already been confirmed by archaeological evidence that the 
ancestors of the Chinese possessed rudiments of material culture and 
organized communities seltted in the North China plain as early 
as the Neolithic Age. The earliest political entiry founded by the 
Chinese was the Shang state (ca. 1523-1122 B.C.), located in the 
Yellow River valley in modem Honan during the Bronze Age, antedat
ed only by the semi-legendary Hsia dynasry about which evidence has 
yet to be unearthed. It was a proto-bureaucrattc city-state ruled by the 
aristocratic clans of a semi-agricultural and semi-pastoral tribal people 

2 See Karl Marx, DllS KApital (Hamburg, 1890-1894). pt1Jsim; Max Weber, The 
Religion of China, tr. Hans Gerth (New York, 195Led.)Chs. II, III; Karl A. Wittfogel, 
Oriental Despotism: A Comparati11e Study of Total Power (New Haven, 1957); and 
£ticnne Balazs, op. &ii., Pt. I, Ch. 2. For other views and discussions, sec the relevant 
sections in Joseph Needham, The Pt1Jt in China's Present (London, 1960); Raymond 
Dawson, op. cit.; John K. Fairbank, op. cit.; and Mark Elvin, The Pallem of the 
Chinese Pt1Jt (Stanford, 1973 ). 
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whose origin still remains obscure. The Shang people already possess
ed a developed culture: they had mastered the techniques of agriculture, 
built walled cities, developed bronze technology, and also invented an 
advanced system of writing, as evidenced by its extensive application 
in divination inscriptions. They were extremely religious, and religion 
played a prominent role in their daily lives and in the development of 
social and political institutions.' The Shang people believed that the 
spirits and deities controlled their fate and dictated their activities; 
they had great fear of them and they offered elaborate sacrifices, not 
only to their ancestors, but also to a number of gods, to seek their pro
tection and blessing. The most imponant of these gods was Shang-ti, 
or ''High Lord'', who is purponed to have been the progenitor of the 
Shang kings, but who later became the supreme heavenly de1ty, invest
ed with the power of controlling all the spiritual forces and events on 
earth. The Shang people invoked the deities for advice through divi
nation by inscribin2 their queries on ox-bones or tonoise shells: a 
small groove was carved on the side of the bone and heat was applied 
near the thin surface, producing cracks which the diviners might 
interpret as either a positive or negative response. They applied such 
ans of divination to practically all their daily activities, with the result 
that an enormous number of these ''oracle inscriptions'' was produced 
and became the most imponant source for the reconstruction of their 
history.' 

The basic political organization of the Shang state consisted of the 
royal house headed by the king. members of his family and those of 
the aristocratic clans distantly related in a common ancestry. The 
Shang king and members of his family, as well as other hereditary 
nobles and priests, lived and conducted business in walled cities, 
separated from the commoners and slaves; many of these cities were 
both administrative and ceremonial centres, and the most imponant 
of these was the capital of An-yang, which has been excavated in suc
cessive stages. The origin of the Shang king is rather obscure, except 

3 On the development of the Shang State and of its political organizations and 
religious worship, see, among others, H.G. Creel, The Birth of Chi#tl ... (New York, 
1936); Cheng Te-k'un, Archaeology ;,, Cl.Jina, Vol. II: Smmg Chinll (I'oronto, 1960); 
Chang Kwang-Chih, ArchMology of Ancint Chinll rev. ed. (New Haven, 1968), and 
Ping-ti Ho, The Crtlfileof the &st ... (Hong Kong and Chicago, 19n). 

4 For a useful summary of the discovery of the oracle bones and the importance of 
these inscriptions for the reconstruction of Shang history, see Matsumaru Michio, 
"Oracle Bones", in ErsllJs on the So#rces for Chinese Histo,,, eds. Donald Leslie, 
et. fll., (Canberra, 1973), 15-22. 
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that he was descended from a royal family whose ancestors had led 
their people to power. He called himself wang or king, and some of 
the later kings adopted the name Ii ("lord"); he reigned and ruled as 
a spiritual leader and temporal ruler by the ''divine right'' inherited 
from Shang-ti, who would prot~ and bless him, but would also 
exercise restraint on his behaviour and activities. The succession to 
kingship was hereditary, most frequently passing to a son, but some
times also to a brother, and, in the later period, the principle of 
primogeniture was established as the basis of royal succession.~ The 
Shang king performed many religious and secular functions with the 
assistance of a hierarchy of lieutenants recruited from the aristocratic 
clans. The basic religious duties consisted of conducting sacrifices 
not only to the royal ancestors, but also to the spirits of the earth, and 
above all, to Shang-ti, to seek benefaction for the royal ho.use as well 
as the people. His secular duties included various kinds of state re
sponsibilities, such as administering the government and promoting 
agriculture, supervising construction work, organizing hunting expe
ditions, conducting warfare against outside invaders, and sundry 
others. In most cases the actual administration of the individual 
settlements was left to a lesser lord, often a relative of the king or a 
great lieutenant rewarded for his meritorious services to the royal 
house, or else a local magnate of sufficient independent strength to 
induce the king to sanction his de facto power, in return for which he 
sent tribute to the king. This latter practice became more frequent, 
and established the basis for the development of a sovereign-vassal 
relationship between the king and the lesser lords during the succeed
ing Chou dynasty.'' 

In a nutshell, the Shang state may be considered as a theocratic 
and limited proto-bureaucratic monarchy, in which the king ruled 
under the shelter of the spirits and in some fashion delegated to 
members of the aristocratic clans considerable authority over the admin
istration of the outlying parts of the royal domain. The king was a 
patriarchal and absolute ruler in the sense that he was the ultimate 
source of temporal authority, but he was limited as a despot because 
he was subject to the whims of Shang-ti, and he had to serve him and 
other deities by restraining his self-indulgence and attending to the 
interests and welfare of his subjects. The Shang state was conquered by 

' Sec the relevant sections in the literature cited in n. 3. 
6 On the contribution of the Shang state to the Chou, see the references cited 

inn.7below. 
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the Chou people in the twelfth century B.C., but it had laid impor
tant groundwork for the formation of ancient kingship and govern
ment. This included the religious influence of Shang-ti, the worship 
of the ancestors and the deities, the delegation of authority in state 
affairs to royal dignitaries and able lieutenants, and, above all, the 
establishment of a sovereign -vassal relationship between the king and 
the lesser lords for the administration of settlements beyond the direct 
control of the Shang kings. 

The Shang state was conquered by a confederation of semi-barbar -
ian tribesmen from the western frontier of the North China plain, 
under the leadership of chieftains, later known as King Wen and King 
Wu, in the early twelfth century B.C. This inaugurated the Chou 
ruling house, which lasted until the middle of the third century B.C. 
and ushered in the feudal age of ancient China, distinguished for its 
social _and political organizations and the advancement of literary and 
material culture. The Chou period has been conventionally subdivid
ed into two era5, corresponding to the successive reduction of the 
power_of its rulers: Western.Chou (1122-771 B.C.), when the Chou 
kings installed the subject nobles to govern their domains; and Eastern 
Chou (771-2~6 B.C.), when they reluctantly sanctioned the indepen
dent political power of the regional nobles, who finally brought about 
the collapse of the Chou house. The most important developments 
during this period, which laid the foundation ofkingship and govern
ment in ancient China, were the inception of a new political doctrine 
called T'ien-ming ("Mandate of Heaven"), which sanctioned Chou 
rule, and the genesis of a loosely-federated Sfstem of social and politi
cal organization comparable to the feudal institutions in medieval 
Europe.' 

The doctrine of the ''Mandate of Heaven'' was developed during 
the reign of King Wu, who directed the campaigns leading the Chou 
people to victory, as justification for the annihilation of the Shang 
state; and the invention of the new ideology has been attributed to the 
Duke of Chou, the distinguished regent of the Chou state after the 
death of King Wu. During the Shang period, Shang-ti was worship-

7 On the founding of the Oiou state and the organization of its feudal institutions, 
see, in addition to the literature cited in n.3, Derk Bodde, "Feudalism in Oiina", in 
&•"'1/is•;,, Histo,,, ed. Rushton C.OUlbom (Princeton, 1956), 49-92; Oieng Te-k'un, 
op. di., Vol. III: Cho• Chiu (Toronto, 1963); Oio-yUn Hsil, Allcie111 Chiu m Tnm
silio& .. {Sl1J11jorri, 1965); a11tl H.G. Creel, The Origi11s of Sllllecraft;,, Chma, Vol. I: 
The Wes/em Cho• Bmp~ (Oiicago, 1970). 
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ed as the principal deity, but the concept of T'ien ("Heaven") was 
not yet clearly articulated; if the latter existed at all, it was only con
sidered as one of many spiritual deities. When King Wu co.mpleted 
his conquest of Shang, he attributed his success to Heaven, the supreme 
deity, in his speeches and pronouncements. It was claimed that 
Heaven delegated power to rule to the king (including the Shang 
kings), as he was his son, but Heaven would withdraw sanction if the 
ruler abused his prerogatives, and it was only when a ruler worthy of 
support emerged that Heaven conferred the mandate on the new king. 
King Wu then claimed that the Shang dyansty collapsed because 
Heaven withdrew its support and that he had risen to power because 
he had received the heavenly mandate through his meritorious 
achievements. The concept of Heaven in this case provided a power
fuJ source of religious sanction and legitimation, and the Chou rulers 
who used to call themselves wang or ''king' ', also declared themselves 
T'ien-tzu ("Son of Heaven"), which became the. usual title for the 
later Chinese emperors. In many ways the theory of the "Mandate of 
Heaven" had a far-reaching impact on the development of ancient 
political thought and the perpetuation of the Chinese monarchy. 
According to this doctrine, the Chinese ruler became divine as the 
Son of Heaven, and since Heaven's power was all-encompassing, it 
meant that the earthly ruler enjoyed the same privilege. The Chou 
kings and later Chinese rulers, therefore, considered themselves the 
absolute rulers of the domain and people under their control, as 
attested by a popular ancient ballad: "Under the wide Heaven, all is 
the king's land; within the sea-boundaries of the land, all are the 
king's servants." 

If the invocation of Heaven's authority justified the ruler's absolute 
power, the same doctrine also helped to check the ruler's power, 
through the clause providing for Heaven's withdrawal of the mandate 
should the ruler abuse his prerogatives and delegated authority. This 
provided the justification for the change of rulers and dynasties and 
granted the people the moral right to revolt against their wicked sover
eign; hence, in the Chinese tradition, the expression for rebellion or 
revolution became known as lee-ming, or "transferring the mandate", 
which is still in popular application in modern times.'' 

8 From the Ode "Pci-shan" [Nonhcm Mountain] in Shih-~hing [Book of Odes]; 
sec The She King, u.)amcs Legge, in The Chinese ClllIIUs (Hong Kong, 1960 reprint 
of 1893 ed.), Vol. IV, Pt. 2: Bk. VI, I, p. 360. 

9 On the development of the concept of T'ien-ming or the ''Mandate of Heaven'' 
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In conjunction with the invocation of the doctrine of the Mandate 
of Heaven, which laid the foundation of ancient kingship, the early 
Chou kings developed a loosely centralized feudal-like political 
organization that provided much of the stability of the Chou state, 
which lasted until the third century B.C. This new system of govern
ment, which bore many distinctive features comparable to medieval 
European feudalism, was the product of the historical circumstances 
of the rise of the Chou people as rulers of the North China plain. 
When the Chou people rose from the western frontiers of China and 
annihilated the Shang state, they were not powerful enough militarily 
to impose direct control on their conquered territories and there still 
existed ma11y regio11al nohles who were 011ce the subordinates of the 
Shang kings. In due course the early Chou kings, allegedly advised by 
the Duke of Chou, while retaining their original homeland in modern 
She11si --the so-called royal domain- for their ow11 support. parcelled 
out the regions formerly held by the Shang rulers to their kinsmen and 
allied chieftains in the form of fiefs based on the theory that all the 
land in the country belonged to the Son of Heaven. All these feudal 
lords accepted a form of vassalage to the Chou king and were granted 
titles of nobility that are rendered into English as duke, marquis, earl, 
viscount and baron, based on the size of the land they received from 
the royal Chou house. They ensconced themselves in walled fonresses, 
undenook to pacify and govern the peoples and lands granted them, 
following the pattern of the royal house, and were required to pay 
regular pilgrimages to the Chou king, observe the prescribed rituals 
and protocols, present gifts, and come to the defence of the royal 
house if threatened by outside invasion, as the duty of a vassal to a 
sovereign. Theoretically, every feudal lord's status and powers were 
legitimized by royal decree, and had to be renewed every generation, 
but in practice they soon became hereditary. As centuries passed, the 
lords' fiefs became distinctive regional states, varying in size, military 
power, cultural traditions, and economic patterns, and began compet
ing with one another for political hegemony, with the waning of the 
authority of the Chou house. 111 

Within the royal Chou domain, and in each of the regional fiefs, 
a proto-bureaucratic governmental apparatus emerged with differen
tiated functions, chiefly performed by the attendants at the ruler's 

doctrine, see Derk.Bodde, op, di. 55-62; and H.G. Creel, The Origills of Sltllecrt1ft 
;,, Chinll •.• , Ot. 5. 

10 See the relevant sections in the litetature cited in n. 7. 
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coun recruited from among the royal kinsmen or members of the 
aristocratic clans. These attendants had various titles and designations 
such as ''minister' ' or ' 'great officer'' and were given responsibility for 
different realms of activities, as chamberlains in the household, as 
stewards of the ruler's treasury and personal propeny, as collectors of 
revenue, as dispensers of justice, as masters of ceremonies, and as 
military officers or counsellors; and some were sent out to oversee the 
administration of settlements or sub-regional areas. They were nor
mally appointed to serve at the whim of the ruler, but, in the course of 
time, like the feudal lords themselves, some came to hold their offices 
hereditarily. In lieu of salaries, they were generally assigned cenain 
lands within the domain together with the fuming families and slaves 
resident there. In addition, the feudal lord also depended on the 
service of the warriors who comprised the mainstay of the occupying 
forces in his domain for various domestic needs such as pacifying the 
people and maintaining order, and also for the fulfillment of his 
military obligations to the Chou king. In the course of time, these 
warriors became a hereditary knightly class, called shih in Chinese, 
and they also supplied much of the manpower for filling adminis
trative posts, such as those of the "ministers" and "great officers" in 
the fiefdom, as need arose. 11 

The Chou kings, the feudal lords, the ministers and great officers, 
and the warrior knights, though conscious of differences in rank and 
privileges among themselves, constituted a large nation-wide body of 
non-labouring aristocrats who lived off the peasants, patronized the 
craftsmen, were catered for by merchants, governed in the limited 
ways that were necessary, and devoted themselves to practising the 
military arts and pursuing a wide variety of amusements. In the 
beginning, they were preoccupied with conquest and pacification, 
but, as the country became stabilized, this elite group was increasingly 
drawn to more peaceful and genteel pursuits -fine arts, music, litera
ture, learning, ceremonial ritual- and they behaved more like a group 
of cultured "gentlemen" (or what Confucius later called chun-tzu, 
or "superior men") than a corps of warrior knights. It was this heredi
tary elite class, well-versed in military ans and in letters, that staffed 
the major governmental offices, provided the leadership in civil and 
military matters, took the lead in the development of various forms 
of literary and material culture, and ushered the Chou period 

11 For a succinct discussion, sec Cho-ylln Hsa, Ancient China in Transition ... 
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into a golden era in Chinese intellectual and cultural achievement. 12 

The stability of this loosely centralized, feudal-like political system 
encompassing a vast territory depended, however, almost exclusively 
on the Chou royal house, which, by the end of the seventh century 
B.C. underwent .a steady decline due to internal dissension and 
external invasion by the northern barbari..n tribes. The grand alliance 
among the lordly fiefs of early Chou times before long broke up into 
competing leagues in which one group of states allied itself against the 
other, ~d even lip-service to the king was eventually neglected. 
Showing contempt for the religious sanctions that legitimized the 
Chou rulers, some feudal lords began calling themselves kings; by 
diplomatic and finally by imperialistic and increasingly rapacious wars, 
they set about to win the whole of China for themselves. This process 
was well under way in the sixth century B.C. and by the end of the 
following century China was immersed in endemic civil war; in due 
course, smaller states were swallowed up by bigger ones, and the Chou 
royal house was terminated in 256 B.C. It was through the last several 
decades of internecine warfare that the western state of Ch 'in emerged 
as victor and established the political order that we know as the first 
unified Chinese empire. 11 

Summing up, the Chou state deserves all the credit for laying the 
foundation of the Chinese institutional norms, the social and political 
order, and intellectual and cultural development. In the realm of 
political organization, the doctrine of the Mandate of Heaven pro
vided the ideological basis for the development of the future imperial 
institution; and Chou feudalistic institutions, though defunct in later 
times, were hailed for their lofty ideals and simplicity, while its sover
eign-vassal relationship laid the groundwork for the conduct of diplo
matic relations with foreign nations in later times. In tiplc the totality 
of its achievement in the North China plain gave rise to the notion 
of Ch11ng-R110, the "Middle Kingdom", and the belief that China 
was the most cultured centre in the universe, an idea which has 
continually dominated the Chinese mentality even down to the 

12 The social and political role of this cultured Elite class in feudal China was an 
important subject of discussion in C.Onfucius' political philosophy. For details, sec the 
literature cited in n.16 below. 

13 On the political development bctwccn the collapse of the Chou house and· the 
rise of the Ch'in empire, sec, for example, Richard L. Walker, Th• Mtdli-sttR• s,s1m1 
of A.#cinl Chiu (Hamden, C.Onn., 19H); and Derk Bodde, Chiu's Finl U#ifiu: 
A His1o,, of th• Ch 'm 'Dy""11y •.. (Leiden, 1938). 
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present day. It is no wonder that the numerous schools of philoso
phers who rose in the waning days of the feudal era always looked 
back nostalgically to the golden years of the early Chou for inspiration 
and guidance. 

In the midst of the political chaos of the E~ern Chou precipitated 
by the weakening of the Chou house, and the growing intransigence 
of the feudal lords who fought among themselves for political he
gemony, there emerged many thoughtful individuals who pondered 
on the causes of the trouble, and offered various proposals for its 
remedy, at the same time projecting their own version of the ideal 
state and society of the future. There were three principal schools: 
Confucianism, Taoism and Legalism; each was, in its own way, a 
response to the political and social disorder of the late Chou times. '1 

Confucianism, the dominant school of thought in classical China, 
was derived from the teachings of Confucius (551-479 B.C.), a great 
teacher but an unemployed statesman, who was later deified as the 
greatest of the Chinese sages. His was basically a humanistic philoso
phy that attempted to establish a harmonious feudal society, and to 
recapture the glory of the early Chou by inculcating in the rulers and 
the people the cardinal virtues that arc innate in men: inner integrity, 
righteousness, loyalty, reciprocity and, above all, love or human-heart
edness. Confucius believed that only the cultured gentlemen, whom 
he called chun-tzu (or the equivalent of shih in Chou times), possessed 
these virtues, but men could attain them through learning, through 
conformity to the established rites and customs and through sclf
cultivation, and it was the duty of these gentlemen to educate those 
who wished to rectify themselves. Confucius felt that men, because of 
differences in social status and in education, should play their proper 
assigned roles in a fixed society of authority. This idea is succinctly 
expressed in the famous statement: ''There is good government, when 
the prince is prince and the minister is minister; when the father is 
father and the son is son''. 11 Later this concept was expressed by the 

• - - 14 F~; gc~cral studi~ on the rise of the pre-Ch' in phll~~phical sch~ls ~sec, 
among others, the relevant sections in Kuo.chen Wu, Ancient Chinese Political 
Thot1ght (Shanghai, 1928); Fung Yu-Ian, A History of Chinese Philosophy, tr. Derk 
Bodde, Vol. I (Princeton, 1952); H.G. Creel, Chinese Thot1ght from Conft1cit1s to 
Milo Tse-tt1ng (Chicago, 1953); Hsiao Kung-Ch'iian, Cht1ng-Kt10 cheng-chih sst1-hsiang 
shih (A History of Chinese Political Thought) (Taipei, 1961 ed.), Vol. I; and F.W. 
Mote, The /nteUectt1al Fot1nthtions of China (New York, 1971 ). · 

n From the "Yen-tzu" chapter of Lun-yii [The Analects); see Conft1cit1s' Ana

lects ... , tr.James Legge, in The Chinese C/.Jssics, Vol. I: Bk.XII, Ch. XI, p. 256. 
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term cheng-ming ("rectification of names"), implying that theory 
should conform to reality, or, as the C.Onfucianists really meant it, that 
reality should be made to conform to theory. With regard to the ideal 
government, C.Onfucius looked back to the Chou model in the belief 
that the kingdom should be ruled by a benevolent sage-king who 
would provide the people with adequate food, who would command 
enough soldiers to defend the country, and who would use moral 
suasion and ritual propriety rather than regulations and punishments 
to achieve his objectives. These were the basic messages which C.On
fucius tried to communicate to the rulers of that time, and they were 
further elaborated by his disciples, mainly Mencius (372-289 B.C.?) 
and Hsiin-tzu (//. 298-238 B.C.). In time they developed into a 
comprehensive SQcial and political philosophy that continually 
moulded Chinese intellectual thinking down to the modern era. 16 

In contrast to C.Onfucianism, Taoism is primarily a philosophy of 
naturalism and ercmitism, an echo of return to the original nature 
which is at once both anti-materialistic and anti-intellectual. The 
literal meaning of Tao is "roadway", hence, "the Way", and it came 
to mean to the Taoists the great Way of Nature, as opposed to the 
artifices and devices of human civilization. The basic philosophy of 
Taoism is elucidated in the famous canon Tao-te-ching attributed to 
the legendary Lao-tzu, and later in the works of his reputed disciple 
Chuang-tzu (//. 369-286 B.C.). Its political message is one of simple 
naturalism; it advises that the best way to govern is the great Way 
of not governing at all. The Way of Nature, according to this, can be 
observed in water, and in Tao-te-ching the favourite metaphor is: 
"Water seeks low places, resists nothing, but fills and overcomes 
everything". "Reversal is the movement of Tao", the canon says 

· repeatedly, meaning that all movement is circular, from zenith to 
nadir and back, each point succeeded by the other. It then follows 
that all human cravings end in vanity, since they bring in time the 
opposite consequences of those directly sought; therefore, better leave 

16 For a succinct account of the political philosophy of Confucius and the 
development of the School of Confucianism, sec, in addition to the literature cited in 
n. 14, Arthur Waley, Three Ways o/Thought in Ancient Chin4 (London, 1946); and 
H.G. Creel, Confodtn ntl the Chinese Way (New York, 1960). For a selected 
anthology of Confucius' sayings in English, sec W.T. de Bary, el Ill., eds., Sourus of 
the Chinese Tradition (New York, 1960) Vol. I, Ch. II; and Wing-tsit Chan, A Source 
Book in Chinese Philosophy (~rinccton, 1963), 14-48. 
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people alone rather than strive to regulate and guide them. The ruler 
"who docs nothing (or contemplates no actions) can accomplish 
everything", and he "who tries too much can only end up empty
handcd". 17 This has been regarded by most Chin~se as a profoundly 
subtle observation, cautioning simplicity and limitation of govern
ment. Taoism. in keeping with the Chinese world view, is neither 
ascetic nor unworldly. It accepts life in this world as a man's real life, 
but the Taoist sage is one who reasonably limits his pursuit of material 
gain and pleasure and concentrates on the freedom of the mind. In 
political language, the Taoist idea sounds very close to utopianism, 
but in fact it was not; it merely pointed to the futility of imperial 
power and the need for limitation of government. It thus provided a 
healthy antidote to the proliferation of laws and regulations, and 
opened up an avenue of retreat for people suffering under an absolute 
ruler and an oppressive government. 18 ' 

Legalism, on the other hand, is not a comprehensive philosophy; 
rather it is primarily a set of methods and principles for the operation 
of the state, with the barest of ideological foundations. The Legalists, 
moreover, unlike all the other thinkers of early China, were concerned 
only with the ruler and his state apparatus, not with the happiness of 
the individual and the good of society. As its philosophical basis, 
Legalism drew largely upon socio-psychological observations about 
human behaviour, i.e. how to make people serve the state. It had no 
speculative interests such as cosmology or metaphysics, it could 
abandon logic since it did not need to worry about convincing people 
through argument, and it abolished ethics as irrelevant. The foun
dation of Legalism was laid by Shang Yang (d. 338 B.C.), who served 
as an adviser to the Ch' in state before it emerged as the unifier of 
China, and had written the earliest example of theoretical discussions 
on statecraft; buth the great synthesizer of Legalism was Han Fei 
(d. 233 B.C.), who, like Shang Yang, also served as an adviser of the 

17 See the translations of this classic by JJ.L. Duyvcndak and D.C. Lau: TflO-te
ching: The BooR of the Way and its Virtue (London, 1954), and Tao-te-ching (London 

1963),passim. 
18 For a general survey of the political philosophy of the Taoist School, sec, in 

addition to the literature cited inn. 14, Anhur Waley, The Way and its Power: A Study 
of the TflO-te-ching and its Place in Chinese Thought (London, 1949); J.J.L. Duyvcn

dak, TflO-te-ching: The BooR of the Way and its Virtue (Leiden, 1954); Holmes Welch, 

The Ptlrling of the Way: Liia Tzu and the TflOist Mo11ement (Boston, 1957); and H.G. 

Creel, What is Tr10ism ... (Chicago, 197or 
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King of Ch'in. He left behind a series of·cssays on Lcgalist thought in 
his collected works, H11n Pei tzu, which makes it one of the universal 
classics of political theory. The essential clements arc the definition 
of power, its sources, function and proper use to enhance the ruler's 
position by making his state larger and stronger in the economic and 
military spheres so as to permit him unrestricted attainment of his 
will; an analysis of the role of the people, who were to be made totally 
compliant and as productive and efficient as possible in agriculture 
and in warfare; and a definition of the role of fa (law, penal regula
tions: and administrative procedures), which were to be above every
thing else, even the ruler, who would not interfere arbitrarily with 
their design and operation, and which should be promulgated and 
enforced so perfectly that the state's machinery would run like clock· 
work. Lcgalist planners well knew how to make such a system function 
at low administrative cost by involving the whole population in 
mutual responsibility, much like modem totalitarianism's mutual 
surveillance techniques. Legalism is thus both a repellent view of 
human values and an effective political science. Fonunately, the 
Chinese empire was able to temper the former with Confucianism 
without losing too much of the latter. l'J 

In addition, mention must be made of the cosmologist school 
of Tsou Yen (305-240 B.C.), who formulated a cyclical theory of his
torical change based on the interaction of the cosmic yin and y1111g 
forces through the pulsations of their Five Agents or Powers. Accord
ing to this, the primal mechanism of change of all the myriad things 
comes from the cyclical rotations of the Five major Agents or Powers 
of the cosmic forces: canh, wood, metal, fire and water. These Five 
Agents or Powers arc not physical substances but metaphysical forces 
or modes, which dominate or control ccnain periods of time, com
monly the seasons, in a fixed sequence of succession. Four of these 
clements, wood, fire, metal and water, arc assigned to the four seasons 
in successive order, with corresponding colours and directions, whereas 
the canh clement commands the central position and co-ordinates the 
changes of the other clements and their corresponding associations. 
The succession of these Five Agents or Powers follows a regular pattern 

l9 For basic information on the Political Philosophy of the Legalist School, see, 
in addition to the literature cited inn. 14,JJ.L. Duyvendak, The Booi of Loni Shtlllg 
(London, 1928); W.K. Liao, The Complete Worh of lWfl Pei T:r11 (London, 1939); 
W. Allyn Rickett, Km111-t:r11: A ReposilofJ of 'Ellrly Chinese Tho11ght (Hong Kong, 
196~); and H.G. Creel, Shen P'u-hai ... (Chicago, 1976). -
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in which one conquers or overcomes the other in the order of fire, 
water, earth, wood and metal; this came to be known as the cyclical 
conquest formula of the Five Agents theory. Under this scheme, the 
cyclical rotation of the Five Agents which successively overcome each 
other is not only related to the changes in the cosmogonical realm, 
but also, by extension, to the changes in all realms of human activity, 
including political affairs. Thus the theory gave rise to a cyclical inter
pretation of history and of dynastic successions, and this assumed 
overriding political significance in later times. As each season is 
governed by an agent or power, so it was believed that each dfnasty 
rules by virtue of a particular cosmic element which it honours by 
adopting the colour of the agent or power in its banners and pennons 
and by similar ritualistic observances. In all cases, the assignment of a 
particular cosmic power is supponed by the appearance of auspices 
and ponents of nature which presage the appropriate elemental virtue 
by which the rulers claim legitimacy for their power. Tsou Yen had 
provided such an example by assigning various cosmic elements to 
many of the semi-legendary rulers in antiquity, including those of the 
Shang and Chou states. In this way, the cosmologists injected new 
vigour into the classical notion of legitimate rulership expounded in 
the Mandate of Heaven theory, and provided the imperial rulers of 
China with a powerful ideology of legitimation. 20 

In brief, it is apparent that each of these schools of philosophers 
offered only a one-sided formula for the reconstruction of post-feudal 
society, and it required a synthesis of all these ideas to broaden the 
theoretical bases of statecraft in order to accommodate the diverse 
interests of the political theorists as well as of the ruling constituencies. 
This was achieved under Shih Huang-ti, the unifier of China in 
221 B.C., who skilfully synthesized the essence of Confucianism, 
Taoism, Legalism and the cosmological school, and laid the theoretical 
foundation and operational modes of the monarchical system of govern
ment which persisted throughout the next two millennia. 

The fo•11titnio11 of motltJf'Ch:y """ go11emme11t 

The unification of feudal China by the Ch 'in founder, Shih 

20 For a succinct account of the development of the msmologist School of Tsou 
Yen and the basic principles of the Five Agents Theory, sec Fung Yu-Ian, op. cit., 
159-169; W.T. de Bary, op. cit., 198-206 and W.T. Qian, op. cit., 244-250. On the 
application of the Five Agents Theory by the imperial rulers in dynastic China for 
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Huang-ti, in 221 B.C. ushered in the imperial era of Chinese history 
which saw the inception of the emperor institution as well as a bu -
reaucratic system of government whose basic characteristics persisted 
until the end of the Ch 'ing dynasty (1644-1912). During the next two 
millennia, successive dynasties appeared and vanished, and China at 
times suffered from political fragmentation as it had done in the late 
Chou era, as a result of invasions by nomadic barbarians from the 
north. Some of them seized part of the Chinese territories and es
tablished temporary kingdoms, and others, such as the Mongols and 
Manchus, succeeded in conquering all China and founding Chinese
style dynasties. In the meantime, significant socio-economic changes 
occurred: China slowly grew from a predominantly rural society into 
one containing basic urban elements; from T'ang (618-907) and Sung 
(960-1279) times its thoroughly agrarian economy gradually changed 
into one with large commercial and small industrial components. 
Traditional religious and philosophical attitudes derived from the 
pre-Ch'in era were gradually transformed, largely in response to the 
introduction of Buddhism from India, and from the twelfth century 
crystallized into a metaphysically oriented ethical and political 
syncretism known as Neo-Confucianism. The domain of the Chinese 
empire was also steadily expanded and its population grew apd shifted, 
from 100 million in the Sung"to about 265 million in the late Ch'ing 
period, with heavy concentration in the central and southeastern 
coastal provinces. In response to these changes, the government 
necessarily had to adapt itself to the new circumstances; it grew in size 
and in complexity, becoming increasingly more sophisticated if not 
more authoritarian and conservative, while new policies were suc
cessively experimented with, adopted, modified and discarded. There 
remained, however, a continuing tradition in the governmental or
ganization in both theory and practice that set the imperial era apart 
from the feudal age, and that lasted until the dissolution of the 
monarchy in the early twentieth century. 21 

legitimation, see my forthcoming study, Theories of Legilimlley ;,, lt11periM Chi#fl: 
DisCIUSio#S o• Legilitlllll11 S11cussio• 11•tkr th11 }11rchn-Ch;,, J)yflllSIJ (1115-1234), 
Introduction. 

21 For a useful smvcy on the development of the Chinese state and civilization 
during the imperial era, see such general worb on Chinese: history as L.C. Goodnch, 
A.,Short History of thll ch;,,11111 Peopk, 3rd ed. (New York, 1959); E.L. Reischauer and 
J.K. Fairbank, &st A.siil: Th11 Grl/111 Tf'llllitio• (Boston, 1960); Raymond Dawson, 
lt11p,,;M Chi#fl (IDndon, 1972); and Wolfiun Eberhard, A History of Chi#fl, rev. od., 
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The main characteristics of this tradition, allowing for certain 
modifications but without basic structural changes, may be sum
marized as follows: 

1. The ultimate source of sovereignty was vested exclusively in a 
hereditary monarch, absolute in theory and sometimes in practice, 
who imposed direct rule, normally· and ideally, on all the people 
within the Chinese empire, with the assistance of a hierarchy of of
ficials who shared the power of the sovereign. The monarch justified 
his absolute authority as the Son of Heaven and the parent of an 
extended hierarchical family by arguments based on a complex 
ideology harking back to the feudal era, and demanded complete 
submission from his subjects, who were to be the recipients of his grace 
and benevolence through various administrative and legislative mecha
nisms, as well as by ideological indoctrination and persuasion. His 
statwe was steadily exalted and surrounded by mysticism, while his 
power continued to grow, but he was often susceptible to the 
manipulation of his subordinates and was thus insulated from his 
subjects, widening the hiatus between the monarchy and the general 
population. 2:; · 

2. The basic organization of government rested on a tripartite 
pyramid '('.omprising a general administration, a military establish
ment, and a censorial system, and each was organized into a hierarchy 
of agencies or units, extending from the central government down to 
the regional and local levels, in charge of all aspects of state affairs. 
The goverqment was staffed on bureaucratic rather than feudal princi
ples, with officials appointed by and responsible to the ruler, whose 

(London, 1977). On the expansion of the Chinese empire and the grol!Jh.of iu popula
tion, sec Harold Wiens, China's !Nmh towllt'tis the Tropics (Hamden, Conn., 1953); 
P.T. Ho, Stt1tiies o# the Popt11atio" of Chi#tl, 1368·1953 (Cambridge, Mass., 1959); 
and C.P. Fitzgerald, The Sot1them Exptmsio# of the Chinese People (Canberra, 1972). 
On the development of governmental institutions during the imperial period, sec, in 
addition to the literature cited in n. 1, Ch'icn Tuan-shcng, The Government and 
Politics of China 1912-1949 (Cambridge, Mass., 1959). introduction; Edward A. 
Kracke, jr., "The Chinese and the Art of Government", in The Legaey of Chi"4, 
309-339; John L. Bishop, ed., Stt1tiies of Got1emmmtal l111tilt1tiom i" Chmese His
tory (Cambridge, Mass. 1968); and James T.C. Liu, ed., Political lnstilt1tiom ;,, 
Tratiitiotl(J/ China: Major issues (New York, 1974). 

22 Michael Loewe, op. cit., Ch. 3; John Meskill, op. cit., 556-558. Sec also Lc1 

Hai-tsung, "The Rise of the Emperor System in Ancient China", The Chi#ese Social 
anti Political Sciences Ret1iew 20 (1936). 251-265; andJames T.C. Liu, "An Adminis
trative Cycle in Chinese History: The Case of Northern Sung Emperors'', }ot1mal of 
Asian Stt1tiies XX: 2 (Feb. 1962), 137-152. 
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powers were authorized by the ruler; and the general practice had 
been the subordination of the military in favour of the civil authority. 
The criteria for official appointment were first weighted heavily in 
favour of aristocratic origin or kinship with the imperial family, but, at 
least by T'ang and Sung times, they were based on individual merit 
through successful competition in the state civil service examinations 
and through actual performance in governmental service.·" 

3. The imperial government, headed by the absolute monarch and 
a hierarchical echelon of bureaucratic offidals, assumed manifold 
functions and various responsibilities. It not only undenook to defend 
the country against outside invaders, maintain internal order, conduct 
foreign relations, dispense justice, and levy and collect sufficient 
revenues to ~ustain itself, but also it exercised regulatory powers over 
all aspects of the life of the Chinese people -their moral standards, 
their intellectual and religious activities and development, their social 
customs and behaviour, their economic interests, their propeny, and 
their physical and material welfare, as well as sundry other matters. 
In shon, the imperial government committed itself to a range of 
activities more thorough and broader in scope than what most 
modern government~ have regarded as their legitimate functions and 
responsibilities. 21 

4. This monarchical system of government was not only pursued 
by all the native rulers of China, irrespective of their origin or the 
circumstances of their coming to power, but was also emulated by the 
non-Chinese nomadic or semi-nomadic conquerors who founded 

. dynasties and organized political administrations on Chinese soil. 
They adopted the Chinese imperial title alongside their native tribal 
designations, structured their government on Chinese principles and 
organization, recruited the literary elite for government service, and 
promoted the Confucian socio-political hierarchical order and value 
systems. They may have modified and even deviated from the Chinese 
pattern by their very nature as alien conquerors, such as in aggravating 
its authoritarian and despotic trends, yet in many ways they con
uibuted to the perpetuation of the traditional monarchy and the 
bureaucratic system of government. 2' 

23 Michael Loewe, op. di., Ch. 6;John Meskill, op. cit., 558-564. Sec also John L. 
Bishop. op. di.; and Edward A. Kracke, jr., Ci.U Service in I!mly Sung Chi1111, 960-1067 
(Cambridge, Mass. 19H);p.usim. 

24 Scc n. 19, and n. 20. 
25 For a general account of the adoption of Chinese government institutions by 
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5. The imperial government was absolute and even despotic, if 
not totalitarian, in the sense that the monarch and the state, in theory 
as well as in practice, wielded the final authority and had complete 
control over all aspects of the life of the people in the empire. In no 
cases in imperial China did either an individual or an organized 
group of people possess any private status or right that could legitimate
ly challenge the imperial authority or defend them against the 
encroachment of the power of the absolute ruler and government. 
There was no sense of citizenship, no separate identity of the 
individual as distinct from the community and the state, no viable 
ideology outside the state orthodoxy, no freedom of organization of 
political parties, or of open discussions on public issues, and no oppor
tunity to hold public office except through direct government 
appointment. 26 

6. The imperial ruler assumed that his absolute authority as the 
Son of Heaven and parent of an extended hierarchical family properly 
encompassed not only the Chinese, but also the "barbarians", i.e. 
non-Chinese, living on the fringe of the Chinese empire and in other 
lands, whether known or unknown to the Chinese. The latter, who 
were culturally inferior to the Chinese, were considered as the ''vassal 
people" of the emperor, whose rulers should submit to his authority 
and regularly send tribute to coun as a gesture of submission. In 
return, the Chinese emperor would offer them protection, gifts and 
material benefits, and inculcate in them the C.Onfucian moral and 
ethical codes in order to conven them to Chinese civilization. In prac
tice, however, the imperial ruler seldom interfered directly in the lives 
of these "barbarian" peoples so long as they did not threaten Chinese 
interests and acknowledged his ovcrlordship, even in token fashion, hy 
complying with the requirements of a subordinate vassal state. 27 

the nomadic alien conquerors, see also K.A. Wittfogel and Feng Chia-sheng, History of 
Chinese Society: Liao (907-1125) (Philadelphia, 1949), Introduction, and J.K. Fairbank, 
"Synarchy under the Treaties'', in Chinese Thought and Institutions (Chicago, 195 7). 
204-234. 

26In addition to the references cited inns. 19 and 20, see also F.W. Mote "The 
Growth of Despotism: A Critique of Wittfogel's Theory of Oriental Despotism as 
applied to China", Oriens Extrem11s VIII: I ( 1961 ), 1-41: and ~tienne Balazs, Chinese 
Civilization and Bureaucracy, pt1Ssim. 

27 On the development of sovereign-vassal relationships between the Otincsc 
ruler and the non-Oiincsc barbarian kingdoms, sec J.K. Fairbank and Ssu-yQ Teng, 
Ch 'illg A.tlmillislrtllion: Three Sl#fiies (Cambridge, Mass., 1961), 107-206; and J.K. 
Fairbank, ed., The Chillese Won'll'Ortler(Cambridgc, Mass., 1968). 
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a. The emperor institution 

The most spectacular development in the political organization of 
imperial China under the Ch 'in founder was the inception of the 
emperor institution which laid the foundation of the monarchical 
system of bweaucratic government during the imperial era. This 
unique imperial institution drew upon the many strands of the 
ideologies and traditions of the feudal era, but it was also a product 
of the political and administrative realities associated with 'the es
tablishment of a unified bureaucratic empire. In the course of time, 
the imperial ruler was raised to a supreme and mystical status, far more 
exalted than that of the feudal kings, and assumed an absolute power 
in theory, and sometimes in practice, as the ultimate source of sover
eignty over the Chinese population as well as over those peoples living 
in lands known to the Chinese in the pre-modem era. During this 
long period of Chinese history, many individuals rose to power and 
founded different dynasties, and yet, regardless of their social origin 
or the circumstances of enthronement, they all assumed the role of the 
emperor with the traditional regalia and committed themselves to the 
monarchical system of bweaucratic government. 28 

In many ways, the inception of the emperor institution under the 
Ch 'in marked the culmination of various dominant trends in the 
concept of kingship in ancient China. In the feudal era, as already 
noted, the Chou ruler, who held nominal sovereignty over the lesser 
lords, called himself king (w11ng) and justified his authority by 
claiming to be the Son of Heaven, harking back to the doctrine of the 
Mandate of Heaven. He was, therefore, a descendant of the Heavenly 
God, called Ti, derived from the ancient worship of heaven, and he 
was the undisputed ruler on earth since he was delegated to rule by 
Heaven, although· it was also stipulated that Heaven could withdraw 
sanction if the ruler was found to have abused his prerogatives. TI.is 
supreme statwe of the Chou king was challenged, however, dwing 
the waning days of the feudal era by the lesser lords who sought to 
bolster their prestige by usurping the tide of wtmg, a few of them even 
claiming the exalted tide Ti in their struggle for political hegemony. 
These two trends of development finally culminated in the unification 

28 For a succinct account of the dcvclopmcnt of the Cliincsc emperor institution, 
sec Lei Hai-tsung, op. cit.; Hsiao Kung-Ch'iiao, op. cit.; Vol. U, Cli. 8; and Joseph 
Levenson, Co•focitm C/Jiflll 11111/ its Mot/em &le: A Trilogy, (Berkeley, 1968), 
Vol. U. pt. 2. 
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of China by the Ch'in founder who, in an attempt to elevate hi~self 
to an unprecedented level of authority, adopted the title Huang-ti, 
which approximated the Western epithet of "august emperor". This 
was a combination of the designation of the ancient legendary ruler, 
Huang, and the heavenly god, Ti, a title which had never before been 
used in this joint form. The significance of this new title was most 
far-reaching, since it implied that the ruler possessed not only the 
divini'¥ of the Heavenly Lord. but also the absolute power to rule 
over the country as the Son of Heaven in theory and in practice. In 
addition, the political theories developed by the pre-Ch'in schools of 
philosophy, such as Confucianism, Taoism, Legalism and the teach
iogs of the cosmologists, funher solidified the theoretical bases of 
the emperor institution. These included the Confucian ideal of 
benevolent government headed by a sage king and based on ethical 
and moral principles, the Taoist conception of the ruler as 1a wise man 
governing the people in harmony with nature even though he contem
plated no action, the Legalist version of an absolute ruler ruling over 
the country on the basis of law and punishment and administrative 
techniques, and the cosmologists' theory of historical changes geared 
to the interactions of the yin and yang forces through the cyclical 
domination of the Five Cosmic Agents or Powers which dictated the 
rise and fall of rulers and dynasties. in various ways, these ideas fused 
with each other, embellished the ancient concept of kingship, broad
ened its theoretical basis, and legitimized the all-embracing, absolute 
authority of the monarch in the imperial era. 29 

In theory, though not often in practice, therefore, the Chinese 
emperor enjoyed supreme authority and absolute power as the Son of 
Heaven and parent of the extended hierarchical family, with the 
blessing and protection of almighty Heaven and the spiritual deities. 
He was at once both spiritual leader and temporal leader, the inter
mediary between Heaven and men; he was wise, morally erect, just 
and benevolent, he was the supreme governor of all the land under 
heaven (t'ien-hsia) and chief executor of all affairs affecting the 
population. He made law, dispensed justice, provided his subjects 
with basic needs, looked after their welfare, upheld their moral and 

29 Ibid. On the theoretical basis of the emperor institution, see also Hsiao Kung
Ch 'Uaq, ''Legalism and Autocracy in Traditional China'', Tsing hUtJ ]011ma/ of Chinese 
Stutiies, N.S., 4:2 (1964), 108-122; and F.W. Mote, The lntelle~111al 
Pounrialiom of China, Ch. 7. On the legitimation of imperial rulership and dynastic 
power in Chinese history, see my forthcoming study cited inn. 20. 
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ethical standards, patronized intellectual and cultural activies and, 
above all, defended his subjects against outside invasion as com
mander-in-chief of the armed forces. In short, the emperor's preroga
tives were all-embracing and uncontestable, and though he delegated 
power to his subordinates to administer the country and govern the 
people, he alone possessed the ultimate authority in all realms of 
activity. The position of the emperor was unique: there was no one 
else in the Land under Heaven who enjoyed the same prerogatives as 
he did. Hence a Chinese classical saying has it: "In He:oven there are 
not two Sons; in a country there are not two kings.""' Thl're were. of 
course, periods in Chinese history when China was politically frag
mented, chiefly by nomadic invasions, so that more than one supreme 
ruler appeared in the Chinese empire at the same time. Nevertheless, 
the myth that there could ideally be only one legitimate imperial ruler 
in the Land under Heaven continued to persist. The Chinese em
perors, divine as they claimed to be, did not assume immortality 
(though some had attempted this by taking the Taoist elixir; obviously 
no one succeeded), but they had early developed a system of succes
sion based on the principle of primogeniture. This system did not 
always work, but it provided a viable institutional mechanism to 
sustain the durability of the emperor institution, and was followed by 
practically all the Chinese rulers down to the dissolution of the 
monarchy. 31 

The exalted status of the Chinese emperor as the divine Son of 
Heaven and absolute ruler of all the land on earth continued to grow 
through the refinement of the imperial ideologies and the injection of 
new ingredients as China developed a more complex and extensive 
bureaucratic system of government. There were already attempts by 
the political ideologues to surround the supreme ruler with mystery 
even as early as the inception of the emperor institution under the 
Ch'in, and the trend progressed through the Han (206 B.C. - 202 
A.O.) and T'ang dynasties. Various magical attributes were imputed 
to the emperor, such as stories about his unusual birth, his extraordi-

30 Attributed to Confucius in reply to the query of his disciple Tseng Ts'an, 
included in Li-chi (Book of Rites]. Sec Li Chi: BooJi of Riles, tr. James Legge and ed. 
by Ch'u Chai and Winberg Chai (New York, 1967), Vol. I: Bk.V, Sec. 1, p. 323. 

31 On the issue of imperial succession in dynastic China, sec Dison H.F. Poe, 
"Imperial Succession and Attendant Crisis in Dynastic China: An Analytic and Quanti
tative Study through the Five-Elements Approach'', Tsing ht111 jo11mfll of Chinese 
S111fiies, N.S. VIII: 1-2 (Aug. 1970), 84-153. 
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nary physique, his being endowed with supernatural gifts and the 
like, and he was steadily transformed from an exemplary sage ruler in 
the Confucian convention into a semi-human, godlike, awe-inspiring 
personality. In so doing, the political ideologues not only drew upon 
popular lore about extraordinary individuals, but also upon Taoist 
and Buddhist beliefs and traditions. Under their influence, many of 
the imperial rulers not only were deeply obsessed with these beliefs, 
but also they deliberately manipulated the prevailing Taoist and 
Buddhist sub-traditions as a source of legitimation. A few of these who 
patronized Taoism declared themselves personifications of the son of 
the Jade Emperor, the all-embracing ruler of the cosmos as well as of 
the earthly kingdom, and some of those who professeq the Buddhist 
faith claimed that they were divinely ordained Cllkr111111rtin kings, 
Turners of the Wheel of the Law, and that their actions were sanction
ed by the high goal of a universal Buddhist dominion. n 

In the meantime, the rise during the twelfth century of the Neo
Confucian schools, which attempted to rejuvenate the basic Confucian 
moral and ethical virtues by synthesizing classical Confucianism with 
Buddhist and Taoist clements within a metaphysical framework, also 
served to enhance the stature of the imperial ruler. These Nco-Confu
cian philosophers developed a cosmogonical interpretation of all the 
myriad forms of concrete reality, including social and political organi
zations, in terms of the interaction of the yin and yang forces. They 
traced the source of creation to the •'Supreme Ultimate'' (T'ai-ch1), a 
shapeless and invisible cosmic entity which subsumed all the princi
ples of the myriad forms of existence, and, relating this to human 
affairs, implicitly identified the imperial ruler with the "Supreme 
Ultimate'', which endowed him with an additional layer of mystique 
and elevated him to a far more exalted status. In a similar vein, while 
offering a new interpretation of the Confucian moral and ethical 
virtues within a metaphysical framework, the Neo-Confucianists placed 
special emphasis on such qualities as loyalty, obedience, and the 
imponance of maintaining the social hierarchical relationship, which 

32 On the adulation and mythologization of the Cliinese emperor in the dynastic 
period, see Lei Hai-tsung, op. cit.; Arthur F. Wright, "Sui Yang-ti: Personality and 
Stereotype", in The Co,,facitm PerJllllSio,, (Stanford, 1960), 47-76; Winston W. Lo, 
"The Monarchical Mystique in Cliinese History", in Essays o" Chmese S111tlies Pre· 
sented to Professor Lo Hsiang-lin (Hong Kong, 1970), 381-390; and Hok-lam Qian, 
"The Rise of Ming T'ai-tsu (1368-1398): Facts and Fictions in Early Ming Official His
toriography" ,]oumfli of the Ameriu" Orimtfli Society 95:4 (Oct. -Dec. 19n ), 679-715. 
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culminated in the Chu Hsi school; this came to be accepted as the 
state onhodo:xy of Nco-Confucianism from Southern Sung times 
onwards. This uend of development suengthened the ideological 
basis of the existing social and political hierarchy and funher bolstered 
the imperial ruler's position as the ultimate source of authority. In 
consequence, the Chinese emperor became the more mysterious and 
less human, and was increasingly insulated from the general popula
tion, who came to look upon him as a demigod rather than a benevo
lent sage king, as is well attested by a popular saying in the later 
impe.tial era: "Heaven is high, and the emperor is far away!" 3' 

The persistence of the imperial mystique notwithstanding, it 
would be wrong to assume that the Chinese emperors could exercise 
their ultimate power without resuaints in actual practice. This is 
because, in the first place, the imperial ruler, through education and 
the remonsuances of his councillors, aspired to be an enlightened 
sage-monarch, and the persistent Confucian ideal of benevolent king
ship restrained him from exercising his absolute power beyond the 
limits warranted by established convention and the expectations of 
the literati. Secondly, he stood at the apex of a vast, complicated 
bureaucratic apparatus charged with the adminisuation of the mani
fold state affairs, both domestic and foreign, so that no Chinese emper· 
or alone could have the physical ability, experience or knowhow to 
handle all the technical details or make all the adminisuative deci
sions, especially after the end of the T'ang period, when China devel
oped a far more complex and extensive bureaucratic government. In 
these circumstances, he had to listen to the advice of members of the 
imperial family or the aristocratic clans, but even more so to that of the 
scholar-officials who were the upholders of the Confucian tradition, 
and he was compelled to delegate power to the administrators whom 
he appointed to take charge of the day-to-day adminisuation and even 
to share it with them. In so doing, the Chinese emperor was subject 
to pressure from two lower echelons of power: the executive power 
vested with the policy-critics or remonstrance officials, and in exercis
ing his prerogatives he was liable to revision and remonstrance by his 
subordinates on the lower suata who often inadvenently modified or 

33 See, for instance, F. W. Mote, ''The Growth of Despotism ... '';James T .C. Liu, 
"How did a Nco-C.onfucian School become the State Orthodoxy", Philosophy &I 
anti West, 23:4 (Oct. 1973), 483·505; and Julia Oiing, "Nco-C.onfucian Utopian 
Theories and Political Ethics", Mon#menltJ Seri&tJXXX (1972·1973), 1·56. 
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' challenged, if not manipulated, his ultimate power, and undermined 
his supreme authority. 

In addition, the extent to which a Chinese emperor could exercise 
his free will was dictated not only by Confucian ideologies and admin
istrative realities, but also by the personality of the emperor himself. 
Professor James T.C. Liu, has recently produced a typology placing 
the Northern Sung rulers in four categories -the organizing-type, the 
maintenance-type, the reforming-type, and the ineffectual-type- in 
terms of their personality, and the strengths and changing balances 
between the ultimate power, the executive power and the power of 
public opinion. The first includes the vigorous, attentive dynastic 
organizers; the next, the less capable, second-generation successors; 
the third, the far-sighted dynamic restorationists; and the fourth, the 
"muddle-headed" weaklings who either abused, or allowed their 
subordinates to abuse, the imperial prerogatives. Perhaps with the 
exception of a few rulers of the foreign dynasties, such as those of the 
Yuan (1260-1368) or Ch'ing, founded by the Mongols and Manchus 
respectively, or the founder of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), it is rare
ly in Chinese history that we find that the emperor imposed direct 
rule with an iron fist and exercised his power at will. The normal case 
seems to have been that of a precarious balance of power between the 
emperor, the councillors and administrative bureaucrats, and the 
policy<ritics and remonstrance officials, with the ultimate power at 
times prevailing and at times subject to manipulation by these high 
officers of state. In the latter case, the emperor might be reduced to a 
mere figure-head, and hence we cannot label the monarchy as one of 
"imperial absolutism", but rather, as Professor Liu puts it, of "bu
reaucratic absolutism' ', in the sense that the bureaucrats perpetuated 
absolute rule in the name of the monarch. 34 

In retrospect, while the Chinese emperor wielded ultimate sover
eignty and legitimized himself by means of a complex of ideologies 
and traditions, he was not, in most cases, free to impose his own will 
or to exercise his power without restraint. Although he enjoyed an 
exalted status, and was increasingly insulated from the general popu
lation, he was not, with a few exceptions, a naked despot, let alone a 
tyrant, since he was tempered by the Confucian ideal of benevolent 
kingship and overburdened with political and administrative complex
ities. In view of these considerations, few Chinese imperial rulers 

34) .T.C. Liu, "An Administrative Cycle in Chinese History ... " (sec n. 22). 
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qualified as "totalitarian despots", and the epithet "benevolent 
autocrat", even at the risk of oversimplification, may be a more 
appropriate characterization. 

b. The bureaucratic tradition 

The inception of the emperor institution at the time of the unifi
cation of China by the Ch 'in founder was complemented by yet an" 
other accomplishment in the organization and development of a 
bureaucratic system of government. In various ways, this new system 
of government underwent many trials and errors after its establish
ment under the Ch'in and Han dynasties; it was expanded and modi
fied under the T'ang and Sung, reorganized by the Mongol rulers, 
and persisted through the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties until the 
collapse of the imperial order in the early twentieth century. This 
unique and durable system was built on the foundation of many past 
institutions and traditions in response to the needs of governing a vast 
empire and a large flourishing population. It drew upon Confu
cian principles of benevolent government to provide moral leader
ship for the people, to cater for their economic needs, and to defend 
them against outside invasions; upon Taoist ideas of Harmony, non
interference and laissez-faire; and upon the Legalist conception of 
government based on law and punishment, and administered by men 
of expertise to maintain social order and domestic tranquility. There 
were several salient features in the formal structure and operational 
modes of this durable system of government. The most important of 
these were the early transformation of the ruler-oriented imperial 
household administration into a state-oriented national administrative 
organ; the formation of a tripartite hierarchy/of bureaucratic adminis
tration based on principles of check and balance extending from the 
central to the local levels; the separation of the civil from th~ military 
authority, with the predominance of the former geared to the civil 
service examination system for the recruitment of bureaucratic offi
cials; and a close rapport between the central and local governments, 
with the former increasingly encroaching upon the authority of the lat· 
ter. There were also a number of basic principles of government, both 
ideological and operational, according to which these bureaucratic 
institutions discharged their functions and responsibilities. Thtse 
included, among others, an ideal of government which rested on a 
synthesis of the Legalist concept of law and punishment and Confucian 
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moral and ethical principles; the maintenance of a social and political 
hierarchy which placed the literati over the peasants, merchants and 
anisans through legislative means as well as through ideological indoc
trination and persuasion; the state monopoly of cenain lucrative eco
nomic commodities, such as salt and iron, and their delegation to pri
vate individuals for their management; and the application of the 
traditional concept of the sovereign-vassal relationship between the 
feudal king and the lesser lords to the conduct of foreign relations with 
peoples outside the Chinese empire in the so-called ''tributary sys
tem''." In its long history of development, this bureaucratic system of 
government evolved in complex ways and underwent numerous 
changes in form and function as the nation's area, population and 
economy grew, but the basic features and principles of government 
remained relatively constant throughout the imperial era of Chinese 
history. 

The basic structure of the central government, as mentioned 
earlier, consisted of a tripanite hierarchical organization that included 
a general adminii;tration, a military establishment, and a censorial 
system with a subordinate echelon of officials and bureaucrats. The gen
eral administrative hierarchy was probably the most complicated and 
elaborate; it managed the ritual, fiscal, judicial, educational, person
nel, diplomatic, and all other general aspects of state administration 
that directly affected the livelihood of the people. The military 
hierarchy included all the armed forces, which normally outnumbered 
all civilian government personnel, though its structural organization 
was comparatively less complex. The censorial hierarchy consisted of a 
group of agencies which traditionally had no direct administrative 
responsibilities, but were charged with maintaining surveillance over 
all governmental activities, civil and military (and in consequence 
could impeach corrupt and incompetent officials), and with reviewing 
government policies and operations, and proposing appropriate changes, 
sometimes even through direct remonstrances with the emperor. 
In principle, the Chinese monarch normally acquiesced in the inde
pendent character of the censorial officials in order to obtain their 
frank opinion and to achieve the objectives of check and balance 

35 For general studies on the development ot the bureaucratic system in imperial 
China. see in addition to the literature cited inn. 21. Edward A. Kracke. jr.. Civil Serv

ice in Early Sung China 960-1067; and Johanna Menzel ed .. Chinese Civil Service Career 

open lo TJent? (Boston, 1963). On the genesis and development of the uibutary 
system, sec the references cited inn. 27. 
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between the three hierarchies of governmental organization. '6 

The central government in Ch 'in and Han times was dominated by 
a uiumvirate of offi$:ials who acted as the emperor's chief agents in the 
three hierarchies of government: a Grand Counsellor or Prime Minis
ter presiding over the general administration, a Grand Marshal in 
control of the armed forces, and a Censor -in -chief dealing with surveil
lance activities.Under the general administrative hierarchy there exist
ed a number of bodies whose functions were to serve the needs ot the 
imperial household, such as µie Coun of Imperial Sacrifice, the Coun 
of Imperial Entenainments, the Coun of the Imperial Stud, the Coun 
of State Ceremonial and the like. These central governmental organi
zations were greatly expanded and had become more complex and 
institutionalized by T'ang and Sung times, in order to cope with the 
multiplication of state functions and responsibilities as the Chinese 
empire expanded in size and in population. The military establish
ment, for example, was coordinated under the Bureau of Military 
Affairs, while the censorial system was split into a Censorate special
izing in surveillance and impeachment, and a Bureau of Remonstrance 
charged with counselling and admonishing the emperor about hts 
policies and even his personal conduct. The general adminisuation, on 
the other hand, was expanded into a co-ordinated cluster of top level 
agencies ---« Chancellery, a Secretariat, a Department of State Affairs
whose ranking officials served as a state council, which made policy 
decisions in consultation with the emperor, or, if the emperor chose 
to abdicate his responsibilities, made those decisions after reaching a 
consensus among themselves. Immediately subordinate to the Depart
ment of State Affairs were a group of six functionally differentiated 
ministries which assumed control over the routine administration and 
constituted the hard core of central government operations. These 
included the Ministry of Personnel, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of 
Rites, Ministry of War, Ministry of Justice, and Ministry of Works. 
They discharged all governmental matters except tactical military 
operations and censorial activities, which were handled by the respec
tive special agencies, and their authoritr. extended foto the various 
branches of the local governmental agencies, although the latter were 
sometimes given a cenain autonomy in the implementation of major 

36 On the development and organization of the censorial system in imperial 
China, see Charles 0. Hucker, The Censorilll System of Mi#g Chitul (~rd. 1966), 
Inuoduction. 
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government policies and decisions. 37 

The principal officers of these government agencies were itt first 
recruited from members of the aristocratic clans, powerful families, or 
individuals related to the imperial family. They were most often elect
ed on the basis of their calibre, moral qualities and expenise on prac -
tical subjects, but by Han times people of talent among the common 
folk were often summoned for government appointments through 
special recommendations. There were initially only rudimentary forms 
of tests or examinations for the selection of government officials, but 
by T'ang times a full-fledged civil service examination system had 
emerged and it reached its zenith under the Sung dynasty. These civil 
service examinations, to be held at the county, prefecture and national 
levels, normally once every three y~. were designed to recruit men 
of letters and moral attainment for government service, and were in 
the form of competitive tests in the classical works, belles -lettres, and 
subjects on statecraft. All individuals who aspired to an official career, 
with the exception of those having a criminal record or of merchant 
origin, were qualified to sit for examinations, and the top honours 
went to those who passed the palace examination and were awarded 
the most prestigious title of chin-shih or "elevated scholar". The 
successful candidates were then assigned to serve in various govern
ment agencies and followed regular channels of advancement and 
promotion based on individual merit and their record of performance. 
The impact of the civil service examination system, which contin -
ued to function until its abolition in 1905, was beyond measure. It 
produced a hard core of ideologically homogeneous scholar-officials 
for government service, widened the opponunity for political panic
ipation, J>romoted social mobility, and moulded the intellectual 
outlook of the Chinese literati and the curriculum of their education. 
This was one of the unique accomplishments of the Chinese imperial 
government and has had a far-reaching impact on the general popula
tion even down to the present day. 38 

There were no basic structural changes in the central governmental 

37 Michael l.Dewe op. cit., Ch. 6; John Meskill op. cil., 558-561; see also &ienne 
'Balazs, op. cit.; andJohnL. Bishop, op. cit.,ptmim. 

38 See, in addition to the literature cited inn. 35, Chung-Ii Chang, The Chinese 
Gmtry ... (Seattle, 1955); and P.T. Ho, The Lltltler of S11ccess;,, Jmperitll Chiu ..• 
(New York, 1962). On the dissolution of the civil service examination system, see 
Wolfgang Franke, The R.efom1 ntl ls./Joliliot1 of the Trrulilio""' Chinese 'ExtlminlllW• 
s,s1em (Cambridge, Mass.' 1960). 
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organization even under the alien dynasties, such as the Chin (1115-
1234), the Jurchen, and the Yuan (1260-1368) founded by the Mon
gols, although there had been some changes of name for cenain agen
cies and some consolidation and elimination of offices and organs. The 
only exception occurred under the Ming dynasty, when the first emper
or T'ai-tsu (r. 1368-1398) abolished the office of prime minister to 
maximize his power, so' that his successors did away with the old exec" 
utive superstructures entirely, leaving the six co-ordinated ministries 
as the high-level general administrative agencies and five uncoordinat
ed chief military commands as the highest-level military agencies. 
The need for coordination, however, soon became urgent, and in the 
second century of the Ming period a new, somewhat informal executive 
body called the Grand Secretariat was created, and the succeeding 
Manchu rulers of the Ch ing dynasty imposed on it an even more 
prestigious and powerful policy-making agency known as the Grand 
Council of State. In addition to these agencies, a vast assonment of 
lesser, more specialized organs was created through the centuries. There 
were several service agencies, some directly descended from the 
Ch 'in and Han, to provide for the daily needs of the greatly expanded 
imperial household establishment. There were the educational and lit
erary agencies, culminating in the National University, which helped 
prepare aspirants for the civil services, and the Han-lin Academy, staff
ed by various erudite scholars engaged in drafting and polishing the 
imperial pronouncements and in the compilation of imperially 
sponsored works, such as the regional records and dynastic histories. 
There was a relatively autonomous judicial agency, called the Grand 
Coun of Revisions, which served as a coun of review of severe penal 
sentences imposed by the junior administrative agencies. There were 
also the special Finance Commissions (first created during the Sung 
period) in charge of the state budget, finance, census records, and 
government monopolies of cenain lucrative ccmmodities, in order to 
cope with a rapidly expanding economy. 39 

39 For details of the adoption of Chinese governmental institutions by the alien 
rulers of the Chin and Yuan dynasties, scc)ing-sbcn Tao, Thej11rchm m Twelfth-en
'*'1 Chillfl .•• (Seattle, 1976); and Paul Ratchncvsky, u,, Corie fies YNmi (Paris, 1937), 
JHlssim. On the institutional renovations under the Ming dynasty, sec Charles 0, 
Huckcr, ''Governmental Organization of the Ming Dynasty'', HilrNrtl jotl17ltll of 
AJitllic Stt1tlies XX (1958), 1-74 and ibitl., Chinese GoHn1t11ml;,, Ming Tiflles: Se## 
Sttltlies (New York, 1969). On the development of the other governmental institution.II 
in the latter imperial period, sec the literature cited in n. 21 and n. 35. 
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The development of local government followed closely that of the 

central government, since the two complemented each other and one 

could not function properly without the other. The local governmen

tal system first took shape after the abolition of feudalism by the 

Ch'in founder, when the first emperor divided the country into a hier

archy of administrative divisions that included two basic units: the 
chun (commandery) and hsien (county), headed by officials appointed 

by the central government. These territorial administrative units were 

subsequently expanded and 5Ubdivided through the following cen

turies and they came to include such divisions as regions or circuits 

(ttlO or /u), prefectures (ju) and sub-prefectures (chou), under the 

administration of a hierarchy of officials chosen from successful candi

dates in the civil service examinations. These officials were the direct 
supervisors of the countries, each of which was administered by a mag

istrate who was the agent through whom the central government 

dealt ultimately with the people at large. The magistrate, assisted by a 

cluster of locally recruited functionaries and by government-sponsored 

private groupings of country elders, was answerable to the emperor 

through his intermediary supervisors for everything that transpired 

within his administration. He assessed and collected taxes, dispensed 

justice, organized and at times commanded local militia, patronized 

local schools, participated in religious ceremonies, regulated local 

business and industry, and above all set a good example for the people 

by his own conduct and performance. The various hierarchies of local 

government agencies enjoyed relative autononw as long as they execut

ed and responded to the orders of the central government, but, from 
Sung times onwards, they were subject to increasing interference from 

various different supervisory agencies of the central government. This 

interference first took the form of travelling commissioners despatched 

from the central government, but, by the thirteenth century, when 

the Mongols established control over China, a permanent form of 

provincial government (sheng) was instituted- to impose stricter and 

more direct control over the local administration. Upon the founding 

of the Ming dynasty these provincial governments became tripartite, 

as was the central government, comprising a provincial military 

command, a provincial general administrative agency and a provincial 

censor-judicial agency. Then, beginning in the fifteenth century, the 

provincial agencies in turn were made subordinate to the grand co 
ordinators delegated from the central government, serving as provin

cial governors, and groups of provinces were further coordinated for 
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strategic considerations under supreme commanders or viceroys. This 
laid the foundation for more direct conuol by the central government 
over the local administration, enabling the emperor to extend his 
authority down to the grass-root levels through the various intermedi
ary hierarchies of governmental agencies, and the same devices were 
reinforced by the Manchu rulers of the Ch 'ing dynasty. 40 

In many ways, therefore, we cannot fail to discern a growing uend 
towar~ centralization of governmental authority over the local admin
istrations, which implicitly enhanced the power of the emperor and 
reduced the autonomy of the local officials and the initiative of the gen -
eral population. Throughout the imperial era there were many dis
cussions among political theorists and statesmen as to what extent the 
government should be centialized or decenualized. It was recognized 
that either extreme would be harmful: one would lead to imperial 
despotism, but the other might give rise to political fragmentation. It 
is apparent that few governments were able to attain a balance be
tween the two extremes and fluctuation between them seems to have 
been the norm in the millennia of imperial Chinese history. 41 

In the light of the foregoing, it can be expected that the Chinese 
bureaucratic institutions as they evolved encountered many complicat~ 
ed problems, and questions naturally arise as to how they maintained 
their durability and flexibility in upholding the monarchy, and 
sustaining the traditional value system, as well as meeting the antici
pations of the Chinese population. There arc also questions as to how 
well these institutions functioned, how they should be characterized, 
and why they failed to sustain the monarchical system at the "tum of 
the twentieth century. In this case, we need to go beyond the formal 
structure of the governmental organizations and recapitulate the basic 
ideological as well as operational mechanisms that provided the driv · 

40 For studies on the local governmental organization in imperial Cliina, sec the 
relevant sections in Derk Boddc, Chillll's First U•ifier ... ;Brian E. McKnight, Villllge 
tmti B11re1111crtJ&y in So11them S.•g Chillll (Chicago, 1972); Licn-shcng Yang, "Ming 
Local Government", in Chinese Goummnt in Mmg Times, 1-21; T'ung-tsu Cli'U, 
Lou/ Go11emmeJll in Chillll U•tkr the Ch 'i•g (Cambridge, Mm., 1962); and John R. 
Watt, The District MfJgislrtlle in 14te Imperial Chillll (New York, 1972). 

41 These were the major concerns of the Cliincsc intellectuals during the late Ming 
and early Cli'ing periods. For a summary of their views and criticisms of the imperial 
institutions, sec S.Y. Teng andJ.K. Fairbank eds., Chillll's Respotue lo the West ... 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1961), pt. I, Cli. II, and Etienne Balazs, Politiui Theory """ 
AtiminislrtllWe Refllity in T1"flliitio""' Chillll (London, 1965 ). 
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ing forces for the development of these political institutions. 
First, it appears that these imperial institutions, drawing on a syn

thesis of the Confucian, Taoist and Legalist ideologies, adequately 
met the basic needs of the state and the people through a vast net
work of bureaucratic establishments. They were premised on the prin -
ciples of check and balance, separation of the civil and military 
authorities, and close rappon between the central and local govern
ments, and were so structured that they could avoid the preponderance 
of one group or one set of agencies over the other at the expense of 
the ultimate power of the imperial authority. They were basically 
conservative in outlook, and vulnerable to revolutionary changes, but 
highly rational, and flexible enough to accommodate gradual innova
tive experi,nentation to cope with new demands in changing circum -
stances.42 

Secondly, the stability of these imperial institutions rested not only 
on the authoritarian nature of the monarchical system, which sustain
ed itself by resoning to law and punishment through legislative and 
sometimes even through extra-institutional means, but also on the 
continued manipulation of the Confucian ideologies for indoctrination 
and persuasion at all levels of Chinese society. In the latter case, 1t 
aimed at inducing the conformity of individuals to established con
ventions for the maintenance of a harmonious, well-balanced social 
and political hierarchy. It was by means of this carrot-and-stick policy 
that the imperial government achieved its objetives without being too 
coercive, while at the same time maintaining the posture of a benev
olent monarchy championing Confucian moral and ethical princi-
ples. 4' · 

Thirdly, the continued existence of these bureaucratic institutions 
depended almost exclusively on the literati, who were recruited to 
governmental services through the competitive civil service examina
tions. These examinations not only opened the way for political par
ticipation by the literary elite, but also produced a hard core of 
ideologically homogeneous scholar-officials who had to conform to the 
prescribed interpretation of the Confucian classics to gain admittance 

42 Sec, for example, the comments by K.C. Hsiao, F.W. Mote, James T.C. Liu· 
and Edward A. Krackc,jr., in the references cited inns. 21, 22 and 29. 

4~ Ibid. Sec also Arthur F. Wright, "Propaganda and Persuasion in Imperial and 
Contemporary China", in Rice Uni'1er.rily Stua'ies, 59:4 (Fall, 1973), 9-18. 
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to officialdom. They became the principal state administrators, 
upholders of the monarchical order, the guardians of the Confucian 
social and political hierarchy and of the established value systems and 
conventions, and they emerged as the most dominant and influential 
class in the social, political and economic arenas, the class to whom all 
the Chinese population looked up for leadership and guidance. ·1·1 

Fourthly, this monarchical system of bureaucratic government, 
with its vast network of hierarchical institutions, naturally had its 
weaknesses as it tried to expand its functions to keep pace with the new 
requirements of the state in a society undergoing steady transforma
tion. It produced duplicate offices, supernumerary bureaucrats, and 
a multiplication of laws and regulations, and it became entrenched in 
established conventions and hence less flexible for innovative experi
mentation in changing circumstances. This resulted in a widening 
hiatus between ideal and practice, discouraged the initiative of the 
scholar-officials, and made the system mote vulnerable to the manipu
lation of the monarch and unscrupulous state administrators in 
pursuit of their self-interest at the expense of the general population.4~ 

Fifthly, in relation to the above, the continued manipulation of 
the Confucian-Legalist ideologies for indoctrination and persuasion, 
while inducing the submission of individuals to the state and strength
ening the authoritarian trends of the monarch, inadvertently resulted 
in the intellectual stagnation of the literary elite. who preferred to 
follow established ways instead of taking the initiative in experimenta
tion. This reinforced the conservative outlook of the scholar-0fficials and 
intellectuals and made them less flexible in adapting to new ideas and 
coping with new demands, and funher enhanced the rigidity of the es
tablished governmental institutions and the existing social and political 
hierarchical order. 46 

Lllstly, this monarchical system of bureaucratic government was 
developed exclusively within the confines of Chung-kuo, i.e., the 
predominantly agrarian domains of China bounded by the coasts on 

44 See, for example, the comments by Edward A. Kracke, jr., and Johanna Menzel 
in the references cited inn. 35. On the rise of the Chinese gentry class and their social 
and political roles, seethe studies by C.L. Chang and P.T. Ho cited inn. 38. 

· 45 Seen. 42, and also James T.C. Liu, "Sting Roots of Chinese Political Conserv-
atism: The Administrative Problems" ,journal of Asian Studies XXVI: 3 (May. 1967), 
4'7-463. 

46 Sce ns. 42 and ~5. 
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the one side and the mountain ranges on the other. It thus suffered 
from isolation and failed to meet the changes wrought by the intrusion 
of Western nations, with a comparatively high civilization and a 
different perspective of the world order, dwing the late nineteenth 
centwy. The continued application of the sino<entric sovereign
vassal relationship to accommodate the Ewopean powers under the 
"tributary system" in the late Ch.'ing period, for example, was the 
result of this insulation, and the inability of the imPerial government 
to modify its archaic institutions and practices to meet the interests of 
these stronger foreign nation-states eventually Jed to chaos and hu
miliation and precipitated the downfall of the Chinese monarchy Y 

On balance, however, we must conclude that the Chinese monar
chical system of bureaucratic government had more merits than 
demerits, in consideration of its longevity and its application over a 
vast empire in the East Asiatic continent. It assumed manifold 
responsibilities and discharged numerous functions, more complex 
and extensive than those of many modem governments, and though it 
may be disparaged for its authoritarian, conservative character, it was 
highly functional and not overtly totalitarian, and was durable enough 
to. sustain the Chinese state and civilization for two thousand years. 
In the light of these considerations, it must be hailed as a unique 
achievement in the history of the political organizations of mankind 
in pre-modem societies. 

Conclusion 

In retrospect, the evolution of kingship and government in 
imperial China mirrors the ingenuity of the ancient Chinese in politi
cal organization and their distinguished achievement in cultural 
development, unique in the records of civilization . .As early as several 
ccntwies before Christ, the Chinese had developed a system of king
ship and government on a comparatively sophisticated and rational 
level, when the European continent was still inhabited by barbarian 
tribes with only rudimentary forms of communal organization. This 
.kingship was divine in origin, but it :was soon stripped of its thco-

47 See, for example, the comments of J.K. Fairbank and others in ChbltJ 's Re
sponse to the West ... Pt. I, and the studies on the tributary system cited inn. 27. See 
also Mary C. Wright: The Last Stand of Chinese Conservfllism: The T'ung-chih Re
storation, 1862-1874 (Stanford, 19~7), and Frederic Wakeman, The Fall of Imperial 
China (New York, 1975),passim. 
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cratic features and rested upon a complex of moral-ethical and legalis
tic ideologies; and it was steadily elevated to a supreme and all-encom
passing status with the inception of the emperor institution. The 
monatch, as the Son of Heaven and parent of the extended hierar
chical family, was an absolute ruler in theory, but in practice he was 
restrained from exercising unlimited power by the traditional concept 
of benevolent kingship, and by the necessity of delegating power to 
his subordinates for the administration of a vast empire. The monar
chical system of government was distinguished by many novel features, 
such as its early transformation from a ruler-oriented imperial house
hold administration to a state-oriented national administrative organ, 
the development of a bureaucratic institutional apparatus premised 
on the principles of check and balance, the separation of the civil and 
military authorities, a close rappon between the central and local 
governments, and the recruitment of a non-aristocratic literary clitci 
for governmental service through competitive state examinations. 
It was conservative in outlook and vulnerable to revolutionary changes, 
yet it was highly rational, and flexible enough to accommodate 
innovative experimentation, and it sufficiently met the requirements 
of government responsibilities and the expectations of the general 
population, even by the standards of modern government . 1" 

Notwithstanding its pitfalls and shoncomings, therefore, we must 
marvel at the persistence of this monarchical system of government 
through two millennia, and at its enormous contribution to the 
Chinese state and civilization. It not only held the key to the stability 
of the Chinese state and sustained the integrity of its social and 
political order, but also provided a secure umbrella for the continuous 
development of its humanistie philosophy, arts, letters, and many 
forms of physical and material culture. Moreover it successively 
survived the onslaught of the nomadic invasions, as the alien 
conquerors found no alternatives to replace the existing institutions 
and value systems for administering the vast Chinese empire inhabited 
by a cultured population. The Chinese achievement, therefore, found 
no parallel in ancient civilization at any con1parable period, and the 
monarchy collapsed chiefly through outside forces and circumstances 
beyond its control. Its downfall was a culmination of the insensitivity 
of the alien Manchu rulers to the Chinese tradition and to the needs 
of the people, their inability to adjust themselves to the changing 

48 Sec the remarks by modem scholars in the literature cited inns. 1, 21, 22 and 29. 
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world order wrought by the intrusion of the European powers in the 
late nineteenth century, and the accelerated political, social and 
economic transformation in the Chinese empire .1'' 

The Manchu dynasty was brought to an end by the revolution in 
1912 and the founding of the republic by Dr Sun Yat-sen, which 
meant the inauguration of a constitutional parliamentary form of 
government based on a synthesis of traditional values and ·western 
liberal, democratic ideals. This new government, guided by the 
"Three Principles of the People" (San-min chu-i) -Nationalism, 
Democracy, and the People's Livelihood- of its founding father, thus 
brought about the extinction of the monarchical form of government 
and the disintegration of the traditional political, social and economic 
order. The Republic succumbed to warlordism uritil its re-unification 
by Chiang Kai-shek and his Kuomintang Party in 1928. This party 
ruled the mainland until the Communist takeover in 1949 and has 
continued to rule in Taiwan down to the present day; it has showed 
many discontinuities both in the concept and in the organization of 
government, although many of the traditional elements have still 
persisted. ~ 0 The most radical changes in both the theoretical and 
organizational structure of modern Chinese government, of course, 
were wrought by the founding of the present Communist regime of 
the People's Republic of China under the leadership of Chairman 
Mao Tse-tung in 1949. The new regime, totalitarian in theory and in 
practice, replaced Confucianism and Western liberal, democratic 
doctrines with Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, and transformed the 
republican form of government into a centralized apparatus headed by 
the Communist party, with tightened control over the Chinese popu
lation in the name of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In every way, 
the present government in China has showed little resemblance 
to the past either in concept or in organization, even in comparison 

49 See n. 47. 
~o On the fall of the Manchu Ch'ing dynasty and the founding of the Chinese 

Republic in 1912, see, among others, Harold Z. Schiffrin, Sun Yat-sen and the Origins 
of the Chinese Revolution {Berkeley, 1968); Mary C. Wright, ed., China in Revolution: 

The First Phase. 1900-1913 (New Haven. 1968): and Lucien Bianco. On'gins of the 
Chinese Revolution, 191.5-1949 (Stanford, 1971). On the ideological foundation of the 
Republic and the political institutions of the new government, sec Ch'ien Tuan-Sheng, 
op. cit., Franklin W. Houn, Central Government to China, 1912-1928 (Madison. 
1959), and William L. Tung, The Political Institutions of Modem China (The 
Hague, 1964). 
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with the Republican government founded by the revolution in 1912. 
It ushered in a new era of revolutionary changes and catapulted the 
Chinese nation from being an insulated sino<entric Chung-kuo into 
becoming one of the modem giant nations and a vocal, dominant 
power in present-day international·politics.s 1 

It is tnie that these radical transformations in the Chinese polity 
dismantled all the traditional institutional apparatus and uprooted 
the Confucian-oriented ideologies which upheld the social fabric and 
the value systems of the empire. Nevenheless, the Chinese traditions 

. of the past have not been totally eradicated, and rudiments of the 
imperial heritage may still be detected in the mentality and behaviour 
of the Chinese rulers and people of today. The most conspicuous of 
these vestiges can perhaps be seen in the authoritarian character and 
paternal role of the Chinese government, the intensive indoctrination 
and ideological manipulation for political objectives, the insecurity of 
organized opposition in politics outside the dominant pany leadership, 
the ideal of an ideologically homogeneous elite for governmental 

. services, the submission of the individual to higher authority, and 
above all, the underdeveloped nature of individualism and the sense 
of citizenship that have been the hallmark of the Western liberal, 
democratic ideals of government.s2 We may debate endlessly as to 

what accounted for the development of such an attitude and mentality 
in the modern Chinese political leaders and in the corresponding 
modes of response from the Chinese population, yet it is safe to 
assume that a proper understanding of these phenomena cannot be 

51 On the founding of the People's Republic under the leadership of the Chinese 
O>mmunist Party in 1949, sec, among others, C.P. FitzGcrald, The Birlh of Com
m11nist ChiNI (New York, 1966); Lionel M. Chassin, The Comm11nist Conq11est of 
ChiNI: A History of the Ci.;/ Will', 194.5-1949 (Cambridge, Mass., 196,), and Jerome 
Ch'cn, M4o 1111tl the Chinese Rno/111ion (Oxford, 1967). On the Communist system 
of governmental organizations, sec, among others, H. Franz Schurmann, ltleo/ogy 1111tl 
Organization in Communist China (Berkeley, 1966); A. Doak Barnett, Cadres, Bu
N/Jllcrtl&J 1111tl PofitietJI Power in Comm11nist ChiNI (New York, 1967); and Derck}. 
Walker, The Go11emment 1111tl Polilics of Communist China (New York, 1970 ). 

' 2 For discussions on the continuity and change in the Chinese social, political 
order and cultural developments from the later imperial era to the People's Republic, 
sec, among others} .K. Fairbank, China, The People's Mitltlle Kingtlom 1111tl the U.S.A. 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1967), Pt. I.Joseph R. Levenson, op. Cli., Vol. III; China·;,, Crisis: 
China's HeriltJge 1111tl the Communist Polili&tJI System, ed. P.T. Ho and Tang Tsou 
(Chicago, 1968), Vol. I, Bk. 1, 2; Ralph C. Croizier, ed., China's CJt11rtJI LegtJ&y 1111tl 
Comm11nism (New York, 1970), and Richard H. Solomon, M4o 's Re110l111ion 1111tl the 
Chinese Polili&tJI C11/ture (Berkeley, 1971), Pt. I, II. 
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divorced from a sober, objective appraisal of the traditional heritage. 
In this case, we may argue, therefore, even at the risk of over-simpli
fication, that many of these developments must have been reinforced 
by the traditional Chinese concepts of kingship and government, 
although it remains controversial and debatable as to what extent the 
Chinese heritage has left its imprint on modem government and 
society. It is beyond the limited scope of this paper to pursue these 
arguments, and yet, as the eminent Chinese poet Li Po (699-762)oncc 
'Vttotc: ••sword may be drawn to cut the stream, but the stream con
tinues to flow" .~ 1 We may well reflect upon Chinese past experience 
for a better undmtanding of politics and society in contemporary China. 

53 Ll Po, Fm-lei p11-ch11 li T'fli-po shih [Classified and Annotated Edition of Ll 
Po's Poetry) (Sst1-p11 ts'11ng-lt'tm ed., Shanghai, 1929), 18.12b; various versions of 
translations by modern scholars. 



Monarchy and Government: Traditions 
and Ideologies in Pre-ModernJapan 

Joseph M. Kitagawa 

Introduction 

This paper attempts to deal with two related rcligio-political prin
ciples of pre-modem Japan, namely, the imperial ideology based on 
a sacred kingship, and the notion of government as based upon an 
immancntal theocracy. Both developed from the intricate fusion of 
indigenous and Chinese features. In this connection, as Sansom rightly 
observes, "one of the difficulties in early Japanese history is to establish 
the extent to which Japanese ideas about sovereignty [and I might add 
government] were definitely influenced by Chinese political theory''. 1 

Our difficulties arc compounded by the fact that the two major his
torical sources, the Koftki (Records of Ancient Matters) and the 
Nihongi or Nihon-shoki (Chronicles of Japan) were compiled in the 
eighth century A.D., centuries after Japan came under the influence 
of Chinese civilization and Buddhism. Moreover, the compilation of 
these two documents was ordered by the Emperor Tcmmu in 
A.O. 673 in order to justify his accession to the throne after he had 
usurped it from another emperor. 

Ocarly, both the Kofiki and the Nihongi follow the model of 
Chinese dynastic histories. 2 But the chroniclers utilized -and 
rearranged - a variety of indigenous myths· and legends to suppon 
the claim, unprecedented in China, that the Japanese imperial family 
had the divine mission to reign, as well as to rule the nation, in perpe
tuity by virtue of their solar ancestry. Here, aS'I have stated elsewhere, 1 

we confront aifficult hermeneutical problems of untangling the inter
twined processes of ''historicization of myths'' and • 'mythologization 
of history'' in order to reconstruct, as it were, the archaic Japanese 

1 George Sansom, A History of ]11/Jtm to 1334 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
19~8), p. 74. 

2 Jbiti. "It cannot be said of any statement in either work (but panicularly the 
Nihon-shoki) that it describes native institutions in their purity.'' 

3 See my article, •'The Japanese Kok•llli (National Community): 'History and 
.Myth," History of Religions, Vol. 13, No. 3 (February 1974), 209-226. 
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traditions of kingship and government, and to delineate how Chinese 
political theories were appropriated to articulate classical ideologies of 
sacred kingship and the immanental theocratic state in the seventh 
and eighth centuries. Then we may examine how these ideologies 
came to be modified by the reality of the Japanese situation in sub
sequent periods. 

Archt1ic bt1ekground 

While this is not the occasion to trace various stages of the prehis
tory of Japan. it is safe to assume that those who inhabited the 
Japanese islands - the descendants of different ethnic and cultural 
groups who had migrated there - attained a degree of self <onscious
ness as one people by the beginning of the common era. By that time 
people in Japan knew the art of rice cultivation and they spoke proto
Japanese. ~ Parenthetically. one of the most ambiguous words inherited 
from proto:Japanese is the term umi, which on the one hand refers to 
an impersonal quality, i.e. the kami (sacred, numinous or divine) 
nature, and also refers to specific beings endowed with the kt1mi 
nature, be they human, divine, or other animate or inanimate beings. 
It is also worth noting that the social solidarity unit of archaic Japan 
was the precursor of what came to be called later the uji (clan) - a 
territorially based cluster of families sharing the same tutelary kami 
and, more often than not, kinship ties. Each solidarity unit was held 
together by its chieftain, whose authority over the land and people 
within his domain was largely derived from his priestly or cultic 
prerogatives. 

As to the nature of the political organization of archaic Japan, 
available data in Japan are very fragmentary. But a third century 
Chinese record mentions that there were a number of principalities in 
Japan and that a female shamanic ruler reigned over one of them. We 
also learn from Korean sources that the Japanese held a military base 
in the southern tip of the Korean peninsula, while another Chinese 
record indicates that five Japanese monarchs had official dealings with 
the Sung C.ourt during the fifth and sixth centuries. Evidently some-

4 Sec my anidc, ''Prehistoric Background of Japanese Religion'', History of 
Religions, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Winter 1963), 292-328. 

s Ju far as we can ascertain, the phonology of proto:Japancse was somewhat 
different from that of classical and modern Japanese, but the structure of the language 
has remained remarkably unchanged throughout the ages. 
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time toward the end of the fo'L!¢1 century the chieftain of a powe.rful 
"imperial" clan, presumably Ojin, the fifteenth emperor mentioned 
in official chronicles, established the so-called Yamato kingdom, 
'Which was in effect a confederation of semi-autonomous clans, each of 
'Which owned and niled their respective territories. The Yamato rulers 
paid tribute to China, and in return received the kingly title from the 
Chinese imperial court. Within Japan, however, the Yamato kings 
solidified their influence over other clans primarily on the basis of 
their claim to be the genealogical descendants of the Sun deity. As 
such they assumed the prerogatives of conferring court titles, granting 
sacred seed at spring festivals, and establishing sacred sites for the 
hlmi as well as regulating rituals for them. Be that as it may, the 
Yamato king, as rightly pointed out by Professor Waida, "was not 
the absolute monarch ruling over a centralized state but merely a 
primus inter pt1res who ran the politics, controlling and being con
trolled by [other clan chieftains who held titles in the court)"6 Signif
icantly, his kingly activities, which were simultaneously political and 
magico-religious, were often dictated by the precarious will of the u
mi transmitted to him through dreams and divinations. 

Foreign influence 

The increasing contacts between Japan and the Asiatic continent 
resulted in the penetration of Sino-Korean civilization, cspccially 
Confucian learning and Buddhism, into Japan during the sixth centu
ry A.D. The introduction of the art of reading and writing Chinese 
script, new technologies, alien forms of art and architecture, sophis· 
ticated legal, philosophical and ethical concepts, and complex systems 
of administering government brought about a series of social, cultural, 
economic and political changes in Japan. It is to be noted that ideolo
gies of both kingship and government articulated during the seventh 
and eight centuries, under the combined inspiration of Confucian
ism and the indigenous Shinto ("Way of the Kami") tradition, came 
to be regarded as paradigmatic in the subsequent periods of Japanese 
history. 

Internally, the Yamato kingdom suffered from dynastic changes 
during the sixth century - notwithstanding official accounts in the 

6 Manabu Waida, "Sacred Kingship in Early Japan: A Historical Introduction," 
History of Religions, Vol. 1~. No. 4 (May 1976). 323. 
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chronicles to the contrary - and rivalries broke out among chieftains 
of powerful clans who held positions as ministers in the court, especial
ly between those who favoured the introduction of Buddhism and 
an alliance with the Korean kingdom of Paekche on the one hand, and 
those who were anti-Buddhist and anti-Paekche on the other. Besides 
this, there was constant tension between the imperial family and the 
ministers in the coun. In this situation Japan lost its foothold in 
Korea, not for military reasons, but "because the central government 
in Yamato could not depend upon the obedience of the great territo
rial chieftains in western Japan, especially in Kyushu, or upon the loy
alty of its representatives in Korea, or indeed upon the integrity of its 
Great Ministers at Court''.· To make the matter worse, the unification 
of China in 589 by the Sui dynasty presented a potential threat to the 
very survival of Japan. Confronted by such internal and external 
difficulties, the Empress Suiko (reigned 592-628) and her nephew 
Prince-Regent Shotoku (573-621), with the help of the chieftain of 
the powerful Soga clan, tried to unify the nation. 

In order to solidify the national fabric, the Imperial Court attempt
ed to aniculate its ideologies regarding kingship and the government 
by relating the panicular cultural experience of the Japanese as ex
pressed in Shinto to the two universal principles -Tao of Confucianism 
and Dharma of Buddhism - which had been introduced from 
abroad. In so doing, the Japanese rulers followed the example of.the 
Emperor Wen Ti of Sui China, who authenticated his claim to semi
divine authoriry by depending on Confucian, Buddhist and Taoist 
symbols, Following Wen Ti's model, the Japanese Coun now tried to 
exalt the throne, as exemplified in the so-called Seventeen-Anicle 
Constitution, issued in 604, as a set of guidelines to the ministers and 
officials of the coun. It states: ''The Lord is Heaven, the vassal is 
Eanh. Heaven overspreads, and Eanh upbears ... Consequently when 
you receive the imperial commands, fail not to carry them out scrupu
lously''. R The Sinification policy of the Japanese Court was such that 
a number of talented young officials and Buddhist priests were sent 
to China to study. Also officials in the Court were given "cap ranks" 
ti la Chinese usage. It was not sheer accident that in the message to the 
Sui Coun the Empress Suiko adopted the Sinified self-designation of 

7 Sansom, op. cit., p. 47. 
8 Cited in Ryiisaku Tsunoda et al (Comps.), Sources of Japanese Tradition (New 

York: Columbia University Press, 1958), p. 50. 
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. 
Tmshi ("Son of Heaven") and Tennii ("Emperor"), which reflected 
an imperial ideology markedly different from the archaic tribal notion 
of kingship. 

The new ideology of the government, however, was not fully 
articulated until 645, when the Taika ("Great Change") Reform was 
commenced. According to the Edict of Reform, die government placed 
all administrative and fiscal power directly under the throne by 
abolishing private titles to land and peoples, by instituting registers 
of population for the purpose of allotment of rice land to cultivators, 
and by establishing a new system of taxation. The throne also claimed 
the prerogative of appointing governors of provinces, although in 
pw:tice great landowners were appointed to the governorships and 
given court ran'ks and stipends as well to compensate them for the 
loss of private ownership of their lands. Thus, 2Dlong all the reform 
measures the most problematical was the attempt to apply Chinese 
systems of land tenure and taxation, both of which were resisted by 
the hereditary aristocracy and undercut by the pw:tice of granting 
exceptions and exemptions. Ironically, governmental reform during 
the latter half of the seventh century was stymied by social disorder, an 
unsuccessful Korean campaign, and a bloody war of successio"n.'' Not
withstanding the pw:tical difficulties involved, the seventh century 
rulers of Japan were committed to the principle that the government 
must have written laws as its foundation. In this respect, the Taiho 
Penal and Civil C.Odes (Tlliho-rit.111-ryO), promulgated in 702 (the 
second year of the Taiho era), formed the most conspicuous symbol 
of the Reform ideologies regarding monarchy and government, and 
came to be regarded as paradigmatic in subsequent periods in Japa· 
nesc history. 

IUts•tyo itletll - a classical paradigm 

It goes without saying that written laws were not known in Japan 
before the introduction of Chinese civilization. It was only in the 
mid-seventh century that attempts were made to codify civil statutes, 
but not successfully. rn Thus, the Taiho Codes may be rightly regarded 
as the first written law in Japan. It was, however, soon replaced by 

' 9 As mentioned earlier, it was the victorius emperor Temmu who in 673 ordered 
the compilation of the Kojiki and the Nihongi, although these works were not 

·completed until the 8th century. 
10 On the legal development of early Japan, see Engi-Shiki: Procetl11res of the 
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another law known as the YOro Penal and Civil Code.. (YOro-riln
rfo), drafted in 718 but not enacted until 757. Understandably, bo·'i 
the Taiho and the YOro Codes copied most features of the T'ang codes. 
While the compilation of written laws was going on, the govern· 
mcnt established its'-first full-scale capital city in Nara, which became 
J?oth the political and religious centre of the nation . .And, although in 
the main, government structure was modelled after that of T'ang 
Ollna, it did possess a peculiarly Japanese feature in the sense that 
the administrative structure under the throne was divided into civil 
and religious branches, i.e. the Great Council of State (Dtljo-U.) 
presided over by the Chancellor (Dtljii-rlaijin), and the Department ol 
Kami- or Shinto-Affairs (Jingi-U.) presided over by the Head of 
Kami-Affairs. Both were directly accountable to the throne, following 
the principle of the unity of religiow and civil affairs (sllisei-itch1). It is 
to be noted that the foundation of the government and the law was 
the saaality of the sovereign, not only as the genealogical descendent 
of the Sun deity but also as the Manifest Kami (ditn-U1111). Inciden
tally, Sansom also points out another feature of the Japanese system of 
official grados which differed from the Chinese system, namely that 
"the hierarchy in Japan was based upon birth and not upon talent" .11 

The adoption of written penal and civil codes implies at least in 
principle that the government administration was no longer dictated 
by the precarious will of the hlmi transmitted to the emperor through 
dreams and divination but by legal principles and precedents based on 
the principle of Tao. Yet, as it turned out in practice, the universal 
principle of Tao was homologized with, and was subordinated to, the 
authority of the emperor who, by virtue of being the descendant of the 
Sun deity, was destined to rule and reign over the nation. Moreover 
the sovereign, now being considered the Manifest Kami, was expected 
to communicate his divine will through a series of ''imperial re
scripts''. The religio-political structure thus developed in the seventh 
and eighth centuries, primarily based on the homology of Confucian
Shinto principles, is referred to as the "Ritsuryo (Imperial Rcscript) 
State''. It was in effect a form of ''immanental theocracy''. 

It must be stressed in this connection that the Ritsuryo ideal was 

Engi Em, Booh 1-V, Trans. with Intro. and Notes by Felicia G. Bock (Tokyo: Sophia 
University, 1970), pp. 6-11. 

11 Sansom, op. cit., p. 69. He cites an edict of 682, "which provides that in select
ing men for office the considerations are to be first birth, then character, and then 

. capacity". 
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not simply to appropriate the classical Chinese idea of the nation as a 
''liturgical community'' with its sovereign as the supreme mediator 
between Heaven and Earth as well as between Tao and mankind, but 
rather to create a "soteriological community" with the emperor func· 
tioning simultaneously as the chief priest, the sacred king, and the 
living umi. With the elevation of the throne to divine status, the 
imperial court now became the earthly counterpart of the heavenly 
coun of the Sun deity. 12 Thus, just as the coun of the Sun deity inclbd
cd various functionaries, the imperial coun had similar functionaries 
who attended to cultic, administrative, military and household duties. 
The stylized daily court rituals were meant to present the earthly repli • 
ca of heavenly rituals as told in myths. On special occasions the sover
eign issued "imperial proclamations" (semmyo) which had the 
connotation of ''revealed words issued by the Manifest Kami''. 1 ~ 

Understandably, it was from this type of immanental theocratic 
perspective that the two chronicles as well as a. series of Records of 
local Surveys (J1#t/oj1) were compiled. Moreover; in 815 the govern
ment issued the New Compilation of the Register of Families (Shin
sen shoftrohl) in order to classify the aristocracy into the three arbitrary 
categories of shin-hetSll (descendants of U-1), kii-hets11 (descendants 
of royal families), and 1Nm-hets11 (descendants of naturalized Chinese 
and Koreans) by fabrication or otherwise. In so doing, the compilers 
of the Register resorted to the mythologization of historical and 
genealogical facts for the sake of solidifying the nation around the 
thrQne. Side by side with this mythologization of history, the chroni· 
den indulged in the historicization of myths such as the account of the: 
descent of the Sun deity's grandson from heaven to rule Japan. They 
also historicized the Yamato myths concerning the legendary first 

12 In this anicle the term 'Sun deity', is used to refer to AfllfJlertlStl-0-Nlmi 
{the ~t'Kami that sheds light through all the Heaven), i.e. the Sun as the Kami. 
''But this Sun Kami may also be interpreted as representing a legendary h~ 
character who was supposedly the founder of the Imperial line, from which stand
point this same pmonality is referred to by the appellation O-Hinl--110-Mmoto 
(the Exalted one who is the Great Light of Day)." Tsuda Sokichi, "The Idea of Kami in 
Ancient Japanese Classics", T'o1111g PtlO, Vol. Ul, Book 4-, (Leiden 1966), 296. 
On various theoties of the Sun deity, see Fumio Kakubayashi, "~terasu-0-kami 
no kigen (the origin of the Sun deity)", Shoi11-Niho11gi K411iy11, Vol. 180 (August 
1975), 1-12. 

13 On this subject, see z.achert Herben, Snnmyo, tlie KJJiserlic/Jn Brltme tks 
Shoi11-Niho11gi (Berlin, 19,0). 
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emperor Jimmu, even at the expense of fabricating the year 660 BC. 
as the year of the founding of the Japanese nation. 14 

Admittedly, religions, especially Shinto, enjoyed prestige and 
respect from the governmem under the Ritsuryo system. At the same 
time it was the government, or more precisely its Department of Ka
mi-Affairs (Jingi-un), which controlled all aspects of Shinto. The 
Department not only supervised all the officially sponsored shrines, 
but ''its duty was [also] to oversee the registers of the entire priesthood 
(htJfaribe) and of the religious corporation (umbe or kam11tomo ), the 
personnel of the Jingi-un itself and the staffing of the principal 
shrines" . 1 ~ Buddhism, too, was successfully incorporated into the 
Ritsuryo scheme. Thus, while the government patronized Buddhist 
institutions extravagantly, it enforced the ''Law Governing Monks and 
Nuns'' (Sony- ryo) and rigidly controlled the activities of clerics. 16 More
over, the government established the Bureau of Yin and Yang 
(Ommyo-ryO), which was in charge of astrology, calendar-making and 
chronology. The total character of the Ritsuryo system of government 
may be succinctly symbolized by the duty of the Chancellor which was 
defined as "ordering the state and deliberating on the (C.Onfucian) 
Way" and also as "harmonizing Yin and Yang".'' In shon, what 
developed during the seventh and eighth centuries in Japan were the 
two related ideologies of sacred kingship and immanental theocratic 
government, both of which were authenticated and supponed by a 
''multivalue system'• - an intricate homology of Shinto, C.Onfucian, 
Buddhist and Yin-Yang traditions. 

Ironically, while the Ritsuryo system came to be regarded as a 
classical paradigm in Japan, it never functioned as well as the architects 
of the system intended. Rather, the reality of Japanese life throughout 
the pre-modem period compelled the nature of both the monarchy 
and the government to be modified, without, however, rejecting 
altogether the Ritsuryo ideal as such. 

14 Tsuda points out that the first emperor was also regarded as the Sun Kami. 
Tsuda, op. di., 299. 

15 Bock, op. di., p. 19. 
16 On Soni-ryo, see Kenko Futaba, Kotlai B11RA,o-shiso-shi kenkyiJ (A Study of 

Early Japanese Buddhism), (Kyoto: Nagata Bunsh'OdO', 1962), Pan II "56ni-ry5 no 
Kenkyu", pp. 131-301, and my article, "Religions of Japan", in Wing-tsit Chan, 
I.R. al Faruqi, J.M. Kitagawa and P.T. Raju (Compls.), The Gf'etll Asriln Religions: 
An Anthology (New York: Macmillan, 1969), pp. 258·59. 

17 Sansom, op. di., p. 70. 
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ModiftetRions of the Ritsuryo model 

It must be admitted candidly that from the beginning the Ritsuryo 
system embodied a number of serious contradictions and inconsisten
cies. For example, the system of land allotments and taxation, which 
had been borrowed;,, toto from China, could not be applied to the 
Japanese situation without making a series of compromises, such as 
granting de ft1eto private ownership of land and labour to the landed 
aristocracy and powerful religious institutions, and I or excluding newly 
reclaimed land from the allotment system. Such compromises under· 
mined one of the cornerstones of the Ritsuryo system, namely state 
ownership and conttol of land and people. Moreover, the failure of the 
land law coupled with the decline in the efficiency of the adminis
trative machinery resulted in the growth of private manors (shoen), 
which in tum precipitated the rise of the warrior class and feudal 
institutions in subsequent periods. In a similar vein, all the important 
government positions, both national and provincial, were occupied by 
former clan leaders and members of the aristocracy, whose descendants 
inherited these positions according to the hereditary principle. More
over, large Buddhist monasteries, exemplified by the national cathe
dral, Todai-ji, acquired land, wealth and power, competing with the 
aristocracy. JR The prestige of Buddhism was greatly enhanced by the 
piety of Nara monarchs, one of whom declared himself the ''servant of 
the Three Treasures". Taking advantage of the situation, one ambi
tious Buddhist .pionk even tried to usurp the throne. Understandably, 
with the development of private ownership of manors, a hereditary 
aristocratic officialdom, and powerful religious institutions, the author
ity of the monarchy and the government was greatly eroded towards 
the latter half of the eighth century. 

The transfer of the capital from Nara to Kyoto in 794 marked a 
new page in the history of Japan. The leaders of the Kyoto regime were 
cager to restore the Ritsuryo ideal of imperial rule and the authority 
of the centtal government, free from ecclesiastical interference and pow
er struggles among the aristocracy. Their eagerness to perpetuate 
sacred kingship and an immanental theocratic form of govcrntnent led 
them to compile the ''Institutes or Procedures of the Engi Era'' (Engi
Sh~1), which was a collection of supplementary rules (~ydu sh~) 

18 Y osoburo Takekoshi, The &onomic Aspe&ls of the History of the Cmlizlllion of 
}11/Jllll (New York: Macmillan, 1930), Vol. 1, Chapt. VIII, "Monasteries Establish a 
State within the State", pp. 76-91. 
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to previously promulgated edicts and ceremonial rules. 1" Paradoxi
cally, by the time these procedures were put into effect in 967, the 
classical Ritsuryo scheme had already been modified by the emergence 
of the "regency" of the Fujiwara family. Here, the elaborate proce
dures of the Engi Institutes were applied only to the religious festivals 
and coun ceremonies and had little or no effect on Retilpolilik. The 
Ritsuryo system fost further ground by the rise of the ''rule by retired 
monarchs" (insei) and finaily by the "feudal regimes" of the warrior 
families. It is significant, however, that the sacrality of the emperor as 
well as his prerogative to ' 'reign'' over the nation were rarely question -
ed by the regents, retired monarchs and warrior rulers, at the same 
time that his power to "rule" the government was effectively usurped 
by them. 

(i)Regency 

Prior to the rise of the Fujiwara oligarchy, regency was exercised 
only by members of the royal family in order to assist the reigning 
monarch when such assistance was needed. Historically, the ancestors 
of the Fujiwaras were heriditary Shinto priests. The family became 
prominent in the seventh century, and thereafter members, of it held 
important government positions. Meanwhile, they acquired wealth 
and power from their ever-growing land-holdings in the provinces and 
they also managed to intermarry frequently with the imperial family. 
It was in the mid-ninth century, when a child emperor was enthron
ed. that his maternal grandfather, Fujiwara Yoshifusa, then Chan
cellor, became the regent (sessliO), the first of non-royal blood ever to 
hold such an office. When the next child emperor ascended the throne, 
Yoshifusa's adopted son, Motosune. became both the regent and chief 
counsellor (kampaku). 2° From the mid-tenth to the mid-eleventh 
cennuics the nation was ruled by the Fujiwara regency, called the 
sekkan (sessho-kampaku) system. 21 

The institutionalization of regency implied a significant redefini~ 

19Sec Bock, op. cit., pp. 11-12. 
20The c:ombination of sesshO (regent) and umptJ~tl (chief c:ounsellor) implied that 

~otosune was to serve as permanent regent, regardless of the age of the reigning 
jemperor. 

21 For other offices Wlknown in the Ri~ system, e.g., the Kumnr/otio~ro 
(Palace Secretariat) and the Kebiishi-chO (Police C.Ommissioners), see Sansom, op. cit., 
pp. 113-116. 
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1:ion of the Ritsuryo system by the aristocracy. We may recall that the 
early Yamato kingdom was in effect a confederation of semi-autono
mous territorial clans - precursors of the aristocratic families - which 
was held together by the magico-religious authority of the imperial 
clan. And, true to their heritage, the aristocratic families never fully 
accepted at face value the Ritsuryo ideologies of kingship and govern
ment. To be sure, they acknowledged the sacrality of the throne, but 
they expected the emperor to function literally and only as the ''mani
fest umi''' that is to reign but not to interfere with the actUal opera
tion of the government, which they took for granted to be the prerog
ative of the aristocratic officials. This view was based on reading 
Japanese historical experience through the mental prism of the aristoc
racy, another form of mythologization of history. Parenthetically, 
this view of Japanese history was articulated by Jien - the son of a 
Fujiwara regent and a prelate of Tendai Buddhism - in his famous 
work. the GtlU.Shii"or 'Miscellany of the Personal Views of an Igno
rant Fool''. 22 Because of this view of the nature of kingship and gov
ernment, the Fujiwaras relentlessly sought political power while 
venerating the throne. Thus it was no hypocrisy when a regent stated: 
''Great as arc our power and prestige, nevertheless they arc those of 
the Sovereign, for we derive them from the majesty of the Throne" .n 

The regency, however, came to be challenged by ambitiow retired 
monarchs who in tum created another institution which was not 
anticipated by the architects of the Ritsuryo system. 

(ii) Rule by retired monarchs (inset) 

Throughout Japanese history emperors were known to have abdicat
ed the throne for various reasons, but abdication for the purpose of 
ruling the nation behind titular sovereigns did not appear until the 
eleventh century. 2·1 In contrast to the Fujiwara regents, who derived 
their prerogatives from the fact that they were relatives on the mater
nal side of the nominally reigning emperors, the retired monarchs 
derived their prerogatives from the patriarchal principle. That is to 

22 On the G#kansho, see Charles H. Hambrick, G#kansho: A Religiotu View of 
]11/Jtmese History (Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, The University of Ollcago, 1971 ). 

23Quotedin Sansom, op. cit., p. 157. 
24 On the beginning of the insei system, see G. Ca,meron Hum, "The Reign of 

Go-Sanjll and the Revival of Imperial Power", Monum'ent11 Nipponietl, Vol. XXVII, 
No. 1 (Spring 1972), 65-83. 
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say, even when an emperor turned over the ''charisma of the imperial 
office'' to his son or brother, the abdicated monarch could still control 
the affaiis of the court as the legitimate head of the patriarchal impe
rial family. Retired monarchs were usually provided with living quar
ters (go-in), staffed with a few servants and attendants, in the rear of 
the imperial residence. But when retired monarchs became fie ft#lo 
rulers, their quarters became the coun and administrative offices 
(go-in-cho), well staffed with officials (in-sh1) and guards. Also, an 
ordinance issued by the retired monarch (inzm) carried the same 
authority as imperial ordinances, if not more. Probably the most 
powerful insei ruler was Go-Shirakawa (r. 1155-58 as Emperor; 1158· 
92 as inset), who dominated the political scene during the reigns of 
five titular emperors. After his time, insei lost much of its influence, 
although the system as such lasted for another half a century. 

The development of insei inevitably drove the Fujiwara regents 
closer to the neglected reigning monarchs, while the retired monarchs 
attracted those aristocratic families and local magnates who were 
disgruntled by Fujiwara rule. Also, the fact that some of the retired 
monarchs took priestly vows resulted in an alliance bctwccn insei and 
ecclesiastical institutions. For the most part, the insei era was charac· 
tcrized by an ugly power struggle among competing ex-monarchs 
4r between ex-monarchs and titular monarchs and also between insei. 
officials and the Regency officials, abuse of authority, nepotism, and 
administrative inefficiency. The result was the general erosion of even 
the residual structure of the Ritsuryo system, including the monarchy 
and the civilian form of government. This situation produced the rise 
of the warrior families who soon supplanted the aristocratic Civilian 
rule centring around the throne and the insei. 

(iii) Feudal regime (bakuful} 

Originally, the warriors (sam11rt11) were nothing more than armed 
attendants {sat1111f'tlu-mono ), subservient to the aristocrats and cccle· 
siastical authorities who used them as armed guards to protect their 
manors in the provinces. In the course of time, the warriors developed 
their own solidarity groups, based on the feudal relationship of mas
ters and vassals. as well as on regional and kinship tics. Some of the 
warrior families were charged with maintaining law and order in the 
capital, where they gained political influence. The two most promi· 
nent among these were the Taira and the Minamoto clans, and their 
rivalry became fierce as they fought on opposite sides in the complex 
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power struggle among emperors, ex-emperors and the Fujiwara fami
ly. For a while the chieftain of the Taira dominated the scene and even 
became Chancellor, which was the highest civilian position in the 
Ritsuryo scheme. Soon, however, the tables were turned, and the 
victoriow chieftain of the Minamoto clan, Yoritomo, pressured the 
court to grant him the authority to appoint stewards (jilO) and consta
bles (shugo) in order to keep order in the provinces and also to collect 
taxes in certain circumstances. By granting such authority, as Sansom 
astutely observes, the court ''handed to the leader of the military class 
effective jurisdiction in matters of land tenure and the income derived 
from agriculture, the vital features of a land revenue economy". 2' 

Then in 1192 Yoritomo received the coveted title of generalissimo 
(Sei-i TtJi Shogun), and established the feudal regime (baku/u)at 
Kamakura, far from the court in. Kyoto. Soon, however, power was 
assumed by the Hojo family, which controlled the Kamakura regime 
as the Shogun's regents (shiHen ). 

The Kamakura regime was very simple in structure, consisting of 
three burcaw - military (stJmMf'fli-Jokoro ), administrative (kumonjo, 
later renamed mtJndokoro ), and judiciary (mon&hii-jo ). It depended 
on stewards {jilo) and constables (shugo) to keep order in the prov
inces. Also, unlike the elaborate penal and civil codes of the Ritsuryo 
system, the legislation of the Kamakura regime, called]Oei shikimo
ku, consisted of 51 pragmatic principles. By training and by tempera
ment the warriors believed in such simple virtues as frugality, fidelity 
and jwtice in the feudal sense. To them, the sacrality of the sovereign 
was also subordinate to the pririciple or justice, and thw was neither 
absolute nor inviolable. Thw in 1221, when the ex-emperor Go-Toba 
and others undertook an abortive military campaign to eliminate the 
feudal regime, the Kamakura leaders dared to fight against the impe
rial authority on the ground of social jwtice, and afterwards sent 
three ex-emperors into exile. 21' Even Kitabataka Chikafusa, a high 
ranking warrior and a chief theoretician of the short-lived imperial 
rule (1333-35), wrote in his]inno-shoto-ki (Records of the legitimate 
succession of the divine sovereigns): ''Although the Emperor is 
augwt, the gods would not allow him to make one person happy and 
cause many to suffer. According to the right and wrong of ruling there 
is always to be found a path to righteousness.' '2' 

25Sansom, op. di., p. 318. 
26SeeTakckoshi, op. di., pp. 187-188. 
27 Quoted in Toshio Kuroda, "Gukansho andJinno Shoroki," in N1111Light011 
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The second feudal regime was established by the A:shikaga family, 
and it lasted until 1573. Unlike the Kamakura regime, which directly 
controlled the warrior families, the Ashikaga regime controlled only 
the feudal lords (sh•g11 ritlimyo ), who in tum claimed the allegiance of 
their vassals. Also, unlike the Kamakura regime, .the Ashikaga regime 
was established in Kyoto and absorbed the civilian government of the 
coun into the feudal framework. Thus, the third shiig•n, Yoshimitsu, 
became Chancellor and assumed the kingship in his dealings with the 
Ming court. 2" Following the devastating Onin War (1467-77), howev
er, the authority of the Ashikaga regime declined. During the centu
ry of incessant warfare that followed, private manors that had supon
ed the aristocracy and the coun were ransacked by self-made rillimyo 
(smgoj• ritlimyo). Inevitably the centuries old Ritsuryo ideal lost its 
mystique, and the imperial family and the courtiers barely survived 
with the help of their magico-religious aura. This situation lasted 
until the close of the sixteenth century. 

The third and last feudal regime, under the Tokugawa family, had 
the longest career (1603-1867), with its headquaners in Edo (present 
Tokyo). By design the Tokugawas established permanent mania! law. 
as it were. The nation was divided into 260 ficfs (hn) of different sizes 
and importance. The Shogun, with the assistance of advisory bodies at 
various levels, ruled his own territory directly, and other pans of 
the nation indirectly through the lords of the fiefs (rillimyO). There 
were also many administrative posts, e.g., the commissioners of tem
ples and shrines, of finance, and of cities, as wcll as censors. The 
populace was per,manently divided into four main social classes, name
ly warrior, farmer, anisan, and merchant. In addition, ecclesiastics, 
courtiers and imperial families were recognized as special categories. 
In spite of lip service paid to the throne, the regime barely supported 
or tolerated the imperial institution. The Ordinances for the Imperial 
and Courtier Families (Kinchii flllrtlbini Kegeshi shohlllto ), issued in 
1615, strictly regulated all the possible activities of the royal family 
and courtiers, even to the extent that the emperor needed the approval 
of the regime to appoint officials in his own court or to grant purple 

&rl:y tmti Metiiefhll jaj){mese Historiography, trans. and an introd. by John A. Harrison, 
U•itlersil:y of PloritlaMo•ogmphs, Social Sciences No. 4, (Fall, 1959), p. 37. 

28 It is said that the C.oun offered the title of ex-emperor ( tlaj61e""6) to him 
.upon his death. 
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robes to high ranking clerics. Under the constant surveillance of the 
Shogun's Deputies (Shoshi-rlm), the once powerful sovereign became 
in effect a glorified prisoner under the Tokugawa rule. 

Postscript 

In retrospect it becomes evident that the Ritsuryo ideologies of 
monarchy and government, which were developed from the intricate 
fusion of indigenous and Chinese features during the seventh and 
eighth centuries, chatacterized by sacred kingship and an immanental 
theocratic government, remained a classical paradigm throughout 
pre-modem Japanese history. However, the structure of gove,rnment 
was transformed by various stresses which saw the rise of the regency, 
the rule by retired monarchs, and finally the feudal regimes. Further
more the Ritsuryo ideal of sacred kingship was modified and reinter• 
prcted by the regency, by the retired monarchs and by the warrior 
rulers, in that the sovereign's authority to reign was recognized, but 
not his prerogative to rule. 

By far the most radical redefinition of the Ritsuryo system was 
carried out by the Tokugawa feudal regime, which developed its own.
form of ''immanental theocracy'' with its fint Shogun regarded as the 
manifestation of the ''Sun God of the East'' (10sho) and the guardian 
of the regime. Space does not allow us to compare in detail the differ-
. ence between the RitsuryO ideology of immanental theocracy and that 
of the Tokugawa regime except for 5ome brief observations. It is prob
ably fair to say that according to the Ritsurvo system the immanental 
theocratic state had an integral relationship with the sacred kingship. 
whereby the divine claim of the throne authenticated the soteriologi· 
cal character of the state as the nation of the umi. While this ideology 
was couched in terms taken from Chinese political theories, its theoret
ical basis was not derived from Chinese sources but rather from the 
archaic indigenous mythical tradition. In sharp contrast to the Ritsuryo 
scheme, the Tokugawa regime, which depended on Neo-Confucian
ism as its guiding ''theology'', developed its own ideology of imma
nental theocracy which did not need· the sacrality of the sovereign 
except as a magico-rdigious embellishment for the continuity of nation
al history. Accordingly, the Tokugawa ideology affirmed that "the 
order of heaven is not a transcendental substance but is inherent in the 
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conditions of human existence''.''' This form of immanental theocracy 
looks for its legitimation not in the mythological past, but in the regu
lative principle which is implicit in the concrete human, social, and 
political order. 

But the fact that even the Tokugawa regime tolerated, and paid 
lip service to, the imperial institution - itself a vestige of the out
dated Ritsuryo system - may be a matter of some significance in our 
attempt to understand the nature of pre-modern Japan. It may also 
explain why the modernization of Japan, which commenced with the 
Meiji Restoration in 1868, owes a significant part of its impetus to the 
classical Ritsuryo paradigm. 

29William S. Haas, The Destiny of the Mind- East and West (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1956), p. 140. 



Kingship in Ancient Mexico 

Pedro Carrasco 

The area of Southern Mexico and Western Central America which 
we call Meso-America was occupied by civilized peoples for a period 
of approximately 2000 years before the Spanish Conquest of 1521. 
Written records are few and the Maya system of writing, the only 
developed one, has not been totally deciphered. Consequently most 
of our information about social institutions depends on the native tra
ditions written down in Latin script in Spanish or native languages 
in the sixteenth century. They cover mainly the two or three centuries 
before the Conquest. During this time there were a large number of 
different political units. This paper deals with the most imponant of 
them, the so<alled Aztec empire that was formed in 1428 and lasted 
until the Spanish Conquest. It consisted of three confederated cities
Mexico, Tetzcoco and Tlacopan-located in the Valley of Mexico. It had 
conquered a large area of Central and Southern Mexico, from which it 
demanded tribute. 

Central Mexico was a frontier area, adjacent to the regions of 
Nonhern Mexico inhabited by hunting and gathering peoples at a 
much lower level of cultural and social complexity. A few centuries 
before the Spanish Conquest the main political unit of the area, 
centred in the city of Tollan, had collapsed and a period of political 
fragmentation staned, characterized by the migration and resettle
ment of people who had formed pan of this Toltec e.mpire, the shift 
of the Meso-American frontier towards the South, and the migration 
into the civilized area of peoples of previously barbarian ancestry. 
The civilized Meso-American peoples went through a period of reorgani
zation and growth during which larger and stronger political units 
developed. The Aztec empire was the successor to political units of the 
same nature but covering a smaller area. It thus represented the highest 
political achievement during a period of growth in late pre-Spanish 
history. 

The Nahuatl (Aztec) term for king is t/atoani, which literally 
means speaker, ruler or commander. The abstract noun tlatocayotl 
can be translated as kingdom, kingship or state. 

233 
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In each one of the three confederated realms of the Aztec empire 
the ''great king'' (uey 1/at011111) of its capital city ruled over a group of 
dependent cities, each with its own king. These kings were members 
of the royal lineage of the capital and close relatives of the great 
king, or if they were members of separate ruling lineages they took as 
wives daughters of the great king. The kings of the various cities in 
each realm formed a council which under the great king was-the 
highest governing body. In each capital city and under the great king's 
orders were a series of councils or halls, each in charge of a different 
aspect of government. Each council consisted of men of a particular 
rank as defined by the overall stratification system and the grades in 
the officialdom, and each council combined judicial, administrative 
and legislative functions within its field of competence. 
- The highest council was that formed by all the kings of the realm; 
it was the highest policy-making body, it alone dealt with affairs re· 
lating to men of royal rank, and it was the highest court of appeal. 
A second council was formed by men of the rank of leuctli, heads of 
noble houses, each endowed with lands and subjects; it was the 
highest coun dealing with affairs of the common people. In the 
"Hall of Princes" all men assembled who had the rank of king's or 
lord's son; the great Icing chose from among them those he wanted to 
entrust with various tasks of government. The "Hall of Eagles" or 
"Hall of Captains" included all the war generals and captains and 
formed the council dealing with military matters. The ''Hall of 
Elders" included a group of officials described as executors of the 
king, in charge of sending embassies and carrying out death sentences. 
The heads of te various men's houses (in which all the young men to 
be trained in public works and warfore (used) met in the "Hall 
of songs". Here they received orders to take their men to perform 
the tasks ordered by the king. The "Store House" was presided over 
by a steward under whose orders were the tribute collectors of all the 
different provinces, who brought their tribute to the Store House. 
This was also the place where great public works were organized and 
the various stewards received orders to take their men to work. The 
"House of Birds" harboured a son of zoo; it was also the place where 
skilled artisans worked, making luxury objects for the use of the palace 
and the temples. The "Row of Houses" or priestly residences connect
ed with different temples is also described as a dependency under the 
rule of the great king. 

All these halls are described as subject to the command of the 
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king, who also ordered the punishrnep.t of those members of each 
council who did not perform their duties. 

The members of the two highest councils -the kings of dependent 
cities and the lord- were the closest consultants of the king. The native 
chronicles, when dealing with the reign of each king, always described 
how the king decided with these officials all important matters and 
assigned various tasks to them, usually as teams of officials. The most 
important of these councillors was the "Woman Snake", a post vested 
in a branch of the royal lineage. Ritually this official symbolized the 
earth goddess of the same name, while the king stood for the national 
god "Southern Hummingbird". The Woman Snake also acted as a 
sort of viceroy. Other high officials in Mexico occupied posts which 
were required to be held prior to the kingship. 

Outside Mexico, in remote areas, there were colonies placed in 
strategic locations and these were ruled as direct dependencies of the city. 
However, most territories in subject areas were left under their own 
rulers, with stewards placed in charge of collecting the tribute imposed 
on them. Occasionally officials were sent from Mexico as visiting 
judges to decide special issues. 

Thus the authority of the king was exercised in all aspects of 
government through a number of councils. The chronicles relate how 
the king might initiate economic measures by imposing tribute on a 
conquered province, ordering the building of an aqueduct to bring 
water to the city or of a dyke to protect it from floods; he would also 
order relief measures in case of famine. In addition the king initiated 
and directed wars; he always started a new campaign after taking 
office, and he ordered the distribution of spoils. The king was the 
highest dispenser of justice; all death penalties had to be given by him 
and he formulated new laws. In the religious sphere, the king saw to it 
that the priests performed their duties; he ordered new temples to be 
built and special rites to be performed. At ceremonial functions 
he personified gods and acted as priest, performed sacrifices and 
presided over public rituals. 

Thus the king ruled with the help of officials, the most important 
of whom were his very dose relatives. Even the officials of lower rank 
were for the most part distant descendants of previous kings, although 
some other officials were men of commoner origin. The royal treasury 
and the economic organization of the realm were basically an exten -
sion of the royal household. We are dealing then with the type of organiza
tion that Max Weber labelled patrimonial. 
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Yet some distinction existed between the king as a person and 
the royal office. In the economic organization the king as a member 
of the royal lineage had lands that he had inherited and that he could 
dispose of freely, apart from what was dire to him as king; on the other 
hand, there were lands pertaining to the king's office, for the support 
of the palace regardless of who occupied the office. 

Ritual texts and ceremonial speeches make the distinction between 
the fallible, even unworthy, nature of the man and the awesomeness 
of the office. In ceremonial speeches at the investiture of a king he 
was admonished to be humble and to properly perform his duties. 
Prayers are on record asking the gods to cause the death of an unworthy 
king, and in at least one case an unsuccessful king, Tizoc, is said to 
have been poisoned. But there were no clearly defined institutional 
checks that openly restricted the king's power or that defined proce
dures for his dismissal. 

Nevertheless the high officials are described as influencing the 
daily decisions of the king and even as admonishing him for his errors. 
This is described in the case of king Auitzotl, who had ordered the 
death of the king of Coyoacan for advising him against bringing water 
from the Coyoacan springs to Mexico, an undertaking that resulted in 
a disastrous flood. And we must assume that the same group of high 
officers made the decision to bring about the death of the unworthy 
Tizoc. 

The unrestrained power of the king seems to have grown during 
the rule of the last king, Moteuczoma. According to one tradition he 
decided that only men of royal rank should serve in his palace and he 
had put to death all the officials of commoner birth appointed by his 
predecessor Auitzotl. Although we might think here of a conflict 
between two sectors of the officialdom, the fact is that the outcome is 
described in the chronicle as an arbitrary act of the ruler. Along similar 
lines it is reported that when a merchant became too wealthy and 
proud, Moteuczoma found an excuse to have him killed and his 
wealth confiscated. On the other hand, Moteuczoma also placed 
himself under the rule of law. On one occasion a peasant reprimanded 
him for having taken a corncob from his field, an action punishable 
by death. Moteuczoma praised him for having done so and appointed 
him king of one of his subject cities. The great king of Tetzcoco had 
his own son and heir put to death because he had committed adultery. 
The point is made that even the king's own son was subject to the 
rule oflaw. 
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Thus the checks that one can detect on the power of the ruler 
depended on the power of the high officials, that is on members of the 
ruling class. The commoners' role was to obey. Only in the case of the 
war of Mexico against the ruler of the Tepaneca did the commoners 
take pan in making a political decision. They were fearful of the 
possibility of defeat and made a contract with the nobility that in case 
of failure the latter would take the blame for the revolt, but in case of 
success the commoners would be obliged to serve them from then on. 
This has been interpreted by some writers as a son of social contract 
that explains the formation of the Aztec state. Yet it seems rather to 
reflect the practice of sacrificing the rulers of a defeated city while the 
commoners were spared, ordered to pay uibute, and given new rulers. 

All the kings of the three realms in the Aztec empire and the 
dependent kings in the cities within each realm were members of 
cenain ruling lineages; thus, inheritance always entered into the 
succession process. Only a few dependent and conquered towns had 
military chiefs who were not members of a local ruling lineage and 
were appointed by the great king. 

The required ancc:ruy always connected the ruling dynasties with 
the rulers of Tollan or their continuation in Colhuacan, the cities that 
had preceded the Aztec empire as the dominant powers in Cenual 
Mexico. According to some uaditions the dynasty of Tollan had its 
origin in the god-like priest-ruler Quetzalcoatl, Feather Snake. The 
connection was established either by direct male descent or by inter
marriage with a princess of Toltec ancestry, which was acceptable 
because of the bilateral kingship system of the ancient Mexicans. 

Yet inheritance was not the only factor in the succession process. 
The great kings of Tenochtitlan (Mexico), Tetzcoco and Tlacopan had 
to be confirmed in their position by the kings of the other two cities, and 
kings of dependent cities in each of the three realms were confirmed 
(or selected) by their great king. At least in the case of Tenochtitlan, 
the successor was selected from within the royal lineage by an assembly 
of high officials. 

Two different succession patterns can be identified. One, of 
collateral succession, prevailed in Tenochtitlan during the period 
when it was the main city in the Aztec empire. The other, oflincal 
succession, was followed in Tlacopan and Tetzcoco, as well as in 
Tenochtitlan itself during an earlier period in which it was subject 
to the great king of Azcapotzalco. 

In the lineal succession system the king was succeeded by a son, 
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although there was no rigid system of primogeniture. The son wa" 
selected as heir by his-father and, as stated above, had to be confirmed 
by the rulers of the other two cities. In the case of T etzcoco, for which 
the best information is available, it seems that it was also normal for 
the king to take as his main wife a princess of the lineage ruling 
at Tenochtitlan, and that his successor was an offspring of this 
union. On the other hand, the king ofTetzcoco gave his daughters in 
marriage to the kings of his dependent cities where lineal succession 
was also followed, and as dowry they brought the lands that the great 
king held in those same cities. 

In Tenochtitlan the kingship was transmitted to a collateral rel
ative: a brother, nephew or cousin. In addition, the main wife of a 
ruler was a woman of his own lineage, in a few cases a daughter of his 
predecessor. Part of the selection procedure was election by an assem
bly of all the princes of the lineage and officials of government, who 
had to select the son of a former ruler (in some cases a grandson). At 
the same time that a new king was selected, four other high officials 
were also chosen. The new king had been one of those four, so that in 
addition to inheritance we have a system of promotion through a 
ladder of offices. The lower positions required before that of king were 
held by military commanders who had to prove their worth on the 
battlefield before being selected. The total pattern thus combines 
inheritance with promotion through merit and election. 

Cases of irregular succession are of interest. The great king of 
Mexico, Tizoc, is said to have been done away with because of his 
failure as a war leader, but no regular procedure for dismissal is re
ported. He was succeeded according to normal practice by his younger 
brother Auitzotl, who, as a war general, was the expected .successor. 
At the death of the great king ofTetzcoco, Nezaualpilli, a conflict for 
the kingship developed between two different sons born of different 
mothers who found support in different parts of the realm. The son of 
a Mexican mother prevailed, thanks to the suppon of her brother the 
great king of Mexico, who at this time was the dominant power within 
the empire. 

There are no clear- cut cases of entirely new dynasties being estab
lished as the result of revolts. Foreign intervention or outright 
conquest often caused changes in the ruling line of subject cities which 
acquired as a new king a scion of the conquering ruling lineage, who 
would then marry a local princess. At other times a male member of 
the local ruling lineage was kept as king and was given as wife a rela-
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tivc of the superordinate ruler. In either case, thanks to the bilateral 
kingship system of ancient Mexico, the new local rulers combined the 
ancestry of both the local and the conquering ruling lineages. 

The governmental functions of the king and the modes of succession 
thus illustrate some of the bases of the legitimacy of the king's power: 
succession within the ruling lineage; election by an assembly consisting 
primarily of the high officialdom of the kingdom formed by members 
of the ruling lineage; promotion through the high ranks of the official
dom based on military achievement as well as birthright; and, in the 
ca5c of subject kings, the sanction of a higher ruler. A successful rule 
as war leader was also necessary in order to keep the office. 

Supernatural bases of power and legitimacy arc also clearly evident. 
A son of divine preordination is present in the fact that the national 
god spoke to his people, guiding them during their migration and 
promising them the achievement of power. The god often spoke to 
priests bearing his relics in a sacred bundle, or, in some other versions, 
he was a god who had come among men, or a deified culture hero. As 
pointed out before, Toltcc ancestry of the rulers meant descent from 
the god-king Quetzalcoatl (Feather Snakc)ofTollan. 

The king also appeared as the gods' representative on eanh. In 
ancient Mexican religion the gods were believed to have their ixiptltJS 
(image, representative or lieutenant) on eanh. These were the 
priests who impersonated the gods in the rituals, or the sacrificed 
victims who after death joined the deity they had represented. Upon 
taking office the king was said to become a god and he had an im
ponant ritual role. He acted as the representative of a god in a number 
of rituals, and in some cases as sacrificial priest. As a conqueror, he was 
depicted in sculpture and painting as a god and, after death, his body 
was also dressed as a god's. The personal names of some kings are vari
ants of the names of some of the deities. 

The king also had personal supernatural power of a magical nature. 
For instance, the king of C.Oyoacan killed by king Auitzotl ,of Mexico 
was believed to have the power to assume animal shape. Attributes of 
this sort seem to have been more prevalent among other Mcso
Amcrican peoples such as the Quiche of Guatemala. 

The strength of the king was necessary for the welfare of the king
dom and it had to be replenished by sacrifices every 260 days, an 
important time period in the Meso-American ritual calendar. 

When king Motcuczoma came to meet the Spaniards, he walked 
under a canopy surrounded by four high officials and the ground he 
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walked on was swept before him and covered with blankets so that he 
would not touch it. Nobody might look him in the face, and his 
subjects had to approach him with downcast eyes. 

A number of slightly different features of kingship are reponed in 
other Meso-American areas. Among the most significant are the fol
lowing: 

Some political units in Central Mexico, such as Chalco, Tlaxcallan 
and Cholollan, were subdivided into a small number of territorial 
units, each one of them with its own king; the kings ruling jointly 
were apparently of equal status. In Cholollan the position of the two 
highest rulers was reached by members of the local nobility by promotion 
through a series of offices, primarily of a religious nature. 

The traditions of some groups, and this includes the Mexicans, 
refer to a period when they had no kings. This seems to apply to 
groups who had not achieved. the status of independent city-states 
and were subject to foreign kings, but it also applies to migrant groups 
moving into the Central Mexican area from regions to the North 
where they had a more simple level of cultural and social development. 
These groups seem to have had leaders, probably hereditary, who 
combined military and ceremonial duties, but the information on the 
subject is very scant. These same groups acquired kings when they 
came under the influence of a kingdom, and were organized as depen
dent cities. They then received a king who was a relative of the great 

. king under whom they placed themselves, or one of their own leaders 
was invested as king by the dominant power. 
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The lnka and Political Power 
in the Andes* 

Franklin Pease G. Y. 

In order to discuss the Inkti and political power in the Andean re
gion, we must first consider the sources which are available for such a 
study. There are no indigenous sources, and our knowledge is there
fore based on chronicles, the great majority of which were written by 
Spaniards and only a very small minority by natives of the Andes. 2 

These chronicles have been habitually used without bearing in mind 
that their contents were based on oral information, substantially 
modified by translations which were not always correct, and fun -
damentally changed by the historical and europocentric criteria 
of their sixteenth and seventeenth century American authors. Not 
even indigenous Andean writers were wholly free of these prejudices, 
since otherwise they were potentially liable to the censure of the 
catholic priests or functionaries, whom they served or under whose 
tutelage they were placed; and moreover they wrote only for Spanish
speaking readers. 1 

•Translated from Spanish by A.L. Basham. 
1 This, the standard modem Quechua spelling, implies the pre-Columbian ruler of 

Cuzco. The word "Inca", with the usual Spanish spelling, indicates the people over 
whom he was king. 

2 General information on Andean written sources can be found in P. A. Means, 
f3iblioteca Ana'ina ... (Connccticut Academy of AttS & Sciences, 29, 1928); John H. 
Rowe "Inca culture at the time of the Spanish conquest", in Hl»Jdbook of Soilth 
American Indians (original ed. 1946), vol. ii (second ed., New York, 1963); Raul Pa
rras Barrcncchca, Los cronist11S de/ Perri (Lima, 1962); Ake Wedin, Fi concepto de lo 
incaico y las faentes (Uppsala, 1966); John V. Murra, Form11Ciones economicas y polt
ticl1S de/ mundo 11ndino (Lima, 1975); Franklin Pease, Los ultimas inCllS de/ Cuzco 
(Lima 1972), ch.i; sec also Pease, 'Las vi,sitas como tcstimonio andino' in Homenaje 11 
Jorge &s11d(in press). 

3 There arc few examples of Andean authors: Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala 
finished writing his Nue1111 coronictl y buen gobierno in the first years of the seventeenth 
century (facsimile ed:. Paris. 1936): at almost the same time Juan Santa Cruz Pachacu6 
Yamqui Salcamaygua completed his Relllci6n de 11ntiguedtldes deste reyno de/ Pirt1 
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This Europe-centred attitude on the pan of the chroniclers was 
clear in their picture of the Tt1111t1ntinsuyu (the realm of the Inka cen
tred on Cuzco), conceived along the lines of a European kingdom, 
with relations similar to those which existed between European feudal 
lords and their vassals. According to these texts the Inkt1's feudatories 
were gradually subjected to centralized authority by the lnka, whose 
dominion over people, land and other property was absolute. The 
same Europe-centred attitude is to be seen in the depiction of the h1ka 
attired like a European king and linked to a court similar to any court 
in Europe. In spite of the insistence of the chroniclers on ponraying 
the Tt1111t1ntinsuyu as the violent usurper of earlier seigneurial rights, 
their writings give no evidence of the existence of regional powers 
previoµs to the state of Cuzco, which might have been capable of 
offering effective resistance to the expansion of the lnka 's power, with 
the exception of the kingdom of Chimor, on the north coast of present 
day Peru. Even in the outcome of the conflict between the Inkas 
Huascar of Cuzco and Atahualpa, who defeated him, and is connect
ed with the nonhern regions of the Tawantinsuyu (i.e. Quito), it is 
recognized that the victor adopted Cuzcan manners and made a 
Cuzcan of himself, in conformity with the general tendency recorded 
by the chroniclers to identify the Inka with the city of Cuzco. 1 Varios 
documents used by the chroniclers (chiefly the fliritas organized by the 
Spanish administration to obtain reckonings of the population and 
tributaries, and the legal judgements in lawsuits between indigenous 
chieftains who either supponed or resisted the systems of inheritance 
imposed by colonization) made it possible to distinguish the existence 
of powerful ethnic units in relations of conflict (negotiated?) with the 
Tt1111t1ntinsuyu, a fact which is confirmed by archaeological researches 
initiated in the present century. 

The organization of the Cuzcan state was seen at the time by the 
chroniclers according to European forms, and with a comparable 
administrative system, though the picture of the latter was also dis-

(ed. Marcos Jimmez de la &pada, Tres relaciones de anligiieelaeles perNllfltlS, 1950, 
first ed. 1879). The first was the assistant of an "extirpator of idolauies", Cristobal de 
Albornoz, who took part in campaigns of this type in the last years of the sixteenth 
and the beginning of the seventeenth century. The writings of the second were found 
among the papers of Francesco de Avila (in the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid), another 
"extirpator" who wrote a collection of myths published under the title of Dioses y 
hombres de Hairochiri (bilingual edition by Jo~ Marfa Arguedas, Lima 1966). 

4 Pease, 1972, pp. 32, 47 ff. 
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toned by utopian criteria, influenced by tendencies to moralize, which 
surrounded the Andes with an aura of perfection. It was then believed 
that there had existed a Cuzcan "nobility" which extended its civiliza
tion over a world of barbarians, thw strengthening the moral criteria 
by which the European colonization of the whole of America was justi
fied. The lnka was for the chroniclers a king who came to power 
through a system of inheritance, definitely based on ''legitimacy'' 
and primogeniture, as understood in the European manner. Never
theless, we can discover, both in the chronicles themselves and in the 
t1isitm already mentioned (which have been widely used in studies on 
the subjea during the last ten years), a new image of the Inka and of 
his power. This results from the study of the documentary materials of 
the sixteenth century, in the light and perspeaive of methods and 
results of anthropology, as well as from the actual results of anthro
pological surveys. We are moving steadily away from the simple 
identification of the Inka as the ruler, as we define more clearly the 
ideal figure of the Inka, cenainly earlier than the Tflfllt1nlinsuyu, and 
surviving after it even down to our own times, besides the political 
presence of the Cuzcan ruler described in the chronicles. The precise 
statements of the latter are fundamental for an understanding of the 
contemporary authority of the Inka, nowadays conceived of in the 
Andes in a messianic framework, thw allowing w to approximate 
more closely to a plawible explanation of the formation and expan
sion of the Tflfllt1nlinsuyu as told by the chronicles. 

As well as the image of the Inka as the ruler, we can find in the 
selfsame chronicles the presence of an Inka looked on as a paradigm of 
all things, an archetype; and he appears as such in the myths concern
ing the foundation of Cuzco.~ The chronicles show us one Inkt1 
constantly repeating himself through the members of a genealogical 
tree which was basically understood as a temporal regression, since the 
succession of its component members was the only way in which the 
oral memory could return to the sacred period of the origins of the 
Andean state. The chronicles show w how the primordial Cuzcan 
archetype, Manco capac, the first Inka of the list of known rulers or 
t:t1pt11Jkunt1 (lords), prefigured all the norms which were to regulate the 
conduct of his successors, each of whom was to be.looked on as the 
eponymow ancestor of one of the Pt111t11Jt1, the kinship groups of 

'F. Pease, "The Andean creator god" (Numen xvii, fasc. 3·, 1970). Cf. Fl dios 
creadortlfltiino, (Lima, 1973). 
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Cuzco. Manco Capac was succeeded by seven rulers, the last of whom 
bore the name of the most ancient creator god of Cuzco, Wiraqocha, 
and fought with Pachacuti, his son according to the historicized version 
given by the chroniclers, although the same authors recognize in 
passing, against the logic of their own statements, that it was ''the 
son" of Manco Capac, and so his equal, who refounded the city of 
Cuzco, dividing it into two halves which were in turn subdivided, thus 
symbolizing the division and lawful ordering of the world; but now 
the cosmic order continues, thanks to the patronage of Inti, the dy
namic sun-god of Cuzco, who replaced Wiraqocha. who thenceforth was 
converted into a deus otiosus." Pachacuti figures as a new archetype, 
this time a solar one, who replaced Manco Capac and also "solarized" 
him, establishing and maintaining a ''genealogical'' continuity which 
continued through five further rulers down to the coming of the 
Spaniards. It is interesting that, if we omit the two personages who 
play the part of archetypes in the list of the rulers of Cuzco, we are 
left with twelve rulers, corresponding to the eleven identifiedp11naq11, 
plus that which corresponds to the power actually in command at the time 

The myths telling of the creation of Cuzco give important informa
tion contributing to a more precise conception of the figure of the 
Inka. The oldest version of the story attributes the establishment of 
Cuzco to Ayar Manco, who figures with Mama Ocllo as the couple 
founding the central city, the origin of the world of the Incas; this 
event took place after a process of selection which elminated three 
pairs of the four which emerged from a cave in the vicinity of Cuzco 
(Ayar Manco or Manco Capac and Mama Ocllo; Ayar Cachi and Mama 
Guaco; Ayar Uchu and Mama Cura; Ayar Auca and Mama Ragua or 
Ragua Ocllo) ''saying that they were the children ofViracocha Pacha. 
yachachi' ', the most ancient creator god, to whom the original 
foundation of Cuzco was also attributed: At the creation "at the time 
when the sun was about to rise (in the sky, by order of Wiraqocha) in 
the form of a dazzlingly radiant man he called the Incas and said to 
Manco Capac, who was their chief: 'You and your descendants will be 
lords, and you will bring many peoples to subjection. Have me as your 

6 M. Eliade, Pflltems in ComptJrflli11e Religwn (London and New York, 1958). 
ch.ii, sec. 14. 

7 Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, Hirtorialndie11 (Buenos Aires, 1947; first ed. 1572), 
pp. 117-18. 
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father ... ''" When, at the beginning of the fifteenth century, the 
transformation occurred from which the Tawantinsuyu originated, we 
notice a change in the creation myth, which introduced a new dynamic 
divinity, Inti, the sun, and modified the name of the founding hero 
Ayar Manco to Manco Capac, the first name in the mythical genealogy 
of the rulers of Cuzco, the Incas. Nevenheless, this change occurs in 
the chronicles not "in the earliest times" but in a new primordial age 
identifiable as the time of the organization of the state attributed by 
the chronicles to the Inka Pachacuti, the ninth of the traditional list, 
who reconstructed Cuzco after driving out the warriors of a powerful 
rival dominion, that of the Chancas, inhabitants of the territory north
east of Cuzco. Pachacuti is identified with Manco Capac; the 
chroniclers look on him as the son of the latter, and explicitly declare 
that his name previous to his achieving the status of Inka was Titu 
Manco Capac.'' At the same time as this the "official" version of the 
story of the foundation of Cuzco was changed, and it was now said to 
be brought about by a single couple, Manco Capac and Mama Ocllo, 
surviving from the creation, as told in the most ancient of the creation 
mythis. 10 

In this succession of myths we may discover elements which reveal 
the ideal model which the people of the Andes formed of the Inka, 
and which is to some extent still prevalent, even today. 

Wi'raqocha, Inti and the Inka appear as successive gods, creators of 
the Andean world both in the Cuzcan and non-Cuzcan versions of the 
legend. They are gods of order, 11 who construct the world on the ruins 
of earlier creations which have foundered. When the first of the three 
was transformed into a deus otiosus, the second arose as a dynamic 
fenilizing deity, the producer of maize, presiding over the organiza
tion of the Tawantinsuyu. When the Andean state perished as a 
result of the Spanish invasion the Inka (lnkarrf, Inca king) took on the 

8 Cristobal de Molina, Relacion de las f.ibulas y ritos de los incas (Lima 1943, first 
ed. 1575), pp. 11 ff. 

"Martin de Murua, Historia de/ origen, genealogfa real de los i11cas ... (Madrid 1962-
64, first ed. 1590), vol. ii, pp. 3-4; Garcilaso de la Vega, Comentanos reales de los zncas 
(Madrid, 1960, first ed. 1609), p. 188; Guaman Poma de Ayala, 1936, pp. 85, 87; Sar
miento de Gamboa, 1947, p. 176. 

10 Garcilasodela Vega, 1960, vol. i,cbs.xvandxvi. 
11 G van der Leeuw, Fenomenologfa de la religi6n (Mexico, 1964), p. 551 (the 

passage referred to is omitted from the standard English translation, Religion in Essence 
izndManifestation tr.). E. Turner). 
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characteristics of a divinity who was still creative, but who had been 
conquered by the Christian God, and of whose messianic resurrection 
there remained a latent hope, expecting the total transformation of 
the universe (a change of time and of the world, pt1Cht1Cuti), which 
would make possible a return to past time, when all was perfect and 
happy and when hunger did not exist. Some specialists have compared 
this succession of the three gods with a myth of three ages, a myth 
strengthened in the Andes by the influence of Franciscan preaching 
carried out according to the plans of Joaqum de Fiore. Nevenheless 
the chronicles also suggest that the three deities might be thought of 
as contemporaries, forming a divine triad, presided over at a distance 
by Wiraqocha, with the effective predominance of the Sun (lnh) 
during the Tt1Wantinsuyu, and represented here below by the !nu, 
the sun on eanh. 12 He was an orbiting divinity, a present and activat
ing force who might be considered in the Andes as a centre of the 
living world, and be treated as such wherever he might be encounter
ed. n The Inka was an archetype on whom was modelled the conduct 
of men, who consulted him in the cultivation of maize, and in the 
construction of platforms or terraces for agriculture and of irrigation 
canals for the distribution of water. 14 The ritual imponance of maize 
was fundamental to the life of the Andean peoples, through its 
identification as a solar plant, and through its being the main ingre
dient of chichfl, the ritual beverage of the Andes, which, cenainly, the 

12 "They say that before he (the lnka Pachacuti) became the ruler ... , when he 
came to a spring named Susurpuquio he saw a slab of crystal fall into the same spring, 
in which he saw the figure of an Indian in the following form: on his head, from the 
back of the neck, arose three most resplendent rays, in the manner of the rays of the 
sun; and in the joints of his arms with his shoulders were snakes, which coiled round 
his head like a headband, tU an Inca; and his ears were pierced, and in them were placed 
earrings, tU 11n Inca; and his dress and clothing were tU 11n Inca. The head of a lion 
(i.e. a jaguar) emerged from between his legs, and behind his shoulders was another 
lion, the front legs of which appeared to clasp his two shoulders ... (and) he called him 
by name, saying: 'Come here my son ... for I am the Sun your father .. .'" (Molina, 
1943, pp. 20-21). 

13 "And at this time there came out all the people of Cuzco according to their 
ayUu.r and factions. They came as richly adorned as possible and when they arrived 
(in the square) they adored The Creator (Wiraqocha), the Sun and the Lord Inca" 
(Molina, 1943, p. 3~). Beside the identity and simultaneity of the three (c.f. F. Pease, 
"En tomo al culto solar incaico", Ht1fflllflithries, l, Lima, 1967), there is to be seen a 
succession in the primacy of each (Pease, 1973 ). 

14 For the contemporary myths of lnkam, c.f. Juan M. Ossia, lrieologfa mesidnica 
riel m11nrio andino (Lima, 1973 ). 
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suri also drank. Cuzco, identified with the Inka, was the perfect model 
for pre-Columbian Andrean cities, which in ritual terms were construct
ed after its image, and the establishment of which required the traru
ponation of eanh from Cuzco, the inclusion of which in the new town 
established its identity with the sacred city. 11 

In the myths referred to above we find the Inka appearing symbol
ically as a constructor, and the Inka's constructive capacity is identi
fied on the one hand with the possibility of transforming the face of 
the earth, 11' hurling rocks in the four directions, commanding stones to 
group themselves together to produce buildings, and transforming 
them into invincible soldiers; or on the other hand with dividing the 
world into four parts, I' repeating in the name of the sun the similar 
division made by Wiraqocha in the earlier creation myth. 1" 

In the myth of the origin of the Ayar, Ayar Cachi threw four stones; 
''He threw (one) at a high hill and with the blow which he gave 
it he knocked down the hill and made a ravine in it. Similarly he 
threw three other stones, and with each one he made a ravine in the 
high hills. These throws were and are, from where he threw to where 
the blow fell ... , the space of a league and a half.'' 1'' In an oral version 
collected 25 years ago in Puquio (Ayacucho) it is stated: ''lnkard drove 
the rocks with a whip, arranging them in order. He drove them towards 
the heights with a whip, arranging them in order. After that he found
ed a city", and also: "Inkarria threw the rocks ... Also he sank his feet 
in the rocks, surely just as though in mud. The rocks and the wind, he 
set them in order. He had power over all things. " 20 In another place, 

u "There is another Cuzco in Quito, another in Tumi (fumipampa), another 
in Guanoco (Guanuco Pampa), another in Hatuncolla (near Lake Titicaca) and another 
in Las Charcas (modem Bolivia) ... " (Guaman Poma, 1936, p. 185; cf. also Pedro Cieza 
de I.e6n, Fi seflorio de los Incas (Lima, 1967, !st ed. 1550), p. 240; Pease 1972, p. 54. 

16 ''Pachacuti'' - the periods of destruction between each of the ages of the world. 
The chroniclers identify this word, like the name of the lnka Pachacuti, with the 
''changing of the world'', the ''transformation of the world''. 

17 Tawantinsuyu - "The whole of Peru, or the four parts of it, namely Antisuyu, 
Collasuyu, Contisuyu, Chinchaysuyu", Gonzalez Holguin, Vocabulario tie la lengua 
general tie todo el Penl, llamada lengua Qquichua ... (Lima, 1951, first ed. 1608), 
p. 336. 

18 Pease, 1973, chs. i and iii. 
19 Juan de Betanzos, Suma y narraci6n de los incas (Lima, 1924, first ed. 1551), 

ch.iii. 

20Jose Maria Arguedas, "Puquio. Una cultura en proceso de cambio", in Estudios 
sobre la culturaactual de/ Penl (Lima, 1964), pp. 228, 231. 
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''Inkarripa camachisca pachamama santa tie""· Thus even today we 
believe that Inkarr1 was as it were a god who worked miracles; for when 
water was wanted Inkarr1 would say: 'Let there be water in this p~ace ! ' 
and water appeared. That moment there came up a spring of water. 
He wanted to make chacras (cultivated lands), or terraces (and) they 
were made by themselves. The stones formed themselves into walls, 
they made terraces by themselves/' 21 In a course of lectures given to 
country folk of the area of the archibishopric of Cuzco in 1971, a peas
ant asked me if the Inka was powerful. When I asked him to what 
kind of power he referred, he replied, ''Power to command the rocks 
to move of themselves". Finally, when, according to the accounts of 
the chronicles, the Inka Pachacuti assembled his forces and people to 
fight against the Chancas, who had invaded Cuzco, to the defence of 
which the absent Wiraqocha had not come, he triumphed by in•oking 
the sun {lntt) and then transforming the rocks into invincible sol
diers. 22 

Thus the texts we have referred to, both the chronicles and the oral 
mythology still prevalent, hold that the Inka had the power to move 
rocks in order to break up the earth with them, to arrange them in 
walls or to use them for constructing terraces. These data find interest
ing confirmation in the administrative records of the sixteenth centu
ry Spaniards, especially in the visitas carried out to estimate the tribu
tary population. When in 1549 the visitadores at Huanuco asked the 
inhabitants of the place what tribute they had previously given to the 
Incas, they replied that among the principal offerings were ''400 men 
and women to make walls ... " 21 The current researches of Murra 
underline the importance of the human energy which was made avail
able to the ruling power ,24 as well as the importance of its employ
ment in the building of houses in the administrative urban centres, 
roads, terraces, irrigation channels and reservoirs. But the transforma-

21 Version collected by me in 1975 in the mountains of Arequipa, in the south of 
Peru. The first phase of the text may be translated as "Pachamama (the eanh) was 
created (ordered) by Inkard". 

22 Santa Cruz Pachacuti, 1950, p. 238; Bernabe Cobo S.J. HistoriiZ de/ Nue110 
Mundo (Madrid, 1964, first ed. 1656), vol. ii, pp. 75, 161. 

23 Juan de Mori and Hernando Alonso Malapartida, "La visitaci6n de los pueblos 
de indios", in Inigo Oniz de Zuniga, Visita de 111 pro11incifl de Leon de Huanuco en 
l.562 (ed. John V. Murra, Lima, 1967-72), vol. i. p. 306. 

24 Murra, 1975. 
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tion of the human world is also included among the achievements of 
the Jnka, for to him were attributed the movement of peoples des
tined to establish equilibrium in the relations of man and the earth, to 
colonize and to control the population subjugated to the Tawantinsu
ya (the mitimas or mitmaqkuna). 

Importing a European model, the chroniclers no doubt modified 
the Andrean oral traditions, leaving the impression of the existence of a 
system of inheritance based on primogeniture and legitimacy, both of 
which were in turn based on monogamous marriage. Each Jnka appear
ed as the head of one of the panaqa or Cuzcan kingship groups, and 
we should realize that all of these functioned simultaneously. There is 
still room for discussion as to how the ruler was chosen, and which of 
the panaqa could provide candidates for rulership; but we have evi -
dence of a ritual of initiation thanks to one of the chroniclers (Anello 
Oliva), to which we may add materials obtained from other authors of 
the sixteenth century, who gathered their data in Cuzco and in other 
parts of the Andes. At first there appears to have been a system of 
election between two candidates, the beginning of which the chroni
cles attribute to the time of the Jnka Pachacuti, and in which practi
cally all the known cases involved a struggle for power between the two 
candidates, which suggests a ritual fight. But only in the case of the 
appointment·of the ''last'' two lnkas of the well known official geneal
ogy can we find a definite ritual of nomination. Huayna Capac, 
shortly before his death, indicated two candidates who were to be 
subjected to the oracular ritual of the cal/pa, through which Inti, the 
Sun, indicated his choice. 21 

Here the chronicles abound in extensive accounts of occurrences 
which led to a bloody conflict between the two sectors. Huayna C:ipac 
had transferred the seat of power to Tumipampa, built where the city 
of Cuencua stands today in Ecuador, and had founded it as a centre 

21 Juan Avello Oliva, Historia del reino y provincias del Peru (Llma, 1895, fust ed. 
1631, p. 65); Cobo, 1964, book xii, ch.xviii; Molina, 1943, p. 22; Sarmiento de 
Gamboa, 1947, ch.xxvii, Rome, 1963, 302-8. Henri Reichlen, "Illustration d'un rite 
precolombien de divination'', journal tie la Societe ties Amen'canistes, xxxix (Paris, 
1950); Pease, 1972, pp. 82, 85 ff.; Guaman Poma (1936, p.118) explicitly mentions 
the appointment of the Inka by the Sun-god: "To become king his father the Sun has 
to call him in the temple and nominate him to be king. They do not mind whether he is 
elder or younger, provided he is chosen by the Sun"; and even Martin de Muma (1962, 
vol. i, p. 139) declares that "the perfect Incas should be chosen and ordained by the 
hands of the priests and of the Sun, and of the council of all the provinces and rever
enced before the Sun ... " 
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of the world comparable to Cuzco; for not only had he copied the 
essential ritual places, but, in establishing his headquaners there, the 
Inka did in fact transform it into a sacred centre. Towards the end of 
the twenties of the sixteenth century, Huayna Capac became mortally 
ill, and the two candidates whom he proposed as his successors 
were submitted to the solar oracle, with negative results in both cases. 
When the priests went to request the Inka to make a funher choice, 
the chronicles state that they found him dead. Various Cuzcan 
groups then forced the situation and enthroned one of the two nomi
nees, Huascar, who apparently had not moved from Cuzco and who 
better represented the interests of the Cuzcan elite, while the other 
candidate, Ninan Cuyochi, died mysteriously. There is mention of the 
efforts of the Cuzcans to "legitimize" their decision by marrying the 
mother of Huascar with the corpse of Huayna Capac, 2" but this state
ment would appear to be without foundation, for the ruler did not 
achieve power through legitimate affiliation or primogeniture, and 
the story certainly conflicts with the theory that the "legitimacy" of 
Huascar was based on his being the son of the previous Inka. 

The chronicles also tell that, some time after Huascar gained power 
in Cuzco, a conflict arose between this ruler and Atahualpa, leader of 
the elite of Tumipampa, the city favoured by Huayna Cipac. When 
Huascar triumphed, and captured Atahualpa in Tumipampa, the 
latter received a revelation from the Sun. There appeared before him 
Amaru Inka Yupanqui (amaru = snake), the first successor of Pacha
cuti according to the accounts of the chronicles, who, in the name of 
the sun, passed on to him the tide of Inka and changed him forthwith 
into a snake, thus allowing him to escape from his prison through a 
subterranean holeY Thus. having passed through the world of the 
dead, Atahualpa was recognized as Inka by the population, and only 
from that time did he gain victories in his conflict with Huascar; for 
the Inka could not be defeated. The oral tradition from after the 
Spanish invasion confirms this by identifying the Inkarri with Ata
hualpa. 

The invincible Inka, according to the ideal model provided by the 
chronicles, is also a mighty mediator, not only by vinue of his person -
al links with the world of the gods, but also in a second aspect, 

26 Santa Cruz Pachacuti, 1950. p.266. 
27 Oliva, 1895. p.65; Pease, 1972, p.98. 
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suggested by the mediative function exercised by authority (for exam
ple the kurw or chief of a people) over the two moieties (hanansaya 
and urinsaya) which composed the ayUus (clans) and peoples of the 
Andes, and which we find similarly, on a larger scale, in the Tawan
linsayu itself. The Andean kuraka held power thanks to relations of 
kinship and an asymmetrical reciprocity, the offering of human energy 
in exchange for the exercise of authority; together with the redis
tribution o{ the goods produced by that energy, provided by the 
ethnic units. His functions included the distribution of collective 
labour. the administration and sharing of the water supply, the deci
sion, which was reached ritually and supponed by ritual, as to where 
to sow and at what time, etc. But above all the prestige of the kuraka 
seems to have been derived from his status as mediator in personal 
conflicts, from his solicitous handling of ritual rivalries between moie
ties.2" and from his panicipation in the mediation of boundary dis
putes between one group and another. At the time of the appeatance of 
the Tawantinsuyu and the beginning of its conquests, we can under
stand why the chroniclers frequently mention the mediation of the 
Inka in conflicts of greater extent. Many of the conquests seem to have 
been brou:•h• about thanks to the lnka 's opportune mediation be
tween rivals in conflict, which implied his status as supreme and final 
arbiter and at the same time his implementation of the redistribution 
of wealth by the state. In the course of his expeditions, the lnka shared 
out the most highly esteemed commodities among the people -
clothing, especially of the wool of Andean camelids, maize, coca and 
mullu, 2'' all o'." which were of ritual importance and needed much 
manpower to obtain them. Along the roads and in the urban adminis
trative centres which the state founded, these products were accumulat
ed in large state storehouses, as were the tubers and dehydrated foods 
which were most commonly used in the popular diet. 

28 The status of the kuraka as mediator in the conflicts between moieties is visible in 
the lawsuits of colonial curaeazgos, and especially in those motivated by the necessity to 
determine boundaries, even in modem times. In fact this function seems present in the 
ritual battles such as the chariaje, a fenility rite still practised in the mountains of 
southern Peru, involving fighting between the inhabitants of neighbouring villages; but 
the function as conciliator in domestic situations figures among the activities of 
contemporary elders. Cf. R. and Ch. Bolton, Conflictos en la familia 11ntlin4 (Cuzco 
1975). 

29 Coca, &ythromt1 COG/I the sllghtly narcotic leaf from which cocaine is prepared; 
muOu - a bivalve mollusc of the genus spontlylus, only found on the coast of Ecuador, 
in waters warmer than those along the Peruvian coast. 
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That the lnka was able to command large quantities of human 
energy was largely thanks to the pressure which he exened through 
military conquests or negotiated alliances - and when each Inka appear
ed these redistributive relationships were established anew, which sug
gests that each lnka created his own Tt1wt1ntinsuyu. His control over 
Jabour was also obtained through the absorption of manpower dedicat
ed solely to the 'rate (yana or yanakuna). "'and bv the mobilization of 
the population to settle in zones different from their places of origin, 
by establishing colonies. These then expanded on a larger scale the 
methods available to the ethnic groups for the search for and use of 
resources in differC'•lt ecological zones." for purposes of production or 
of demograph!c equilibrium. In contrast to Mesoamerica, where power 
appears to have been based upon the concentration of the population, 
in the Andes it would seem to have been exactly the reverse, for the 
ruling power made use of means which would bring about the con
trolled dispersion of its subjects. 

One of the attributes of the lnka best attested in the chronicles was 
his activity as a conqueror. Nevenheless, the chronicles do not give a 
coherent description of the Inca victories, and, according to the sources 
of their information, they frequently contradict their own evidence 
as to the historical sequence of the conquests. Sometimes they attribute 
the occupation of lands very far from Cuzco to Inktzs whose "succes
sors" appear to be conneeted with the conquest of places near to the 
sacred city. Thus Pachacuti conquered Tumipampa, in the extreme 
nonh of the Tt1wt1ntinsuyu, while Tapac Inca Yupanqui conquered 
only the region of Vilcachuaman, an intermediate area, much nearer 
to Cuzco. Similarly even Huayna Capac figures as subduing for the 
first time the regions of Canas and Canchis, in the close vicinity of 
Cuzco.,,- This ma\' he the result of the fact that the Inkas who are 
treated as successive in the accounts of the chroniclers seem actually to 

30 The pre<olumbian yrma or y11natu1'lil may be understood as a dependent whose 
status varied, but the word has frequently been loosely interpreted as "slave". It 
appears that the number of 'JfmflS was limited (Murra, 1975, ch.viii). and there were 
cases of JtmflS who held the post of kurtJka before the Spanish invasion. W. Espinoza, 
"Los seilodos Etnicos de Chachapoyas y la alianza hispano<hacha", Revista hist6riCtJ, 
xxx (Lima, 1967). 

31 Murra, 1975, esp. ch. iii. 
3l See Relaciones geogrifietlf de Inrlias, published by M.0 Jimfoez de la Espada 

(2nd ed., Madrid, 1965), vol. i, p.218; vol. ii, p. 267-82; also Ake Wedin, Lil cronolo· 
gfll tie ltJ his to rill inetliCtJ (Stockholm, 1963) p. 49. 
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have been chiefs of panaqas who were contemporary one with another. 
Yet even when we can establish some kind of a standard version of 
the Incan conquests, based on the information of the chronicles and 
other evidence from the sixteenth and. seventeenth centuries, we 
cannot fail to notice a constant tendency for the Inkas, especially the 
successors of Pachacuti, to carry out their conquests from their base of 
Cuzco, leaving the city for the different regions and returning to it 
before commencing the next campaign. If we examine the order of 
these successive expeditions, all radiating from the same centre, we 
notice that each Inka organized his campaign in the direction of the 
hands of a clock, in concentric circles each time more far-reaching. If 
we combine the successive movements of expansion we have the pat
tern of a clockwise spiral. This leads us to think that the ''history of the 
conquests'' which we have hitheno believed was transmitted by the 
chronicles, might be in fact the account of a ritual of conquest, which, 
since it was repeated in the case of each Inka, may have been pan of 
the machinery of accession to power or connected with the right to the 
title of Inka. In the present state of our researches, we cannot be more 
specific than this. All that we can yet feel confident about in this 
respect is that the chronicles have not transmitted historical accounts, 
but systematizations governed by mythical categories, necessarily 
framed in a ritual context. 

Inkarrf is known nowadays in the Andes as a creative divinity, on 
whom depend the water supply and the produce of the fields, as well 
as the herds. He died during the Spanish invasion of the sixteenth 
century, conquered by his counterpan, the "Inka of the Spaniards", 
that is Christ. He dwells beneath the eanh, where his head is at 
present creating a new body. When this is complete Inkarrf will 
revive, and the world will be changed; the Andes will once more be -
come an "ordered" world, as it was before the arrival of the Spaniards. 
There are versions of this myth which state that after the last judge· 
ment, that is to say after the return of Inkarri, the white invaders will 
work for the people oft he Andes.'' Inkarrf is thus seen as an eschato-

33 "When the first human race was extinguished, Tl!!etc Manuco (Christ, Jnkam') 
made the present one and divided it into two classes: Indians and Mistis ('Whites', th¢ 
dominant class). The Indians for the obligaroty service of the Mistis ... Heaven is exactly 
the same as this world, with one difference: there the Indians arc changed into Mistis, 
and they use force to compel those who were Mistis in this world to work for them, 
even (going so far as) whipping them."]. M. Argucdas, "Mitos qucchuas poshispa
nicos' ', Ama111, iii (Llma, 1967) p. 16. 
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logical figure_who ~ay be identified with Christ; we have even exam
ples of myths developed since the European invasion in which we 
find that Christ ''brings the foodstuffs formerly produced by the 
Inka". 11 Nevertheless I r:111not identifv an "Indian" Christ. as is men
tioned in respect of various places in· the Andes. Among the present 
day Andean people, Inum is still ''the model from which all being 
originated''.·~ that is to ~ay an archetype. arrording to the Quechua
speaking population. Among the Aymara speakers of southern Peru 
''Enqa is the generative and vital principle. He is the source and origin 
of happiness, comfort and abundance. He is not directly represented 
by natural physical objects, nor is he to be seen in the articles which 
together form the sentllu-q 'epi, the bundle CO.Jltaining ritual objects 
connected with the fertility of animals, for which there are equivalents 
in agricultural rituals. Yet, as a principle, he is permanently present 
in it, because without his intervention it would not be possible for the 
herds to he kept in comfort :md contentment.''"' 

There is an obvious problem in the transformation undergone by 
the lnka down to the present day, in which he still evidently survives. 
The contemporary image of the Inka wavers between the personifica
tion of a generative principle, which seems to have survived from the 
former Cuzcan deities, and the memory of the king of Cuzco. If 
indeed the prestige of Cuzco is still evident among the people, the 
basis of that prestige remains the Inka, whose return may change the 
world; even if this involves the killing of many people, it is the only 
assurance of hope. 

34 Version collected in the mountains of Arequipa in 1975. Cf. Pease (ed.) 
CoU.gtuU I (in the press). 

35 J. M. Argucdas, "Taki Parwa y la pocsfa qucchua de la rcpublica", Lemar pm111-
1111S, iv, 12 (Lima, 1955), p. 74. 

36 J. A. Flores Ochoa, 'Enqa, Enqaychu, Illa y Khuya humi (aspcctos mfgico-rcli
giosos entrc pastorcs)' .]011rtllll tie Ill Sociiti des Amiri&tmistes, lxiii (Paris, 1976). 






